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The TS24 is the first in -line 
console from Soundcraft. 

And it represents a 
major breakthrough in in- 

because it now makes 
to understand and 

line technology, 
the console far easier 
operate. 

Believe us, this is no hollow promise. 
Our argument is built around two rock 
solid foundations. Firstly, a new concept in 

console layout so logical, engineers used to 
split or in -line consoles can start work from 
day one. And secondly, a set of master 
conditions so advanced they'll amaze you. 

STATUS. 

One touch of the status button will 

configure the whole console for each 
particular stage of recording, mixing, 
broadcasting and video post production 
without sacrificing any flexibility whatso- 
ever. In other words, one touch and you're 
off and running. 

NEW DESIGN. 

Conventional in -line consoles suffer 
from the limitations of one long travel fader 
and one equaliser being shared by two 
signal paths. With the engineer fader 
reversing and moving the equaliser back 
and forth throughout the recording, 
overdubbing and mixing process to 
optimise the situation. 

The TS24 eliminates these short- 
comings, thanks to its logical design. 
The long travel fader is in the section 
called MIX, which is the signal path for 
both monitoring and mixing. The equaliser 
moves between the MIX and CHANNEL 

signal paths automatically by use of the 
master status switches. `Soft' switches 
may locally move EQ and AUX sends 
between the two signal paths but are 
also automatically reset. 

When mixing, the Channel sections 
become available as additional inputs 
or effects sends without the limitations 
imposed by more conventional designs. 

DROP-IN. BOUNCE. 

Drop -ins are made easy by the 
use of the TAPE and GROLP button 
(T & G). Tape and Group enables you 
and the musician to monitor the original 
track and the overdub simultaneously. 

The Bounce button facility 
enables you to take any combin ation 
of channels with their fader and 
pan settings directly to the routing 
matrix giving you instant bounce down. 

SOUND AND VISION. 

To create perfect sound, you also 
need perfect vision. With the TS24, that's 
exactly what you get. Separate scribble 
strips are provided instead of the usual 
confusing double one, and the Mix and 
Channel controls are in clearly defined 
areas for easier use. 

AUTOMATION. 

Soundcraft have developed a unique 
interface to the disc based MASTER MIX 

automation system, which enhances its 
operational flexibility by totally integrating 
the full extent of the console muting. 

One feature of this system enables 
you to by -pass the Channel VCAs, thereby 



optimising the original recording quality. 
Surprisingly enough, all this practical 

technology, combined with sleek good 
looks doesn't carry a huge price tag. So our 
doors are open to practically everybody. 

Which only leaves us with one thing 
to say: if you want to keep your finger on 

the button in the most up -to -date mixing 
console design available, contact us. 

Soundcraft TS24 
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd., 5 -8 Great Sutton St. London EC1 V 08X. 
7b1: 01 -253 6988. 7èlex 21198 SCRAFT G. 

Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th. St, Santa Monica. 
California 90404. 7b1: (213) 453 4591. 7blex: 664923. 

Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quebec, 
Canada H9P 1J6. 7b1: (514)685 1610. 7blex: 05 822582. 
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The art of engineering 
is serious business. 

You made the decision 
to engineer audio be- 
cause you care for the 
art of music and sound 

The realities are that 
you also need to 

operate as a business. 
The audio console that 

you choose for your 
creative fulfillment is 

the most expensive 
piece of capital equip- 

ment in your facility. 
Serious business. 

We also consider the 
art of engineering a 

serious business. We 
have devoted 12 years 

to engineering and 
building truly the finest 

audio consoles. Year 

after year, we have 
reinvested our profit 

back into our design. 
manufacturing and 

distribution facilities 
The result is that 
TAC and AMEK 

together are among 
the world's largest 
professional audio 

console companies. 
Serious business. 

The SCORPION is one 
of the highlights of the 
TAC line. With 9 different 
modules. 2 mainframe 
configurations, 5 meter 
packages and 8 or 16 

buses, the SCORPION 
can be configured to 
suit any professional 
application. Of course, 
each SCORPION 
comes standard with 
the EO sound and 
chassis design that has 
made TAC /AMEK 
world renowned. 
Affordable value 
is serious business. 

We ask only that you 
look deeper than just 
an ad, a brochure, or 
a sales presentation 
before you make your 
next major capital 
investment. At TAC, 
we treat the art of 
engineering as a 
serious business 

SCORPION 26 , 2 

/16 

7440 
AMEK CONSOLES INC , 10815 Burbank Blvd . North Hollywood. CA 91601 Tel 818 -508 -9788 Telex: 662526 AMEK USA 

TOTAL AUDIO CONCEPTS LTD., Islington Mill. James Street. Salford M3 5HW Eng:and Tel 061- 834 -6747 Telex: 668127 AMEK G 
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See the first console 
specifically built for 

64 track digital recording 
at the Newyork AES 

Designed for the world's largest 
and most sophisticated recording 

studios, the SUPERSTAR is a 20 -bit 
analog console with the performance, 
specifications, and functions necessary 
for digital recording. The SUPERSTAR 
is totally modular and totally expand- 
able, and features 64 mixing busses for 
recording to two 32 -track tape 
recorders. 

DESIGNED FOR DIGITAL 
Through critical analysis of design, 

and testing and re- testing of compo- 
nents, the signal path and sound qual- 
ity of this console is optimized for digi- 
tal recording. Quad Eight, as a part 
of the Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group, 
developed this console as the perfect 
companion to digital multitracks such 
as Mitsubishi's new X -850 32- channel 
recorder. 

64 MIXING BUSSES 
The SUPERSTAR has 64 mixing 

busses controlled from a central assign 
panel and readout. The 72 by 64 output 
matrix uses logic -controlled 
summing bus switching, providing 64 
instantly selectable output busses. 
Using its own memory for five complete 
presets, it also allows automation con- 
trol via a serial communication port. 

COMPUMIX IV AUTOMATION 
A 32 -bit master processing com- 

puter records data on an 80 megabyte 
Winchester hard disk in real time for 
unprecedented accuracy in an automa- 
tion system. This fourth -generation 
design stores four instantly accessible 
real time mixes plus eight compressed 
mixes on the hard disk simultaneously, 
and transfers compressed mixes to and 
from floppy disk. A distributed multi- 
processing system, Compumix IV has 

Mitsubishi X -850 
32- Channel Digital Audio Recorders 

individual computers handling dedi- 
cated functions at different levels of the 
system ar(hit('(ttire. 

INTELLIGENT DIGITAL FADER 
With its own microprocessor, the 

IDF can operate standing alone or 
coupled to the automation system. 
Using a monolithic direct digital 8 -bit 
encoder /fader and a membrane touch 
panel inputing the 10 -bit internal pro- 
cessor, exact dB values are calculated 
using 14 -bit arithmetic, displayed, and 
converted to DC using a 12 -bit D /A. All 
functions are at 10 times scanning rate 
for' /iu frame mute accuracy, and fader 
smoothing algorithm. There are 16 
nested groups, and any module can 
assigned master without changing i 

individual function. 
The VCA circuitry is on a sep 

PC card that plugs onto the mai d- 
ule PC board. Different VCAs ' , be 
easily substituted. 

PLUG -IN EQUALIZER 
Finally, there's a choice' e 

SUPERSTAR equalizer p . in on each 
input module. Normall ivered with 
a four -band paramet ualizer with 
variable frequency " dwidth, and 
peak/dip level; oth ` are available. 
Each module also has a variable 
concentric high pass, low pass filter 
with individual in/out buttons. 

AUTOMATED EQUALIZER 
Each channel module has been 

designed to accept an automated equal- 
izer, making the SUPERSTAR the most 
advanced console available. 

PLUG -IN PREAMPLIFIER 
Each module's microphone pream- 

plifier is also of top panel plug -in 
design. Transformers -or trans - 
formerless differential, the choice is 
yours. And new technology can be in- 
stantly added to your console. 



AES Booths 
717 -724 

SMPTE, Los Angeles 
Booth 1320 

FOR WORLD -CLASS STUDIOS 

The Super 
MODULE FEATURES 

Each module is a dual in -line design 
with separate channels for recording 
and monitor / mixdown. Main fader (or 
VCA), equalizer, filter, auxiliary sends, 
and line trim can be switched to either 
channel. Each input module has eight 
auxiliary sends configured as four mon- 
aural and two stereo sends, with pan- 
ning. They are switchable as pairs to 
either recording channel or monitor. 
Monitor /mixdown channel is selectable 
to two stereo outputs for simulta- 
neously making two different mixes. 
All output busses are differential bal- 
anced with optional transformers. For 
added overall control, each module has 
a switch (AGM) which allows it to 
become an audio sub -master for a group 
of input modules. A signal presence/ 
peak dual LED circuit on each module 
indicates peak overload at microphone 
preamplifier out, or equalizer out, or 
fader out. Unigie circuitry allows all to 

be connected to the indicator with only 
the peak signal shown, without addition 
from the other samples. 

BAR GRAPH METER 
Above each module is a 60- segment 

LED vertical bar level meter. The 
metering system is switchable to VU or 
peak ballistics with changeable electro- 
luminescent scales for each, VCA level 
indication, or two sets of spectrum ana- 
lyzers in 'L< octave increments. 

TOTALLY MODULAR FRAME 
The SUPERSTAR console is con- 

structed of individual housing sections 
of eight modules each. The console is 
not limited to just a few standard frame 
sizes, but may be ordered with any 
number of inputs. Interwiring of con- 
sole sections and input /output connec- 
tions is all with shielded plug -in ribbon 
cable. High quality bantam jacks are on 
PC boards, arranged module by mod- 
ule, and plug into the mother boards by 

JI MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP 

by Quad eughr 
shielded ribbon cable. This feature, 
along with the modular frame, makes 
this the only truly field -expandable 
console. 

OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGE 
An overbridge is available for 

mounting above the primary meter 
bridge to house additional accessories. 

LIMITER/COMPRESSOR/GATE 
This is a plug -in option for the meter 

overbridge. It is wired directly in -line 
with each channel, or as a peripheral 
patchable processor. More than just an 
accessory to the module, it is a full - 
function studio- quality leveling 
amplifier. 

AFFORDABLE DIGITAL 
The SUPERSTAR costs less than 

other world -class consoles. And a 
digital package with a Mitsubishi 
multitrack can save you even more. 

NEVE. SSL. SUPERSTAR. 
See them all before you decide. 

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION 
Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898 -2341 Telex 311784i 
New York: Suite 1530, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 Phone (212) 713 -11100 Telex 703547 
Nashville: 2200 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, TN 37212 Phone (615) 298 -6613 
Canada: 363 Adelaide Street E., Toronto, ONT. M5A 1N3 Phone (416) 865 -1899 
United Kingdom: 1 Fairway Drive, Greenford, MIDDX UB6 8PW Phone (01) 578 -0957 Telex 923003 

October 1985 R-e/p 7 
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Dews Letters Views 
SONY APR -5002 REVIEW 

from: Takeshi Yazawa and 
Hiro Konno 
Professional Audio Division. 
Sony Corporation of America 

As indicated in the review article by 
Peter Butt [published in the August 
issue], there are some discrepancies 
between our published performance 
data and his data as measured. 

As Mr. Butt's measurement method 
could not have possibly been the same 
as the one we did, we felt it was approp- 
riate to describe the measurement 
method that we use in all of our tape - 
recorder products. It is broken down into 
two categories, of which detailed des- 
criptions are as follows. 

A: Signal to Noise Measurements 
Using an AC voltmeter w /dB scaling 

for appropriate sensitivity and range, 
the machine is measured for the above. 
We use a reference fluxivity of 510 
nWb /m, with a shorted Audio input, 
and bulk- erased audio tape for Signal - 
to -Noise measurements of Record Input 
to Playback Output. This produces a 
measurement of both the Record and 
Playback Signal processing systems. 
The resultant of this measurement can 

be expressed in weighted, unweighted, 
and dB(A) scales. 
B: Frequency Response Measurements 

Assuming that the machine has been 
properly aligned for flat -frequency ver- 
sus amplitude response using an 
approved reproducer alignment tape, 
and has been calibrated for proper bias, 
Record level and equalization for the 
tape being used, the machine can be 
measured for overall frequency response - Record /Play. A precision sinewave 
oscillator is connected to the line input 
or calibration input connector and an 
AC voltmeter w /dB scaling is connected 
to the line or calibration output connec- 
tor. At constant amplitude output, the 
oscillator is swept from approximately 
1011z to the upper frequency limit of the 
device. These upper and lower fre- 
quency limits are defined as the 3 -dB 
down points in measured outputs. 
Throughout this sweeping upward, the 
operator denotes the amplitude response 
variations (if any). Upon completion, 
the results are mapped out on a fre- 
quency versus amplitude scale and the 
appropriate standard deviation is noted 
±. This can then be verified against a 
reference specification. The resultant is 
called the frequency response. 

THE HIGH COST OF VHF 
WIRELESS IS NOW HISTORY 

Samson VHF wireless systems have established a reputation 
for superior performance, innovative design and proven reliabil- 
ity in a wide variety of commercial sound applications. We offer 
a full line of VHF wireless systems from *$475 to *$1474 to fit the 
most cost -conscious budget. More proof that professional VHF 
wireless doesn't have to cost what 
it used to. 

WE TOOK THE WORRY OUT OF WIRELESS 
SAMSoN ® 

Samson Music Products, 124 Fulton Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 (516) 489 -2203 TU( 510 2221630 
In Canada: Omnimedia Corporation, Ltd., 9653 Cate de liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P 1A3 514 -636 -9971 

'U.S. Suggested Retail 
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Peter Butt replies: 
Sony /MCI Product Management is 

correct on points A and B. 
A. The (S +N) /N figures given in the 

tabulation at the head of the article were 
measured using biased tape that had 
not been bulk erased, and then passed 
over the heads in Record mode at the 
speed of interest, inputs shorted. It was 
then replayed by the reproduce head at 
the speed of interest. The reproducer 
had previously been calibrated and 
equalized for a reference fluxivity of 260 
nW /m at 1 kHz for each of the relevant 
speeds. Because 20xLOG (510/260 = 

+8.81 dB, this figure was added to the +4 

dBv meter calibration to yield a refer- 
ence correction factor of +12.81 dB. The 
indicating instrument is a Hewlett - 
Packard 334A Distortion analyzer, 
Option H05. The average -responding 
334A meter 30 -kHz LPF noise reading 
was corrected to RMS by adding the 
standard 1.11 dB. The 30 -kHz meter 
bandwidth was corrected by subtract- 
ing 20xLOG (30/20) = 3.52 dB from the 
reading. 

The reported (Signal + Noise) /Noise 
data reported was derived as follows: 
S = (8.81 - Em + 1.11 - 3.52) Decibels: 
20 -kHz LPF unweighted. 

B. Frequency response tolerance data 
was determined by first aligning, bias- 
ing, and equalizing the machine for the 
tape used at each speed of interest for 
the reproducer characteristics required. 
Flux reference levels were set to 260 
nW /m at 1 kHz for each case. All equali- 
zations were set using CW [continuous 
wave] sinewave signals at: 1 kHz, 10 
kHz, and 50 Hz. Deviations were checked 
with a sine sweep from less than 20 Hz 
to a frequency greater than the high - 
frequency 3 dB break at the high -end of 
each track /speed response. The 7.5 ips 
response data was equalized similarly 
at a signal level 10 dB below the flux 
reference. 

These preparations having been com- 
pleted, the record /reproduce /sync fre- 
quency response of each was taken by 
recording a squarewave having a fre- 
quency of 1.963125 Hz for the frequency 
band below 200 Hz, and 195.3125 Hz for 
the band above 200 Hz. These signals 
were then reproduced in the appropriate 
modes and digitized in the time domain. 
The time domain data was then oper- 
ated upon to produce the Discrete Four- 
ier Transform, and then deconvoluted 
by the digitized, DFTd time -domain 
data of the generator squarewave out- 
put waveform. This operation yields the 
transfer function of the transmission 
device responsible for the observed 
changes in the time -domain output 
response, as compared with the input - 
signal time -domain response. 

The resulting data is then plotted in 
such a way as to show the two bands of 

... continued on page 12 - 
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Crown, a mine long syn- 
orymous with advanced 
technologies. restates the r 

position in the industry Qvitn 

the Micro -Tech 100C''' a u- 
nique meld ci peak perfor- 
mance and dependabi ty. 

The level of precisior the 
Micro -Tech 1000 offers is 
enhanced w two Crown 
Fatents, the Grounded 
Bridge Circuit and ODEP 
(Output Devine Emulator 
Protection). Together, this 
new techrclogy brings 
the heritage of the Crown 
DC300 Series to a smaller, 
Iignter and rrcre powerful 
package tha- Crown has 
evar produced. 

Expanding on the tradi- 
tion of peerless perfor- 
mance Crown established 
over 33 years ago, the M icro- 

Tech Series will soon be- 
come the standard by 
which all oVers are mea- 
sured. Smell, powerful 
and dependable - a 

'Killer" cornbiraticn. 
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Introducing the Tape 
Multi -track Overdubbing 
with Synclavier's New 
Direct -to- Disk" Recording 
System 

During the AES Convention 
from October 13 -16 in New 
York, New England Digital will 
debut the latest Synclavier en- 
hancement, the Direct -to -Disk 
multi -track recording system. 

Used in conjunction with the 
state -of- the -art Synclavier, the 
combined system will offer a 
stand -alone "tapeless" digital 
recording and post- produc- 
tion environment. In other 
words, the capability of a 
$1,000,000 studio at a fraction 
of the cost, and Its all digital! 
The system to be premiered 
will feature four tracks of re- 
cording to disk at 50kHz, with 
storage capacity up to 500 
megabytes. The production 
model will support up to six- 
teen tracks and offer the capa- 
bility of 100kHz sampling or 
stereo sampling at 50kHz. 

The Direct -to -Disk system will 
be controlled from the Syncla- 
vier's 32 -track digital recorder. 
Complete vocal and instru- 
mental tracks, recorded con- 
tinuously, can now be part of 
any Synclavier recording. For 
example, a user could incor- 
porate a recording of an 
acoustic instrument or vocal 
track(s) into their existing Syn- 
clavier polyphonic sampled, 
synthesized, or MIDI tracks. 

Be sure not to miss this revolu- 
tionary advancement! 

The Midi System that Works! 

Along with all the amazing 
capabilities of the Synclavier 
system, you can add the flexi- 
bility of MIDI. Now it is possible 
to incorporate the dynamics 
and timbres of your favorite 
keyboard with the Synclavier 
memory recorder. For exam- 
ple, record your keyboard into 
the Synclavier's 32 -track digi- 
tal memory recorder or trigger 
the timbres of the Synclavier 
from one of your favorite per - 

formance instruments. 
The standard Synclavier MIDI 
system features one channel 
in /four out. The standard sys- 
tem can be expanded to 8 
inputs /32 separate MIDI out- 
puts. Plus, the new Synclavier 
software gives the ability to 
slide tracks forward or back- 
ward in time, eliminating the 
MIDI related delays which 
have plagued most MIDI sys- 
tems. 

New England Digital Authorized Distributors Atlanta Songbird Studios 404/35 5955 Boston Eyntone Inc 617/267-4137 Dallas Lightning Musk 8 Sound Inc 214/387.1198 Nashville 5 



ess Recording Studio 
Other Fantastic 
Synclavier Features 

Besides these great new addi- 
tions to the Synclavier system, 
the system also offers: 

Polyphonic Sampling 
(16- Bit /50 -100 kHz) Up to 32 voices 
and 32 megabytes of R.A.M. 

Multi- Channel Outputs 
SMPTE 
Velocity/Pressure Keyboard 
Automated Music Printing 
Guitar Interface 

Instructional 
Video Cassettes 

If you're interested in relaxing 
at home and learning the 
basics of the Synclavier sys- 
tem, you can now purchase 
three video cassettes which 
guide you through its basic 
features and operations. Send 
your check for $175 per set 
(not sold separately) plus 
postage and handling. Com- 
plete pr nted documentation is 
also available for $200 per set. 

For more information or a personal 
demonstration, please call New Eng- 
land Digital or one of our authorized 
distributors: 

New England Digital 

White River Jct, VT 302 295 -5800 

Los Angeles 

New England Digital 213/651 -4016 

New York 

Digital Sound Inc. 212.977-4510 

Synclavier is a registered trademark of N E D Corp. 
Direct-to-Disk is a trademark of N E D Corp 
Copyright 1985 New England Digital 

Synclavier 

See us at the A.E.S! 
New York Hilton October 13 - 1 

For additional information circle #106 
Synclavier operator captures continuous live vocal overduj 
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LETTERS 
- continued from page 8 . . . 

data as a continuous transfer function. 
The frequency response data are then 
reported from inspection of the plotted 
magnitude data to the tolerances indi- 
cated by the manufacturer (±2 dB). 

The variance in magnitude response 
indicated for the test results is due to the 
energy of the squarewave signal occur- 
ring at odd multiples of the fundamen- 
tal frequency. For convenience, I choose 
to call data obtained by the above 
method the Dense Spectrum response, 
as it contains many more frequency 
components than does the single- or 
swept -frequency sinusoidal magnitude 
response. High -frequency response is 
shown more pessimistically this way, as 
the squarewave harmonics act to con- 
tribute to their own recording bias sig- 
nal in a way proportional to their 
respective magnitude and frequency. I 

feel that this approach better represents 
the system response for the case of line- 
arized analog magnetic record /repro- 
duce systems than does the pure sine - 
wave method, as sinewaves rarely con- 
stitute modulation signals commonly 
encountered. I grant that this is a more 
severe representation of the record /play 
magnitude frequency response. I do 
think it is more representative of com- 
mon application. 

I have begun to suspect that reality 
rarely has the charm of fantasy. 

EXPOSING AUDIO MYTHOLOGY 

Laying to Rest Some of the Pro -Audio 
Industry's More Obvious "Old Wives' Tales" 

by John H. Roberts 
In this month's column only I'd like to 
address some of the subtleties to 

balancing signals for transmission 
across the room, and across the country. 

A popular misconception is that trans- 
formers are the only way to truly bal- 
ance a line. Not only is this untrue, but 
many transformer -coupled lines are 
imbalanced by incorrect termination, or 
floated from ground intentionally. 

Before we get into a strict definition of 
what is and isn't balanced, let's back up 
a minute and look at why one would 
want to balance a line. The basic goal is 
to transmit a signal from point A to 
point B with maximum fidelity. 

There are many things that can 
happen between here and there to 
degrade your signal, such as: signal 
losses in the line; crosstalk between the 
channels; interference from outside 
noise sources; and ground -potential dif- 
ferences. 

Signals within a given piece of 

equipment are usually routed around 
single -ended configuration, based upon 
the assumption that ground potential at 
all points within that box will be virtu- 
ally identical. But for signals sent over 
any distance (like the inside of a large 
recording console), we must consider 
differences in ground potential. The 
most popular, and cheapest, way to cor- 
rect for ground -potential errors is to use 
a differential summing amplifier (Fig- 
ure 1). 

VI= Vs +VgxiR2 /(R1 +R2)1 
xI 1 +(R4 /R3)J +Vg(- R4 /R3) 

For R1= R2= R3 =R4, 
V1= Vs +Vg(0.5x2) +( -1xVg) 

Vluaa= Vsuunr 
The ability of the circuit shown in 

Figure 1 to reject this common mode of 
ground potential is directly related to 
the matching of R1 to R:3, and R2 to R9. 
Typically, 1% resistors will be used in 
such circuits with critical applications 
being trimmed. The ratio of R1, 3 to R2, 
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4, need not be unity, allowing this topol- 
ogy to deliver boost or cut and still pro- 
vide substantial attenuation of common 
mode signals. The ability to reject 
common -mode signals is called Com- 
mon Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) and, 
as you can probably guess, is measured 
in decibels. 

A second, somewhat more expensive, 
way of isolating ground- potential dif- 
ferences is to use transformer coupling 
(Figure 2). Since the signal is trans- 
ferred from the transformer's primary 
to secondary winding as a magnetic 
flux, the secondary voltage is floating, 
and can be tied to any reference. This 
characteristic makes the transformers 
useful in isolating large potoential dif- 
ferences, and even allows some simple 

V 

zt 

RI 

(+)._/\,%/\./ 

32 

33 V R4 

( '\A/^V 

Figure 1: Typical System Interface 

1 

VI 

Vs Source Voltage 
VI Load or Output Voltage 
Vg Differential Voltage between 

the source and load ground. 

W1IiIIEN 
Digital Reverku / Delays / Recorders / Vintage Mics, etc.... 
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ANYTIME...ANY PLACE... 
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with a view. 
We'd like to open your eyes to 

the incredible REV-1 digital reverb. 
Because it gives you unheard -of control 
over virtually all reverb parameters. 
And something that has never been 
seen in any type of re- 
verb: the capability to 
"look" at the sound as 
well as hear it. 

The remote unit 
that controls the nine- 
teen -inch rack -mountable 
unit has a lighted high - 
resolution LCD display 
that graphically depicts 
the results of the adjust- 
ments you make. 

So getting just the 
right reverb sound is no 
longer a question of trial 

nd error. 

And the sound itself is far su- 
Terior to any other digital reverb. 

he REV-1 uses specially developed 
Yamaha LSIs to create up to 40 early 
reflections and up to 99.9 seconds of 

subsequent reverberation. 
So the effect can be as 
natural (or unnatural) as 
you want it to be. 

We could go on about 
the REV-1. Tell you about 
its 44.1 kHz sampling rate 
that provides a full 18 kHz 
bandwidth to prevent the 
natural frequency oentent 
of the input signal from 
being degraded. 

How it has a dynamic 
range of more than 90 dB 
for the delay circuitry 
and more than 85 dB for 
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The logical grouping of the para- 
meter controls on the remote also 
makes it easy to create any effect you 
like. Then store it in any of 60 memories 
for instant recall. 

The remote also contains 9 addi- 
tional RAMs so you can store programs 
and carry them with you to use any - 
where there's an REV-1. 

And there are 30 additional ROMs 
with factory preset sounds. Many of 
which can completely edited (as can 
the user -programmed sounds) by us- 
irYg the LEDs to tell you the set val- 
ue or indicate in which direction to 
move the control so you can easily 
and precisely match the value of 
the originally programmed sound. 

For additional information circle ä109 

the reverb circui 
But why not take a closer look at 

the REV-1 at your authorized Yamaha 
Professional Audio Products dealer. Or 
for a complete brochure, write: Yamaha 
International Corporation, Professional 
Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, 
Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Mil- 
ner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 

YAMAHA 
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-- continued from page J. .. . 

addition or subtraction of signals. For 
example, connecting two secondaries in 
series with the same polarity (dot indi- 
cates positive polarity) will sum the two 
signals, while connecting the windings 
in series with opposing polarity will dif- 
ference the two signals. 

While both of these circuits are ade- 
quate at suppressing ground -potential 
errors, they are limited in their ability to 
eliminated noise signals induced into 
the interconnecting wires. Unless the 
signal source has an infinate impedence 
to earth ground ( not likely), the two lines 
(positive and negative) will have differ- 
ent impedences to ground. These differ- 
ent impedences will cause slightly dif- 
ferent noise voltages to be induced in 
each line, and thus not provide complete 
noise cancellation. An impedence can 
be added in series with the negative lead 
at the sending unit, equal to the single - 
ended source impedence, balancing 
(there's that word) the impedence to 
ground (Figure 3). This addition will 
improve rejection of common -mode noise 
and crosstalk, at the expense of dou- 
bling the effective source impedence. 

However, the resultant circuit will 
still suffer from an imbalance in the 
impedence to ground as seen by a nor- 
mal (sometimes referred to as "metal- 
lic") signal. This imbalance will cause 
signal currents to flow in the various 
equipment ground paths. The voltages 

Figure 2: Unbalanced Transformer - 
Coupled Interface. 

RI 

Rs'=Rs 

Rs Figure 3: Typical System Interface. 
derived from Figure 1. with the addition 
of a balancing transformer. 

generated by these ground currents 
should be common -mode, and thus red- 
ucible by the differential amp. It is good 
engineering practice, however, to avoid 

these currents in the first place. and not 
tempt Murphy to visit. 

The easiest way to satisfy all of these 
requirements, and get some extra benefit 

QUALITY.. . 

ECONOMY.. . 

SPEED.. . 

In the past you could have any two. They said it couldn't be 

done, but now AMI /Concept Design, using technology 
pioneered by the computer industry, takes the limitations out 
of high speed cassette duplication, and now you can have all 
three. 

Ultra- stable head -to -tape contact at high speed has been vital 
to the operation of multimillion dollar computers, but cost pro- 
hibitive to the cassette industry. These concepts, utilizing 
vacuum stability and sophisticated servos under the control of 
powerful microprocessors, enable us to run studio grade 
masters with realtime results. It's being done everyday at 
American Multimedia, Inc. Call us now about our 
new process! 

American Multimedia, Inc. 
Rt. 8 Box 215 -A 
Burlington, N.C. 27215 
(919) 229 -5554 

It e 

See us at 
AES Booth #306 
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SIE PEAVEY flEE FBRITY' sFRIES 
Designed to have everything... except competition. 

At Peavey Electronics we're 
dedicated to our commitment to 
design and manufacture high 
performance products at realistic 
prices. We'J:e underlined that 
philosophy with our Celebrity Series 
line of microphones. 

The Celebrity Series feature large 
diameter diaphragm /voice coil 
structures for increased sensitivity 
with the ability to handle high sound 
pressure levels. These higher output 
levees allow for significantly less 
mixer gain and are a tremendous aid 
in maintaining good signal -to -noise 
ratios. 

Perhaps the most important 
characteristic of any performing 
microphone is reliability. The design 
of our cartridge /shock mount sdstem 
increases ruggedness as well as 
isolation capability to insure long- 
term performance under severe field 
conditions. 

Our microphone screen utilizes 
extremely heavy gauge wire that has 
been 'junction locked': Once the 
screen is formed, we do not stop there. 
The heavy wire screen is "fired "in an 
oven after forming, thus causing the 
plated wire to "fuse" at all 

interconnecting points. The result is 
an unbelievably durable "brazed" 
wire windscreen that will hold 
together under the most severe abuse. 
After tee ball windscreen is formed, 
brazed and coated, a precision 
urethane foam pop filter is fitted to 
minimize the undesirable proximity 
effects. This special acoustically 
transparent foam protects the entire 
sound system by breaking up 
explosive high SPL pressure waves 
created by .'lose vocals or close miking 

percussion instruments. For those 
applications requiring even more 
acoustic screen from wind noise, etc.. 
Peavey offers special external colored 
wind noise filters that slip over the 
screen and internal pop filter. 

While outwardly. the appearance 
of the Celebrity Series is somewhat 
conventional, the aspect of "feel" has 
been given heavy Emphasis since our 
experience has shown that performers 
prefer a unit that not only sounds 
right and looks right, but must also 
have a comfortable balance, weight, 
and overall tactile chararteristics. 

Special "humbucring" coils 
(models CD -30". & HD -40' ") have 
been designed into the microphone 
element that effectively counter- 
balance any hum that might be picked 
up from external sources Performers 
who play clubs where hum from light 
dimmer switches or other sources are 
a problem can appreciate this unique 
feature. 

We invite comparison of our 
Celebrity Series with other cardioid 
microphones. You'll see why we feel 
that in terms of performance, 
features, and price, there is no 
competition. 

For a complete catalog featuring the entire line of Peavey sound reinforcement equipment send $1.00 to 
Peavey Electronics, Dept. A, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 

*1984 
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to boot, is to break the signal up into two 
opposing polarity versions of the origi- 
nal. The positive polarity version is sent 
at one half its original amplitude down 
the positive line, and the opposite polar- 
ity version sent at one half the original 
amplitude down the negative line. When 
these to signals are recombined in a dif- 
ferential summing input, such as one of 
thse shown in Figure 4, the original full - 
level signal is recovered, while common - 

mode noise is suppresed and ground 
potential errors rejected. 

In addition, crosstalk will be dramati- 
cally reduced, for two reasons: first, you 
are now only sending one half the origi- 
nal peak level down the line; and 
secondly, there will be some self - 
cancellation by the two closely- coupled 
but opposite polarity signals. Note: you 
can get all the benefits of balanced out- 
puts /lines with the simple differential 
input of Figure 1B, except for the free- 
dom from ground -signal currents. 

Now for the strict definition of balanc- 
ing: A "balanced" output will provide 
two equal (but opposite polarity) sig- 
nals, symmetrically situated about 
ground or some appropriate reference 
potential. The impedence to ground 
from both positive and negative outputs 
will be equal for common -mode signals 
and for normal signals. Note: the 
common -mode impedence may be dif- 
ferent from the normal impedence, as 
long as it is always the same at both 
outputs. A "balanced" line and input 

Figure 4: Balanced Terminations. 

Vs/2 

will have identical impedence restraints, 
with the "balanced" input having very 
closely matched but opposite polarity 
gain at its input ports. 

Electronic Versus Magnetic 
It is possible to moot these require- 

VI 

ments easily with op -amps as well as 
transformers. Since op -amps are much 
cheaper and smaller than even a low - 
grade transformer, you might wonder 
why anyone would ever use one. Well ... 
there are several reasons: 

First, transformers make an excellent 

IF ONLY 
YOUR EARS COULD SEE 

K-e p I ti I Octoher 1985 

If you could see what your ears can hear, 
the precision which makes Tannoy monitors 
different would stare you in the face. 

On most monitors you would see the 
phase incoherence and the time difference 
in high and low frequencies. 

Put a Tannoy with SyncSourceTM under 
the magnifying glass. Look at the phase 
perfection and the way in which the correct 
time relationships of fundamentals and har- 
monics are maintained. 

Then look at the practical advantages. 
More complete audio information, and 
greater freedom of movement behind the 
recording console without being restricted 
to an on or off axis listening position. 

The Name for Loudspeakers 

For more information on Dual Concentric Point 
Source monitor systems with SyncSourceTM contact: 

TANNOY NORTH AMERICA INC. 
(519) 745-1158 97 Victoria St N. Kitchener, Ont Canada N2H 5C1 
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ECHO TIMES 
EM!: AMS 
At a recent studio managers' conference 
held at EMI Abbey Road Studios in 
London it was unanimously agreed that 
pieces of AMS outboard equipment 
would be made available for every 
control room in all EMI recording studios 
worldwide. The delegates represented 
studios from EMI's international network 
including Japan, Australia, New Zealand, 
U.S.A., Germany, Sweden, South Africa, 
France, Holland and the U.K. 

NEWNEW 
DMX 15 -805 
Two Channel 
Sampling 

A new update has now been introduced 
for the DMX 15 -80S giving users the 
option of sampling and triggering two 
independent pieces of information. 

Each of these samples is controllable as 
with the original single loop - 
continuously looped, manually single 
triggered or triggered by audio input. In 
the case of audio triggering, audio input 
sufficient to illuminate either the channel 
A or channel B input LEDs will result in 
triggering of the sample stored on that 
channel of the unit. 

C- flI:- UU_) 
NEW' NEW 
RMX ib Memory 
Expansion 
The RMX 16 can now be supplied with 
memory expansion to increase the 
number of factory set programmes from 9 

to a number capable of accommodating 

- 'il_- 7' -. E- 

all AMS factory set programmes available 
at any one time. New programmes for the 
RMX 16 will still be made available on bar 
code allowing those owners with remote 
terminals and wands to immediately take 
advantage of new software issued. 

ShijiCS 
NEWNEW TIMES SIX 
T1MEFLEX 

currently offered are RS 422 and 9K6/ 
19K2 tacho signals. These interfaces allow 
Timeflex to automatically correct audio 
pitch should the machine to which it is 
interfaced bevari- speeded. 
Alternatively, again using this interface, 
Timeflex can behave as master simply 
allowing the user to enter a new play time 
and accordingly Timeflex will accurately 
alter the machine speed and correct the 
audio pitch. 

AMS Timeflex has continued to prove its 
popularity with audio, video and film 
post production facilities by providing 
very high quality audio time 
compression. Timeflex is capable of 
operating in mono, dual channel or stereo 
modes and for this reason contains 
additional circuitry to that offered with 
standard AMS pitch changers to ensure 
complete phase matching of channels 
when used on a stereo signal. 

A new interface card for AMS Timeflex 
is now available providing 
communications to external audio, video 
or film machines. The two standards 

The popularity of "Echo Times ", 
particularly in the U.S.A., asa medium 
for keeping owners, users and potential 
owners of A.M.S. equipment up to date 
with the latest developments has not 
gone unnoticed. We have received many 
requests to supply back -issues and 
accordingly reprints of all previous issues 
have been made and complete sets are 
now available on request. 

The following people were interviewed 
in issues 1 to 5, all discussing their uses 
and applications for A.M.S. units: Martin 
Rushent, Kevin Peak, Air Studios, Hilton 
Sound Rental Company, Tom Bailey (of 
the Thompson Twins), Phil Collins, 
Humberto Gatica, Jeff Lynne of ELO, 
Paul McCartney and Hugh Padgham. 
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"The AMS DDL is used to provide 
variation on the various rhythms, 
especially the bass drum rhythms. Effects 
used on 19 were setting the delay to a 

semi quaver's length so that instead of a 

steady four on the bass drum you get 
sixteenth notes in succession. A reverb 
with a long delay time could then be 
added to the original bass drum but 
omitted from the echoes for extra effect. 
Another effect that was used was to make 
the echo fall on an existing beat such that 
phase elimination would occur. 

Also sometimes I add a bit of white 
noise to the snare by playing it onto a 

track from a synth, just to make it sound 
bigger. And I've found ways of using the 
AMS to make the sound much bigger." 
Paul Hardc astle talking in an interview with 
Richard Walmsley in Electronic 
Soundmaker and Computer Music 
magazine. 

"It is generally felt in digital circles that 
hard -disc editing is the way of the future, 
and with AudioFile, AMS has beaten 
many of its larger competitors. The 
software possibly needs a little 
refinement, but I for one am looking 
forward to the day when I can install 
one of these devices in Tape One. " 
Bill Foster of Tape C)ne studios talking in 
Music I,Veek. 

"One of the stars of APRS 85 was 
AudioFile from AMS." 
Jim Evans of Music Week. 

programmed on a Linn and we'd replace 
the machine bass drum or snare with 
sampled sounds. 

It took the making of this album for 
the band to embrace the new technology:' 
Dennis Lambert talking about the making of 
the Commodores "Nightshift " album in an 
interview with Mel Lambert and Ralph 
Jones of Recording Engineer; Producer 
magazine. 

" if we're doing the cymbal parts 
separately, I'll use an AMS stereo 
timeprocessor with no delay using pitch 
changer on A channel reading 1.005 and 
on B channel reading 0.995 (1.000 is 
normal pitch). If you send the left hand 
cymbal track to the B channel of the AMS 
which returns on the right hand side, and 
send the right hand cymbal track to the A 
channel of the AMS which returns on the 
left hand side, this gives a nice zingy 
spread to the cymbals without being too 
splashy." 
Producer Steve Brown talking to lanet 
Angus about his work with Wham. ABC and 
nano others in HSR magazine. 

" One thing we did was to take the kit out 
into the live foyer, record the snare onto 
digital, pick up a good sounding hit and 
dump it into the AMS digital memory. 
Then in the mix we triggered it from 
the normal snare and added it to the 
overall sound to give a bigger Ambiance." 
Producer Chris Kimsey discussing the track 
Kayleigh by Marillmn with dim Betteridge in 
International Musician and Recording 
World. 

" When I mix I like to have a couple of AMS 
delay lines, minimum, an AMS reverb, as 
many Pultec (valve) equalisers as there 
are in the world because I love to record 
drums through them." 
Chris Tsar:geride's talking about studio u'oru, 
With such hands as Thin Li__u with Peter 
Buick of Sound Lri'nieer rriagaznie. 

" Outboard equipment is also 
comprehensive with AMS 18505 and 
RMX16 units, a \amaha Rev 1 and the 
Lexicon 224. Nick also has thoughts for 
the future in this area, "I would dearly 

like to get the AMS 
Audiofile. It would be 
absolutely super- both 
for our audio clients and 
straight audio use ". 

Nick Turnbull talking to 

sound engineer 

"On Mag element A there was an LCR 
band mix, mag B contained Sting's vocal 
on track one, and the girl backup vocals 
on tracks two and three, and on the last 
three -track mag element there was bass 
and stereo audience. AMS digital effects 
were summed onto selected tracks during 
this mixdown: "AMS mania" according 
to Aaron." 
Brad Aaron talking to Larry Blake of 
Recording Engineer Producer magazine 
about "The Police Synchronicitu Concert" 
film. 

"After all, recording in 1985 is not like 
recording even in 1982. A little bit of the 
modern technology had kind of passed 
them by while the band was regrouping 
(after Lionel Richie went solo). They saw 
the AMS gear lined up in the outboard 
rack, and they couldn't believe it. We 
were sampling drums: we'd have a guy 
come in, but we wouldn't use him 
playing - we'd just sample his kit. 
Then we would have the track 

APRS'85:5tuart Nevison of AMS with Stewart Copeland of the 

Police, discussing AMS AudioFile. 

APRS '85: tan Noble of AMS discussing AMS AuchoFile with John Paul Jones formerly of Led Zeppelin. 

"Is there any outboard equipment you 
particularly like ?" 
" Well I really like our AMS reverb, it 
gets used on nearly everything." 
Muff Murfin, studio owner talking to Paul 
White of HSR magazine. 

"On the Go West album 
we only had the MSQ 700, 
which was our lifeline. 
Now we've got the SXB, 

which links up really 
well with the TR 909. It's 
great for programming, 
triggering the AMS and 
stuff like that. 

"For the Radar album 
we used the SRC - I like 
to have that facility 
because you can change 
the, drum patterns if new 
ideas come up. On some 
of the tracks we had to 
pull out whole bass lines 
and relocate them with the 
AMS. It's like painting 
pictures- you can just rub 
a bit out and move it. 
It might take two hours 

but I'll pick out a couple of things i can 
use somewhere else and it sounds really 
whacky. " 

Go West producer Gary Stevenson talking to 
Peter Buick of Sound Engineer magazine. 
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the above letter. I would like to take the opportunity f thanking Mr. Murch 

Following receipt of 

y 

on behalf all the staff and 
ldest and wettest English summers on record! 

I of sunshine to us all during 

what must be one of the 

Ray Parker mr. 
Ray Parkerjnr. is one of those people who 
never cease to amaze you as to how many 
projects they have bee' n involved in or even 
flow many successful songs they have 
written. Although not particularly big in 
England, Ghostbusters gave Ray three 
separate attacks at the British charts - firstly 
on the singles release, secondly on the 
release of the Ghostbusters film and finally it 
climbed the charts again as a 12" mix. 

A.M.S.: Briefly, what is your history? 

R.P.J.: The first 5 or 6 years of my career I 

worked as a studio musician and got 
involved in a series of different protects 
ranging from Marvin Gaye and Stevie 
Wonder to the Rolling Stones and Boz 
Skaggs. Then I got into writing songs and 
had success with things for Barry White, 
Rufus, Chaka Kahn and of course my 
own stuff - Ghostbusters was obviously a 
big break. 

A.M.S.: Is there anything you consider 
distinctive in the way you work? 

R.P.J.: I don't know about everyone else 
but I write to sounds. I have to go into the 
studio and hear the drums just like they 
are going to be on the record - I've got to 
hear the synthesizers, again just as they 
are going to sound on the record. Once 
I've got a framework I can formulate other 
things around that - I can't just sit down 
with a Linn like some people do. I have to 
have the sound EQ'd with reverb and 
effects added which is why AMS is so 
important. 
A.M.S.: What other reverb units do you 
use? 

R.P.J.: Let me see, I've had a AKG spring 
for 9 years. I have a Lexicon 224 and the 
224X and a big EMT but I've never really 
got into that. I like things where I can 
reach them and just punch buttons which 
is one reason why I decided to add the 
RMX 16.1 love the sound of the A.M.S. 
reverb and the sounds I really like I can 
get quickly and easily. For that reason it's 
the system I use most of all - that and 
probably the 224. 
A.M.S.: Do you have any favourite 
programmes? 
R.P.J.: All the programmes sound real 
good but my favourite is the AMS 
Nonlin. It's so different - it's unique - 
veh! AMS Nonlin I really love that one. 
The Reverse programme is nice too. I 

guess a plate or a plate programme will 
get people to say well that's reverberation 
- but these special effects programmes 
are real nice. 
A.M.S.: So what's next for you? 
R.P.J.: 1 enjoy being a solo artist/ 
engineer and all I want to do is get in 
there and play with more buttons and 
gadgets and just experiment. I've heard a 
lot about DMX 15 -80S DDL pitch changer 
and it sounds real interesting- I don't 
own one yet but my studios here are just 
choosing some new gear so who knows! 
Don't forget to listen out for my new 
album and 45 you'll definitely hear lots of 
AMS on them. 



Thomas Dolby seemed to appear from 
nowhere at a time when totally synthesizer 
based bands such as the Nutria. n League were 
enjoying the peak of their success. Unlike 
quite a few of the "totally electronic " bands. 
Thomas Dolby has survived and gone on to 
further develop his individual style. AMS 
caught up u'itli hire during a three month 
stay in Los Angeles where, amongst other 
things, he was completing work on a project 
with Joni Mitchell. 
A.M.S.: So here we are in the Hollywood 
Hills! 
T.D.: Yeh! I've rented this house whilst 
working here. The best thing about the 
house is not that it originally belonged to 
Jenny Agutter but that Steve McQueen's 
50's pick -up truck is down in the garage 
in absolutely showroom condition. 
A.M.S.: How did your career develop? 
T.D.: When I was 141 used to write the 
odd song on the piano but with not 
having lessons there was never any 
discipline to get good at it. Because of 
that I moved to synthesizers. People had 
just got past the long blond hair and cape 
stage and instead of individual bravado 
on a Minimoog, people like Brian Eno 
exploring different textures created by a 

synthesisers were beginning to influence 
popular music. Living alone in London 
during the Punk era meant that even 
though I'd got very good at writing and 
arranging quite sophisticated songs on 
the Portastudio that had just come out, 
really wanted to play in a band. So I 

managed to get some session work with 
bands including Bruce Woolley. Lene 

A.M.S.: So how did the first album surface' 
T.D.: Doing sessions got me a bit of a 

reputation as a player which did open a 

few A & R men's doors. The first album 
was really just making a 24 track version 
of my demo material which I think 
caused it to suffer a bit as there were 
some things! just couldn't recreate. There 
is a lot going on in my songs and the fact 
that I write and direct my own videos 
gives mean opportunity to explain them 
better. The coverage given to the music 
and videos by MTV and cable here in the 
States gave me the break and it happened 
here in America before anywhere else. 
A.M.S.: Did you approach the second 
album differently 
T.D.: Very much so, I don't think I was 
ever a part of the totally electronic 
sounding cult, but, people that liked 
those sort of bands would at least give me 
a listen and hopefully find something 
else in there. By this time I had used the 
DMX 15 -80S as a sophisticated delay line, 
it was the first system with a good sound 
and character that meant you could match 
tape echo. Peter Gabriel and Kate Bush 
had just been through Townhouse 
studios using the Fairlight and at the 
same time "sampling" was everywhere 
and really hip. 
A.M.S.: So sampling and the. ¡airtight 
played an important role on your second 
albinri' 

T.D.: Yes they did and so did A.M.S. 
write mainly on the Fairlight- however 
the Fairlight, as it stands now, seems to 

have the potential that the more you 
build - the smaller it gets if you know 
what I mean. So once I've done my 
arrangement I go back to the original 
sounds that I've sampled, store and edit 
them in the 15 -80S and then trigger them 
from the Fairlight. That gives me far 
superior sound quality and perspective, 
longer samples and also very importantly 
more accurate control by being able to 
offset the triggered samples to get the 
right feel to the piece. 
A.M.S.: You aren't the first person I've 
heard mention perspective. How important 
is that to your music' 
T.D.: Perspective has been an enormous 
breakthrough. The creative energy in 
England that continues to build up seems 
to have gone into production rather than 
the raw commodity, but there are a group 
of English producers that are 2 or 3 years 
ahead of the rest of the world - and 
think it's because of their use of 
perspective. When all you had was an 
echo plate the information you got was 
how far away you were from an 
instrument. Now with delay lines and 
units such as the RMX 16 you can create 
atmospheres and your instruments can 
come from anything from a small room to 
an empty lonely canyon. 
A.M.S.:! ' e' perspectives 
d:. 

T.D.:'t es, my approach is very cinematic, 
I tend to use the RMX 16 during the 
recording process to build up the song as 
I don't like leaving everything to the mix. 
You can make mistakes this way 
introducing perspectives to a single track 
that don't work when taken with the 
whole song. In an ideal world I would 
have a huge rack of multiple everything 
such that the mix would be vocals from 
the multitrack and everything else 
running live. 
A.M.S.: Goes that mean something like 
.4.11 . ii iiof:1e interests you' 
T.D.: AudioFile is very exciting, I could 
quite happily do away with my 
multitrack tape recorder because 
AudioFile would allow me to drop in and 
out of record, edit within a track and 
repeat phrases. It's fascinating and given 
it's my own view of the way things are 
going to go I think AudioFile is the first 
serious device to arrive and I'm sure it 
will have a big influence. 
A.M.S.: .4 Hirai question. Is there arty 
function on any piece ot .i.,11.S. equipment 
uau mould miss most it You lost it' 
T.D.: No. I'd miss them aII! 
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HARRIS SOUND, INC. 
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DMX 15 -80S DIGITAL PITCH CHANGE & SAMPLER 
RMX 16 DIGITAL REVERB 
DMX 15T TIMEFLEX DIGITAL TIME COMPRESSOR 
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- continued from page 18 .. . 

band -aid. If you have a problem with 
imbalance at an input or output, simply 
bolt on a transformer and, presto, 
you've saved another box from hi -fi 
heaven. 

Secondly, since they are more tolerant 
of miswired connections, transformers 
help in overall system reliability. Try 
shorting out your electronically bal- 
anced out put. While this shouldn't 
cause instant smoke on properly 
designed gear, you are using up one or 
more of its nine lives, making it more 
likely to fail from some other stress. 
Also, transformer -coupled inputs /out- 
puts are not capable of passing DC; a 
nice thought when you're using DC- 
coupled power amps to reproduce those 
alpha waves found in today's popular 
music. 

Secondly, since they are more tolerant 
of miswired connections, transformers 
help in overall system reliability. Try 
shorting out your electronically bal- 
anced out put. While this shouldn't 
cause instant smoke on properly 
designed gear, you are using up one or 
more of its nine lives, making it more 
likely to fail from some other stress. 
Also, transformer- coupled inputs /out- 
puts are not capable of passing I)C; a 
nice thought when you're using I)C- 
coupled power amps to reproduce those 
alpha waves found in today's popular 
music. 

Finally, the best reason for using 
transformers - and it has only a little to 
do with noise - is the abililty to block 
large common -mode potentials. The 
typical diff amp or electronically bal- 
anced input will only handle about 15V 
of common -mode garbage. This common - 
mode range can be increased by pad- 
ding down the input and restoring it 
later, but with a subsequent reduction in 
dynamic range (because of the increased 
noise floor). Even with this increased 
common -mode range, a mis -wired stage - 
power circuit or lightning- induced spike 
(you don't need a direct hit) can still 
cause catastrophic failure. 
Conclusion: Electronically balancing 
equipment is so inexpensive that I can 
see almost no reason for not doing it 
universally. (However, it still isn't free.) 
If you are sending signals over fairly 
short runs, the use of shielded, single - 
ended outputs with the simple diff amp 
as shown in Figure 1 should be suffi- 
cient. If you are working with live PA, 
all line -level snakes should be balanced 
(mike -level snakes already are). 

Whether you need transformers or not 
is a judgement call. If the band and 
house mixer plug into the same exten- 
sion cord, don't worry about it. If you get 
electricity hills from two different utility 
districts ... worry! Finally, if you are 
dealing with telephone lines, or high - 
risk gigs (like protecting yourself when 
interfacing with somebody else's sys- 
tem) transformers are still the only way 
to go. 

If you do decide to use a transformer, 
check out what is commercially availa- 

AMS FOUR -PAGE INSERT 
PRECEDES ON PAGES 19 thru 22 

For additional information circle #113 

ble. Transformers are not at the point 
where their sound quality can be taken 
for granted. While, at their best, they 
can approach a high performance op- 
amp, the typically lower -priced trans- 
former can degrade your system's sound. 
If you are in a cost -sensitive situation 
(and who isn't ?) listen to a few different 
samples of what you can afford. Take 
care to terminate them with the same 
impedences, and run them at the same 
levels they will see in normal use. 
Maybe even listen to a sample of what 
you can't afford, and then make your 
choice. 

For simple interfacing, I can think of 
no good reason to run the signal 
through even the best transformer. But, 
until everything is getting sent around 
on fiber -optic cables, there will be a 
place for transformers in professional 
audio. N 

Reading For Extra Credit 
References 1, 2 and :1 go into great 

detail regarding grounding and shield- 
ing of all kinds or signals. Reference #4 
is a good source of information about 
transformers designed for audio 
applications. 
1. Henry W. Ott, Noise Reduction Tech- 
niques in Electronic Systems (John 
Wiley & Sons, New York, 1976). 
2. Ralph Morrison, Grounding and 
Shielding Techniques in Instrumenta- 
tion (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 
1977). 

3. Edward F. Vance, C 
Shielded Cables (John Wi 
New York, 1987). 
4. Various Jensen Trans 
sheets and application no 
from 10735 Burbank Bou' 
Holywood, CA 91601 

News 
KURZWEIL ANNOUNCES 50 kHz 

USER SAMPLING FOR 250 
DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER 

According to Bob Moog, VP of new 
product research, "The new 50 -kHz 
enhancement has been tested exten- 
sively at the factory and in the field, and 
offers dramatically brighter and crisper 
sounds." 

Starting in September, all shipments 
of the Advanced Sampling Kurzweil 250 
unit, as well as the Sound Modeling 
Program option, will come standard 
with 50 -kHz digital sampling. An in- 
use operational assessment of the K250 
can be found on page 194 of this issue - 
Editor.] 

List price for the new 50 kHz Sound 
Modeling Program option is $1,995, the 
same as the previous 25 -kHz version. 
Current owners of K250s with the 25- 
kHz version can upgrade to 50 kHz for 
$250 at an authorized Kurzweil service 
center. 

MORE NEWS continued on page 225 

WE MAKE AMPEX BETTER 
SAKI hot -pressed, glass - bonded ferrite recording heads. 

The best is now available for your Ampex recorder 
in all sizes and models. 

I 
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AKI SAKI MAGNETICS, INC. 
=MI® A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 

8650 Hayden Place, Culver City, CA 90230 213 / 559 -6704 (TWx- 910- C28 -610C) 
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A PERSONAL VIEW 
LET'S NOT FORGET THE SOUND: 

Quality and Operational Advantages of Working with 
35mm Mag Film, Compared with Tape -based Systems 

by Murray R. Allen, president, Universal Recording Corporation 

s the recording industry moves 
into the mid -Eighties, we are born - 

barded on a daily basis with all kinds of 
new technology. There are digital reverb 
systems that will allow us to create the 
acoustics of a room of unlimited dimen- 
sions around any sound that we record; 
there are synthesizers that will create 
just about any sound we want to put into 
that room of limitless size; and there are 
tape machines capable of recording up 
to 32 tracks on one piece of tape. And if 
that isn't enough, we can buy, rent or 
steal any number of timecode synchron- 
izers to enable us to record an unlimited 
number of tracks of our synthesized 
sounds placed in the middle of our syn- 
thesized room. 

I think this is all fantastic; some of the 
sounds being created today are really 
great in every meaning of the word. But 
there are some very basic principles 
being overlooked, and the technology of 
audio postproduction sweetening for 
video might well represent a good 
example of this possible obsession with 
technology at the expense of sound 
quality. 

As many R -e /p readers will already be 
aware, when engineers began to record 
video pictures on magnetic tape, it 
became necessary to develop an ad- 
dressing system that would accomplish 
the same purpose as the feet and frames 
information generated by sprocket holes 
on film. The resultant SMPTE timecode 
data records on a conventional audio 
track - or, the case of Vertical Interval 
Timecode (VITC), within the video pic- 
ture itself - made it possible to locate 
electronically any point on any piece of 
magnetic tape to an accuracy of at least 
33 milliseconds. It also became possible 
to lock together two or more tape trans- 
ports in perfect synchronization, a func- 
tion that opened the possibility of creat- 
ing totally mixed tracks that would 
synchronize with picture without using 
the time -honored method of sprocketed 
magnetic film. 

Those of us involved in both film mix- 
ing and non -sprocket recording were 
thrilled with this capability, for obvious 
reasons. In the late -Seventies the con- 
soles used for studio recording were 
moving ahead technically faster than 
those designed for film re- recording, 
and the average, small rock and roll 
studio had more processing equipment 
than a larger film- mixing facility. The 
speed and difficulty of synchronizing 
sprocket film to tape, along with the 
questionable quality relative to mag- 
netic film, contributed to the appeal of 
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video sweetening using videotape rather 
than film. 

Advantages of Mixing 
on Magnetic Film 

However, we have all overlooked the 
good points of film mixing to embrace 
this new video -based technology. And 
times have changed. Seven years later, 
film mixing consoles are as well equipped 
as music consoles and, when it comes to 
panning features, they are superior. 
Every type of processor known to man 
will also be found in the film- remixing 
theatre. Film and tape can now be syn- 
chronized with no problems relative to 
speed or operational difficulty. In fact, 
when it comes to shifting tracks relative 
to one another, film- mixing techniques 
offer a superior advantage, since a mag 
dubber can be advanced a sprocket hole 
at a time to provide sync offsets in about 
10- millisecond increments. Magnetic 
film stocks have also come of age. 
Because it is coated on a three- or five - 
mil base, mag film offers superior print - 
through relative to standard two -inch 
tapes. Also, 35mm magnetic film moves 
at speeds of 18 or 22.5 ips, depending on 
whether it is running at 24 or 30 frames 
a second. In addition, the frequency 
response of mag film is comparable in 
every way to regular two -inch tape. 

Now let us get down to the reality of 
what happens in a mix. First we will 
examine what happens during a typical 
video -sweetening session. The client 
has mixed down his original 24 -track 
music to four tracks of a new 24 -track 
tape, along with timecode and 59.94 Hz 
video sync on two additional tracks. The 
track breakdown is (usually) rhythm, 
lead vocal, background vocals, and 
horns and strings. Additional tracks to 
be recorded on the new timecode- striped 
24 -track consist, typically, of sync dia- 
log recorded on location, voice -over 
announcer recorded in the studio, and 
five sound -effects tracks. 

The location sync sound normally 
comes out of the field on quarter - 
inch /full -track tape with a 60 Hz neopi- 
lot resolve tone recorded across the tape. 
Step #1 will be to transfer the location 
audio, using a machine capable of 
resolving the neopilot tone, to one 
channel of a two -track recorder, simul- 
taneously recording timecode onto 
channel #2. (Make sure that your time- 
code generator is looking at the same 
clock source as your neopilot resolver.) 
Now line up your 24 -track with your 
video picture; hopefully somebody knows 
at which timecode frame the music 

If you demand 

absolutely the best 

audio transformer... 

Superb specifications, consistent per- 
formance, and unsurpassed reliability 
have earned Jensen a solid reputation as 
the world's preeminent manufacturer of 
audio transformers. 

We control every facet of design and 
construction, from core alloy up, using 
sophisticated computer modeling tech- 
niques. With 5 years software develop- 
ment background, including an AC circuit 
analysis for Hewlett- Packard's desk top 
computers, we now market our own 
advanced circuit optimization programs. 
Because Jensen transformers are 
designed to function as an integral part of 
the circuit, not as an afterthought, all 
parameters can be optimized. The result 
is a clearly audible improvement in trans- 
former technology. For example, our 
Model JE- 115K -E mic input transformer 
has under 1% overshoot with no RC 
damping network (bridged output), and 
exceptional magnitude and phase 
response. 

Our highly qualified technical staff is 
eager to assist you with expert applica- 
tions engineering. Discerning engineers 
have field proven our transformers, by 
the tens of thousands, in the most 
demanding environments professional 
recording studios, fixed and mobile 
broadcast facilities, and touring sound 
systems. That returns and failures are 
rare is no accident; we place strong 
emphasis on quality control. 

We carefully inspect every transformer 
before and after encapsulation. Then, in 
our computerized automated test lab, we 
verify that each and every transformer 
meets or exceeds its specs. 

We take this extra care because we are 
dedicated to excellence. So next time you 
need a transformer, insist on the best 
insist on a Jensen. 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS INC. 
10735 Burbank Boulevard 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
Phone: (2131 876-0059 
Closed Fridays, visitors by appointment only 

UK DISTRIBUTION BY: 
Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd. 

Unit 2, 10 William Rd. 

London NW1 
Phone: (01) 387-1262 

(01) 734-2812 
Telex: 27 939 SCENIC G 

FAR EAST DISTRIBUTION BY: 
Tows Engineering Co. Ltd. 
No. 7th Azuma Bldg. /1 -9, Sakuma -cho, Kanda 
Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo 101 

Phone: (031 253-3537 

AUSTRALIA DISTRIBUTION BY: 
Syntec International Pry. Ltd. 
53 Victoria Ave I Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067 
Phone (02) 406 -4700 Telex: SYNTEC AA 70570 

NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTION BY: 
Barton Sound Systems Ltd. 
18 Norwich St. /Auckland 1, New Zealand 
Phone: (09) 732-416 
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...insist on a Jensen! 
Choose from a wide variety of types and packages 

Computer optimized design 
100% tested - consistent quality 
Low distortion Wide bandwidth 
Minimum transient distortion .-____ 

INPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SPECIAL TYPES 
JE -16A 

2 kHz Square Wave 

20th Vial THO Frequsnc Band- 20 kHz Number 
Impedance Terns Max Belog Saturation Response Width2 Phase Over- Noise Magnetic of PRICES 

Ratio Ratio input ( %) (dl ref. 1 kHz) -3dB Response Shoot Apure SMeldr Faraday 
Model Application PrI -Sec Pri:Sec Level, 20Hz /1kHz 20th /20kHz ((kHz) (dopes) ( %) (dB) (dB) Shields Package, 1 -19 1100.2491 1000 

MICROPHONE INPUT 
JE 16 A 

JE-16-B 
Mic in for 
990 opamp 

150-600 1:2 +8 0.036/0.003 -- 0.08/ -0.05 230 -8 - 1 1.7 -30 1 
A=1 
B= 2 

65.25 
71.73 

43.59 
47.92 

30.07 
33.06 

JE13K7-A 
JE-13K7-B 

Micinfor 
990orI.C. 150-3750 1:5 +8 0.036/0.003 --0.09/-0.21 85 -19 <2 2.3 -30 1 

A=1 
B=2 

65.25 
71.73 

43.59 
47.92 

30.07 
33.06 

JE-115K-E 
Mic in for 
I.C. opamp 

150-15K 1:10 6 0.170/0.010 - 0.50/ +0.10 115 -5 7 1.5 - 30 1 3 44.84 29.95 23.39 

LINE INPUT 

JE -11P -9 Line in 15K -15K 1:1 +26 0.025/0.003 -0.03/ -0.30 52 -28 <3 -30 1 1 105.75 70.65 48.74 
JE -11P -1 Line in 15K -15K 1:1 +17 0.045/0.003 -0.03/ -0.25 85 -23 <1 -30 1 3 42.69 28.53 22.27 
JE 61100 B Line in 36K-2200 B= 1 63.98 42.75 31.37 
JE- 6110K -BB bridging (10K -600) 

4-1 +24 0.005/0.002 -0.02/ -0.09 125 -.12 <1 -30 1 
BB =2 74.05 49.47 34.13 

JE- 10KB -C 
Line in 
bridging 

30K-1800 
(10 K -600) 4:1 +19 0.033/0.003 -0.11/ -0.08 160 -9 <2 -30 1 3 43.45 29.03 20.03 

JE- 11SSP -8M Line in/ 
repeat coil 

600/150 
600 /150 

1:1 

split 
+22 0.035/0.003 --0.03/ -0.00 120 -9 <3.5 -30 1 4 168.39 112.50 77.61 

JE- 11SSP -6M Line in/ 
repeat coil 

600/150- 
600/150 

1:1 
split 

+17 0.035/0.003 - 0.25/ -0.00 160 -5 <3 -30 1 5 85.11 56.86 39.23 

SPECIAL TYPES 

JE -MB -C 
2 -way3 
mic split 
3-wa 

polit mic 

150 -150 

150 
150-150- 

1.1 

1:1:1 

+1 

+2 

0.050/0.003 

0.044/0.003 

-0.16/ 0.13 

- 0.14/ -0.16 

100 

100 

12 

-12 

<1 

<1 

-30 

-30 

2 

3 

3 

3 

36.22 

63.35 

24.21 

42.32 

18.89 

33.04 JE -MB -D 

JE -MB -E 
4 -way3 
mic split 

150 -150- 
150 -150 

1.1:1:1 +10 0.050/0.002 - 0.10/ -1.00 40 -18 <1 - 30 4 1 98.99 66.13 45.62 

JE -DB -E 
Direct box 
for guitar 200 -150 12 1 + 19 0.096/0.005 0.20/ 0.20 80 18 1 -30 2 6 45.46 30.38 23.71 

1. (dBu) Max nput level 1% THD; dBu dBv ref. 0.775 V 
2. With recommended secondary termination 
3. Specifications shown are for max. number of secondaries 

terminated in 1000 ohm (typical mic preamp) 
4. Separate lead supplied for case and for each faraday shield 
5. Except as noted, above transformers are cased in 80% 

nickel mu -metal cans with wire leads. 

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: 

NICKEL CORE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS6 

_w L 
1 = 15/16" Diam. 
2 = 13/16" X 13/46" 

3 = 11/4" Diam. 
4 = 11/2' x 13/4' 
5 = 1W Diam. 
6 - 11/4" Diam. 

H_ 

x 16/16" 
X 15/6 
x 11/16" 

21/2" w / solder terminals 
x 13'1' 
x 15/16" 

Model Construction 

Nominal 
Impedance 

Ratio 
Prr -Sec 

Terra 
Ratio 

Prl:Sec 

20 Hz Max Output 
Lswlr 

acmes (n) 
(die) grindings 

S00 ci 
Load 
Lou 
(dB) 

DC 

Resistance 
per 

Winding 

Typical THD 

Below Saturation 
( %) 

20th /1Mt/ 

Frequency 
Response 

(dB ref. 1 kHz) 
20 NV /20 kHz 

Bard- 
Width 
-3 dB 

Cà (kHz) 

20 kHz 

Phase 
Response 
(degrees) 

Over- 
Shoot 
( %) Package 

PRICES 

1.19 100 -249 1800 

JE- 11 -BMCF 
80% 

nickel 8 0 / 600 -600 1:1 +26 1 -1.1 400 0.002/0.002 -0.02/ -0.00 >10MHz --0.0 <19 7 65.36 43.66 30.12 

JE- 11 -DMCF 
Bifilar 
80% nickel 600 -600 1:1 +21 1 -1.0 380 0.004/0.002 -0.02/ -0.00 >10MHz -0.0 <19 8 48.74 32.56 22.46 

JE 123 BLCF Ouadfilar 600-600 
150 -600 

1:1 

1:2 
+32 2 -1.1 2011 0.041 /0.003 -0.02/ -0.01 450 

170 
1.9 

- 4.0 
<16 7 64.57 37.71 26.02 

JE- 11SS -DLCF 
Bifilar 
split/split 

600-600 
150 -600 

1:1 
1:2 

+27 2 -1.0 1911 0.065/0.003 - 0.02/ -0.01 '10MHz 
245 

-0.0 
- 2.5 

<16 8 46.38 30.98 21.37 

JE -11 -ELCF Bifilar 600 -600 1:1 +23.5 1 -1.1 400 0.088/0.003 -0.03/ -0.00 -10MHz -0.0 <19 9 30.21 20.18 13.93 

JE -11 -FLCF Bifilar 600 -600 1:1 +20.4 1 -1.6 5811 0.114/0.003 - 0.03/ -0.00 -10MHz -0.0 <19 10 23.66 15.81 10.91 

JE- 112 -LCF Quadfilar 600 -600 
150 -600 

1:1 
1.2 

+20.4 2 -1.6 290 0.114/0.003 -0.03/ -0.01 >450 
205 - 

-31.'22 
<18 10 26.68 17.82 13.08 

JE- 123 -ALCF Ouadfilar 66.7 -600 1:3 +26.5 3 -1.3 811 0.125/0.003 -0.04/ +0.06 190 -4.6 <68 8 44.09 29.45 20.32 

JE -11S LCF 
Bifilar wr 
split pri. 

600 -600 
150 -600 

1:1 

1:2 30 1 (sec) 1.7 6311 0.058.0.002 0.02/ +0.01 10MHz 
0.02/ - 0.05 155 

+1.1 
- 4.1 

<18 8 44.09 29.45 20.32 

6. Multifilar construction has no faraday shield: cannot be used as 
input transformer. All specifica ions are for 01 source. 60011 load. 

7. Max output level = r THD; dBu = dBv ref. 0.775 V 
8. Source amplifier 3dB al 100 kHz 
9. Source amplifier 3dB m 200 kHz 

10. Output transformers are horizontal channel frame type with wire leads, 
vertical channel frames available. PC types available. 

t IMPROVED PERFORMANCE * NEW MODELS 

These charts include the most popular types which are usually 
available from stock. Many other types are available from stock 
or custom designs for OEM orders of 100 pieces or more can be 
made to order. Certified computer testing is available for OEM 
orders. Call or write for applications assistance and /or detailed 
data sheets on individual models. 

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: W L H Mounting Centers 
7- 11/2" x 25/16' x 1'Si,6 2'356' 
8= 15/16' X 115/16" X 15/6 2351" 
9 11/2" X 1''/16" X 13/e" 2" 

10 = 11/16" X 12/16' X 13/1F 13'i" 

Prices shown are effective 8/1 85 and are subject to change without notice. 
Packing, shipping, and applicable sales taxes additional. 

jensen transformers 
INCORPORATED 
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Tape and Track Formats (L- to -R): 24- and 16- track /two -inch tape, six -, four- and three -track 35mm mag film 

QUALITY ADVANTAGES 
OF 35MM MAGNETIC FILM 

track will be synchronized with the 
video picture! Best of all you will have 
an Edit Decision List, from which - 
using the newly created location sync 
two -track tape - the location sound can 
be laid Onto the 24 -track tape while con- 
stantly checking it with picture for sync. 

The same procedure is followed for the 
voice -over announcer. Of course, when 
laying this audio onto the 24- track, you 
will not be checking for sync but for tim- 
ing and dialog placement. If the timing 
is off, you may have to electronically 
edit the pauses to ensure correct timing. 
Next, follow the same procedure as 
above on each of the five sound- effects 
tracks. 

Now you are ready to mix these 11 
tracks. The music is secondgeneration, 
location sync is third -generation, as is 
voice -over announcer and sound effects. 
(As an aside one can record the an- 

nouncer directly to the 24 -track tape, 
while viewing picture; this method is a 
much better way to go, but quite a bit 
more costly.) 

All of the above sound elements are 
mixed to a two- or four -track tape with 
audio on one or two tracks - depending 
on whether or not the program is 
monaural or stereo - with timecode on 
another track. In the case of four -track 
masters, it is desirable to also record 
59.94 Hz derived from your in -house 
sync generator onto another track. This 
four -track audio master will be used to 
transfer (or layback) the final mono or 
stereo audio tracks to the master video- 
tape. 

You are now four generations down 
on the music, and five generations down 
on everything else. Some people like to 
master directly from the multitrack to 
videotape, a technique that can be okay 
if the resultant videotape is the one 
that's actually going to air without too 
many interim plays. (Remember that 
noise on one -inch C- Format videotape is 

comparable, at best, to a chrome audio 
cassette. I do not know anybody that 
would want to master their audio onto 
an audio cassette!) If there are any addi- 
tional generations created on videotape, 
or if excessive plays cause dropouts on 
the audio track, the master audio can 
always be relayed. 

Noise Build -up with Audio Tape 
Let us discuss why it is worthwhile to 

conserve generations relative to analog 
audio. The first and most important 
consideration is noise, which is increased 
by every tape generation. In the above 
examples, the music would have picked 
up about 3.8 dB of noise prior to its 
transfer to videotape, while all other 
tracks individually would have picked 
up a total of 10 dB of noise prior to their 
transfer to videotape. Other considera- 
tions are increases in distortion, tape 
saturation, and a "dulling" of the gen- 
eral sound. These factors are influenced 
to varying degrees relative to the pro- 

... continued on page 30- 
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MICHAEL BODDICKER -One of the world's leading synthesists and a consistent winner of NARAS's Most Valuable Player" award for such 
projects as "Flashdance," "Thriller," and "The Magic Egg "...on the DI -400 Quad Direct Box: 

"My job is to give the engineers a finished signal, instead of giving them the raw ugly synthesizer sound and letting them 'treat' it in the mix. The 

D1 -400 allows me to 'go direct' to tape instead of having to go through the mic preamps, which really makes a remarkable change in the tone color " 
"When I use a direct box...I trust and prefer the D1 -400 over all others. The clear clean, crisp sound of the D1 -400 is great!, especially on the top 

end of the digital synthesizers...I get more air out of the sound." 
The D1 -400 Quad Direct Box is an AC powered, rack -mounted version of the highly acclaimed AXE Dl -100 Direct Box. The D1 -400 contains four 

separate Line Level Direct Boxes with variable gain and AC power supply...all within a single rack space. 

We appreciate the support of our users...thanks again to: 
BRUCE SwED1EN EFX SYSTEMS- -LOS ANGELES SWEDISH RADIO 8 TELEVISION WAYNE NEWTON SHOW 
DAN WALLIN WONDERLAND STUDIOS -LOS ANGELES CENTRE CULTURAL -MANITOBA. CANADA ENGELBERT HUMPERDINK SHOW 

GLEN GLEN SOUND. RECORD PLANT -LOS ANGELES ANN -MARGRET SHOW CAESAR'S PALACE -LAS VEGAS. NV 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES -LOS ANGELES ABC -TV SHIRLEY MacLA1NE SHOW HARRAH'S- ATLANTIC CITY NJ 

DISNEY STUDIOS -LOS ANGELES CLAIRE BROS -MANHE1M. PA FANTASY STUDIOS GROUP IV RECORDING 
DALLAS SOUND LAB BARRY MANILOW JOHNNY CASH 

ALASKA 
Anchorage Alaska Stage Craft 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix Ear Audio 
CALIFORNIA 
Burbank Studiobuilders 
Calabassas Audiolechnigues 
San Francisco Sound Genesis 
Whittier Whittier Music 
CONNECTICUT 
New Haven Go/die Libro Music 
W Hartford La Salle Music 
FLORIDA 
Jacksonville New Hope Sound 
Miami Harris Audio 
Tampa Paragon Music 
Tamp+ Thoroughbred Music 

1k1 

GEORGIA 
Smyrna The Music Mart 
INDIANA 
Evansville Dallas Music Pm Shop 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston 
Boston 
Brockton 
Dalton 
Methuen 
MICHIGAN 
Saginaw 
MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis 
Savage 
NEVADA 
Las Vegds 

E.0 tiWditzer. Inc. 
La Salle Music 

Scorpio Sound 
Berkshire Pro -Audio 

Star Systems 

Watermelon Sugar 

ANC 
La Wnne Wagener Music 

Celestial Sound /Light 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Hempstead NEAT 
NEW YORK 
New York Martin AudioVideo 
New York Night Owl Music Supply 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Granat Falls 
OHIO 
Cleveland 
Dayton 
New Carlisle 
OREGON 
Portland 
Portland 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston Fox Music 
TENNESSEE 
Nashville Valley Audio 
TEXAS 
Austin Xeno Sound. Inc. 

Fantasy Music Dallas Gemini Sound 
Dallas Midcom 

Central Music Exchange Houston L. D Systems 
Hauer Music WASHINGTON 

Kros -Fyre Audio Bellevue Guitars Etc. 
Seattle RMS Sound 

Portland Music WEST VIRGINIA 
RMS Sound Charleston Appalachian Sound 

WISCONSIN 
Tekcom Corp Waukesha Flanners Pro -Audio 

ARTISTS X- PONENT ENGINEERING 
BOX 2331 HP MENLO PARK CA 94025 1415) 365 -5243 c 1985 AXE 
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GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER AND TAKE IT ON THE ROAD. 

Packing up for a gig. It's an important 
moment of truth for every musician. 
Within the safe confines of your studio, 
you've worked your music into shape. 
Polished it. Perfected it. Put it on tape. 
Now it's time to take it on the road. You're 
excited, keyed up. How will your music 
hold up under the hot lights and cold 
scrutiny of the outside world? 

Cne thing's certain: you'll be counting 
on your equipment to come through for 
you when you're up on stage. Your mixer? 
If it's a TASCAM 300 Series, it's the same 
quality you've recorded with in the 
studio. The same familiar, clean perform- 
ance in a package compact and rugged 
enough to hit the road with you. 

One mixing console for recording and 
sound reinforcement. The M -300's are 

the first series of mixers to accomplish 
this elusive ideal. They have all the 
foldback, effects, subgrouping, and 
monitoring you'll need. Balanced and 
unbalanced inputs and outputs. Stereo 
or mono output. Top panel switching 
matrix to eliminate patching. Sophis- 
ticated solo system. Flexible buss 
assignment. Extensive talkback system. 
Over a decade of experience designing 
boards that last means TASCAM depend- 
ability. Find out how musicians are 
making the most of their mixers. See the 
TASCAM 300 Series at your dealer today. 
Or write to us for more information at: 
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 
90640. 

THE TASCAM 30C SERIES MIXERS 

TASCAM THE SCIENCE OF BRINGING ART TO LIFE. 

©Copyright 1985 TEAC Corporation Of America 
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Aural Stimulation. 
Since its introduction the E -mu Systems 

Emulator I I has set the standard for digital 

sampling keyboards. The Emulator II offers 

truly stunning sound quality and an impres- 

sive array of features: 17 seconds of sampling 
time, built in disk drive, a variety of analog 

and digital sound processors (including 
VCA's, VCF's and I.FO's), a powerful MIDI 

sequencer, a SMPTE code reader /generator, 

full MIDI implementation and much more. 

The sonic realism, creative power and expres- 

sive control of the Emulator Il are unequaled 

by any digital sampling keyboard. 

Now, Digidesign announces Sound 

Designer -a powerful music software pack- 

age that links the Emulator II and the Apple 

Macintosh, creating a music system offering 
unprecedented performance at a break- 

through price. 

What can Sound Designer do? Sample any 

sound with the Emulator II.7tansfer the 

sound to the Macintosh and display the wave- 

form on the Mac's high resolution screen. 

You won't be kept waiting -the Macintosh 

and Emulator II communicate at the light- 
ning speed of 500,000 bits per second - 
nearly 17 times MIDI rate! 

The sound waveform displayed can he 

scaled independently on both the amplitude 
and time axes to show any degree of detail, 

from a few samples to the entire waveform. 

Use the "Zoom Box" to magnify a small area 

of the waveform for closer inspection. Scale 

marks and a screen cursor display the exact 

time location and level at any point in the 

sound. 

Use cut and paste editing to rearrange the 

sound, or to splice pieces of one sound onto 

another sound -up to three sounds can be 

displayed on- screen at once. Sounds can be 

edited with an accuracy of nearly 1 /30,000th 

of a second! Throw away your razor blades. 

Redraw any part of the waveform using 

Sound Designer's pencil. Remove clicks or 

other extraneous noises from sounds by 

simply drawing them out of the waveform. 

Ilse Sound Designer's digital mixer to 

perform a variety of digital signal processing 

functions. Mix sounds in any proportion, 

fine tune the level of a sound or create hybrid 
sounds using the merge function. A saxa- 

phone that gradually becomes a screaming 

electric guitar? No problem. Of course, the 

sound you create can be quickly transferred 

to the Emulator at any time for high quality 
playback. 

Yerge 
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The essential process of looping sampled 

sounds is greatly simplified by Sound 

Designer. No more random (and time con- 

suming) searches for loop points -you can 

see the waveform and quickly assign the loop 

in the proper location. 

Break the sound file down into hundreds 

of separate frequency hands using Sound 

Designer's FFT (Fast Fourier Ransform) 

based frequency analysis. The three- dimen- 
sional FFT waveform reveals the envelope 

of each frequency as the sound evolves. Very 

educational for those intrigued by the nature 

of sound. 

Synthesis? Yes. Sound Designer includes 

direct digital synthesis. Because it is software 

(algorithm) based, virtually any type of syn- 

thesis can be implemented, including FM, 

Waveshaping, Additive and other powerful 

synthesis techniques. 

n oMCM. Isola Mot. Ina.. 
n 1916101. 
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And once you have created your sounds, 

you can use Sound Designer's Emulator Il 
front panel mode to adjust all of the Emula- 

tor Il's parameters. Graphic programming 

screens are provided for each Emulator ll 
module: arrange samples on the keyboard, 

draw filter response and ADSR curves, set up 

controller and MIDI configurations, adjust 

keyboard velocity, MIDI, controller and 

arpeggiator parameters and more. 
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Don't worry a )oLt obsolescence- Digide- 

sign is continually adding new capabilities to 

the program, anc updates are available to 

registerd owners at nominal cost. Resyn- 

thesis, digital EQ compression, expanded 

synthes s capabilities and more will be offered 

in future updates 

At about one -third to one -tenth the price 

of comparable systems, the Sound Designer/ 

Emulator II combination represents the best 

value in computer music systems. However, 

the system offers another advantage more 

important than money. 

Most computer music systems are hardly 

user - friendly. User- indifferent is a better 

description: strange commands to memorize, 

confusing terminology and painfully slow 

operation have thwarted many musician's 
attempts to use this advanced technology. 

You don't need unlimited patience and 
a Ph.D. to learn Sound Designer. Sound 

Designer takes full advantage of the Macin- 

tosh's simplicity- program functions are 

visually represented by icons (pictures). 
No cryptic commands to memorize! 

E -mu Systems, Inc 
applied magic for the arts 

2815 Chanticleer 
Santa Cruz, CA 95062 
408.476.4424 

The Emulator 11/Sound Designer system 

is a valuable tool, whether you're scoring a 

film, adding sound effects to a video produc- 

tion or creating the sounds for your next hit. 

You'll find the system guile stimulating -to 
both your creativity and your ears! 

Want to see the system in action? Send $29 

to Digidesign (address below) for a 30 minute 
demonstration video (specify Beta or VHS). 

Like to know more about the Emulator 11? 

Send $2.00 to E -mu Systems for a color bro- 

chure and a im' impressive demo record. 

Sound Designer requires a 512K Macin- 

tosh, 2 disk drives or an internal hard disk 

(recommended), and an active imagination. 
The Emulator 11 requires fingers. 

digidesign 
920 Commercial Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
415.494.8811 
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QUALITY ADVANTAGES 
OF 35MM MAGNETIC FILM - continued from page 26.. . 

gram material, the competence of the 
recording and mixing engineers and, of 
course, the condition of the equipment 
being used. (Some engineers can cap- 
ture more "punch" in their fourth - 
generation copies than others in their 
original; because of the many variables 
involved, I will not try to evaluate such 
factors.) 

Another problem is wow and flutter. 
With current state -of- the -art equipment, 
one has to go many generations before 
exceeding the wow and flutter induced 
in the video transfer. Although techni- 
cally this is a problem, in the real world 
of well maintained equipment, two gen- 
erations more or less should not cause 
serious trouble. 

Summarizing, the main concern of 
generation loss is one of additive noise. 

Noise Build -up with Mag Film 
Now let us go through the same pro- 

cess outlined above using film- mixing 
techniques. The original 24 -track music 
tapes would be mixed to four -track 
35mm magnetic film, the film recorder 
receiving its sync from the same time - 
code already recorded on the original 
24 -track for automated mixing purposes 
and picture sync during music record- 
ing. The four -track music mix would 
then be physically cut into proper syn- 

chronization with the picture on a 
standard Moviola. The location sync 
sound would be transferred to mag, util- 
izing a playback machine capable of 
resolving to the neopilot signal, and 
then physically edited to conform to pic- 
ture. Similarly, the sound effects and 
voice -over announcer audio would all be 
transferred to 35mm magnetic film, 
physically edited and placed in the cor- 
rect sprocket registration relative to pic- 
ture. Although electronic and physical 
(cut- and -splice) editing take about the 
same amount of time, once the "splice" 
is made on film it can be physically laid 
in at high speed, whereas the electronic 
audio track on non -sprocketed tape 
must be laid in real time. 

So, by the film method we are two 
generations down on music, sync, voice - 
over and sound effects; now comes the 
mix. We can master to a four- or a two - 
track tape machine, as well as a monau- 
ral or two -track film recorder. (Once 
again, we should try to avoid mastering 
to a C- Format VTR unless this master 
was going directly to air.) Once this 
audio master has be transferred to 
videotape, we are now four generations 
down on music, sync, voice -over and 
effects -the same result relative to 
music as with video sweetening, and an 
improvement of one generation over 
video sweetening relative to everything 
else. However, there is another factor to 
be considered. 

The track width of a monaural film 

head measures 200 mils, and a four - 
track film head 150 mils per channel. In 
contrast, a four -track /half -inch tape 
head measures 70 mils per channel, 
while a two- track /quarter -inch head 
measures 80 mils per channel. As we all 
know, bigger track widths provide us a 
quieter and better signal, a fact that was 
proven when we moved to two - 
track /half -inch mastering. So, taking 
into consideration the above argument, 
the following will be true: assuming that 
a mono 35mm track is the quietest for- 
mat, a four -track film head will be L25 
dB noisier, a two -track /quarter -inch 
audio head will be 4 dB noisier, a four - 
track /half -inch audio head will be 4.5 
dB noisier, and a 24 -track head - which 
measures 37 mils per channel - will be 
7.3 dB noisier. 

All of which means that our original 
music transfer will be 2 dB quieter on 
four -track magnetic film than on a 24- 
track /two -inch tape. All our other tracks 
will have saved one generation by going 
via the film method, which is worth 
about 1 dB per track. When originally 
transferred to monaural 35mm mag- 
netic film and mixed, these latter tracks 
will be 5 dB quieter than if the video - 
sweetening method has been used. 

Using the video -sweetening mixing 
technique, the final mixed track prior to 
transfer to videotape will have an 
unweighted signal -to -noise ratio of about 
52 dB. Using the standard film- mixing 
method, the comparable SNR will be 57 

o 

o 

Designing The Future 
EAW /RCF's New MS6000 Is The Future Of Nearfield Studio Monitors 

All You Have To Do Is Listen And You Can Hear The Future 
o o 

o 

o 

o 

For more information 

Technology: 
Polymer Dome Mid And High Frequency 
Drivers, For Improved Power Response 
And Lower Distortion. 

Advanced Magnetic Structure Enables 
The Mid & High Frequency Diaphragms 
Centers To Be Within 1/4 Wave Length 
At Crossover, Permitting Smoother 
Response & Better Imaging. 

Magnetic Dampening Fluid Utilized In 
In The Mid & High Frequency Drivers 
For Improved Heat Dissipation And 
Lower Distortion. 

Advanced Third Order Equalized Crossover 
Network Utilizing Asymetrical Electrical 
Slopes Permitting Absolutely 
Flat Power Response. 

on this and other 
EAW professional audio products, call or 
write: Eastern Acoustic Works, Inc. 
59 Fountain St. Framingham, MA 01701. 
Telephone:(617) 620 -1478 

Performance: 
Absolute Response Linearity For Faithful 
Tonal Balance Reproduction 
+- 1.5 dB 80 to 14,000 Hz 
+- 3 dB 35 to 20,000 Hz 

Outstanding Coherency and Imaging No 
Other Nearfield Monitor Can Match 
Resulting From Critcal Driver Placement 
And Optimized Coverage Angles. 

Distortion Is Exceptionally Low (>5%) 
Even At High Listening Levels (112 dB) 
less than half the distortion of typical 
nearfield monitors. 

The MS6000's Superior Performance Can 
Be Easily Heard In Simple AB Comparisons 

EASTERN 
ACOUSTIC 

WORKS 
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dB. In the real world of mixing, of 
course, some of these tracks will be 
brought up in level, thereby increasing 
noise; other tracks will be brought 
down, thereby decreasing the noise. 
Also, some tracks will be equalized, 
which might either increase or decrease 
noise. Other tracks will be compressed, 
thereby increasing noise, while "silent" 
areas might be gated to decrease the 
noise. Other factors affecting noise lev- 
els include variations in the specifica- 
tions of record amplifiers, the tape's 
running speed, and the actual recording 
equalization curve used. 

The unweighted signal -to -noise ratio 
of a C- Format VTR is about 56 dB. Let 
us assume that the "zero" operating 
level for such a video recorder is 8 dB 
down from the 3% -THD (Total Har- 
monic Distortion) level. Throughout the 
mixing process, we have been operating 
with our zero level at about 12 dB down 
from the 3%-THD point. Therefore, the 
noise floor below zero operating level for 
the video -sweetening master will be 
about -90 dB; the same parameter for 
the film -mixed master will be -45 dB. 
When transferred to videotape, the film 
master will be only 3 dB above the C- 
Format noise floor, while the video - 
sweetening master will be 8 dB above 
the same noise floor. Percentage -wise, 
the video -sweetening master is 78% 
noisier than the film- mixing master. 
When your local television station adds 
its own form of compression, this addi- 
tional 5 dB of noise will create problems. 

As you can see, it would be possible to 
go another generation on film and still 
be quieter than if the same mixing pro- 
cess had taken place on the regular 
audio tape used during video sweeten- 
ing. Of course, in the hands of a good 
engineer, the video -sweetening tech- 
nique represents a valuable and useful 
production tool. And, when we reach the 
stage at which only digital recorders are 
used, it will truly be a competitive tool. 
Eventually, all audio information will 
be stored in digital form on magnetic or 
optical disk and /or solid -state devices. 
When this happens, all of the above 
arguments regarding the noise and 
sonic advantages of mag film over 
audio tape will be meaningless. I For a 
full discussion of the impact that digital 
storage and random -access editing sys- 
tems will have on film post production, 
see Larry Blake's article elsewhere in 
this issue - Editor.] 

In the meantime, however, we should 
all make a gigantic effort to keep our- 
selves constantly aware of the effect 
that recording technology can have on 
the pristine quality of sound. If we allow 
our ears to accept less than the best, we 
are not properly serving our audio 
community. For those of us that plan to 
remain in this business long range, the 
stewardship of our aural credibility is of 
paramount importance. Whenever a 
new technology is added, or a new sys- 
tem is devised, or a new machine is 
tested, ask yourself ... "What does this 
do to the sound ?" 

SANKEN INTRODUCES 
FOUR MORE MICROPHONES 

Maker of world -acclaimed CU -41 
double -condenser microphone releases 

new products to international market. 

Sanken Microphone Co., maker of the CU-4 1 two -way condenser micro- 
phone, famed among sound engineers throughout the world for the trans- 
parency of its recording qualities (which make it perfect for compact disk 
recording), is pleased to announce the release of four more of its high 
quality microphones to the international market. The microphones are: 

CMS -6 MS Stereo Microphone A small, lightweight, hand -held microphone 
for high quality outdoor radio, TV and movie recording. Comes with portable 
battery power supply and switchable matrix box. Freq. response 50Hz to 
18kHz, dynamic range 108dB. self noise less than 19dB. 

CMS -2 MS Stereo Microphone For quality music, radio, and TV studio 
recording. Small and lightweight, it has been widely used in Japan for more 
than eight years. Freq. response 20Hz to 18kHz, dynamic range 129dB, self 
noise less than 16dB. 

CU -31 Axis Uni- Directional condenser Microphone and CU -32 Right Angle 
Uni- Directional Microphone For music, radio, TV and movie studio record- 
ing. Renowned for their high performance and remarkable reliability. Freq. 
response 20Hz to 18kHz, dynamic range 129dB, self noise less than 19dB. 

For more information on these new microphones, as well as on the famous 
CU -41, contact your nearest Sanken dealer, as listed below. 

New York Martin Audio Video Corp 
423 West 55th Street 
New York. New York 10019 
TEL (212) 541 -5900 
TLX 971846 

Nashville Studio Supply Company. Inc 
1717 Elm Hill Pike, Suite B -9 

Nashville Tennessee 37210 
TEL (615) 366 -1890 

sane 
Japan's most original microphone maker 

Sole export agent: Pan Communications. Inc. 
5 -72 -6 Asakusa. Taito -ku, Tokyo 111, Japan 

Telex J27803 Hi Tech /Telephone 03- 871 -1370 
Telefax 03- 871- 0169 /Cable Address PANCOMMJPN 
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'EYING REPORT 
étions for Better Quality Cassettes" 

. oeminar Organized by ElectroSound, 
San Francisco, August 1985 

by Mel Lambert and Rhonda Kohler 

For too long now many audio pro - 
fessionals would argue, the pre- 

recorded cassette has been looked upon 
as the "poor relation" of the music soft- 
ware market. There is no getting away 
from the fact that the Compact Cassette 
was introduced to the public several 
decades after vinyl releases had become 
firmly established in the majority of 
people's minds as the most convenient 
(and familiar) way of enjoying pre- 
recorded music. (And, it must be con- 
ceded, the first cassette decks and tapes 
were of a very much lower quality than 
we are used to in the Eighties; such 
unfavorable, early experience might in 
part explain the public's reluctance to 
add yet another piece of hi -fi hardware.) 
In addition, the exceptional success of 
the Compact Disc has somewhat stolen 
the limelight from advances being made 
in both the analog disk and cassette 
manufacturing industries - one exam- 
ple of which, direct -metal disk master- 
ing. is described in a feature article 

beginning on page 58 of this issue. 
On the positive side, however, pre- 

recorded cassettes now outsell vinyl 
releases, the 50% market share for Com- 
pact Cassettes having being passed just 
over two years ago. Also, the advent of 
"Walkman- type" portable cassette 
players, and radically improved in -car 
systems, has added to the growing 
impact of pre- recorded cassettes as a 
primary form of music software for a 
growing number of consumers. 

But what of the technical advances 
being made in the design and operation 
of high -speed duplication equipment 
which, there is no denying, has radi- 
cally increased the quality of pre- 
recorded cassettes? Despite the fact that 
the majority of R -e 'p readers are 
involved with the production of master 
tapes for the record- and cassette - 
buying public (plus corporate and audio - 
video clients), an overview of the cassette 
duplication processes - in particular 
the format of master tapes to be deli- 

vered to duplication facilities, improve- 
ments in tape formulations, and so on 
-can prove useful if the maximum 
quality potential is to be realized from 
the pre -recorded cassette medium. 

Against this background, the panel 
discussions that took place at the recent 
"Applications for Better Quality 
Cassettes" seminar proved extremely 
interesting. While there is insufficient 
space here to fully report on each of the 
sessions, several themes and future 
developments came to light during the 
three -day seminar, held in San Franciso 
during mid -August, and which attracted 
almost 300 participants. 

Organized by ElectroSound, and co- 
sponsored by Agfa -Gevaert, American 
Mulitimedia, Ampex, Audiomatic, 
BASF, Capitol Magnetics, Dolby Labs, 
[CM, IPS, JRF, Lenco, MRL, Saki, 
Sprague, Studer -Revox, and others, the 
seminar began with an overview ses- 
sion, entitled "The Art in Cassette Mas- 
ters." Panel members comprised Gene 
Wooley, chief engineer and director of 
engineering, MCA Whitney Recording, 
Ed Outwater, director of quality assu- 
rance, Warner Bros. Records, Mary 
Bornstein, VP of quality control, A &M 
Records, and Steve Miller, former direc- 
tor of production, engineering and QC 
at Windham Hill Records, under the 
moderation of Sandy Richman, admin- 
istrator of the XDR Program at Capitol 
Records. 

To extract the very best quality from 

Magical Stereo 
EFX. 

Poof! We've got a little magic box which will dra- 
matically transform your intrinsically mono devices - 
digital reverbs, drum machines, and synths -into 
pseudo-stereo. The Orban 245F Stereo Synthesizer 
has achieved legendary status due to its perfect 
stereo imaging with no phase cancellation in mono 
when the stereo channels are summed. 

Poof! You can also add extra tracks to your 4, 8, 
16, and 24 -track machines since the 245F lets you 
record certain instruments in mono and spread them 
into compelling stereo when you mix. And on stage, 
the 245F opens up vast potential for creating stereo 
effects from mono instruments. 

It's not Houdini at work -just clever, patented fre- 
quency splitting techniques which have delighted 
thousands of users over the years. For $399, you can 
make a little magic yourself. Contact your local 
dealer for a demonstration. 

Of / Orhan Associates Inc. ` A 645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957 -1067 Telex: 17 -1480 
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the high -speed duplication process, 
Richman offered, a facility needs to 
start with a high -quality master tape, 
and he placed particular emphasis on 
encouraging record labels - and hence 
the session producers - to provide 
digitally- encoded masters. Wooley con- 
ceded that certain producers and artists 
may not care for the sound of digital; in 
which case, he says, there should be a 
recommendation that a label offers both 
analog and digital masters to cover all 
eventualities. Miller also pointed out 
that, while he is a great proponent of the 
sonic advantages offered by digital 
recording, what needs to be stressed is 
the operational advantages to a cassette 
manufacturing facility when working 
with digital masters. During the prepa- 
ration of loop -bin masters, the saving in 
wear and tear - and potential high - 
frequency losses - of an analog master 
can be reduced significantly if the mas- 
ter is a digitally -encoded videocassette. 

A quick poll of the panel members 
produced the following rundown of 
master -tape formats received by their 
companies: 

Without exception, Capitol will make a 
digital copy of the original two -track 
master (either analog or digital) for use 
in preparing the loop -bin master. 

At MCA Whitney, 50% of country 
releases are mastered from JVC VP -900 
digital format, and the remainder from 
analog masters; on pop -music titles 
around 35% of titles are received as a 
digital master. (Gene Wooley did point 
out, however, that in the future the com- 
pany's duplicating facility plans to copy 
all tapes to digital prior to running - 
master preparation.) 

A &M's situation is similar to that of 
MCA, while both Warner Bros. and 
Windham Hill work exclusively with 
Sony PCM -1610 format masters. 

Given the multitude of different dig- 
ital formats, it was proposed by the 
panel that duplicating plants be pre- 
pared to handle PCM -1610, VP -900 and 
other digital- format masters. 

Should duplication houses re- equalize 
or add dynamics processing to master 
tapes, in an attempt to produce a better 
quality product, the panel was asked? 
"No," Outwater stressed, "because that 
opens up a whole can of worms. Instead 
of re- equalizing, we would go back to the 
record company and get a better master 
tape; we prefer to transfer flat." Wooley 
agreed: "We need to ensure a flat 
transfer of a good master - there are 
many slave transports involved [during 
the duplication process], and we cannot 
adjust them all to correct for deficiencies 
in the master tape." It was also agreed 
that during the duplication of older 
archive and re- issued material, master 
tapes should be left unaltered, unless 
the artist "agrees to `update' the sound," 
Wooley offered. 

A member of the audience asked how 
each of the panel members ensured that 
the quality of test cassettes produced by 
a duplication facility matched that of 
production runs? Bornstein explained 

"With the 6120 
I have control 

over my quality" 
Daneor Higgins founded Delta Sounds and 
Video in 1976 after 10 years in broadcasting. 
This ratio experience and his uncompromising 
audio standards quickly established Delta as a 

very successful recording studio an i enterain- 
ment scund service in the Orange County /LA 
area Although the company special zed in sup- 
plying complete custom sound programs and 
systems for school dance DJs anc Discos, it 

was-t't long before Dameon found h mself turn- 
ing down a lot of tape duplicating rec uests. The 
high quantities were not practica for "real 
time" duplicating, and the jobs that he "farmed 
out" to high speed duplicating companies often 
cam? back to hurt his image. 

Eventualy, because of missed profit oppor- 
tunit es and a frustrating lack of control cver 

Control module 
and a cassette 
maste- islae module 

quality, Dameon decided o ingall his own high 
speed d Jplicating equprr ent. He lookeI care- 
fully at every product cn the market anc finally 
selected the Telex 612J. sever slave, 1/? track 
cassette -to-cassette model. H. knows flat he 

can adC on to his system as his business 
grows, bit for now his 612) car copy up to 280 
C -30s in one hour, and it. easily operated by 
one non- technical emplo/ee because of its 
compact size, single be ttoi operation, jammed 
or short tape warning lights and automatic 
master rewind. Dameon iasn t regretted his 
decision for one moment tecause he new has 
a thriving additional tusiiess of dupliçating 
voice anc DJ audition tapes. seminars and syn- 
dicated radio programs. Now he reports a zero 
reject rata and his quality image is under his 
control where it belongs. 

For over twenty years now, Telex has been the 
choice of those who, like Dameon Higgirs, are 
fussy about the quality of their aipficate tapes. 
To learn more about what he 6120 can do for 
you. write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 
Aldrich A%enue South, Ninreapolis, MN S .420. 
We'll send you complete specifications and pro- 
duction c apabilities. 

For quick information, call Toll Free 

800 -828 -6107 
or in Minnesota call (612) 387 -5531 

Control module 
with cassette 
master, eleven 
slaves and reel 
master 
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that A &M carries out batch checking of 
product delivered to record stores, while 
Outwater said that Warner Bros. effects 
the same kind of quality checks with 
production cassettes, to make sure that 
consumer product sounds the same as 
the previously approved test cassettes. 
According to Richman, Capitol uses the 
burst of special test tones recorded on 
the loop -bin master to check the quality 
of XI)R pancakes, and ensure the integ- 
rity of the cassette transfer process; in 
addition, the company checks between 
two and three precent of the final pro- 
duct after the loading of pancakes into 
shells. "We prefer to check during the 
duplication process," he explained, "so 
that we can catch the problem before the 
tape reaches the cassette shells." 

Next came a presentation entitled 
"Masters versus Cassettes - How do 
They Compare," by Dennis Staats, tape - 
duplication manager at Dolby Labora- 
tories, during which he outlined some of 
the problems faced during the high- 
speed recording of music onto cassette 
tape. The 0.125 -inch width of cassette 
tape, and resultant narrow track for- 
mat, made it difficult to record short 
wavelengths, he pointed out, a problem 
that can be compounded by tape moving 
away from the heads at high duplicat- 
ing speeds. Because of these and other 
factors, he offered, many duplication 
facilities felt that tape noise and distor- 
tion produced by the running or loop -bin 
master need not be considered, simply 
because all of the technical limitations 
of the duplication process can be attrib- 
uted to the cassette medium. 

This was untrue, he said, and pro- 
ceeded to compare MOL (maximum 
output level), distortion and signal -to- 
noise figures for cassette formulations 
and the half -inch tape used typically for 
preparing loop -bin masters. At a 200 
nW /m fluxivity level, a "typical" ferric - 
oxide cassette tape offers a noise per- 
formance of -52 dB, a 3% total harmonic 
distortion level of +5 dB, and a high - 
frequency MOL of -1 dB; the compara- 
ble figures for a half -inch, 7.5 -ips bin 
master (referenced to 320 nW /m fluxiv- 
ity) are -61 dB, +9 dB and +2 dB. Given 
the 6 -dB increase in noise during the 
cassette recording stage, Staats consi- 
dered that a 10 -dB noise advantage 
should be offered by the half -inch mas- 
ter over the casssette formulation - 
which was barely the case with a 7.5 -ips 
master. 

Moving on to consider the figures for a 
3.75 -ips half -inch master - the more 
popular format for duplicating facilities - the SNR, 3% THD and HF MOL drop 
to -58 dB, +8 dB and +2 dB, respectively. 
As could readily be appreciated, the 
noise and THD performance of such a 
bin master are pretty close to those of 
cassette tape. Consequently, Staats 
explained, Dolby had come to the con- 
clusion that its HX (Headroom eXten- 
sion) process would be of particular use 
during the preparation of a 3.75 -ips loop - 
bin master, to reduce noise and 
distortion. 
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He also added that the transfer of 
audio program from the two-track dig- 
ital or analog master to the 3.75 -ips run- 
ning master was one that needs to be 
made with care, particularly for elec- 
tronic and synthesizer -based material, 
for which the average -to -peak ratio may 
be in the region of 15 dB on digital mas- 
ters. One way around the problem, he 
suggested, would be to specify that 
meters with fast rise times and peak - 
reading capability be used during the 
preparation of loop -bin masters. 

The second panel session of the day, 
entitled "The Technolgoy of Cassette 
Masters," was moderated by Jim Roe, 
director of engineering at WEA Manu- 
facturing, and included panelists Den- 
nis Drake, studio manager /chief engi- 
neer of the Polygram Tape Facility, Pat 
Weber, technical director of MCA Whit- 
ney Recording, Paul West, director of 
national quality control and EMI - 
America studio operations, Kent Smi- 
thiger, national quality control man- 
ager, ElectroSound Group, Fred Layn, 
northwestern regional manager, Studer 
Revox of America, and Larry Schnapf, 
director of recording operations and 
facilities for RCA Records. Subtitled "A 
discussion about how to produce the 
best possible running master," the ses- 
sion addressed the question of whether 
a facility should utilize 7.5- or 3.75 -ips 
loop -bin masters. According to West, the 
higher speed makes it "difficult to han- 
dle long lengths of tape," and leads to 
tape storage problems at a 240 -ips loop - 
bin speed. Also, he offered that a master 
may not last as long at higher duplica- 
tion speeds. "To me," he concluded, 
"[Dolby] HX holds the key to producing 
masters at 3.75 ips." 

"The quality of3.75 -ips masters is suf- 
ficient for most material," opined Smi- 
thiger. "Seven- and -a -half ips may only 
be needed for classical releases, or for 
material with a wide dynamic range." 

Asked to outline their company's pol- 
icy towards the format and production 
techniques for loop -bin masters, the 
panelists summarized these as follows: 

Polygram utilizes PCM- 1610- format 
digital masters and a system of tone 
burst (similar to the Capitol XDR tech- 
nique) to provide an objective quality 
assessment at any stage during cassette 
duplication. 

MCA uses test tones and calibration 
tapes to verify the quality of a one -inch, 
3.75 -ips running master, and sets 
recording levels as high as possible 
before tape saturation. 

EMI uses a 1610- format master to pro- 
duce a one -inch, 3.75 -ips running master 
without additional equalization, limit- 
ing, etc. Also, test and alignment -level 
tones are added to allow a mastering 
facility to check azimuth, etc. 

ElectroSound uses fast -reading peak 
meters during the production of running 
masters. 

RCA insists that an LP accompany 
the master tape, so that the duplicating 
facility can check for EQ differences, 
etc. If there are any differences, the tape 

Bruel & Kjaer 
microphones are 
available from: 

Arizona, Phoenix 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(601) 267 -0600 

California, Encino 
EVERYTHING AUDIO 
(213) 995 -4175 

California, Los Angeles 
WESTLAKE AUDIO, INC. 
(213) 851.9800 

California, Oakland 
LEO'S PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(415) 652.1553 

Illinois, Chicago 
BRIDGEWATER SOUND 
(312) 281 -8920 

Illinois, Elmhurst 
AVC SYSTEMS 
(312) 279-6580 

Illinois, Pekin 
MILAM AUDIO COMPANY 
(309) 346 -3161 

Illinois, Schaumburg 
STUDIO -SONICS CORP. 
(312) 843 7400 

Maryland, Silver Springs 
RECORDING CONSULTANTS, INC. 
(301) 587 -1800 

Minnesota, Minneapolis 
AVC SYSTEMS 
(612) 729 -8305 

Missouri, Farmington Hills 
HY JAMES 
(313) 471 -0027 

New York, New York 
MARTIN AUDIO VIDEO CORP. 
(212) 541 -5900 

Ohio, Parma Heights 
PHIL REDDISH SOUND 
(216) 885 -3030 

Oregon, Portland 
RMS SOUND 
(503) 239 -0352 

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 
TEKCOM CORP. 
(215) 627 -6700 

Tennessee, Nashville 
VALLEY AUDIO 
(615) 383 -4732 

Washington, Seattle 
RMS SOUND 
(206) 362 -0491 

Bruel & Kjaer 
Instruments, Inc. 



Which of these 
microphones looks 

"flattest" 
"togoy? 

i 

The flat response microphone is the one 
+ in the center It's the new 4004 studio 

micropnone from Bruel & Kjaer. 
A significant contributor to its flat amplitude 

characteristic and uniform phase response 
is its small size. 

All other factors being equal, the smallest 
microphone will have the best response, 

because its envelope causes the least obtrusion 
into the sound field. If you'd like to see curves that 

show how flat a professional microphone can be, 
request our literature. If yon d I ke to hear how flat 

a professional microphone can sound, call your 
B &K field applications engineer for a demonstration 

in your space. 

Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc. 
185 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 (617) 481 -7000 TWX: 710 -347 -1187 

Regional offices: NJ- 201-526 -2284. MD-301 948-0494 GA- 404.951 -0115. M1.313- 522-8600 IL312 35&7582. TX-713- 645-0167 CA 714.97 &8066; CA-415-574-81W 
1844 World Headquarters: Naerum. Denmark Sales and sere .n prnapal US cries and 55 oo,ntnes around the world 
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will be rejected. Currently, the ratio of 
analog to digital master tapes used to 
produce the 3.75 -ips, one -inch running 
master at RCA duplication facilities is 
4:1. 

WEA uses a half -inch, :3.7:5 -ips run- 
ning master recorded with Dolby HX 
Pro circuitry. 

Addressing the question of the pro- 
jected lifetime of a loop -bin master, West 
related that EMI, through the use of test 
tones, has established 3,400 passes at 
the maximum life for the running mas- 
ter. In quantitative terms, he looks for a 
I dB dropoff at 16 kHz - assuming, of 
course, that there are no mechanical 
problems with the tape, including shed- 
ding and physical damage. According 
to Smithiger, ElectroSound manages to 
obtain around 2,000 passes from a mas- 
ter, "although the tape is usually des- 

troyed before that time! Usually it fails 
because of tape stiffness, and operator 
error. " The problem, West confided, was 
"finding a tape that works well at 3.75 
ips, but that will also hold up at the 120 - 
ips duplicating speed." 

If the production of a running master 
can cause so many problems, a member 
of the audience asked, should it be mas- 
tered at a central location, rather that at 
the duplication plant? "Yes," Weber 
offered, "because it helps quality con- 
trol, and also enables an artist to be 
present during the [transfer] process." 

EMI /Capitol's mastering studio is 
located in Hollywood, West advised, "so 
that technical quality control is tightly 
monitored, and we have ready access to 
the artists." Drake conceded that a cen- 
tral facility made sense, but that "the 
acoustics and accuracy of the listening 
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Digital Audio 
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Random access 
to any file 
Versatile sound 
file editing 
Compatible with 
all digital codes 
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The AMS AudioFileTM is 
is a true digital audio mass 

storage recording /processing/ 
playback system that transcends 

the obvious limitations of linear recording. 
Instant access to ANY element, in any order, is 

yours at last! Software driven, Hard Disk based, the 
AMS AudioFileTM is modular, expandable and user definable! 

Quietly and consistently, HARRIS SOUND has built a 
dealer distribution network and Los Angeles retail/ 
service center for AMS and DRAWMER products 
and systems. Delivery, support and service are the 
hallmarks of the HARRIS organization. We are the 
U.S.A. agents for - 
DRAWMER 
DS 201X Dual Gate 
T102 Event Gate Interface 
1960 Vacuum Tube 
Dual Compressor 

AMS AudioFi eTM 

DMS 15 -80S Delay System 
RMX 16 Digital Reverb 
DMX 15T Digital 
Time Compressor 

See us at AES Booth 457 /458 and SMPTE Booth 900. 

HARRIS SOUND, INC. 
6640 Sunset Blvd, Suite 110, Hollywood, CA 90028 
(213) 469 -3500 (800) 233 -1580 

room was also very important - they 
should not `color' the sound." The 
majority of the panelists were in general 
agreement with West and Drake's 
comments. 

The second presentation of the day, 
"Mastering for the Media," comprised a 
discussion of the types of tape formula- 
tions that satisfy the demands of 
cassette duplication. The speakers were 
Dr. Andreas Merkel, technical training 
and customer support, Agfa -Gevaert, 
Warren Simmons, manager, profes- 
sional audio products, Ampex Magnetic 
Tape Division, and Walter Derendorf, 
applications engineer, audio products, 
BASF. 

Merkel began his presentation by 
comparing the 3% MOL and dynamic 
range of the original master tape, safety 
copy, 3.75 -ips running master, running - 
master copy, and the final duplicated 
cassettes, from which he concluded that 
cassette -tape noise is the limiting factor 
in the transfer process, and that noise 
on the running master is "immaterial." 
(In fairness, he also contemplated the 
use of one -inch rather than half -inch 
tape for the 3.75 -ips running master. 
While, because of increased track width, 
azimuth loss and phase shift were more 
critical for one -inch masters, head - 
azimuth adjustment can be set more 
easily with the larger width tape.) 

To improve the signal -to -noise ratio 
range of a 3.75 -ips running master, 
Merkel proposed that a 3180 plus 140 
microsecond record /replay equalization 
curve be adopted - rather that the cur- 
rent 3180 +90 - a change that would 
enhance the SNR figures by 3.5 dB. 

Derendorf described the thinking 
behind the development of BASF's new 
902 chrome tape for running masters 
which, at 3.75 ips, offers an MOL of 67.5 
dB at 315 Hz, and a high- frequency 
dynamic range of 59.5 dB at 12.5 kHz. 
Since the new chrome formulation 
requires an additional 3 dB of bias - 
and also produces an additional 10 dB of 
HE headroom - Derendorf foresaw 
problems in providing sufficient bias 

STOP PRESS: MARSHALL 
ELECTRONIC RE- APPOINTED 

U.S. DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
QUANTEC ROOM SIMULATOR 

The December 1984 issue of R -e /p con- 
tained a review by Bob Hodas of the Quan- 
tec Room Simulator as modified and 
enhanced by the company's then U.S. dis- 
tributor, Marshall Electronic. Shortly after 
the review was published, however, the 
Marshall - modified QRS, which featured 
hand -selected analog components, hand - 

trimmed DAC (digital -to- analog convertor) 
offsets, and several other proprietary enhance- 
ments, became temporarily unavailable. 

As this issue was being prepared for the 
printers, Quantec and Marshall announced 
that Europa Technology is no longer serving 
as the QRS distributor for the U.S. As a 
result, the original, customized units again 
will be available exclusively from Marshall 
Electronic, Box 438, Brooklandville, MA 
21022. (301) 484 -2220 - Editor. 



and record -level gain for conventional 
transports used to prepare the 3.75 -ips 
running master. He did explain, how- 
ever, that the BASF has achieved up to 
4,000 passes from the new formulation. 

Simmons began his presentation with 
an overview of the parameters of an 
"ideal" loop -bin master tape: it never 
sheds, never tangles, presents no change 
in electrical performance during pro- 
duction runs, lasts for 100,000 passes, 
and is low in cost. Coming back to real- 
ity, however, he summarized the cost 
versus quality trade -offs as follows: 

I.ow tangle factor, which necessitates 
the use of a high film -base thickness 
and a high conductivity backcoating; 

Low dropout activity, which can be 
improved by surface cleaning and cor- 
rect slitting during manufacture, and 
the use of a tough binder system. 

Good short -wavelength performance, 
which requires the use of high - 
performance oxide coatings and /or a 
high level of oxide -surface gloss; and 

High signal -to -noise ratio and low 
electrical distortion, which can be 
achieved by using high quality oxides. 
test 

All of these parameters, he concluded, 
were available from Ampex 456 Grand 
Master. An added bonus, he related, was 
the fact that "limited experience [has 
shown] 456 will perform satisfactorily 
at 480 -ips duplication speeds, because of 
its tough b:.nder system." 

During the seminar Richard Clark of 

American Multimedia invited attendees 
to a demonstration of the company's 
new bin -loop system, which allows 64:1 
duplication while running a 7.5 -ips 
master. According to Bob Farrow, chief 
engineer, the weakest point in cassette 
duplication is tension control in the 
high -speed playback of a running mas- 
ter. American Multimedia has modified 
an ElectroSound Model 8000 transport, 
including the addition of two vacuum 
servo systems to improve tape tension 
and handling. A vacuum transducer 
monitors the tape, and automatically 
adjusts the tension while keeping the 
tape correctly positioned. In order to 
show that the process accurately dupli- 
cates original material, a 7.5 -ips master 
was made from a Compact Disc. After 
running in a 480 -ips loop -bin feeding a 
slave, the resultant cassette copy was 
compared to the original. Several 
members of the audience were aston- 
ished at the remarkable similarity 
between the original and duplicated 
versions. 

Highlights of the second day's pro- 
ceedings included a presentation on 
tape performance by Kaus Goetz, man- 
ager of applications for BASF. Entitled 
"Tape Specifications - What are the 
Choices ?" featured moderator Joe 
Kempler, director of technical market- 
ing for Capitol Magnetic Products, and 
panel members Dr. Andreas Merkel of 
Agfa -Gevaert, Walter Derendorf of 
BASF, Helge (Kris) Kristensen, senior 

staff engineer, R &D Test and Evalua- 
tion, Ampex Magnetic Tape Division, 
John Hudson, technical services man- 
ager, Dupont, David Mills, director of 
marketing and sales, Pfizer, Donald 
Winquist, national sales manager, 
Recording Products, Hercules, Frank 
Diaz, technical director, Columbia 
Magnetics. 

A panel discussion entitled "C -Os: 
What are the Choices ?" touched on 
some of the questions confronting the 
C -O tests being conducted by the Inter- 
national Tape /Disc Association. Mod- 
erator Sam Burger, senior VP for CBS 
Records, and Henry Brief of the ITA 
explained that the tests being carried 
out in cooperation with 10 manufactur- 
ers and six duplicators are being made 
in an attempt to to reduce the angle error 
in shells, and thereby improve the qual- 
ity of the pre -recorded cassette. The 
manufacturers involved in the ITA test- 
ing are Athenia Industries, Data Pack- 
aging Corp., Filam National Plastics, 
ICM, IPS, Lenco, Magnetic Media, 
Rainbow Manufacturing, Shape and 
Trans Am Industries, while the duplica- 
tors are Capitol Records, Cassette Pro- 
ductions, MCA Manufacturing, CBS 
Records, RCA Records, and WEA 
Manufacturing. 

The final session of day two was a 
panel discussion on consumer expecta- 
tions, and what can be done to improve 
the overall quality of the finished pro- 
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PRODUCTION VIEWPOINT 

x`11 
ß7 ,K l, :!!' t`i- .tom: +.. 

l R -e p /Mel Lambert): You hate an 
en t iahle reputation as a session 
musician. as well as for your innova- 
tive work with Bernard Edwards and 
('hie. How did you first hec'ome 
involved with th production side of 
retaking records 
Nile Rodgers: Actually, it was out of 
necessity. When Bernard and I first 
put Chic together, we were concerned 
with being respected as players prim- 
arily, especially because it was right 
at the high point of the "Fusion Era" - so of course our role models were 
musicians. The problem was that any 
time we would go into the studio to 
make a reword, because of the way we 
played. the producers we were work- 
ing with would try and bring out that 
Fusion Element. Whenever we went 
into the studio, invariably we would 
come off sounding like "young John 
McLaughlins," or -young Chick 
('areas." laughter' I was studying 
with a number of very good jazz and 
classical guitar players. so we were 
concerned with musicianship. 

11nfortunately. we wanted to make 
it commercial t,ut, record. As soon as 
we would start practicing, we would 
over -interpret our own songs. but we 

From his innovative sessions with Chic, Nile Rodgers 
has moved on to become one of the most prolific and 
successful producer /musicians around today. Over 

the last several years he has contributed his unique produc- 
tion style - infusing solid rhythm elements with strong 
lead and solo identities - to sessions with Sister Sledge 
( When the Boys Meet the Girls), Madonna (Like A Virgin), 
David Bowie (Let's Dance), Jeff Beck (several tracks from 
Flash), Mick Jagger (three tracks from She's The Boss), 
and his recent solo album, B -Movie Matinee. During that 
period, he has also found time to produce singles by Diana 
Ross ( "Upside Down "), Duran Duran ( "Wild Boys "), as 
well as several film soundtracks, including music for the 
upcoming movie White Nights. 

R -e /p caught up with the busy producer during remix 
dates for the new Thompson Twins album, Here's to Future 
Days, working with first -call session engineer James 
Farber at Skyline Studios, Rodgers' new base of opera- 
tions. Following the remix session, he was scheduled to 
begin a new album with Shenna Easton, followed by possi- 
ble sessions with Philip Bailey and Duran Duran. 
I{-e p Itl L Ortoher 198.-) 
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For years, sloppy tape transportation and handling 
have made the audio engineer's day much harder than 
it had to be. 

This tormenting state has come to an end with the 
introduction of Sony's APR-5000 2 -track analog re- 
corder, available in a center -tack time code version. 

The APR- 5000's precise handling and numerous 
advanced features make the audio engineer's day run 
much smoother. For example. the APR- 5000's 16 -bit 
microprocessor manages audio alignment with a pre- 
cision that's humanly impossible. And the additional 
8 -bit microprocessor opens the way for extremely 
sophisticated serial communications. In tandem. they 
reach a truly unique level of intelligence. 

Not only does the APR -5000 do its job well: it does 
it consistently. The die -cast deck plate and Sony's long- 
standing commitment to quality control maintain that 

R the AP 5000 will hardly need time off 
All of which results n a consistent sonic perform- 

ance that'll stand even the most .ritical audio profes- 
sionals on their ears. 

For a demonstration of the re- 
corder that transports analog audi 3 

to a new fidelity high, contact your 
nearest Sony office: 
Eastern Region (201) 368 -5185: 
Southern Region (615) 883 -8140: 
Central Region (312) 773 -6000: 
Western Region (213) 639 -5370; 
Headquarters (201) 930 -6145. 
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Nile Rodgers 
were just doing it for fun! The produc- 
ers would pick up on that free -form 
playing, and take us in that "Fusion 
Direction," because fusion was hap- 
pening, and they thought that was 
what we wanted to do. So we made a 
number of records and demos that 
were over -played and over -produced - Man, just a flurry of notes! It was 
just crazy! When we listen to it now we 
like it, because it was good stuff, but it 
was far from commercial! 

Finally, Bernard went into the stu- 
dio to do a disco song for a television 
show. They needed a B -side, so Ber- 
nard started jamming on the bass line 
that eventually became "Dance, 
Dance, Dance." They liked what he 
did so much that they said, "Man, this 
guy has really got something; we just 
ask him to play a groove, and he came 
up with something that we've never 
heard before." 

R -e /p (Mel Lambert): Bernard set the 
whole character of the song with just 
the bass line? 
Nile Rodgers: Right. As it came 
down, they thought that if Bernard 
had that much talent in a primal sort 
of way, I might be able to come up 
with something a little bit more 
"intellectual.'' They called me up and 
said, "Bernard did this on bass; what 
would you dc on guitar ?" I thought: 
"Now hang on wait a minute. They're 
gonna get Bernard and me to write 
this whole sang, and produce it, but 
meanwhile we won't get any of the 
credit!" So I called Bernard, and he 
came over to my house. "Let me hear 
what you worked on," I said, and he 
played me the tape. "Why don't we do 
it together," I asked? But he and I 
were already in a band; we had Chic, 
but we didn't call it that back then. So 
we worked on the song and wrote 
"Dance, Dance, Dance." It was the 
first song that he and I had written 
together, because prior to that, I had 
written all t ie songs - they were 
much more jazz- oriented tunes, with 
thousands of chord changes and 
things like that. So the very first thing 
we wrote together became a monster 
hit. 

R -e /p: So the production role was 
more a matte; of being responsible for 
the finished sound? How to set up the 
instrumentation; the playing; how to 

^: 

record it; and 11;1L7-''.t.''' ow to blee ele- 
ments together in the mix. 
NR: Yes. We sort of lucked out on 
those early Chic singles, and kept 
doing more and more. We started 
working in a friend of mine's record- 
ing studio; actually he was just the 
maintenance engineer. When the stu- 
dio closed at two o'clock in the morn- 
ing, we would sneak in after hours. We 
recorded the essence of our first album 
at that studio. 

After we did "Dance, Dance, Dance" - with a full production - the record 
company said, "Well, what else do you 
have ?" And boy, did we have a lot of 
other material! We said, "Glad you 
asked that question; listen to this." 
And we had hit record after hit record. 

R -e /p: You have been reported as say- 
ing that, in both a playing and a pro- 
duction sense, you are "comfortable 
with any musical situation." Has that 
universality helped you to moue into 
producing other, diverse styles beyond 
what what was your `personal music" 
with Chic? There are obvious and dis- 
tinct differences in the musical direc- 
tions and styles of, say, Sheena 
Easton, Mick Jagger, Jeff Beck and 
Madonna. 
NR: Absolutely. For example, imagine - and this is purely hypothetical - if 
Mick Jagger had said to me: "I'd like 
to do a country and western track." 
What am I supposed to say: "Hey 
Mick, I can't hear it ?" If I'm produc- 
ing his album, I'd have to do it, and 
try to make it sound the best it could 
possibly be. You have to have some 
knowledge of all musical styles, even 
if it's only as a fan, because then 
you'll know how to achieve the end 
result. I have a very varied musical 
background: I played folk music for 
years; I played classical music for 

years; and I played jazz for years - 
and still do. I just never made records 
in those styles. 

R -e /p: So you feel that it is important 
for a producer to have that overview 
during a session? 
NR: No, it's not necessarily impor- 
tant for everyone; it's just important 
for me. 

Having a diverse musical back- 
ground has definitely helped me. 
That's not to say that producers who 
only produce Heavy Metal, for 
instance, are bad - they have that 
down. For me, unfortunately or fortu- 
nately, depending on how you look at 
it, because I'm such a "workaholic" 
I'd be very, very frustrated just work- 
ing in one musical genre. A lot of the 
work I do never sees the light of day, 
but that's what fuels my fire - it 
keeps me interested in this whole 
musical lifestyle. I love this job; it's a 
great way to make a living! 

R -e, p: I notice from the album credits 
of your recent productions that you 
also tend to play on a lot of the ses- 
sions. Do you try and keep your chops 
alive through the musical contribu- 
tions you make in the studio? 
NR: Yes, I play on every record I pro- 
duce. On the Thompson Twins ses- 
sions[Here's to Future Days] I played 
guitar. In fact, I played more bass on 
the Sister Sledge sessions I When the 
Boys Meet the Girls[ than any other 
album I've done, apart from my own 
solo album. 

I started playing keyboards on the 
Madonna album [Like a Virgin] and 
she says: "Nile, if you're playing it 
right why are you calling these other 
people ?" I suppose that I just never 
had the confidence to think that I 

could come up with a part, and then 
play it as well as these session guys. 
I'd always figure out the parts, and 
tell them what to do . . . well not 
always, because I work with excellent 
keyboard players. In certain situa- 
tions when you're trying to interpret 
another person's compositions, you 
know there are certain elements they 
want to bring out and the players 
aren't hearing it. You just say: "Wait 
a minute, it just goes like this; can't 
you hear it? It's so simple." So 
Madonna said, "Well Nile, if you hear 
it why don't you just play it. It takes 
five minutes for you to play it, and it 
takes an hour and a half for you to 
explain it!" I said, "You're right; but I 

"I love putting pressure on myself, and consequently on 
the artist too, because whenever a person has to [reach] 

for a note, it translates to the listeners as emotion." 
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CREATIVITY IN THE STUDIO: 
A CONVERSATION WITH NILE RODGERS' 

SESSION ENGINEER JAMES FARBER, AND SKYLINE 
SECOND ENGINEER SCOTT ANSELL 

Smce relocating his base of operations from The Power Station to Skyline Studios, New 
York, Nile Rodgers has been working almost exclusively with session engineer James 

Farber who, prior to joining Rodgers' staff, was employed as a staff engineer at Power 
Station. What was it like to engineer for such a creative producer, we queried? 

"It's great," Faber enthuses. "After maybe nine months or so of working together, we're 
at the point now where we do not have to say things to each other anymore. I might turn 
around and look at him and say, 'Oh, I've got a great idea how to do this' And he'll say: 

`Yeah, I hear. You just do it.' Nile knows exactly what I'm thinking, which is great. He is one 
of the most talented guys in the business, and it's a pleasure to be working with him. 

"He gives me a lot of freedom. When things feel good to him he knows it. But when things 
are not feeling right, he'll say, 'Tell me what that track needs.' He won't say `Add more 
10- thousand cycles!' [Laughter] Or he might ask for it to be made a little brighter, or that 
the drum sound needs to be more ̀ aggressive,' and I know exactly what he means. He's not 
ambiguous; he doesn't use words like `make it more blue or orange!' 

"As far as mixing goes, he lets me get the balance to the point where it's getting towards 
being finished, and then gives me his input. He usually won't say too much about the mix he 
wants before I start, unless there's something he had in mind that we hadn't discussed. 
Usually when we overdub we have a good monitor mix going. I spend some time getting the 
monitor mix right, and we get a lot of the ideas from that while we're overdubbing. I always 
put effects on the monitors to try and make it sound as much like the finished record as 

possible when we're overdubbing, so that the new part will fit in. I also send the monitor mix 
to the musicians' headphones, rather than set up separate foldback busses. I haven't set up 
a separate cue mix in quite a while; one thing I neuer get complaints about is the headphone 
mix. Although sometimes when you're doing a huge session you need to have two different 
headphone mixes, so I'll set them up. But even for basics, 99 out of 100 times I'll use just one 
cue mix." 

From what Nile Rodgers has to say in the main interview, it's very obvious that he is a firm 
convert to digital recording and mastering. What did Faber consider to be the operational 
and sonic advantages to working with digital? 

"Just the fact that if you got the sound right at the time you recorded it, you don't have to 
re- equalize it and add a little treble when you come to the mix - the sound stays exactly 
the same once it's been recorded on the tape. Whereas if you keep using the same piece of 
analog tape, by the time you start mixing, the sound will be a little different. Plus you get 
tape compression - or whatever else happens when you hit analog tape with a hot signal 
-noise, wow and flutter, and distortion - it's very different when it comes back off analog. 

"The main advantage to digital is that there's no noise, plus the fact that there's no such 
thing as a punch you cannot do. With a Sony [PCM -3324] you can rehearse a punch -in and 
then program it. The machine also crossfades when it punches. 

"On this recent Thompson Twins album, we bounced up the basic tracks that were 
recorded on a 3M 32 -track to a pair of synchronized 3324s, and ended up with a lot of spare 
tracks with the 48 -track system. The band members would go out into the studio and sing 
one at a time. Maybe Tom [Bailey] would do four tracks of the melody, and then four tracks 

Nile Rodgers with first -call session engineer James Farber (left), and Skyline 
second engineer Scott AnselI with track assignment charts and SSL Total 

Recall automation floppy disks atop Skyline's SL4000 console. 
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always felt weird about doing that." 

I've always had a talent for getting 
a sound out of any musical instru- 
ment. When I was very, very young I 
was able to mathematically figure out 
the patterns. I could play a clarinet 
right away, a saxophone, even a 
trumpet. 

R -e/ p: I'm almost tempted to say that 
your "instrument" is now the record- 
ing studio, because there are so many 
recording and production techniques 
you can use to extend your musical 
talents. The word "producer" doesn't 
get it for me anymore, simply because 
you are also a player, arranger, syn- 
thesist, and a whole lot more besides. 
NR: Yeah! It's interesting that now 
we really can use the entire universe 
to produce sounds for a record. I have 
a guy working for me who basically 
goes around the city sampling sounds; 
for example, he goes down to the 
Brooklyn Bridge and samples the 
cars with different miking positions. 
We've also experimented with a lot of 
water techniques; recording things 
over water and under water. We don't 
have as much time as I'd like to have 
for experimentation, because I'm 
usually committed to a recording pro- 
ject. I'm going to take off about six 
months next year, just to do a lot more 
exploratory work. 

I have all these sounds sampled 
into a [Sony] PCM -F1, which we use 
in my [New England Digital] Syn- 
clavier [digital synthesizer], or to fly 
into a track. Kevin, the guy who 
works for me, said that "we've com- 
piled such an extensive sample library 
that we could sell it!" We've had offers 
for about 10 grand, just for our tapes. 
They don't seem that great to me, but 
when we start to analyze them - the 
full range of different grand pianos 
and other instruments; hybrid sounds 
that we sort of made ourselves - 
they're incredible. You'll hear a great 
example of this on the new Thompson 
Twins album [Here's to Future Days]. 
There is this really strange percus- 
sion instrument that looks like a drum 
set, but is all metal; it looks like a 
metal sculpture that resembles a 
drum kit. We came up with the most 
fantastic sound on the John Lennon 
song, "Revolution." We also used it at 
Live Aid. Now that sound is in my 
library. 

R -e /p: There's a lot of original sounds 
that Jan Hammer programmed into 
the Fairlight CMI for the song 
"Escape ", one of the tracks you co- 
produced for the Jeff Beck album, 
Flash. And, like Jan's underscores for 

... continued overleaf- 
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CREATIVITY IN THE STUDIO - continued .. . 

of his harmony. Then the other members would go out and add different harmonies; 
somebody would double the melody. We ended up with a lot of vocal tracks, and would 
bounce them down into two digital tracks. We would do that on one chorus, and then use 

the [New England Digital] Synclavier to 'fly' them into the rest of the song where we needed 

them. Sometimes we had as many as 20 tracks of vocals that we comped together. 
Sometimes we would treat the backgrounds a little differently by piping them out to the 
studio through a couple of those tiny, self - powered Radio Shack speakers, and miking 
them to pick up some room ambience." 

For the Thompson Twins sessions, the pair of synchronized PCM -3324 mulitracks were 
linked via timecode tracks and a pair of RM -3310 remote control units, which make the pair 
behave as a single transport. Skyline's engineering staff has also managed to link the 

studio's SSL console automation system to the remote control units, so that transport 
functions can be operated from either the mixing position, or from the 3310s. Has that 
helped speed up mulitrack operations, we asked? 

"Yes, because I can now run the machines from either place," Farber acknowledges." 
Although the butt on layout on the SSL [master multitrack control panel] is different from 
the Sony remote, I'm used to punching left- handed, so I use the 3310 [which are located to 
the left of the console], and which also has the rehearse function. So I always use the 
remote for punching, and also in the early mixing stages because it's faster for the two 
digital machines to locate [the slave to match its position to that of the master] via their 
control tracks than it is for them to go by timecode." 

At which point in our conversation we were joined by Skyline engineer, Scott Ansell, who 
was acting as second engineeer /studio liaison on the Thompson Twins sessions. For an 

alternate viewpoint of working in the studio with Niles Rodgers and James Farber, we 

asked Ansel! for the second engineer's persepective on "life in the control room." 
"Ever since Nile came into Skyline about four months ago," Ansell confides, "l've really 

been the only person from the studio working with him, because he has a lockout from 
Monday thru Friday. My job is to look after the documentation for the [SSL] Total Recall 
automation, and to make notes of every piece of outboard that we might use, and how it's 
patched, to make sure that the whole mix is completely documented. 

"That's one of the great things about James: he's got it really organized on this project. 
As well as the settings of every console knob and button that's stored onto floppy disk by 
the Total Recall, we have this system of noting what's coming in on each module and where 
it's patched from; all the subgroups; the sends and returns; and all the outboard -gear 
setting. We have these sheets [Ansel] holds up several front -panel layouts of effects units 
that were generated bySkyline staff on an Apple Macintosh PC] so we can document every 
setting we use. We've got [Mac -generated drawings of] the Quantec QRS, AMS [DMX- 
1550], [Eventide] Harmonizers, Lexicon Prime Time and PCM -41, Marshall Time 
Modulator and Tape Eliminator, and many more. One thing the SSL doesn't memorize 
[under Total Recall] is the master section, so we have a separate sheet for making notes of 
the master -send settings, etc. 

"We are also using an outboard Harrison 'consolette' [fitted with a pair of mono and six 
stereo PRO-7 modules] on the Twins' remix session, because the SSL [SL4000E 56 -input 
mainframe with 40 4000- series and six 6000- series modules] doesn't have enough inputs. 
We are using the Harrison for returns from the various digital reverbs and delays, which are 
bussed across to the SSL's stereo returns. All those settings also have to be written up. 

"This is the first project where l've actually been keeping the paperwork as we go along, 
instead of going through the patch bay and figuring out everything at four in the morning 
when the mix is finally done! Before we got the SSL we used to take Polaroids of the board; 
Total Recall works great." 

How would you summarize Nile Rodgers' production technique? "It's really unique 
compared to a lot of the other producers that l've worked with. He's a musician; he 

concentrates on getting the track and the arrangement right. He's not in the control room 
watching every move saying,' Well, I think you should try 3K instead of 4K.' He'll say: `I need 
more "crack" on the snare drum.' When it gets down to mixing, he leaves and lets James 
and me do our thing in here. He comes back every few hours and gives us a little direction. 
You should see him when we're overdubbing - he's the easiest going guy to work with but, 
when he gets on an idea and he's moving, he wants to work! 

"The first time I worked with him, Nile Rodgers was sitting on a stool playing guitar; I'm 
ready to run tape, and we're getting into it. I had an idea for the piece and opened my mouth 
to say something to him. Assistants are always taught not to say a word on a session! You 
are supposed to feel out the vibe, and see what it's like as far as offering suggestions goes. 

Nile was looking across, and going like, 'What, man ?' So I said: `I had this idea for a part.' 
'Well, what is it? I'm always open to suggestions.' I suggested the part, and he dug it. There 
is a very open atmosphere for making suggestions and, being a second, you feel really good. 
I'm young and that's the thing I have to keep thinking about. James is an amazing engineer, 
but I'm very anxious to participate. You walk in with producers who don't have one hit 
record, who are doing demos all their lives and they treat you like you're the lowest of the 
low. Nile and James are very open to suggestions." I=I] 
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Nile Rodgers 
Miami Vice, the track is mixed real 
hot! 
NR: Jan is fabulous on that track; it's 
one of my favorite songs on the entire 
album. 

The interesting thing about that 
track is that we also have to give 
credit to the engineer, Jason Corsaro. 
Jason was so in love with those 
sounds that it was really his idea to 
mix them at those drastic levels. As a 
matter of fact, that track became our 
test tape for checking out studios all 
over the world. You don't know how 
many studios we've gone to with that 
mix, and almost blown the speakers 
off the wall. Fried the UREIs! 

R -e 'p: Let's move on to talking about 
the studio environment. You've 
worked at a lot of different facilities, 
including Power Station, Atlantic, 
Media Sound, Hit Factory, Skyline 
and Record Plant here in New York, 
as well as Maison Rouge in London 
with Duran Duran. What attracts you 
to a particular studio? 
NR: Basically, I think that any studio 
that's good has to have a good -quality 
console. I just happen to prefer the 
SSL now. I like to use a Neve to lay the 
tracks, and an SSL for mixing - 
although I don't mind laying tracks 
with an SSL. And a Sony PCM -3324 
[digital mulitrack]. Of course, the 
echo that a studio provides is also 
important to me - especially after 
being at Power Station for all these 
years, and growing accustomed to 
their live chamber. We've successfully 
recreated a live chamber here [at Sky- 
line Studios, Rodger's new base of 
operations] from the little gallery in 
front of the elevator. Unfortunately, 
you can only use it at night. The 
sound is incredibly smooth; the decay 
curve in there feels a lot better than 
what we enjoyed at the Power Station. 
I shouldn't say a lot better, because 
Chamber #2 was pretty amazing, but 
we've compared mixes and it sounds 
fine. ,, ,,IMurs R ¡,,,g, t - 



JVC Digital Audio. 
The artist's editing system. 
Digital audio editing takes on new speed, simpliciy. and flexi- 
bility with JVC's 900 Mastering System. Anyone with a trainee 
ear can learn to operate it in minutes and be assured of pro- 
fessional results of outstanding fidelity, accuracy, and clarity. 
And while sonic excellence is surely the 900's most persua- 

VP-900 Digital Audio Processor. 
Twc- channel pulse count mode 
processor. Several 16-b t micro- 
processors make it compatible 
w th other professional production 
equpment such as cutting lathes 
synchronizers. and encoders. 
Dramic range of more than 90 
dB. = requency response from 10 
to ,20.000 Hz (- 0.5 dB) and low 
recording bit rate of 3.087 Mbits's 
at 44.1 kHz. Transformer -less ana- 
Rá3 I O circuits further improve 
sound quality, and the aralog -to- 
digital, digital -to- analog converter 
reduces distortion to less than 
0.02 per cent. while an emphasis 
circuit improves signal -to -noise 
ratio. Logic circuit uses CMOS LSI 
chipsfor high reliability, compact- 
ness, light weight (48.6 lbs) 
and low power consumption. 

sive feature flexibility runs a close second: for not only will the 
900 operate with 1 " VCRs. but with VHS cassettes. too. with 
total safety and confidence making it ideal for mastering digi- 
tal audio discs and the increasingly popular hi -fi video discs. 

The DAS -900 consists of four principal components. 
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AE -900V Digital Audio Editor. Simplicity itself to operate this little 
number puts editing right in the hands o`the artist, if need be. 
Precise to within -n crosecond accuracy edit sea-ch can be carr ed 
out by manual cueing, automatic scan, or direct address. It will 
confirm cut -in, cut -out points Independently by recalling signals 
stored in memory. Digital fade control foradjusting relative levels 

.JVC 

Audio Editor Control Unit. 
Electronic gove-nor for routing 
ccord nating. and executing all 
edit functions. both automatic and 
manual. All corrma-ds. from cigi- 
tal dubbing of original to master 
for continuous grog tams. tc 
repetitive point -to -point manual 
cueing are regu ated here. 

TC -900V Time Code Unit. 
Actual 'y two tim= code units in 
ore. this unit reads and generates 
SMPTE standard time code and 
synchronizes the JVC exclusive 
BP (bi- parity) time code. Thus. the 
DAS -900 wit operate effectively 
with both Wile codes: a necessity 
when the System is to be syn- 
chronized with video equipment. 

between origtna and master tape. Shift function for changing edit 
points backward or forward in 2 -ms steps for super -fine adjust- 
ment. And variable -graduent cross-facing function for smooth 
continuity at the edit point, variable in 0.10. 20, and 40 microsecond 
steps. Au *o tape locate function erables the user to locate the 
desired address on the original tape, automat caly. 
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For a demonstration of the 
DAS -900 Digital Audio 
System, a Spec Sheet. or 
VCs complete catalogue. 

call, toll -free 

1 -800 -JVC -5825 

VC COMPANY OF AMERICA, 
Protessiogal Video 
Communications Division, 
41 Slater Drive. 
Elmwood Park. N J 07407 
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...and some people start a session 

without a Klark Teknik Reverb. 

To find out how much potential you'd have at your fingertips with a DN780 Digital Reverberator /Processor contact 
your loci! dealer or Keith Worsley at Klark Teknik Electronics Inc., 262a Eastern Parkway Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, USA. 

Telephone East Coast (516) 249 3660. West Coast (415) 482 1800. Omnimedia Corporation Ltd.. )653 Côte de Liesse /Dorval, 
Québec H9P 1A3. Canada. Telephone (514) 6369971. 
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A Decade of Commitment 
and Achievement 

At the New York AES Convent_on in October 1375, 
-Aarris)n int->.duced the first advanced infirm audio console systern. 

During the Fast sen year =, the 11-=atri on product line ha.. grown to sixteen app :ica =icr 
s_ecific products for multi:rack misir, telep_odtction, film post production, venue and oroad=a_t. 

We invite you to celehra=e with us our ten :h anr_iversary at the AES in New York October :3 
thru 16, 1985 (Booth 733.-740) and to be a part _ f the introduction of our most mpor_an_ product since 1977.: 

HARRISON SY:,TED1S, INC. P.O. BOX 2964, Nashvitle, Ternesue 5?20S .613}834-1184 Telex S55__°3 
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NNW Rodgers 
R -c/ p: You use the hoe chamber on 
vocals? 
NR: Vocals and mainly drums - any 
instrument that's in need of a very 
resonant high- frequency sound, but 
still the natural reverb that we get in 
the room. It adds a nice dimension to 
the record. However, I do love all of 
the digital reverb units; I haven't 
found one yet that we can't find some 
use for, even the cheap units. Even 
effects devices that people find pretty 
inferior can give you some very dra- 
matic sounds. That's one thing I 

learned through working with people 
like Peter Gabriel. 

I just finished a song called "The 
Terminator," which I had written for 
the movie The Terminator IL We tried 
to recreate the sound of Arnold 
Schwarzennegger smashing through 
the police station wall. But we couldn't 
get it right no matter what we used. 
"Wait a minute guys," I said, "turn on 
the microphone that's on my guitar 
amp." I ran out in the studio, lifted up 
my guitar amp and dropped it on the 
ground with the screaming reverb. 
Bang! It was perfect. Now that sound 
is also in my effects library. 

R -e /p: Would you describe yourself as 
a technical producer? 
NR: Not at all. I sort of stumbled over 
the techology. I get into a few pieces of 
equipment, and feel compelled to 
learn about them. But basically I feel 
that my strongest point is as a musi- 
cian, arranger, orchestrator, and 
player - I can just hear something 
and say, "I don't think it's good, but if 
we do this it could be better!" 

R -e /p: Do you do have a regular ses- 
sion engineer who looks after techni- 
cal side of production? 
NR: Yes. I work pretty exclusively 
now with James [Farber] who came 
here when I moved from The Power 
Station. I'm not an engineer at all; I'm 
only an engineer when I'm making 
demos! 

. ..;, - S r.. ".; y 
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Producer musician Nile Rodgers in the 
studio with Laurie Anderson (above), Jeff 
Beck (r renter), Peter Gabriel, Adrian Belew 
and Rob Sabino (top - right), and Madonna 
(lower right).. 

R -e /p: You don't get behind the con- 
sole, apart from maybe gain riding a 
lead vocal line, or something like 
that? 
NR: I do touch it, but I think James is 
more than qualified to handle that 
side of things. What I really love to do 
is to see what he might come up with. 
If he thinks of something that is work- 
ing I won't say a word; if, on the other 
hand, I do think of something that 
could be better I will say something. 
Although I might touch knobs every 
now and then, James doesn't come 
over and sit on the piano and play 
parts, even though he's a fantastic 
piano player! You don't want to dis- 
tract a person, and I really don't like 
people who do that. If your engineer is 
working on something, and you don't 
know what's in their mind at that 
time, if you turn the knob and all of a 
sudden upset what they've been foc- 
using on, it's totally unfair. In the 
same way, if I'm working on a guitar 
part and someone comes in and starts 
playing something else I'd get pissed; 
I feel that it must be the same way 
with an engineer. 

I've sat behind the board and had 
someone else soloing other instru- 
ments trying to get a sound while I'm 
thinking about a specific sound - it's 
completely distracting! And I know a 
lot of people who do that; I don't think 
it's hip. They listen to the bass and 
say, "What if the bass was a little 
brighter ?" Then they go over and 
start making it brighter, and mean- 
while the engineer might be working 
on the drums. 

I've been in the studio with a lot of 

my friends who are producers, and 
they do that all the time. I've learned 
to avoid doing that because, I guess, 
I've worked with great engineers for 
whom I have a tremendous amount of 
respect. 

R -e /p: Do you communicate with 
James on a technical or on a musical 
level? 
NR: The wonderful thing about James 
and I is that we seem to be made for 
each other, because he is an amazing 
musician; he's a phenomenal jazz 
piano player, and has played on our 
records already. So we have very good 
communication both musically and 
technically. We have an extraordi- 
nary affinity about other things out- 
side of the studio too, and these things 
seem to help us with communication 
in the studio. 

R -e /p: Why did you decide to move 
your base of operation from Power 
Station to Skyline Studios? 
NR: When James and I were out in 
California working on the Sister 
Sledge album [ When the Boys Meet 
the Girls], it was the first time I had a 
studio block- booked since I worked 
with Duran Duran in London. I said: 
"Man, this is the way to work." If 
we're doing a mix we know that the 
console isn't going to get torn down, 
and we know that there's no one in 
this studio who doesn't belong here. 
It's sort of uncomfortable if you're 
working with Mick Jagger, and mean - 
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Nile Rodgeu 
while there are lots of people coming 
in and out, because the studio has 
three different rooms. Sometimes fans 
don't understand that because you're 
concentrating on a lead vocal you 
can't be jovial, friendly and wonderful. 

Working here in the garment dis- 
trict, people aren't so keen to come 
over and stand about at two o'clock in 
the morning. Also, there's no one in 
this studio who doesn't belong here. 
Skyline is just better for me. 

I thought that the people I work 
with might find Skyline somewhat 
uncomfortable, because it's not nearly 
as cosmetically comfortable as the 
Power Station, or some of the other 
nicer studios. But I think the one 
thing that's great is that this studio 
gets us back to the basics: The Record. 
When artists come in here they feel 
that they're in a real working situa- 
tion. This is a studio: we don't live 
here; we don't party here - we work 
here. Also, not to sound like an ogre, 
because we have a wonderful time 
here, but it's an atmosphere that's 
very conducive to work. 
[Editor's Note: It transpired from my 
conversations with Nile that he has a 
lock -out booking arrangement with 
Skyline Studios, whereby the pro- 
ducer has exclusive use of the facility 
Monday thru Friday, the weekends 
being open for outside clients. In addi- 
tion, the producer now uses the studio 
as a permament home for his personal - 
use Sony PCM -3324 digital multi- 
track, and also bases his production 
company at the studio - ML.] 

R -e /p: I seem to recall that you first 
worked with the Sony PCM -3324 dig- 
ital multitrack during production of 
some Peter Gabriel tracks for the film 
Gremlins. What was your initial reac- 
tion to recording on the 3324? 
NR: To be honest with you, I was 
totally blown away! After recording 
for the last three or four years on the 
best equipment available, to hear the 
difference between the Sony and the 
Studer A800 - and man, I loue A800s - I was ruined. I couldn't believe it 
when they took the machine back. 
Later, Jason [Corsaro, engineer] put 
up the analog tapes, and I said, "What 
are you doing, man? What is this, a 
new concept you're exploring ?" He 
looked at me, and said, "No, what are 
you talking about ?" I said, "What is 
all that high -end hiss? Do you have a 
tape echo going, and we're just hear- 
ing the tape ?" He said, "Nile, that's 
the multitrack; that's what it sounds 
like." I couldn't believe it. 

For this new Thompson Twins 
album, they were working digitally in 
Paris [with a 3M 32 -track Digital 
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Mastering System], and when they 
came to Skyline they were working on 
the Sony. We made some rough mixes 
to analog two -track, and were playing 
them for the record company. When 
the record heads left, Alannah [Cur- 
rie] - the girl in the Thompson Twins 
[with Tom Bailey and Joe Leeway] - 
says, "Nile, what were these terrible 
mixes you were just playing? What 
was all that `shhhhhhh' - what was 
all that hiss ?" Which was amazing! 
Even she realized right away, because 
the band were so accustomed to hear- 
ing playback from the digital multi - 
tracks and [Sony] PCM -1610 digital 
stereo masters. 

R -e /p: You don't hear any "funnies" 
in the top -end, with cymbals, or very 
high -frequency harmonics? Some 
people say that the one thing they 
don't like about the sound of digital is 
that, because of the low sampling fre- 
quency being used, the A -to -D proces- 
sors have to roll off the HF too steeply - the so- called "20 -kHz brickwall." 
NR: If that has a real place in the field 
of music , fine. That's their choice. I'll 
tell you: in my music, I've never heard 
anyone complain about that [top -end 
loss]. I've never seen a kid standing in 
line at the store saying, "I would've 
bought the record, but when that 
cymbal cut off at 20k ..." [Laughs at 
the absurd image he has conjured] It's 
totally ridiculous! 

In my world, I want my records to 
be as technically as perfect as possi- 
ble; I love it when I listen to my CD 
player and hear my records coming 
back but, I tell you, I'm not nearly that 
sophisticated. They sound unbelieva- 
ble, compared to what I used to listen 
to. If I had a percussion outfit or some- 
thing like that - say maybe 70% of 
the record had cymbals - and digital 
made it sound lousy, then I might get 
pissed off. But digital sounds dynam- 
ite to me, and I honestly don't hear it. 

R -e /p: How you prepare fora session? 
Do you spend time in rehearsal with 
the band or artist, listen to their pre- 
vious projects, or start with a fresh 

ear? 
NR: I think most of the artists I work 
with are incredibly surprised at how 
nonchalant I am about their records. 
It's not because I don't care: as a mat- 
ter of fact, it's the exact opposite. It's 
because I care so much that I want to 
be just as excited as they are about 
their music; I want to feel like I'm in 
the band, and I'm learning the song 
for the first time. I love to pick it apart 
and put it together with everybody: I 
love the creative process. Anybody 
can rehearse a song and play it back. 
But the learning of the song and put- 
ting it together while working together 
as a band - as a unit - that's what 
my strength is. It's the easiest thing 
in the world to go into rehearsals for 
an hour, and then play the song back. 
That's what I love to do - in the stu- 
dio. Not outside of the studio. 

The only time I've ever done pre- 
production with a group was for one 
song, "Wild Boys," with Duran Duran. 
And it's just because I was there. I 
would've rather they just worked on 
the song by themselves and, once they 
got it down and felt comfortable with 
it, had called me up and said, "Let's go 
into the studio and record." Usually, I 
don't even want to hear the demo! I 
listened to a Thompson Twins demo 
once, and they kept calling me back. I 
almost didn't do the project, because I 
was so nervous that they wanted 
answers from me, and I wasn't pre- 
pared to give them any. I listened to 
the songs one day at the Power Sta- 
tion, and felt so confident that we'd 
make a good record in the studio that I 
didn't have to listen to them again. 

R -e /p: What, for you, forms the foun- 
dation of a track? Is it the drums and 
bass, or a more complex combination 
that you regard as being the "bed- 
rock"? 
NR: I guess it's the drums, bass, and 
guitar - maybe because I'm a guitar 
player, I always want interesting gui- 
tar parts. Sometimes I put the melodic 
portion of the rhythm section in the 
bass; I like melodic, moving bass lines - probably from working with Ber- 
nard for so long! I like to have very 
static guitar parts: while the bass has 
major melodic movement, the guitar 
is just basically giving a rhythm feel. 
That's not written in blood though; it 
could change at any point in time. 

R -e /p: Do you tend to try to keep as 
many of the basics that you track, 
because there's often a coherence to 
them, since the band was playing 
together? 
NR: No, not really. I think it's just 
something that happens. I'm hon- 
estly not conscious of anything that I 
do when it comes to making a record. I 
really do look at each song individu- 
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ally. If something is out of the "norm" 
for me, I listen to it very carefully 
before I make a final decision. 

R -e /p: You may change your mind, 
and go back and do something else. 
NR: Usually I make my decisions 
right there on the spot; it's very rare 
that I change something, because I 
usually like to live with my decisions. 
If I do something that's not working, 
then I'll put on a different part to 
make the previous part work. I think 
that comes from working in a band. A 
person may have a part that they just 
love, but you've somehow got to do 
something to accent that part, or help 
it along. You just don't say to the 
player, "No man, this part sucks! Get 
out of here!" Instead, you try to do 
another part that brings it out, and 
actually makes the part more musical. 

R -e/ p: Do you make much use of 
MIDI -controlled synthesizers and 
electric percussion? 
NR: I love M11)1. It cuts down some of 
the time that I would spend layering 
parts. The only problem with using 
MIDI is that sometimes I tend to 
make the textures too "thick" right 
away - as opposed to doing it one 
instrument at a time, and somehow 
leaving some of the space free. Instead 
of doubling a part exactly, you only 
double certain portions of the part to 
give texture to the composition. We 
use the I Friend Chip] SRC Box to 
slave our MIDI sequences to time - 
code, and it's fantastic. 

R -e /p: You also have a New England 
Digital Synclavier II digital synthes- 
izer which, I seem to recall, is equipped 
with the polyphonic sampling option. 
NR: Yeah, I just happened to get the 
first Synclavier with that option; I 
guess because I had the dough at the 
time! 

I use the Synclavier for a lot of dif- 
ferent things. I just wrote a song 
arrangement for Sheena Easton's 
new album. I did the whole thing - 
bass, drums, horn parts, vocal pads, 
the "oohs and aahs," that sort of 
thing - on the Synclavier. I just push 
the button and it starts up. You can 
change the key, change the tempo, 
slow it down, speed it up, change the 
meter, do rubato moves - anything 
we want. Also, the stereo options 
inside the Synclavier are far more 
complex than the console's stereo fea- 
tures; it's like every track has a 
[dynamic] panning function. In other 
words, you can move in certain 
increments across the stereo spread; 
you just pick up each portion of the 
sound and move it throughout the pan 
spectrum. That's pretty unique! 

The polyphonic option allows you 
to sample any sound that you want, 
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and then simultaneously play back as 
many notes as you have memory for. 
It gives you more interesting sounds. 
Let's say you sample one hand clap. 
Traditionally, when you have hand 
claps in a drum machine, you have 
basically that one sound. If I take my 
fingers and do this [taps several fin- 
gers on the keyboard], it sounds like 
audience applause, because you have 
the cardinal pitch, and various over- 
tones around it [from the polyphonic 
playback]. The substance of the sound 
is changing as you hit several notes of 
the keyboard, because once you move 
it around [in pitch] the combined 
sound gets fatter or higher. It sounds 
like an audience, rather than multi- 
ple, individual handclaps. 

R -e /p: Let's move onto some specific 
productions, for example, the 
Madonna album, Like a Virgin. 
NR: The main thing that I tried to do 
on that album was to give Madonna 
more artistic credibility, to bring out 
more of her musicianship. Which 
means that I did a lot of the tracks 
with a live rhythm section. It was 
very important for me to make her feel 
like she's developed to the next stage. 
Her first album was all drum machine; 
you could have done it in a control 
room. Whereas on her second album, 
the studio played a tremendous part, 
with live strings and the rich sound of 
a real orchestra, with people making 
mistakes. But that's what creates the 
live feel! 

R -e /p: Okay, let's move on to the 
David Bowie album, Let's Dance. 
David Bowie worked with Tony Vis- 
conti for a long while, he produced 
himself, and he's produced other peo- 
ple. Was it a surprise for you when he 
wanted you to co- produce that album? 
NR: Absolutely. I didn't even return 
his calls for about a week, because I 

didn't think it was actually David! I 

thought the construction workers that 
were working on my house were mak- 
ing jokes: "Hey, Mr. Rogers, David 
Bowie's on the phone!" 

R -e /p: How did the sessions go with 
him? 
NR: Unbelievable! We finished the 
album in 21 days; in actuality, it was 
19 days - I didn't even show up for 
work the last two days, because I 
knew it was finished. For those extra 
two days, he just had to play it for the 
record company, because we did that 
record without him being signed to a 
label. The fact that it was a spec deal 
[released eventually on EMI] helped 
create that magic; the fact that we 
were doing it on our own and didn't 
have anyone to answer to. 

David's album is the first time I 

ever did what they call "head charts." 
The horn players were all sitting 
there, and I said: "I want you to do 
that, exactly." "What," the guys said? 
So I went over to the chart and wrote 
down the voicing I just did. I said, 
"That's what I want you to play." 
They said, "Sure!" [Sings] Bip! Bip! 
[Waits] Bip! [Waits] Dey, doot, dey, 
doot, doot. That was it. And David 
started singing parts that he had, like 
[sings] "Let's dance" doot doot "to the 
sound they're playing on the radio" 
ooh, bop, ooh, bop, ooh bah bah. That 
was the first time I had ever done a 
record like that: so very laid back; 
incredibly nonchalant. Now ... I don't 
worry about whether or not I have the 
charts written out the night before, 
because I know I could write them on 
the spot with the guys, and it'll be 
fine. 

With Madonna, I wrote everything 
out, because I really wanted her to feel 
like we were moving into a different 
phase in her life. I thought it was very 
nice for her to go in there and see a full 
string section, and for her to see 
charts labeled with her name as well 
as the instrumentation. To see a score 
written out, and the string part 
marked to wait for her; I just know 
that made her feel good. 

Once she said, "Nile, I can't do 
this." And I said, "Of course you can, 
Madonna, because we're following 
you, you're not following us." Those 
little things are what the artist 
remembers, and they are the high 
points of the record, even though you 
never get to talk about it. 

R -e /p: And the Jeff Beck album, 
Flash? 1 understand that one differ- 
ence between Jeff's album and, say, 
the Madonna sessions, was that most 
of the songs were worked out in the 
studio. 
NR: Yes, Jeff was completely unpre- 
pared; all we had were very frag- 
mented ideas. I had basically written 
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1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686 -260( 
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what would have been a whole album, 
if we had wanted to go that route. My 
concept behind working with Jeff was 
for him to re -form the Jeff Beck Group 
because, as great a guitar player and 
musician as he is, I think that Jeff is 
really appreciated more in the com- 
mercial arena when he "steps out" 
from a band. 

R -e /p: How did you get that incredibly 
distant guitar sound on the song 
"Ambitious ?" Was there a live 
chamber on that track? 
NR: No, we used the room. There were 
two amps set up at Power Station in 
stereo: a Seymour Duncan amp and a 
Fender Concert. Both were pointed up 
to the dome ceiling in Studio C, which 
is quite high - maybe 18 or 20 feet 
tall. The mikes are on a pulley system, 
and we put them all the way up at the 
top, with the amps on an angle so that 
the sound is bouncing off the walls - 
one wall is glass, the other one wood. 
We were getting a series of subliminal 
delay times before it gets up to the 
microphone mounted in the ceiling. 
It's subtle, and you really only hear it 
clearly when the guitar is soloed. 

And on that track I'm also playing 
a very static guitar part that was 
taken direct. So you hear my direct 
part, Jeff's ambient parts with all the 
delays, and it makes for an even more 
distant effect; you feel the part in 
time, right in front of you, and you 
hear the delays. But they're not pro- 
grammed delays; because it's natural 
the delay is changing all the time. 

R -e /p: Your own recent solo release, 
B -Movie Matinee, was a concept 
album that tried to capture the nos- 
talgia and mood of those trashy 
Saturday- morning movies we flocked 
to see in our youth. Like the Jagger 
album, you recorded it over several 
months. Was it very difficult for you 
to maintain a sense of continuity? 
NR: Very difficult. And I'll never do 
that again: I'm gonna start treating 
myself the way I treat everyone else. 
And it's tough, too, because I get 
overly involved emotionally in every 
record I do. Like, I'm working this 
weekend, but I'll let these guys take 
off. I could use a couple of days off, too - I'm exhausted! Even when I finish 
here, I have to go home and write 
some songs. 

R -e /p: The Thompson Twins album 
that you've just finished [early 
August], Here's To Future Days, was 
started in Europe on a 3M DMS dig- 
ital 32- track. Back here you bounced 
those tracks up to a pair of timecode- 
synchronized Sony PCM -3324 digital 
multitracks, and overdubbed solos 
and vocals. Apart from your own 
personal -use 3324, I understand you 
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rented a second machine for the dates 
from Electric Lady Studios, New 
York. What was it like working double 
digital 24- track? 
NR: It's absolutely wonderful. The 
quality difference really shows in the 
vocals; listen to the difference in the 
vocals between the new Thompson 
Twins album, and, let's say, the Sister 
Sledge and my last few records. The 
difference is amazing. On a couple of 
these Thompson tracks, we have as 
many as 130 voices that we bounced 
down a number of times on the 3324. 

R -e /p: Do you have an overall sound 
of the record in your mind before the 
production gets underway? 
NR: No, not at all. It only develops 
once I get into the studio, start listen- 
ing to the songs and working on them. 

Usually when I listen to a song for 
the very first time, I start thinking of 
parts. And I always say to myself that 
if I can think of that while listening to 
the demo tape, then of course I'm 
going be able to think of it when you 
put the guitar in my hands! And 
that's what I feel very comfortable in 
doing. I like being a studio musician, I 

guess because I've done that all my 
life. So, I don't even think about the 
song. 

I love putting pressure on myself, 
and consequently on the artist too, 
because whenever a person has to 
strain for a note, it translates to the 
listener as emotion. If I'm struggling 
to get to a part, when I finally get it 
right it feels fantastic! The sense of 
accomplishment; there's nothing that 
can replace that. In the studio you're 
dealing with people who have carved 
out a place in the musical world. How 
do you keep them inspired? You have 
to create obstacles every day, because 
these people are accustomed to get- 
ting over obstacles, or overcoming 
hardship. When a person is a star, 
they've made themselves stars; they 
don't just luck up! Usually, these are 
people who have studied for years, 
tried and failed, tried and failed, and 
finally they've made it. 

R -e /p: I once had a conversation with 
Tony Visconti, who said that he'd 
find it very difficult to work with new 
bands or soloists. As you may know, 
Tony plays practically every instru- 
ment, and has worked extensively 
with Thin Lizzy, Bowie, Hazel 
O'Connor, and dozens of established 
acts. He felt that he would have a hard 
time producing somebody who 
couldn't play an instrument at least 
as well as he could. You wouldn't have 
a problem with that? 
NR: None whatsoever. I worked with 
a group called INXS. To most people's 
minds, the band was relatively new, 
and still haven't broken big in Amer- 

ica. To me, it was just like being in 
Chic again. They are great musicians, 
and I didn't care if somebody had said 
that the guitar player couldn't play as 
well as me. Because the record is their 
energy, and their individuality - 
that's what makes that band sound 
great. 

I understand Tony's frustration; I 
know exactly what he means. Just 
like Madonna said, "Nile, if you can 
play it, what are you doing explaining 
it to the guy for? Go in there and play 
the part." But the other side of the 
coin is that this is a band. These are 
kids who have struggled and fought 
and stuck together through all kinds 
of adversity to make it. Now that 
they've made it, you can't take that 
away from them; you can't just say, 
"Gimme that damned guitar. Let me 
show you how to do it." 

You have to be sensitive to that side 
of an artist's creativity, because it's 
their career and future. A lot of times 
I'm working with people and the 
engineer will know that I could play 
the part better that the band member. 
But I always think back to the times I 
was in a band, and Bernard would do 
that to me, because he can play great 
guitar. With Chic that was okay, 
because we were in the band, and I 
could go over to the drums and say to 
him, "No, play this part." But if the 
producer had walked in, grabbed my 
guitar and played it, I might feel a 
little bad! 

I work with vocalists in the same 
way. They might say: "What do you 
mean by that, Nile ?" "In the second 
part," I'll say, "don't go [reads the 
word 'tonight' in various ways]." 
Sometimes your explanation is very 
complicated and confusing; you know 
what you hear, but the vocalist 
doesn't know what you're calling the 
second part. Every musician, every 
producer has a completely different 
language in the studio. I remember 
Bernard once said to Diana Ross that 
she was "Under ". "What do you mean 
by 'under'," Diana asked? "I think 
you're under the track - flat." "Flat!" 
She freaked out. You have to be tact- 
ful. Maybe I should always give peo- 
ple a glossary of my terms! 

R -e /p: So, to summarize, there's no 
rules, except the person should know 
where you stand, and you should 
understand where they stand. 
NR: Yes. And the more difficult a per- 
son is - when I say "difficult" I usu- 
ally mean "egotistical," or what I 
prefer to call "confident" - the happ- 
ier I am, and the better the record 
comes out. Because I love that inter- 
play between the artist and myself. I 
really need that energy; the more you 
have to say, the better a record's going 
to be. Elm 
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AFTER THE MIX 
o many recording engineers, the 
disk mastering process is often 
considered a creative art form, 

with the cutting engineer successfully 
making subtle but vital enhancements 
to the final mix. The mark of a good 
disk mastering engineer is that he or 
she knows by experience what kind of 
changes will occur during the transi- 
tion from tape to the final release 
medium. 

In essence, disk mastering can be 
looked upon as much as a "philo- 
sophy" as a technical skill. The 
transfer of recorded information to a 
master lacquer - or to copper, as with 
Direct Metal Mastering - requires 
that the mastering engineer be con- 
versant with both the recording and 
the disk mastering aspects of engi- 
neering. Their job forms the very core 
of the record -manufacturing process. 

To understand this somewhat com- 
plex process, and to bring up to speed 

those readers unfamiliar with con- 
ventional disk -mastering techniques, 
let's trace the progress of a master 
tape from cutting through plating, 
and finally to record pressing. 

The cutting engineer's first job is to 
choose a lacquer disk suitable for cut- 
ting. In a good batch, between 10 to 
20% of the blanks may be rejected. 
Many mastering engineers estimate 
that up to 75% of all flaws on a record 
result from the use of a bad or dam- 
aged lacquer. This degree of critical 
requirement is easy to comprehend if 
one remembers that a lacquer blank 
comprises a 36 -mil (0.036 -inch or 
0.914mm) aluminum substrate, on 
which is sprayed a nitro -cellulose 
(lacquer) coating of about 7 mils (0.007 
inches or 0.178mm), containing pla- 
ticizers, resins and modifiers used for 
adhesion, cutting and plating pur- 
poses. Since the lacquer coating is 
akin to a paint layer, it must be treated 
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with extreme care, beginning foremost 
with the quality of equipment availa- 
ble at respective cutting, plating, and 
pressing facilities. [For a comprehe- 
sive review of disk -mastering philos- 
ophies, see the article "Disk Master- 
ing: The Misunderstood Link," by 
Bernie Grundman, published in the 
February 1985 issue of R -e/ p - Editor.] 

Once that master tape - either 
analog or digital - has been loaded 
on the cutting room's replay machine, 
the engineer will listen to playback 
through the transfer console, setting 
rough levels, checking for out -of -phase 
material, and re- equalizing the mate- 
rial if necessary, followed by corn - 
pression and overall limiting. The 
signal normally passes through an 
eliptical equalizer, which filters out - 
of -phase low -frequency information 
and converts it to mono. (Otherwise 
out -of -phase low -end signals result in 
excessive vertical motion of the stylus 
cutting a deeper groove, which is often 
difficult to track on playback, and 
reduces the overall music capacity of 
the record.) 

From the transfer console, the sig- 
nal is passed to the disk cutting 
amplifiers and to the cutterhead, and 
also to the computer that controls 
operation of the cutting lathe. Nor- 
mally, the disk- cutting computer 
adjusts the groove pitch and depth 
according to the dynamics of the 
material being mastered. To enable 
the computer controlling the lathe to 
anticipate loud transients, or bursts 
of low- frequency material (both of 
which require increased groove spac- 
ing or depth, or both) the cutting sys- 
tem is fed with a preview signal, 
which arrives before the program 
signal. This identical, anticipatory 
signal can be provided by a dedicated 
preview head fitted to the replay tape 
machine; for digital mastering, a dig- 
ital delay line is used to provide the 
cutting signal, with a direct feed pro- 
viding the preview. 

Following one or two (or possibly 
more) reference cuts, the mastering 
engineer will make any additional EQ 
and compression changes. (It might 
be interesting to note that although 
the DMM process centers on master- 
ing onto copper material, the producer 
can still cut and play a 12 -inch copper 
disk for a reference master.) Once the 
session producer has approved the 
reference lacquer, a final master is cut 
and sent to the plating facility. Time 
is often of essence in this critical stage 
of record production. 

"Optimum time to plate a disk after 
cutting is within one hour," offers 
Greg Kuhn, manager of quality assu- 
rance at Sheffield Matrix Labs, Santa 
Monica, Calif. "Subtle, high -end losses 
occur if the lacquer sits around unpro- 



AN AUDIO TAPE MACHINE 
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:Whether voa're an engineer. an artist. or both, 
Otari s 11TR -90 will satisfy your mcs: 
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less tape guidance system 
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the both of you reed total session control, the 
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solutely the finest performing tape recorder in 
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performance without extravagance. From 
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THE FEGEND CONTINUES 
When you're An the studio, tape tha -s gcod enough is not enough Nhich 

is why for ten years Ampex has continued pushing the potential of recordec 
sound. Through a decade of increased tidel.ty and reliability, Grand Master' 456 
remains an audio tape obsessed with performance. Which is why more top 
albums are recorxid on Ampex tape than any other tape AM PEX in the world. For Grand Master 456. the Sea` goes on. 
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cessed, in addition to pre- and post - 
groove echo. After a week, the losses 
and lacquer degradation in general 
would be too great to plate a good 
master." 

Prior to the plating process, the 
master lacquer is thoroughly cleaned, 
and the edges and center hole sanded 
to enhance ac.hesion of a silver- nitrate 
solution. Then, after receiving a very 
thin coating of a highly refined silver, 
the lacquer is lowered into a pre - 
plating nickel sulfamate bath through 
which flows a low electrical current. 
During this electro- chemical process, 
a layer of nickel slowly deposits onto 
the surface of the master, resulting in 
the initial silver coating taking a 
"mirror" effect. "After the preplating," 
Kuhn continues, "the master is 
washed again, then placed into a 
high- speed, nickel plating bath until 
about a pound of nickel is deposited 
on the disk." 

Separation of the deposited metal 
master from the master lacquer pro- 
vides a "father," but destroys the orig- 
inal lacquer. After a solvent and 
cleaning solution are applied to the 
father, between five and 12 nickel 
"mothers" can be grown in a similiar 
way to that described above. When 
separated from its mate, the mother 
can be played on a phonograph to 
check for any ticks, clicks, or similiar 
anomolies generated from the silver 
or nickel -plating processes. 

After approval of its quality, the 
mother is then returned to the nickel 
bath for stamper plating. To increase 
the life of a stamper, and to decrease 
oxidation, some facilities will some- 
times plate a thin layer of chrome 
onto the 10 to 20 stampers made from 

_ 
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Photomicrograph of mother produced from lacquer master (left) and from DMM copper 
master (right), showing improved transient response resulting from the "feather - 
edged," non -heated Direct Metal Mastering cutting stylus. 

each mother. 
The final step in record manufac- 

turing falls to the record pressing 
plant. Here, the stampers - one for 
each side of the single or album - are 
placed in a mold shaped with the 
basic record profile, steam -heated 
vinyl at a temperature of approxi- 
mately 300 degrees F (149° C) injected 
into the mold, and the two halves 
pressed together for about 25 to 50 
seconds, followed by 10 to 20 seconds 
of cooling. (During this stage, the lab- 
els are incorporated into the album 
center.) The finished records are then 
inspected, and sleeved. 

Since the processes described above 
are automated, and susceptible to the 

introduction of surface noise, press- 
ing techniques vary at each facility. 
Some typical inherent noise charac- 
teristics introduced during the manu- 
facturing process include "rumble" 
(low frequency noise), "ocean roar" 
(from lead -in grooves), and "swishes" 
(again from the lead -in grooves). All 
these episodic degradations are pretty 
much common in every plant, and 
dealt with in equally episodic ways. 

An Alternative: 
DMM Technology 

Direct Metal Mastering has existed 
for just over five years, with 15 facili- 
ties around the world currently utiliz- 

continurd an page lit - 

DIAGRAM OF C UTTING STYLUS ORIENTATION TO SURFACE OF BLANK, SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VERTICAL 

CUTTING AND CHIP ANGLES. AT RIGHT IS A CLOSE -UP OF THE DMM CUTTING STYLUS. 
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NOW FOR SOMETHING 
Recording consoles sold today were designed over four years ago. They are patterned 
after designs that are a decade older. Think about how recording has changed since 
then. There were no synthesizer virtual tracks, no music videos, no MIDI, no VITO, and 
no requirement to better the noise and distortion of digital recorders and CDs. Today 
split monitoring consoles have gone the way of the brontosaurus, with in -line consoles 
soon to follow. What contemporary studios need is something completely different. 

NEOTEK's new ELITE consoles meet the challenges of today's recording with a 
dual -channel design that sets the new standard for system flexibility, with Direct Digital 
Interface for universal logic control, and with somic performance that's a step ahead of 
even other NEOTEK consoles. 

FLEXIBILITY means more than having 32 effects sends and 60 line inputs to faders, 
more than freedom from the limitations of status switching and other antique ideas, 
more than having a four -way solo system and multiple mute groups. It is the ability to 
quickly and easily control these powerful functions that makes the unique dual -channel 
Elite today's most flexible console system. 

DIRECT DIGITAL INTERFACE allows logic signals from audio/video editors, MIDI 
controllers, personal computers, and a growing number of studio devices with digital 
outputs to directly control channel and master mute groups of an Elite. Turning one 
channel off and another on can change levels, EQ, echo sends, and routing. DDI means 
that the Elite will follow the most complex editing, mixing, or composing session, 
locked to SMPTE code, without any further operator attention ... without automation. 

PERFORMANCE in the Elite comes from minimum path design and new hybrid and 
discrete circuits at all critical points, a new state variable equalizer, and new 
components selected for audio quality. There are no polar caps, no unity gain buffers, 
and no CMOS switches. Not even the limitations of IC op amps. A powerful CAD 
system as optimized routing and isolation. The result is that the linear response of the 
Elite has been extended several octaves wider that other consoles, with the payoff of 
unmatched sonic performance. 

Join the Elite. Whether you chose one of the many stock models or a custom 
unit with A.K. disk -based automation or moving faders from Massenberg Labs. 

Let others compromise. 

NEOTEKg(0) Cc VO(0)REI 
1154 West Belmont Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60657 U.S.A. 312 -929 -6699 

c 1985 NEOTEK CORP. 8509231 
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ing DMM- equipped cutting lathes. It 
has been estimated that, to date, 
approximately 60 million records have 
been pressed from DMM mastered 
material. 

Its advent, however, is new for the 
American recording industry. Euro- 
padisk, an independently -owned cut- 
ting facility based in New York City, 
is the first record processor within the 
U.S. to fully manufacture, master, 
plate and press under the DMM 
license. Jim Shelton, Europadisk co- 
owner with Christian Lach, says that 
his facility has always been a record 
manufacturer, and "our decision to 
utilize DMM came from a natural 
progression. The choice of DMM was 
because the system is better - much 
better than lacquer technology. 
Technically, DMM sounds cleaner 
with a musically wide dynamic range. 

"From our point of view," he con- 
tinues, "we have now joined the Euro- 
peans in disk technology; pretty con- 
sistently they made better records than 
the Americans for a variety of rea- 
sons, not the least of which is their 
constant R &D. DMM results directly 
from trying to improve the LP record." 

A jointly developed product of 
Telefunken -Decca Schallplatten 
GmbH (Teldec), West Germany, work- 
ing in conjunction with Georg Neu- 
mann GmbH (which is 25% owned by 
Teldec), DMM technology is based on 
the ability of a modified Neumann 
lathe to cut onto a 4 -mil (100- micron) 
thick coating of copper layered onto a 
300 -mil stainless steel substrate, 
rather than a conventional 
aluminum /lacquer disk. Following the 
cutting of a DMM copper mother mas- 
ter, the plating facility can directly 
plate nickel stampers or fathers, by- 
passing the expensive, and flaw - 
provoking, silver -plated father stage, 
and the ensuing mother -nickel step. 

The advantages claimed by DMM 
can be summarized as follows: 

The elimination of all lacquer- related 
problems; 

Substantial improvements in high - 
frequency and transient response; 

15% more playing time per side; 
No "horns" or plating anomolies; 
The virtual elimination of recuts; 

and 
Because two plating steps can be 

eliminated, faster stamper production 
is possible. 

DMM utilizes the same, basic mas- 
tering technologies as conventional 
cutting facilities. Europadisk uses a 
Telefunken M15A quarter- and half - 
inch replay machine with preview 
heads linked to a Neumann SP -79B 
console. The latter features options 
for routing the cutting and preview 
signals through Neumann U473 
combined compressor, expander and 
limiters, and Neumann OE DUO 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF NEUMANN VAB-84 VERTICAL AMPLITUDE LIMITER 

three -band equalizers, calibrated in 1- 
dB steps. A pair of JBL 250 TIs serve 
as monitor loudspeakers. For replay- 
ing digitally mastered tapes, the facil- 
ity uses a Sony PCM -1610, and Studer 
DAD -16 digital delay to provide the 
delayed cutting signal. 

After the signals pass through the 
transfer console and outboard gear, 
they are then fed to the lathe and cut- 
ting rack via a VAB -84 vertical ampli- 
tude limiter, which replaces the for- 
merly used eliptical EQ. During the 
cutting stage, the Neumann VMS -82 
lathe's computer translates the pre- 
view signal into vertical (groove depth) 
and lateral (groove width) signals for 
control of pitch and depth. In essence, 
pitch concerns itself with the "sum" 
of the left and right channel, while 
depth looks at the "difference" of the 
those same channels; each wall of the 
groove holds discrete left- and right - 
channel information. 

By applying the sum /difference 
equations on the stereo preview sig- 
nal, the frequency- dependent VAB-84 
unit blends left and right information 
to mono, at a rate of 6 dB per octave 

below a dynamically determined fre- 
quency - usually 150 Hz. By acting 
dynamically, the VAB -84 only 
"blends" the signals when necessary 
to limit vertical stylus motion, ther- 
eby preserving the stereo image. (The 
use of fixed- frequency blending in con- 
ventional cutting is a serious draw- 
back of the current, eliptical EQ.) The 
VAB -84 unit limits vertical excursions 
in steps of 0.4 mils, from 1.2 to 4.0 mils 
over the basic groove depth (usually 
1.8 mils), with the low- frequency 
compression ratio fixed at 20:1. In 
addition, the VAB -84 insures longer 
playing time on the disk, and ulti- 
mately gives stampers a flatter back- 
side, which significantly reduces 
rumble on the final pressing. 

The signal then passes to the VC -82 
Vertical Tracking Angle Processor, 
which electronically generates - and 
compensates for - the cutting -stylus 
angle. The development of the VC -82 
results from the knowledge that the 
process of cutting a groove into a 
copper surface causes more stress on 
the cutterhead and stylus than mas- 
tering on lacquer. Therefore a new 

A complete Direct Metal Mastering System comprises a Neumann VMS -82 
cutting lathe. SAX -84 cutter head and stylus assemble. and optional 

video camera and monitor attached to mica I unit. 
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approach was sought to provide 
optimum cutting with reduced Fre- 
quency Intermodulation Distortion 
(FIM). 

To understand the situation further, 
consider that, many years ago, the 
recording industry established an IEC 
standard tracking angle of 20 degrees 
(±5 degrees) off perpendicular for the 
sake of consistency in consumer car- 
tridge design. Most lacquer mastering 
lathes cut at this standard 20- degree 
angle. Subsequently, most consumer 
cartridges also track at that same 
angle to decrease FIM within the 
groove. However, if a cut was made 
into copper at that same 20- degree 
angle, because of the vertical compo- 
nent of the force vector, the cutting 
stylus would literally eject from the 
groove, accomplishing only a surface 
scratch. As a result, Teldec adopted a 
zero -degree stylus cutting angle (90- 
degree angle to the record plane). This 
reduces the subsequent cutting force 
required to a sufficient level so that 
DMM uses normal cutter -amp power. 
(In other words, the rotational force of 
the turntable is directed against the 
face of the stylus, attempting to break 
it, rather than push it away from the 
record at a 20- degree angle.) 

But, since a consumer cartridges 
still tracks at 20 degrees, the grooves 
need to be cut at that particular angle; 

otherwise playback will be heavily 
distorted. To compensate, the VC -82 
adds a tracking- correction component 
to the cutting signal. Put another 
way, DMM electronically "tilts" the 
signal to a 20- degree angle, so that the 
resulting groove has a negative, 20- 
degree component of FIM introduced 
into the signal. When played back at 
the normal, 20- degree tracking angle, 
the two variables cancel each other, 
creating low FIM for the consumer. 

Next in the signal path lie the BSB- 
84 high- frequency limiter - which, 
when necessary, limits high frequency 
transients for better trackability of 
consumer styli - followed by the 
CAT -84B left- and right -channel cut- 
ting amps, capable of delivering 550 
watts per channel; the SAB -84B sig- 
nal processing pre -amp; and the SEL- 
84 B circuit -breaker system. By means 
of this latter unit, should the maxi- 
mum temperature of the cutterhead 
drive coil exceed 200 degrees Celsius, 
or more than one ampere of current 
flow through the coils, the cutterhead 
automatically disconnects from the 
power amps, avoiding a possible cut - 
terhead burnout. 

For reference monitoring, the rack 
houses a PUE -84 pick -up cartridge 
equalizer amplifier, a MWS -84 moni- 
tor playback selector, a MSA -84 moni- 
tor equalizer, and two LOV -84B moni- 
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tor power amplifiers, providing 185 
watts per channel. 

It should be noted that conversions 
are available for existing SAL -74B 
Cutter Drive Logic units to enable 
DMM cutting. In most cases, modifi- 
cations to the circuit cards are needed, 
and the former TS -66 Tracing Simula- 
tor is replaced with the VC-82. 

The VMS -82 Cutting Lathe 
Since the Neumann VMS -82 lathe 

is used to cut into metal, its design 
necessitated a more sturdy format. 

T H E F U T U R E I S C L E A R 

-I- e k C o m 408 Vine Street 
Philadelphia. PA 19106 

CORPORATION (215) 627 -6700 
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Digital Services 
48 Track Digital Recording-Nationwide 

Rentals Consulting Engineering 

The Digitals: 4 Sony PCM 3324 Digital Multitracks Complete 
PCM 1610/DAE 1100 Electronic Editing System RTW /F1 Portable 

Digital Recorders and Format Transferring 

The Facilities: Any studio, remote, or post production facility 
your project may use. Our Remote Truck and Studios offer 

complete Digital or Analog multitrack production with automated 
mixing and SMPTE interlock. 

The Experience: First Sony multitrack owner/operator First 
Digital Audio to Film Optical Transfer for Movie Sound Our 

clients include Neil Young, Frank Zappa, Neil Diamond, Barbra 
Streisand, CBS Masterworks, Telarc Records, Talking Heads, Texas 

Chamber Orchestra, plus many others. 

John Moran (713) 520 -0201 Houston, TX 

David Hewitt (914) 425 -8569 New York, NY 

Elliot Mazer (415) 644 -4321 San Francisco, CA 

Mark Wolfson (818) 506 -5467 Los Angeles, CA 

Digital Services 

2001 Kirby Dr., Suite 1001, Houston, TX 77019 Telex 790202 
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First, a new carbon -vein vacuum pump 
acts much like a rotary engine with an 
eliptical chamber, and is serviced by a 
two horsepower motor. The pump 
extracts up to 15 cubic meters of air 
per hour, removing the dense, copper 
"chip" during the actual cutting pro- 
cess. Since the weight of the copper 
chip varies with groove depth and 
width, the vacuum pressure is regu- 
lated by the depth -control circuitry 
through a series of valves. A second 
purpose for the vacuum is to hold 
firmly the 24 -ounce copper blank onto 
the turntable. 

With conventional lathes, the force 
relating to stylus /disk interactions 
were thought to he expressed in terms 
of linear equations. But, due to the 
additional force needed to cut copper 
blanks, it was discovered that a quad- 
ratic equation - involving the square 
of the former linear equation - is 
actually correct. As a result, a new 
suspension and depth -control compu- 
ter was developed to deal with the for- 
ces generated by the cutterhead as it 
cuts into the copper surface. Also, 
because of the forces generated, the 
new suspension system uses rigid, 
friction -free pivot bearings to support 
the DMM cutterhead, rather than the 
conventional ball bearings previously 
used. 

Other features of the VMS -82 lathe 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR A DMM COPPER MASTER 

The following data were obtained with a Shure V15-V pickup. In addition, these values 
refer to single channel recording at 280 mm (11 inch) recording diameter. The values for 
smaller diameters conform to playback theory. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB, referring to the entire cutting radius up to 
the innermost allowable modulation diameter. In contrast to lacquer masters, there are no 
losses applicable up to a wavelength of 10 microns. (See accompanying figure in main 
article.) 
Frequency Intermodulation: Less than 0.3%. Fi = 315 Hz; F2 = 3.150 kHz; U1:U2 = 4:1; 
recording peak velocity Vtotal = 5 cm /s referring to RIAA equalization for 1 kHz. 
Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5%; DIN 45503; F = 1 Hz; recording peak 
velocity V = 5 cm,'s. 
Difference Tone 2nd Order: D2 is less than 0.1 %; Fi = 1 kHz; F2 = L2 kHz; recording 
peak velocity Vtotai = 5 cm/s. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Greater than 70 dB, typical 75 dB; A- weighted DIN 45633, 
IEC -179; referenced to a peak velocity equaling 10 cm/s. 
Spectral Distribution of Noise: See accompanying figure in main article. 
Pre- and Post -Groove Echo Attenuation: Greater than 65 dB with 10 microns of land 
between grooves; 75 dB with 150 microns of land between grooves; F =1 kHz; recording 
peak velocity V = 8 cm /s single channel. 
Recording Losses for Small Wavelengths: See accompanying photography in main 
article. 
Transient Response: As above. 

DMM STANDARD DATA 
Maximum Recording Level: Identical to lacquer. 
Maximum Groove Width During Modulation: 180 microns. 
DMM Cutting Stylus: Utilization period of 20 LP -sides per polishing; life expectancy is a 
minumum of 50 repolishings. 
Storage Times: Copper Blanks: three months; after mastering: "unlimited." 
Matrixing: Number of stampers by direct plating: minumum 20; by three -step plating: 
equivalent to standard processing. 
Groove Integrity: "Lack of horns is avoided in DMM cutting, therefore maintaining a high 
degree of groove integrity." 

The Aphex Compellor: 
Invisible Compression in Stereo or Mono. 

The Aphex Compellor is the most 
acclaimed compressor /leveler /peak 
limiter ever made. With good reason... 
you simply can't hear it work. It doesn't 
add any color or other sonic effects. Best 
of all, the Compellor is easy to use. Set it 
once and it goes to work automatically... 
inaudibly controlling your dynamics. 

Ask your professional sound dealer for 
a demonstration of the remarkable Aphex 
Compellor. Available in monaural and 
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stereo versions. Or write us for the name 
of your nearest dealer and more infor- 
mation on the full line of innovative Aphex 
products. 
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Aphex Systems Ltd. 
13340 Saticoy St., N. Hollywood, California 91605 
(818) 765 -2212 TWX: 910 -321 -5762 
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The Sweetest Selection 
For All Your Sound Connections 

Treat yourself to a wide choice of very sound 
accessories for nearly ev ?ry audio application in 
studio /control and inter- building communications. 
From stereo phone jacks to quick grou-td connect- 
ors, from versatile audic adapters to advanced 
mixers and switching systems, Switchcraft makes 
rust the right connection. And every one meets the 
highest performance level and operatic nal standards 
set by the world leader in professional audio equipment. 

Why not discover how you can plug in:o our delicious 
assortment of audio delights, and deliver :he cleanest, 
clearest sound around. 

For the sweetest selection of sound corrections, 
contact Switchcraft ur your Switchcraft rep. 

Swilckcralt 
A Raytheon Company 

5555 N. Elston Avent.e Chicago, Il. 6063D 
312/792 -2700 
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include a crystal -controlled turntable 
motor and hydrodynamic oil bearing, 
which provide, it is claimed, a 12 -dB 
rumble improvement. In addition, a 
new DC -servo control keeps the turn- 
table at a constant speed despite the 
increased cutting forces involved, and 
reduces dynamic flutter to an 
"unmeasurable" level. 

Finally, a real -time digital proces- 
sor was built into the lathe to control 
pitch and depth which, in turn, 
increases the number of grooves per 
side of an album. By means of a dig- 
ital delay and a vertical dependent 
pitch control, the processor stores the 
preview signal of one -half a turntable 
revolution prior to cutting. According 
to magnitude and time relationships, 
the processor extracts the left -hand 
signal, the right -hand signal, and the 
base pitch (the basic groove width set 
by an engineer prior to cutting). These 
three signals are summed by the pro- 
cessor, and an intermediate peak pitch 
control signal (IS) calculated every 
1 / 16th of a turntable revolution. The 
processor then calculates the least 
amount of land space necessary 
between grooves to ensure a success- 
ful cut. (In essence, the processor is 
"sampling" the signal, and then stor- 
ing, summing, and calculating the 
next groove position. In many cases, 
space between grooves can be reduced 
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Comparison between spectral distribution of noise for 
DMM- produced test album and conventional vinyl test disk. 

to nearly zero.) 
According to Russ Hamm, presi- 

dent of Gotham Audio, Teldec's agent 
for DMM distribution within the U.S. 
and Canada, the latest DMM devel- 
opment is a modified depth -of -cut 
board. Serving as a type of error - 
correction device, the new addition 
increases groove depth for wide - 
excursion lateral information. This 
use of the device will allow a playback 

stylus to ride in the normal position of 
the groove, rather than being driven 
out of the groove by the "pinch effect" 
during wide excursions, which is par- 
ticularly problematic with low -quality 
tone arms commonly found on 
cheaper, domestic systems. 

Since the depth corrections are only 
neccessary for short, lateral signal 
bursts, the devices described above 
allow the system to cut with a smaller 

New Auratone® Multi- Channel Video /Broadcast Monitors 
Auratone's new Model 5MC is a 

shielded magnet three channel audio 
monitor for the Video /Broadcast and 
Recording industries. It is the equivalent 
of three Auratone 5C Super- Sound- 
Cube' mix down monitors contained in a 
three compartment ultra- compact 
enclosure (HWD: 51/2" x 161/2" x 81/2"). 
The 5MC may be mounted in standard 
19" relay racks with optional metal rack 
ears or placed on consoles, desks, stands 
or wall mounted horizontally or 
vertically. 

The 5MC was developed specifically 
for radio broadcasters to provide sepa- 
rate audio channels for a variety of feeds 
such as cue, program, emergency chan- 
nel, talk back, news and sports. 

Near field A -B comparisons of stereo - 
mono mixes may be made using the two 
outside channels for stereo with the cen- 
ter channel for mono. 

Other uses are: audio monitors for 
multiple zone security systems, telecon- 
ferencing, close -up stage monitoring, 
and small sound columns,or in horizontal 
series /parallel stacks for high sound 
levels. 

Anechoic on axis frequency response 
is ± 3' /z dB from 150 Hz to 12.5 kHz. 
Shielded magnets reduce flux leakage to 
minimize deflection of nearby CRT 
images. Impedance is 8 ohms and pro- 
gram power handling is 30 watts per 
channel. Pro -Net: $159.00 each. Rack 
Mounting Kit: $10.00. 

AURATONE CORPORATION, P.O. BOX 698, CORONADO, CALIFORNIA 92118, USA 
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basic groove depth, instead of the 
normal practice of cutting deep, basic 
grooves for security purposes. Smaller 
basic groove depth gives a greater 
dynamic range, and increased play- 
ing time. 

Gotham Audio says that DMM con- 
versions for a Neumann VMS-80 lathe - a new cutterhead suspension, a 
new turntable equipped with the 
enhanced vacuum system, and new 
turntable drive motor being required - costs approximately $40,000. A 
complete cutting system, comprising 
the VMS -82 lathe, SAL -84 cutting 
amps, and SX -84 cutterhead, costs 
approximately $140,000. 

The SX -84 Cutterhead 
One of the unique aspects of the 

UMM system design is the SX -84 cut - 
terhead, which uses samarium/ col - 
balt magnets. Because "chatter" (a 
stick /slip effect) results when a lathe 
cuts any substance - be it lacquer, 
copper or even wood - Teldec found 
that ultrasonic modulations in the 80- 
kHz range were advantageous when 
cutting into a copper master, result- 
ing in an extremely smooth groove 
wall. In turn, these modulations keep 
the mechanical loading of the cutter - 
head structure and electrical power 
requirements within reason. 

The stylus mount holds a diamond 
rather than a sapphire stylus found in 
most lacquer cutting heads. Also in 
contrast to conventional cutting styli, 
the DMM stylus contains no burnish- 
ing facets; instead, it is a "feathered - 
edge" jewel. The burnishing facets, 
which are required to cut lacquer, 
result in a "self- erasure" and "blur- 
ring" of high frequencies. Moreover, 
the DMM stylus cuts without the heat 
needed to lower the surface noise for 
lacquer cutting. 

With conventional lathes, melted 
lacquer can cling to the heated sap- 
phire stylus, meaning that - under 
the worst circumstances -a master- 
ing stylus could last only two passes 
per session. With DMM, the diamond 
stylus cuts copper with a highly pol- 
ished surface, guaranteeing a high 
signal -to -noise ratio, and results in a 
longer stylus life of at least 20 passes 
per diamond polishings, and some- 
times as high as 100 cuts. (Diamonds 
can be repolished at least 50 times.) 

A direct cause of plating problems 
and high- frequency loss when mas- 
tering into lacquer are horns, par- 
tially caused by a heated stylus, but 
alleviated to a certain extent by bur- 
nishing facets. (The horns look like 
ridges on the groove edges.) With a 
feathered -edge, diamond DMM stylus, 
on the other hand, these horns are 
said to be eliminated in DMM master- 
ing. Plating plants no longer have to 
remove these artifacts by polishing 

and buffing the mothers, a process 
that can be destructive to the overall 
sound quality. 

The combination of two primary 
features - cutting into metal and the 
control system of the lathe - allows 
the grooves to be layered more closely 
together. With DMM, up to 40 minutes 
of material can be recorded on one 
side of an album while still maintain- 
ing inner -diameter high- frequency 
response, and recording levels equal 
to those of lacquer -based technologies. 

One of the main advantages offered 
by UMM technology is the ability to 
control the production of the copper 
blank. It is interesting to note that 
melodia, the Russian state -owned 

record company, is reported to have 
adopted DMM technology to free itself 
from having to depend on the world's 
primary supply of lacquer material. 
Inherently, the electroforming process 
used to produce the copper blank 
results in a perfectly homogeneous 
material, eliminating all impulse -type 
noises. In addition, there are no cut- 
ting "swishes" caused by unmixed 
lacquer resins, nor lacquer "pinholes" 
(air bubbles) or imbedded dust parti- 
cles. When Europadisk manufactures 
its amorphous copper blanks, they are 
stored at zero degrees F, and have a 
life expectancy of three months at 
that temperature. After mastering, the 
disks have an "unlimited" shelf life, 

ABCD? 
IS IT A CD OR A 

CASSETTE DUPLICATED AT 64:1? 
You may be surprised at what you will hear when you come to the 
New York Hilton, Room 615, at the New York AES. We are going to do 
an A -B comparison between cassette recorded on CMP's new "Cobalt 
CS-1" duplicator cassette tape and a CD. 

"Cobalt CS -1 " is a medium bias cassette tape in which a very high qual- 
ity ferric oxide has been micro- encapsulated with a thin layer of cobalt 
which optimizes it for best performance in pre -recorded music cas- 
settes. It offers the full, rich bass and freedom from distortion found in 

the best ferric oxide tapes and the sparklingly clear high frequency 
transients of the best "high bias" tapes. Unlike some high bias 
duplicator tapes which often strain the electronics and the recording 
heads on the high speed slaves to their design limit, "Cobalt CS -I 
works at low bias levels which are comfortably compatible with all 
slaves. Thus, "Cobalt CS-1- can accurately capture every nuance of 
even the most sonically demanding digital masters. 

So drop by at our demo room, listen, and get more information on the 

"Cobalt CS -1." Also, take a sample cassette with you, play it on your 
own equipment and marvel. 

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS 
A Dirhum of Capitol Rearcds. lnr. 

6902 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 

1-213-461-2701 

G*.li lv..N Moynw. R..M , 't 
Visit our Demo Room 615 at the AES Show 

at the New York Hilton Hotel, October 13 -16i, 1985 and listen for yourself) 
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During preparation of the DMM copper blank, a stainless s eel substrate receives a 4 -mill coating of pure copper (felt). 
At the matrix -preparation facility, a nickel stamper is "grown" directly by electrolçsis from the copper mother. 

and the amorphous copper surface 
returns to its original, crystalline 
state. 

Licensing and 
Cost Advantages with DMM 

To be licensed for DMM technology 
involves the signing of an agreement 
with Teldec in order to use the corn- 

pany's technology and trademark, and 
the payment of a one -time, start -up 
fee. In the U.S., Europadisk is pro- 
tected by the Teldec trademark, and is 
licensed to use the DMM patents for 
record manufacturing. 

In mid -September, a second DMM 
system had been installed at Sterling 
Sound, New York City. Owner Lee 

"NO FRUSTRAT 

WE PIONEERED HEAD REFURBISHMENT 
SAME DAY TURN -AROUND 

OVER 10 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE 
CALL US: WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL BE SATISFIED 

800-553-8712 818. 994.6602 800 -325 -4243 N. CA 
15759 STRATHERN ST., VAN NUYS, CA 91406 
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Hulko states that he has purchased a 
Neumann SAL -84 cutting rack, VMS - 
82 lathe and SX -84 cutterhead, and 
that his facility is licensed for disk 
mastering only; he will obtain copper 
blanks from Europadisk. In addition, 
a third DMM system, the first such 
system on the West Coast, is sche- 
duled for delivery by mid -October to 
Amigo Studios, North Hollywood, CA. 
Owner Chet Himes says that his 
existing Neumann disk -mastering 
system will be upgraded to handle 
DMM technology by incorporating 
enhanced electronics to the existing 
SAL -74 cutting rack - bringing it up 
to the SAL -84 circuitry - plus adding 
a new VMS -82 cutting lathe and SX- 
84 cutterhead. Amigo will be licensed 
to master DMM copper masters, with 
Sheffield Matrix Labs plating the 
masters for album production. 

Other facilities, CBS Records and 
RCA - both located in New York - 
are reported to be testing the DMM 
process. The first major pressing plant 
to meet the approval of Teldec DMM 
standards, Warner Bros. Speciality 
Record plant in Pennsylvania, is 
geared up to begin manufacturing 
DMM disks in the near future. 

Europadisk actively employs a com- 
bination of DMM licenses, including 
one for the disk mastering process (a 
$25,000 start -up fee to Teldec), for the 
plating process and for the record - 
pressing process. The fee for the record 
pressing process is based on the short - 
term cost savings effected by using 
DMM technology. Any of the licenses, 
or combination of the licenses, may be 
obtained individually from Teldec. In 
other words, if one facility operates 
under one license, it does not neces- 
sarily need another to operate under 
the DMM trademark. However, to 



place the "DMM" logo on an album 
jacket, the project must be mastered, 
plated, and pressed at DMM -licensed 
facilities. 

After mastering a copper blank at a 
DMM -licensed facility, the client has 
the option of either finishing his pro- 
duct through final pressing under the 
DMM license and trademark, or he 
may go to other, non -DMM licensed 
facilities to complete the album, thus 
foregoing the identifying logo. 

For this reason, Europadisk has 
two ways of plating a DMM- mastered 
disk. The first way is to take the DMM 
master and keep the processes "in- 
house" through plating and pressing. 
However, if the client wants to take 
his DMM master to another non -DMM 
licensed facility, he must first let 
Europadisk create a "sub- father," 
from which the subsequent nickel 
mothers may be taken to another 
facility. The copper master never 
leaves Europadisk, which is a stipula- 
tion within Teldec's contract concern- 
ing any DMM -licensed facility. 

When speaking of cost advantages 
of DMM, three major points can be 
specified: First the exisiting plating 
and pressing facility will have no 
major capitol investment when plat- 
ing and pressing DMM products. In 
essence, the facility may use the same 
equipment that it currently possesses. 

Secondly, DMM technology elimi- 
nates the difficult, and expensive, sil- 
vering process, which is the major 
source of quality defects and a prim- 
ary cause for most recuts. It is esti- 
mated that a large plating facility 
could save up to $100,000 per year by 
eliminating the silvering stage. 

Finally, concerning jazz, classical, 
and other limited release product of 
under 50,000 pressings, stampers can 
be produced directly from DMM mas- 
ters, resulting in a typical savings of 
$100 per side. 

Perhaps the cost advantage 
explains why DMM technology is tak- 
ing hold so well in Europe. Noble is 
the goal which enhances the ability to 
limit, or actually eliminate, some of 
the extraneous problems related to 
record manufacturing. To many 
observers, DMM is the natural "evo- 
lutionary" step for black vinyl records. 
And it looks set to offer the quality 
edge over lacquer mastering for many 
years to come. E 
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make YOUR sound stand out 
with these hot processors: 

DRAWMER VACUUM TUBE 
COMPRESSOR AMPLIFIER 1960 

LEXICON rLm -7 0 lINSTOCK Pia' !J 

Eventide SP 2018 
call Mike Harris or Barry Ober 

for info or a demo 
HARRIS AUDIO SYSTEMS. Inc. 

1962 N.E. 149 St., N. Miami, Florida 33181 

(305) 944 -4448 

WHATCHA -MA 
COLLET. 

What the heck's a COLLET? 

Just the best designed, most 

dependable and stylish general purpose 

knob in the world. That's what. 
If you want a knob that will never break, 

melt, corrode, or shake loose; a knob 

with exquisite tactile feel; a 

balanced, sculptural, classic knob, 

then you want Selco's COLLET knobs. 

Let us impress you. Our 

COLLET'S matte- finish, 
precision -molded 94V -2 nylon 

body is permanently bonded 

to a solid brass collar. This 

retains a machined, split - 
base threaded bushing, 

also solid brass, that slips 
over your control shaft and 

tightens from the front with a special brass 

nut. Finally, a nylon cap in one of seven 

decorator colors snaps on the front. 

Simply superior. Not even a set screw 

mars its elegant exterior. And Selco's COLLETS 

come in a full range of sizes and 

types, with all the accessories, too. 

If you're a discriminating designer 

who wants the respect of his most 

demanding customers, then 

furnish your equipment with 
Selco's COLLETS. The only thing 
modest about them is the 

price. As low as 49 cents each 

in OEM quantities. 
Send for our full -color catalog 

and a sample knob today 

You'll collet fantastic! 
PRODUCTS CO. 

7580 Stage Road Buena Park, California 90621 Phone (213) 921 -0681 Telex 655457. 
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DIl-tECT TO TWO-TRACK 
Capturing the Energy 

of a Live Session 
The guitarist was in the process 
of ripping off a great solo; it 
was burning. Everyone in the 

control room silently held their breath. 
Some wanted to go home after nine 
hours of guitar solos. Others wanted 
the soloist to come through with this 
last four -bar section, so that they could 
assemble the various other parts of 
the solo, recorded earlier that day. 
Continuity was an obvious concern. 
When the solo part was completed, the 
rush of expelled air was evident; it 
was a wrap. The producer noted he 
was only three hours over budget. It 
could have been worse. He began to 
smile, knowing the evening was at its 
conclusion. The guitarist, after listen- 
ing to the segmented playbacks with 
satisfaction, started to tear down. 
Until the solo was put together during 
remix, it would be difficult to get the 
sense of an emotional flow, but the 
player remained confident that, when 
pieced together, his solo would be 
seamless. 

The producer checked and noted 
that he was scheduled to record more 
overdubs the following day. A wave of 
R -e /p 74 October 1985 

by Jeffrey Weber 
fatigue hit him as he gathered his 
gear and walked down the hall to- 
wards the exit sign. The adjacent stu- 
dio was open, and he noticed some 
familiar faces. He stuck his head in 
the control room and saw it packed 
with musicians listening to a play- 
back. There was an unusual energy 
coming from the monitors as well as 

- the Author - 
Jeff Weber is an independant producer 
specializing in live two- track, digi-al and 
direct -to -disk recording. He has cver 32 
projects to his credit, almost all 01 which 
were recorded live to two -track. This year 
alone, in addition to the Scott Page sessions 
described in a companion sidebar, he has 
produced albums for McCoy Tyrer and 
Jackie McLean, guitarist Grant Ge ssman, 
pianist David Benoit, guitarist Pat Kelley, 
and saxophonist Joe Hackney. 

In the past, Weber has made albums with 
a wide range of artists, including Tcni Ten - 
nille, Tom Scott, Maynard Ferguson. Nancy 
Wilson, Chick Corea, Stanley Clarke, Lenny 
White, Tim Weisberg, Mongo Santamaria, 
Lab Schifrin, Freddie Hubbard, Patrice 
Rushen and Kenny Burrell, among others. 
His albums have received four C rammy 
nominations. 

from the band in the room - they 
were up, smiling and intense. He 
learned that what he was listening to 
was a live two -track digital recording, 
and that the entire album had been 
completed over the last two days. A 
second wave of fatigue hit him. As he 
nodded goodbyes to his friends, he 
marveled at the punch and vitality of 
what he heard, and wondered about 
the process, especially the part about 
completing an entire album from 
start to finish in just two days of ses- 
sion time. 

Everyone, at one time or another, 
has experienced the fatigue of a multi- 
track project. The above, semi -fictional - or should I say semi -factual - sce- 
nario represents two distinctly differ- 
ent theories of recording music. Hav- 
ing recorded both in the multitrack 
medium and live to two- track, I am 
convinced beyond any doubt that 
recording direct to two -track is more 
emotionally satisfying, sonically 
superior and financially more feasi- 
ble than a multitrack effort. This arti- 
cle will explore the advantages, appli- 
cations and common resistance to 



¡BL's unique titanium diaphragm and 'Diamond Surround'. bring 
new purify and consistency to high frequency response. 

IT TOOK JBL SCIENCE, 
A NITROGEN EXPLOSION, 
AND PURE TITANIUM TO GIVE YOU 
PERFECTED HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND. 

High frequency sound has always fought with the technology that brings it to the ear. The driver 
diaphragm has been most vulnerable, pushed to the breaking point, unable to hold uniform 
trequency response. 

IBL scientists decided to fight back. They exploded nitrogen into a remarkable metal, pure 
titanium, encircling their unique diaphragm with a vibration -absorbing 
"Diamond Surround:' so revolutionary it warranted its own patent. 

The result? A diaphragm that delivers and sustains a power 
and purity to high frequency response never before approached in 

the industry. 
Perfecting titanium technology is just one of innumerable ways in 

which IBL science is re- shaping the quality of sound. From ultimate 
accuracy in laying down your initial tracks, to capturing the full 
power and subtlety of your final mix, IBL audio systems are focused 
on the most exacting demands of the recording studio professional. 
To find out which system is designed to meet your specific 
requirements, contact your authorized IBL professional products 
dealer today. 
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to 

this the direct -to- two -track recording 
philosophy. 

The main goal of live, two -track 
recording is not simply to make an- 
other record, but to create an event. I 

have found that the emotional bond 
between a performer and the listening 
audience creates a desire for the lis- 
tener to buy the artist's recordings. 
When that listener attends a live con- 
cert, his or her aural sense is aug- 
mented by sight; it is often this latter 
factor, as expressed by body motion 
and facial expression, that supplies 
much of the emotion to a song's rend- 
ition. 

The function of live, two -track re- 
cording is to achieve the heightened 
emotional sense of a live concert with- 
out the aid of sight. The stores are 
filled with thousands of records one 
can listen to, but I wonder how many 
of these one can feel. When vocalists 
and instrumentalists play together, 
the bilateral merging of energies 
creates a musical force that is almost 
euphoric. Each player serves to encour- 
age the other and that, in turn, con- 
tinually fuels the energy of the ses- 
sion. It is that type of contagious, 
emotional energy that is so often lack- 
ing in most recordings. I have noticed 
that a female singer, for example, will 

N ¡yht Plane recorded 
to 

k 

PCM 16j0 " 
3M MSsony 
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actually change the phrasing of a 
line, depending upon whether she 
sings to pre- recorded tracks through 
headphones, or surrounded by musi- 
cians. The emotional intensity of live 
recording creates a belief - and if the 
listener believes the song and believes 
the singer - then the listener becomes 
involved. This involvement translates 
into sales. 

Sonic Quality Advantages 
While added emotion is by far the 

most important attribute of live, two - 
track recording, the sonic superiority 
of the medium enhances the emotional 
dynamics. With multitrack recording, 
the two -inch reel is mixed down to a 
quarter- or half -inch master. Initially 
the tracks are detrimentally affected 
by being run back and forth across 
the tape heads while building a tune. 
To this is added the fact that analog 
tape does not have the greatest high - 
frequency memory. Over the course of 
a week or two, the harmonics and sub - 
harmonics of an instrument or vocal 
track have a tendency to soften and 
become "cloudy." And it is these har- 
monics that give character and per- 
sonality to an instrumental or vocal. 
Dynamics are also affected in this 
fashion: peaks become "round," and 
the "punch" is softened. Not to be 
ignored is the ever -present tape hiss 
which, in varying degrees, accom- 
panies all analog tape, and increases 
during the subsequent mixdown and 
playback sessions. Although such 
problems will disappear with the 
widespread use of digital multitrack 
recorders, at this time their presence 
cannot be deemed a major factor. 

The same problems that beset a 
two -inch reel also invades the effec- 
tiveness of the quarter- or half -inch 
master. The use of a digital two -track 
during the mixdown process alleviates 
such second -generation -type problems. 

When recording live to two- track, 
the first noticeable improvement is 
the absense of the two -inch multitrack 
reels and their attendant problems. If 
a digital two -track recorder is used as 
the primary storage medium, all nor- 
mal tape problems are eliminated. 

Because the console feeds the two - 
track directly, I can record to a variety 
of formats simultaneously, using 
separate pairs of master outputs from 
the console. I like to give myself a 
number of options, and record to ana- 
log quarter -inch, 15 ips; quarter -inch, 
30 ips; half -inch, 30 ips; and, of course, 
digital - either JVC VP -900 or Sony 
PCM -1610 processors with compan- 
ion U -Matic VCRs. Based on the music, 
we then decide which medium best 
conveys the emotional impact we're 
trying to get across. 

Believe it or not, it's not always the 
digital recording we choose in the end. 

oni Tennill e': ore Thon 

)'uu Kn 
ecorded to JVC 

I recently did a live -to- two -track album 
with Toni Tennille, titled More Than 
You Know, for which we felt that the 
analog master beat digital in terms of 
richness. For that record, a collection 
of standards from the Thirties and 
Forties, we wanted a more romantic 
feeling which, we considered, was best 
conveyed by analog tape. 

Microphone Techniques 
On many live-to- two -track projects, 

I've found digital recording and tube 
microphones to be an ideal combina- 
tion. Tube mikes have a wonderful 
accuracy and fullness and, when com- 
bined with the digital medium - 
which has been accused of being harsh 
and strident in the top -end - the 
results can be punchy, tight, accurate 
and listenable. If you're recording a 
digital project with a lot of horns, for 
example, tube mikes can help you 
compensate for any unnatural strid- 
ency. Given the subtle nuances of the 
music interacting with the micro- 
phones and the acoustics of the room, 
it's nice to be able to choose among 
several different tape formats after 
the album has been recorded. This is 
one area where live -to -track can offer 
more flexibility than multitrack. 

The setup for an actual live -to -digi- 
tal recording date is similar in most 
respects to that for a multitrack ses- 

Echoes 
o1 on fro 2 

to Soundtreatn 
two- track. 
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THE DIGITAL RECORDING PROCESS 

Digital technology 
holds forth the promise 
of theoretical perfection 
in the art of recording. 

The intrinsic accuracy of the 
digital system means any recorded 
"event" can he captured in its 
totality, exactly as it happened. 

Naturally, the ultimate success of 
digital hinges on the integrity of the 
engineer and the recording process. 
But it also depends on the correct 
choice and placement of microphones, 
quite possibly the most critical ele- 
ment in the recording chain. This can 
make the difference between recording 
any generic instrument and a particu- 
lar instrument played by a specific 
musician at a certain point in time. 

The exactitude of digital recording 
presents the recordist with a new set 
of problems, however. The sonic 
potential of total accuracy throughout 
the extended frequency range results 
in a faithful, almost unforgiving, 
recording with no "masks" or the 
noise caused by normal analog 
deterioration. As digital recording 
evolves, it places more exacting 
demands on microphones. 

Ribbon microphones are a 
natural match for digital because 
they are sensitive and definitively 
accurate. The warm, natural sound 
characteristic of a ribbon mic acts as 
the ideal "humanizing" element to 
enhance the technically perfect 
sound of digital. 

Beyer ribbon mics become an even 
more logical component of digital 
recording due to an exceptional tran- 
sient response capable of capturing all 
of the nuances and dynamic shifts 
that distinguish a particular per- 
formance without the self-generated 
noise and strident sound generally 

attributed to condenser mics. 

Beyer is committed to the 
concept of ribbon micro- 
phones. We manufacture 
a full range of ribbon mies for 
every vocal and musical 
instrument application. 

The Beyer M 260 typifies 
the smoothness and accuracy 
of a ribbon and can be used in 
stereo pairs for a "live " 
ambient recording situation to 
record brass and stringed in- 

The range of Beyer ribbon microphones. 
From left to right: M 500, M 160, M 260, M 130 

struments with what musicians 
listening to a playback of their 
performance have termed "frighten- 
ing" accuracy. 

Because of its essential double - 
ribbon element design, the Beyer M 
160 has the frequency response and 
sensitive, transparent sound charac- 
teristic of ribbons. This allows it to 
faithfully capture the sound of 
stringed instruments and piano, both 
of which have traditionally presented 
a challenge to the engineer bent on 
accurate reproduction. Axis markers 
on the mic indicate the direction of 
maximum and minimum pickup. 
This allows the M 160 to he used as a 
focused "camera lens" vis a vis the 
source for maximum control over the 
sound field and noise rejection. 

Epitomizing the warm, detailed 
sound of ribbon mics, the Beyer 
M 500 can enhance a vocal perform- 
ance and capture the fast transients 
of "plucked" stringed instruments 
and embouchure brass. Its diminutive, 
durable ribbon element can also 
withstand extremely high sound 
pressure levels. 

The Beyer M 130's bi- directional 
pattern enables the engineer to derive 
maximum ambience along with 
clean, uncolored noise suppression. 
Too M 130s correctly positioned in 
relationship to each other and the 
source can he used as part of the 

Mid -Side miking technique. The 
outputs from the array can he 
separated and "phase -combined" via 
a matrix of transformers to enable the 
most honest 
spatial and 
perceptual 
stereo imaging 
-sound the 
way we hear it 
with both 
ears in rela- 
tionship to the 
source. 

At 
Given the high price of critical 

hardware used in digital record- 
ing, the relative price of micro- 
phones is nominal. Realizing that 
microphones are the critical sound 
"source point," no professional can 
allow himself the luxury of superficial 
judgements in this area. Especially 
when one considers the value of on- 
going experimentation with mikin,ç 
techniques. For this reason, we invite 
you to acquaint yourselves with the 
possibilities of employing Beyer ribbon 
technology to enhance the acknowl- 
edged "perfection" of digital recording 
technology. 

Beyer Dynamic, Inc., 
5 -05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, 
New York 11801 

beyerdynamicn 
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- continued from page 77 .. 

DIGITAL TWO-TRACK 
sion. Perhaps the biggest difference is 
that sound leakage presents less of a 
problem - it's natural, and I'm in- 
clined to go with it if it doesn't intrude. 
Acoustic isolation in a multitrack sit- 
uation is of greater importance, since 
if facilitates the movement of each 
instrument into an artificially created 
musical perspective with all of the 
other instruments. In live -two -track, 
however, that sound perspective is 
created as it is recorded, with the 
result that the need for microscopic 
isolation of individual tracks disap- 

pears. I still favor moderate isolation 
though, in order to give definition to 
each instrument; the listener should 
be able to pick out any particular part, 
and follow it all the way through the 
song. 

As with any recording session, mik- 
ing techniques for the live -two -track 
format is based on the nature of the 
music itself. On a rock project, I'll 
multimike the drum kit, for example, 
to capture the energy and attack of 
the sticks hitting each different drum 
head. On a large orchestral date, if 
we're mainly after a rich, round tex- 
ture, some overheads and a few spot 

SESSION EXAMPLE: 
S('OT'l' PAGE AN I) MEMBERS OH"l'O'l'O RECORDING A 

DIRE(" F -'l'O- DIGITAL SESSION AN I) SIMULTANEOUS 
VIDEO SHOOT AT G ROY ER II ELSI.KY ItECORDING. 

Jeff Weber's most recent project involved the production of a live, two -track digital and Jeff 
analog recording with saxophonist Scott Page, during a simultaneous six - 

camera video shoot. Page, a veteran of numerous tours with Toto, Duran Duran and 
Supertramp, has developed what many would consider to be a unique perspective for 
creating music. Along with his writing and playing partner, Tony McShear, Page felt the 
need to create an "audio image that would be totally integrated with a visual image." The 
pair perceived that in most Music Videos there is often a distinct separation between what 
takes place visually and what occurs aurally. Page and McShear wanted to create an 
in- studio environment conducive to inspiration and "spontaneous combustion," as they 
describe it, rather than total acoustic isolation and cleanliness. 

The goal was to create a musical moment of unparalleled "heat" and to capture it in all 
formats - audio and video. Having heard Weber's previous two -track recordings, in 
addition to having worked with him in the past, Page and McShear believed that the 
producer would be able to capture and preserve the audio "heat" they desired. 

For the audio /video recording, a lighting gantry and stage area were assembled in Studio 
A at Grover Helsley Recording (the old RCA Complex, Hollywood). The band was set up 
on various levels of risers in a semi -circle surrounding Page, and a complete stage- monitor 
system supplied by Schubert Systems Group allowed the band to avoid the use of 
headphones to hear one another. The band consisted of Scott Page, saxophone and 
recorder; Tony McShear, vocals, guitar, keyboards and percussion; Jeff Porcaro, drums, 
Simmons Electronic Drums and E -mu Systems Emulator Il; Bob Glaub, bass; Lenny 
Castro, percussion and Simmons; Steve Lukather, guitars; Cal David, vocals, guitar and 

At the Neve console during the direct -to- digital session (Lk) R): producer Jeff 
Weber, head engineer Franz Pusch, Paul Ray, Shep Lonsdale and Dan Voss, 
Jnr. (in rear). Pictured right are the featured artist, saxophonist Scott Page, 
and The Brunettes vocal backing group. 



THE NEXT GENERATION. THE NTEP. 

4330 SYNCHRONIZER 

¿050 
4UTOLOCATOR 

This Auto- Locator offers more features 
for the musician /songwriter than ever 
before available. Not only minutes and 
seconds, but also bars and notes can be 
cued. Additionally, changes in tempo 
and rhythm can be precisely program- 
med with reference to real time. 
There's a SMPTE time code 
generator /reader, as well as a MIDI 
synchronizer allowing you to sync 
MIDI to SMPTE. Setting of cue points 
and tempo sequences can be stored in 
the memory or dumped to tape. Final- 
ly, this Auto -Locator can communicate 
with a computer through the serial 
communication buss. For the artist 
working on sound tracks, there is 

nothing that even comes close to the 
performance of the Fostex 4050. 

4035 
SYNCHRONIZER /CONTROLLER 

Finally. A cost effective synchronizer 
that sets up fast and operates painless- 
ly. Locks video to audio or audio to 
audio, rock solid. Resolution to 
1 /100th of a Frame. In CHASE, the 
slave will follow the master regardless 
of tape mode. All displays, status and 
command functions are clearly mark- 
ed, so operation is fast and positive. 
About 1/5 the cost of comparable syn- 
chronizers. 
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The compact 8 -track 
format worked like a 

charm from day one. 
Hard as it was to 
believe something so 

small could produce 
sound so good, peo- 
ple became believers 
after they heard the 
reality. 
Now the next step. 

The next generation. 
Microprocessor con- 
trolled transports, 
and record /play 
functions. Dolby* C 

noise reduction on 
the Model 80, center 
channel SMPTE on 
the Model 20. 

8 balanced mic in- 
puts each with phan- 
tom powering, solo 
and in -line monitor- 
ing on the Model 
450 8 x 4 x 2 mixer. 

All available now; 
high tush processors 
(left) available soon. 
Your next step. 

Fostex 
15431 Blackburn Ave. 
Norwalk, CA 90650 

(213) 921 -1112 
*TM Dolby Labs Licensing Corp. 



SESSION EXAMPLE -continued... 
electric sitar; Bill Payne and Chris Boardman, keyboards; The Brunettes, background 
vocals; and the Heart Attack Horns. 

The seven -song recording session was completed in two days. A total of three consoles 
were necessary in the control room to handle the numerous vocal, instrument and 

direct -inject inputs: the studio's main Neve Model 8078 board, plus a pair of Schubert 
Systems Group custom 24 -in /eight -group consoles used for subgrouping keyboard and 

drum inputs before routing to the Neve console. The live stereo mix was recorded on a 

JVC VP -900 digital processor and U -Matic VCR supplied by CMS Digital of Altadena, CA, 
while backups were made to a Threshold- modified Nakamichi DMP -1000 EIAJ- Format 
digital processor and half -inch VCR, an Ampex ATR -102 quarter -inch, 15 ips two -track, 
and a half -inch VHS HiFi format. 

Five engineers were utilized on the session, led by Franz Pusch: Shep Lonsdale, Paul 

Ray, Chris McNary and Jeff Cowan. The associate producer for audio was Dan Voss. 
The two -track mixes are intended for a eventual Compact Disc release, with the 46 -track 

analog tracks destined for later remix against the edited video. In addition to the normal 
studio microphones, the mikes attached to each video camera were routed to various 
multitrack inputs; these will be integrated into the final audio mix during video post 
production. ODD 

JVC VP -900 digital processor and 
U -Matic VCR supplied by CMS Digital. 

DIGITAI. TWO -TRACK 
mikes may be all that's necessary to 
cover the drums. 

Capturing room ambience is one of 
the prime objectives in this type of live 
recording. I like to rely on two AKG 
C -12s or C -12As placed way up high in 
the room. I often combine the output 
from these mikes with a natural 
chamber, in order to achieve the ideal 
sense of room ambience. 

A live -to- two -track date generally 

will take up every available console 
input. Along with the microphone 
inputs, some instruments are taken 
direct, just as they would be on a mul- 
titrack session. Each outboard effect 
will be put on its own channel and 
bussed to the correct instrument at 
the correct time. Occasionally, I'll 
have to use a separate submixer, but I 
can usually get by with a 36 x 24 
board. All mixing is done live while 
we're recording, most settings and 
levels having been determined in ad- 

f- 'LrIRE DISC 
S- 'SCrLS 

INCORPORATED 

COMPLETE ANALOGUE & DIGITAL MASTERING SERVICES 

FOR COMPACT DISC, RECORD & CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

3475 CAHUENGA BLVD WEST, HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90068 
(213) 876 -8733 
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vance, and we know where there will 
be solos and other sections that have 
to be pumped up. 

After a live take, we'll all get together 
in the control room for a playback, 
and make an evaluation on perspec- 
tives and relative levels. The musi- 
cians will see where they made their 
mistakes on our side of the glass. 
Within a couple of takes - never more 
than four - we've got it on tape. The 
performance we capture on two -track 
is, to my mind at least, far more vital 
than what one can get from isolated, 
individual multitrack overdubs. A 
great performance is our perfection. 

Financial Advantages 
Apart form the sonic and artistic 

advantages of live, two -track record- 
ing, the dramatic financial advan- 
tages are romantic enticements to any 
record company. As a conservative 
estimate, an average multitrack pro- 
ject takes 10, five -day weeks to com- 
plete. With studio and engineer costs 
averaging $2,000 per day, it would 
take $100,000 to complete the project, 
a price that does not include tape 
stock, musicians, fees, producer fees, 
rentals, arrangements, cartage, etc. 
Two -inch multitrack tape running at 
:30 ips costs $600 per hour - if you can 
find it for only $150 per reel! 

With two -track digital recording, on 
the other hand, tape costs are $35 per 
hour of recorded music. Each record 
project requires only two days of stu- 
dio time: we spend about eight hours 
each day recording four to five tunes. 
Studio time, tape costs and engineer 
fees rarely exceed $5,000 for the entire 
album, and yet nothing is sacrificed 
in terms of quality. Every aspect of 
the recording is state -of- the -art. 

Orchestral and Jazz Sessions 
Live, two -track recording is an ob- 

vious asset to classical music, since 
orchestras rarely record by sections. 



The improvizational nature of jazz 
also lends itself easily to the medium. 
What most people do not consider is 
how the direct -to- two -track medium 
can serve the raw energy of rock and 
roll. I have found that live, two -track 
recording of rock sessions have a 
punch and a vibrant raw edge that 
multitrack simply cannot achieve. 
People dismiss two -track rock by stat- 
ing that there is a loss of creativity 
and experimentation unless multitract 
techniques are used. Actually, there is 
plenty of room to experiment; it just 
takes place before the recording date 
rather than during the mix, as is usu- 
ally the case with multitrack projects. 

An incredible amount of advance 
planning goes into a live -to- two -track 
record. In order for any music to meet 
my recording criteria, it must have a 
wonderful left -to -right stereo spread, 
a sense of depth - with the instru- 
ments placed in front -to -back per- 
spective - and a carefully arranged 
frequency spectrum. I therefore begin 
a project by going through the ar- 
rangement for each song, and create a 
schematic diagram showing where 
each instrument is going to appear in 
the overall sonic perspective. Such a 
schematic forms the basis for prede- 
termining panning, EQ settings, out- 
board effects, echo, etc. 

As part of the preparation process, 

I'll often bring the artists into a small 
studio, and do some preliminary re- 
cording, just to see how things sound. 
This gives the players a great warm - 
up for the actual date, and lets us do a 
lot of experimentation. If we feel a 
guitar sound is lacking something, we 
can try any effect or piece of outboard 
gear to get what we want. Everything 
is carefully noted, and the effect will 
be added to the instrument during the 
final recording, rather than later dur- 
ing the mix. Basically, anything that 
can be done "post" tracking can also 
be done "pre" recording. 

Any excess number of parts can be 
sampled and synchronized with to- 
day's modern equipment or, if one 
needs four keyboard parts, four key- 
board players can be utilized - it only 
serves to heighten the energy of the 
session. 

It used to be that certain effects, 
such as inverted looping or reverse 
cymbal effects, just could not be done 
in the live, two -track format. With 
sampling keyboards and other pieces 
of recording technology, virtually any 
effect for any type of music can be 
prepared for live -to- two -track sessions. 

Besides studio recording, live con- 
certs can also be recorded and, if there 
is film or video being shot simultane- 
ously, a direct two -track feed can be 
sent to the video truck, thereby virtu- 

ally eliminating post -audio sweeten- 
ing. Live TV broadcasts or simulcasts 
immediately become state -of -the -art 
in terms of audio, and necessary audio 
sweetening costs diminish. 

The unnatura. breakdown of music 
into its component parts and the even- 
tual re- assembly of those parts in a 
layered, artifical manner simply does 
not have to be done. Working direct - 
to- stereo means that music can be 
recorded in 95% less time, for 75% less 
money, and can easily sound up to 
twice as vibrant as a multitrack re- 
cording. At the end of each two -track 
recording I notice three natural occur- 
rences: I do not hate the players (and 
vice versa); I still love the tunes; and 
we have all experienced a great deal of 
enjoyment. What more could you ask 
of a session? 

Keep a level head, 
and keep ahead of the level. 

The first truly new method 
in over 40 years for display- 
ing the actual energy 
content of today's dynamic 
program material. 

DORROUGH Monitors 
simultaneously display 
peak and persistence 
information. Finally, 
accurate level control is 

yours regardless of 
program content. 

We do our level best. 

DORROUGH LOUDNESS MONITOR MODEL 40 

DORROUGH ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5221 Collier Place 
Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
(818) 999 -1132 
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SIGNAL 
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NOW IT COSTS MUCII LESS. AND IT DOES EVEN MORE. 
Great Newsl Increased production of Eventide's 
SP2016 now makes it possible for you to get 
the best sounding, most versatile effects 
processor /reverb for thousands less. You get 
the densest, most natural -sounding reverb pro- 
grams available at any price (just ask anyone 
who's used an SP). And you get our Generation Ii 
software package, with more great effects than 
any competitive unit. At its new low $6855 (U.S. 
list) price, we think you'll find the SP201E 
irresistible. Call Eventide at (201) 641 -1200 and 
we'll set up a demo for you. 

More Great Newel Eventide's newest SP2016 
Genera :ion software release includes the hot 
Reverse and Non -linear Reverb sounds (just like that 
British unit -except Eventide gives you TWO inde- 
pendent channels and some additional parameters). 
Ditto fcr our stereo Gated Reverb program. Our 
optional Automatic Fanner program has lots of 
nifty tacks. And wait 'til you hear our exclusive 
18 -bane Channel Vocoder program option. By 
all means, check out all the latest SP2016 soft - 
ware soon. You'll see... We can do everything 
the others do, but they can't do what we do! 
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LIVE- PERFORMANCE SOUND 

Compgra,es Asimilate a 
New Bäss4Cttiv,} T echnology 

- -- <<. .... . y l7avid 
Few inventions traditionally 

seem to bring skeptics right 
out of the woodwork. In any 

industry, be it audio or aeronautics, it 
is usually difficult to change the 
direction of the mainstream of pro- 
gress in a given field. Established, 
conservative factions have been 
known to denounce new technologies 
when they first arrive upon the scene. 
(In the early 1900s, a noted English 
scholar staked his reputation on a 
published statement that man would 
never fly a heavier- than -air machine 
... it was mathematically impossible. 
Less than a year later, the Wright 
Brothers flew at Kittyhawk.) 

One of the most challenging pro- 
blems faced by portable sound -rein- 
forcement design has been the devel- 
opment of low- frequency generators 
that are compact enough for easy 
travel, yet offer audio fidelity rivaling 
traditional, large -bass cabinetry. 

Two decades ago, the RCA -type 
folded -horn "W -bin" represented the 
commonly accepted compromise be- 
tween full -length, gigantic bass horns 
and the practical considerations of 
mass production. As transducers were 
developed that could handle greater 
amounts of power input, direct - 
radiating bass enclosures came into 
their own. Today, a survey of typical 
touring and installed sound systems 
will show a mixture of different types 

of low- frequency cabinetry to be in 
use. One thing seems probable, how- 
ever: the design parameters of paper - 
cone, voice -coil transducers have near- 
ly approached their working limits 
with known materials. Since bass 
enclosures comprise the greatest 
amount of mass in any given full - 
bandwidth sound reinforcement sys- 
tem, a further reduction in the size of 
today's standard systems will require 
a different technology. 

New Technologies 
Younger, aggressive sound com- 

panies are often the first to try out 
unproven technologies. While a major- 
ity of rental firms attempt to duplicate 
those systems made popular by 
industry "giants," and model their 
own efforts after what has gone 
before, some entrepreneurial compan- 
ies are willing to take a chance on 
something totally new, when it 
appears that an innovative tool, pro- 
duct or process may be a real problem - 
solver. In the sound -rental business, 
this usually means regional, "new - 
generation" companies located in a 
major market area, and competing for 
a finite amount of available sound 
system contracts. 

Pace Sound & Lighting (New Or- 
leans) and Pyramid Audio (South 
Holland, IL) are two such companies. 
Both firms are directed by young, 

aggressive managers intent not only 
upon gaining a lion's share of their 
respective regional markets, but who 
look forward to national touring and 
installation work. These companies 
are but only two of the growing 
number of regional rental concerns 
trying to produce the maximum 
amount of audio output from the low- 
est amount of loudspeaker system 
mass. Smaller systems mean lower 
labor and transportation costs, easier 
storage, and a competitive edge. 

Pace Sound and Pyramid Audio 
have no relation to each other in a 
tangible business sense, yet the two 
companies have something in com- 
mon. Each has developed its own 
propriety mid /high cabinet that is a 
modular unit intended to be used with 
a new bass technology: servo -drive 
loudspeakers. Before we look at the 
two firms and their respective needs 
and applications, a brief look at this 
new type of loudspeaker device may 
answer some questions about what it 
is, how it works, and why these 
regional sound companies are stak- 
ing their future growth on it. 

Servo -drive Speakers: 
A Brief History 

Before the current, familiar loud- 
speaker was invented, only acoustic 
horns existed for sound "reinforce- 
ment." Early inventors mated a small 
compressor to the acoustic horn, and 
achieved truly high sound pressure 
levels from a very small device. This 
approach was left in the dust, how- 
ever, by the rapid acceptance of early 
voice -coil loudspeakers. The earliest 
loudspeakers were surprisingly sensi- 
tive (due to their relatively small mov- 
ing mass), and enclosures were typi- 
cally quite large. (Have you ever 
closely studied a 50- year -old sound 
system behind the movie screen of an 
abandoned theatre ?) 

As heavy -duty loudspeakers were 
developed, a greater amount of mov- 
ing mass was involved in the speaker 
cone. The efficiency of the speaker 
unit dropped, requiring more power 
amplification. Larger voice coils were 
developed that increased input power 
capacity. Bass reflex cabinets came 
into vogue. Nearly everyone had for- 
gotten about the old, experimental 
compressor /horn hybrid devices. 
Nearly everyone except Thomas Dan - 
ley, an electro- acoustic researcher 
with Intersonics, Incorporated, an 
Illinois -based firm that has developed 
a "sonic levitator" used during on- 
board Space Shuttle experiments, 
among other things. It is the com- 
pany's Sound Physics Division that 
has developed the SDL® line of louds- 
peakers currently being marketed. 

"Truly deep bass requires either a 
big enclosure, or a large cone area," 
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SERVO -DRIVEN SPEAKERS 
explains Danley. "If you increase the 
moving mass, you are going to move 
more air. In today's new sound sys- 
tems, smaller boxes make more sense. 
What we have done is take the old idea 
of coupling a 'compressor' to an 
acoustic horn. We move the speaker 
cones with servo -drive, brush -com- 
mutated low- inertia motors that are 
mechanically connected to the heavy - 
duty cones with a driveshaft and a 
rotary -to- linear motion converter." 
Figure 1 shows the basic principle of 
the SDL units. 

Intersonics' SDL Series sub -bass 
systems theoretically have enough 
power to offer more than twice the 
amount of cone excursion as tradi- 
tional, voice -coil loudspeakers. As the 
cone excursion increases, so does the 
unit's acoustic output. Company engi- 
neers estimate that only one -eighth 
the enclosure volume is taken up 
when compared with a traditional 
bass loudspeaker enclosure for a 
given frequency range and acoustic 
output. 

"Our TPL -3, with its two, 15 -inch 
speaker drive units, is able to replace 
as many as four large horn -loaded 
double -15 bass cabinets," Danley 
offers. "The potential space and trans- 
portation cost savings for the sound - 
reinforcement industry should be ob- 
vious. 

"The TPL -3 measures only 45 by 45 
by 221/2 inches, and will develop up to 
116 dB at 22 Hz with a 32 -volt RMS 
input when measured at three feet 
from the effective source center." A 
sectional view of the Model TPL -3 is 
shown in Figure 2. 

Pretty serious claims, indeed. And 
claims that could have serious conse- 
quences for traditional bass cabine- 
try, if the servo -drive technology is 
sonically acceptable to discriminat- 
ing sound reinforcement companies. I 
have had the opportunity to listen to 
two different sound systems featuring 
the new technology. While some well - 
known sound companies have used 
the units on a trial basis for special 
subwoofer effects - notably, Stanal 
Sound with Neil Diamond, and Sound 
On Stage with Huey Lewis and the 
News - both Pyramid Audio and 
Pace Sound rely on the units as the 
sole reproduction units for all audio 
frequencies below 80 to 100Hz. 

Case Study #1: Pyramid Audio 
"We've put together the most com- 

pact, most efficient and most cost - 
effective audio system on the planet," 
states Pyramid Audio president Rob 
Vukelich (Figure 3). "I have shown 
photographs of the ' Wonderbox' sys- 
tem to people, and they think we are 
joking. They don't believe we can get 
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Figure 1: A rotary-to- linear converter drives the speaker cones in the Intersonics 
SDL units. An electric motor's power is transferred to the cone with a "drive shaft." 

the results that we claim from such a 
small speaker system. All I can say is 
that they have to come out and listen 
to it." 

Vukelich has been interested in 
physics since high school, and was 
awarded a scholarship in that field to 
attend the University of Illinois at 
Champaign- Urbana. He turned out to 
be an "A" student, but was reportedly 
kicked out of the physics program for 
being a "rebel." In the decade since 
1975, Vukelich has built up Pyramid 
Audio from a garage operation. The 
company now boasts two, 16 -track 

recording studios, a 24 -track studio, 
and a retail showroom housed in a 
15,000- square foot building facility. 

"We had been looking at compact 
cabinet designs for some time," Vuke- 
lich explains. "When the Intersonics 
SDL units came along, I realized that 
this was it - the low- frequency drive 
unit upon which we could base a truly 
revolutionary concert speaker sys- 
tem. The Wonderbox system will offer 
33,000 clean watts of power in a pack- 
age small enough to fit in an 18 -foot 
straight truck." 

The "Wonderbox" that Vukelich 

Figure 2: The Intersonics Model TPL -3 measures 45 by 22% by 45 inches deep. Two 
15 -inch heavy -duty speaker cones are loaded into a twin -throat, aerodynamic folded 
horn with a modified hyperbolic flare rate. 

45 
INCHES 



Professional audio technology is developing rapidly on a wc'rkcwide scale. As to other 
technolog cal areas, America is under a great teal of pressure to produce advanced, high -. 
qual ty equipment at highly competitive prices. As a U.S. manufccturer we ate helping to 
prove that America can be both the leading world think -tank and one ...di the most 
cornoetitve production sources both domestically and global y. 

In _Lst three short yecrs we've developed an impressive line of unique professional audio 
equipment, combinirc creative new product concepts with m. rys gnificanttechnological 
breakthroughs, all at price points thcl are turning heads wo-lc-w de. Pictured above are 
Con stant-Q graphic equalizers, -ime correcting crossovers, irnowative analyzers,a unique 
splitter /rrixer, matrix n-ixer, parametric /notch equalizer, headpt ne distribution console, 
crossove- alignment delay, and a powerful six -channel anpli-ier: all providing a new 
generation of performance capabilities that wi I give you a substantial competitive ecge in 
both crudity and cost of installa-ion. 

Our name hasn't been around fo- decodes; but then again our innovative technology hasn't 
eitnEr. Whatever your cpplication, pic< the product that does -he job best. And when you're 
look ng for the best, be sure to consider Rane. We'll keep on giving you some of the finest 
prolessienol audio equipment h the world -- conceived and suit right here in the U.S.A 

C QA' P O R A T I O N 

6510 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
(206) 774-7309 
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SERVO -I)RI VEN SPEAKERS 
refers to measures 30 by 271/2 by 221/2 
inches, and is loaded with Electro- 
Voice components. Eight pairs of the 
boxes use only 60 inches of truck 
space (Figure 4). The box is all horn - 
loaded and tri- amplified, and houses 
two, 12 -inch speakers, two aluminum - 
diaphragm compression drivers, and 
two titanium -diaphragm compression 
drivers. All components are housed in 
a single enclosure that features foam - 
dampened, moulded fiberglass horn 
flares. Frequency response is said to 
be 80 Hz to 20 kHz, when used in con- 
junction with the Power Demand Pro- 
cessor (PDP). 

The Power Demand Processor is a 
continuously -variable, microproces- 
sor- controlled, four -way electronic 
crossover with protective circuitry 
and active equalization for the optim- 
ization of power -band responses. The 
unit contains equalization memories 
for several combinations of Wonder - 
boxes in varying acoustical environ- 
ments. (Would you like an automatic 
transmission and cruise control with 
your new PA system, Sir ?) 

One "stack" of a 30,000 -watt system 
comprises four Intersonics TPL -2 
enclosures and four Wonderboxes. 
The three -way cabinets are built to 
the same face dimensions as the TPL- 

2s for an easy truck pack, and are in- 
tended to be suspended from simple 
flying hardware such as the Genie 
hoists favored by lighting techni- 
cians (Figure 5). Compressed air bot- 
tles are used to raise and lower the 
towers, as shown in Figure 6. 
Actual -Use Situation: In June of 1985, 
this writer attended a Concert Show- 
case of the Pyramid Audio Wonder - 
box system, which was held in New 
Orleans, during the NAMM trade 
show. Vukelich and his crew had set 
up the system in an 800 -seat theater 
for use by a Canadian rock group that 
goes by the name of Clearlight. The 
five -piece ensemble features a tribute 
to Pink Floyd as part of the program 
material, complete with high -level 
synthesizer parts. 

Two of the TPL -2 units were set up 
in the aisle of the theater on each side 
near the stage, and Genie -lift towers 
hoisted one pair of the Wonderboxes 
on each side. "One bass box per side 
would be more than enough in here," 
explains Vukelich. "We usually team 
up one bass box with two, three -way 
boxes. Here, I wanted to make sure 
that everyone could hear these things 
really work!" Figure 7 shows the pair 
of TPL-2 cabinets. 

Rob Vukelich needn't have worried. 
During the group's performance, the 
impressive low- frequency tones swel- 

L 

Bryston's 2B -LP 
Bryston has been known and respected for years as the manufacturer of a line of amplifiers which combine the 
transparency and near -perfect musical accuracy of the finest audiophile equipment, with the ruggedness, reliability 
and useful features of the best professional gear. Thus, Bryston amplifiers (and preamplifiers) can be considered a 

statement of purpose to represent the best of both worlds - musical accuracy and professional reliability to the 
absolute best of our more than 20 years' experience in the manufacture of high -quality electronics. 

The 2B -LP is the newest model in Bryston's line, and delivers 50 watts of continuous power per channel from a 
package designed to save space in such applications as broadcast monitor, mobile sound trucks, headphone feed, 
cue, and any installation where quality must not be limited by size constraints. As with all Bryston amplifiers, 
heatsinking is substantial, eliminating the requirement for forced -air cooling in the great majority of installations. This 
is backed up by very high peak current capability (24 amperes per channel) and low distortion without limiting, 
regardless of type and phase angle of load. In short, the 2B-LP is more than the functional equivalent of our original 28 
in spite of the fact that it occupies only half the volume, and will fit into a single 1.75" rack -space. 

The usefulness of the 2B-LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including: Balanced inputs; female XLR 
input jacks; dual level- controls; isolated headphone jack; and individual two-colour pilot -light/clipping indicator LEDs 
for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly 
facilitating any requirement for field-service, including fuse-replacement. 

Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B-LP can be modified or 
adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost. 

Best of all. however, the 2B-LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately 
obvious. even to the uninitiated. 

Other amplifiers in Bryston's line include the model 38. ai 100 watts per channel, and the model 4B, 
at 200 watts per channel .n ,iI nr1. r nnenrmus prw' at R ohms at lets than 01% IM or THD. 

IN THE UNITED STATES See Us at AES Booth 215 IN CANADA 

n'[ 1VERMONi _ Ì .;.` "- ` !I [MARKETING LTD 
RFD°4, Bede, Montpelier, Vermont 05602 57 Vvéstrnore Dr. Re.dole. Omano, Canada ION 3Y6 
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Figure 3: Pyramid Audio president Rob 
Vukelich (left) and partner Mike Acklin, 
beside the compact Wonderbox. 

ling up throughout the venue actually 
shook doors and windowglass out in 
the lobby. Dispersion did not seem to 
be a problem, either. Kick drum, bass 
guitar and synthesizer lines seemed 
to be issuing forth from a 40- cabinet, 
traditional arena system rather than 
the small boxes visible near the stage. 

"We are experimenting with special - 
purpose subwoofers that are capable 
of reproducing frequencies to 15 Hz at 
high pressure levels," notes Tom Dan - 
ley of Intersonics, who was present at 
the event. "Remember, this is a brand - 
new technology. We have only 
scratched the surface." 

Such a system, with its simple two - 
point hanging package, high -powered 
Crest amplifiers, and brand -new Neo- 
tek consoles is certainly a step ahead 
of many companies that attempt to 
compete with Pyramid for local ren- 
tals and regional tours. Even so, 

... continued overleaf - 
Figure 4: Pyramid Audio's Wonderbox 
measures 30 by 27'/2 by 22'% inches 
(HxWxD), and weighs 180 pounds when 
loaded with two speakers, two two -inch 
compression drivers, and two one -inch 
compression drivers. 
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If results are your bottom line in mixers, then 
we invite you to put our SR Series through its 

paces. Only then do we feel you will be 
-2onvinced that AHB offers the features you have 
Deen looking for, at a price you can afford. 

Stateside Savvy 
e reason is bedause the SR Series Mixers 

were designed here in the "States" by our own R 
and D department, allowing us to incorporate 
features from customer input, into its 
Development ... and Producing a Mixer for 
the Perfectionist in all of us. 

and mono outputs, ard external power supply 
with 48 volt phantom power are all provided as 

r 

For 4 -Track Recording and more demanding 
Sound Reinforcement situations, 16 and 24 input 
models are available with 4 submaster /group 
outputs as well as the addition of channel mute 
and E.Q. bypass switching on all input channels. 

Fea-ures such as 4 aux sends, 4 band E.Q., 
.ong throw faders, multi- source peak indicators 
Dn input channels and primary mix buses, stereo 

or mòre detailed information on. the AHB SR 
SERIES of mixers, Call o: Write Today. Give 
yourself "The Edge" with the Mixer That 
Achieves Recognition . . . Through Your 
Results! 
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Allen & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd. 

Five Connair Road 
Orange, Ct. 06477 / (203)795 -3594 

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd. 
Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE England 

Telephone: (0273) 24928/ Telex 878235 
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Figure 5: Up to four Wonderboxes are 
easily suspended from the portable 
Genie hoists traditionally favored as 
ground support for lighting instruments. 

SERVO- DRIVEN SPEAKERS 
Vukelich is finding it difficult to 
break into the national touring market 
with the system. The reason? Produc- 
tion managers that have not heard 
the system refuse to believe such a 
small package will really live up to its 
developers' claims. 

('ase Study #2: l'ace Sound 
Glenn 11 im maugh and Peter Shul- 

mann are partners in l'ace Sound & 
Lighting, based in New Orleans. 
l'S& L is a diverse regional sound sys-- 

tems contractor with experiences and 
capabilities stretching from festival - 
sound reinforcement to multi -track 
recording and permanent instal- 
lations. When the company was a- 
warded the contract in early 1985 for 
the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival, the partners decided that the 
time had come to build a new sound 
system. Not just more of the same tra- 
ditional cabinets, but something 
new ... smaller, lighter, more power- 
ful, and one that made use of their 
own ideas regarding enclosure design. 

"The bottom -end of a large portable 
system is always the tough decision," 
explains Himmaugh. "Your decisions 
in that frequency band not only affect 
the sound, but the overall size and 
portability of the whole system as 
well. When we first heard the Inter - 
sonics servo -drive products, we knew 
that it could meet our needs. We didn't 
have the time to experiment a lot on 
our own, as we had only weeks to put 
everything together." 

Pace purchased an initial four of 
the TPL -3 enclosures, and coupled 
them with a proprietary box that was 
produced in -house and labeled the T -3 
(Figure 8). 

The T -3 unit comprises a trapezoi- 
dal, 14 -ply birch enclosure loaded 
with JBL components. A pair of 
Model E-140 15-inch loudspeakers are 

Model PC 80 

The SCV PC 80 -the 
audio tool for the 80's. 
Two small battery- powered 
units test phase integrity 
in any portion of an audio 
chain. 

The transmitter unit generates a special "wide- band" 1 Hz tone. This signal 
is available at the XLR output as an electrical signal, controllable from 
infinity to one volt. This allows testing of any system or unit, anywhere 
from the mic to the speaker. The signal also drives a built -in speaker for 
simple testing via the acoustical path. 

The discriminator unit has both a built -in microphone and an input 
connector; phase integrity is indicated as either "In Phase" or "Reverse" 
on two LED's. 

Simple, reliable and inexpensive, the S.C.V. has become the true time saver 
for the audio engineer. 

SCV Inc. 
414 North Sparks Street Burbank, CA .91506 818 -843 -7567 
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Figure 6: Bottles of compressed air are 
used to raise the Wonderboxes into the 
air. The entire suspension assembly is 
compact enough to be used even in clubs 
and small theaters. 

mounted onto a fiberglass horn sec- 
tion; each cabinet also houses a two - 
inch Model 2445 compression driver 
loaded on a proprietary, flat -front 
midrange horn. A Bi- Radial compres- 
sion tweeter completes the package. 
Two of the T -3 enclosures rest easily 
on a single Intersonics TPL -3 unit 
(Figure 9). 

"Besides the big festival, we had a 
major convention booked," Him - 
maugh recalls. "We had about a 
month's worth of time to pull it all 
together. The Jazz Festival is an im- 
portant event for everyone in this city, 
and we wanted to do a really good 
job." 

Pace debuted the new system at the 
festival, using a total of 10 T -3 boxes 
and four TPL -3 enclosures for outdoor 
crowds that approached 50,000 per- 
sons. The event drew a total of 250,000 
persons over 10 days, with over 500 
different musicians performing on 
eight stages, including such regional 
favorites as the Neville Brothers, Doc 
Watson, and Albert King. 

"We used to do that event with 

Figure 7: Two Intersonics TPL -2 servo - 
driven loudspeaker units stacked at the 
head of the aisle near the stage in an 
800 -seat theater. 



Spacious, 
Sparkling, 
Expansive, 
Effervescent, 
and yes, 
Beautiful. 

The new XT digital reverb from A esis. With features usually found only 
in units bearing sky -high price tags. L ke 14Khz fregLency -esponse. And 
extended delay options like Pre -Delay and Slap -Back. Wice range de:ay time 
control. Diffusion, Damping, and filters. With the XT you can fatten drums, 

fill in dry strings or simply set vocals back into the deepest, smoothest 
acoustic cushion imaginable. All in fill stereo. 

The XT mixes reverb into a signal directly from the front panel or 
connects to any board with echo sends. 

Digita' reverb technology finally comes down to Earth. See tf-e Alesis 

model XT at better music stores and studio supply certers everyíhere. 

Made in USA, vggested retail price 57% 
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V-43 

In a survival situation, there's no 
time to worry about how your 
sound system will perform. 
That's why the best American 
and European performers rely 
on Cerwin -Vega sound systems,! 

The Cerwin -Vega V -43 is a direct 
offspring of C -V's renowned 
family of full -scale touring 
concert systems. Featuring our 
brand new high- efficiency driver 
design, the V -43 has been engi- 
neered and built for a variety of 
applications. 

A high sensitivity M -150 
compression driver in a new 
throat design replaces "power 
hungry cone midranges from 
300Hz to 3kHz. This makes the 
V -43 ideal for smaller clubs, halts 
and theaters where you need 
more output per watt. High 
efficiency means no costly or 
complex bi- amping. Its versatility 
means musicians can use the 
V -43 for vocal and keyboard 
performance. 

Compare the Cerwin -Vega V -43 
to other "high performance" 
systems on the market. You'll 
appreciate the difference 
between using an ordinary P.A. 
and owning the most uncompro- 
mising music reproduction 
system in the world. 

For more information, please write or call: 

Nt. Cerwin -Vega! 
12250 Montague St. 
Arleta, CA 91331 
(818) 896-0777 Telex: 662250 



Figure 8: Pace Sound's proprietary T -3 

cabinet with two JBL E -140 speakers, a 

JBL 2445 two -inch driver, and a Bi- Radial 
compression tweeter. 

SERVO-DRIVEN SPEAKERS 
sound wings that were 12 feet high 
and 10 feet wide," Himmaugh says. 
"This year, they were only five feet 
wide. We pat the subwoofers under the 
center of the stage, and used a lot of 
power for the system. New Crown 
Microtech I000s gave us a good bit of 
headroom, and the new T -3 cabinet 
projects really well. The highlight of 
the whole thing though, was that the 
servo -drive speakers really worked. 
One TPL -3 replaces eight, 15 -inch 
speakers in horn -loaded boxes. It is a 
tremendous savings in time and 
space, and the sound is noteworthy. 
You could 1-.ear the low end all over the 
New Orleans Fairgrounds." 
Actual -Usc Situation: While I did not 
hear the Pace system at the above - 
described event, I was able to observe 
it in action outdoors at a private party 
that featured two separate stages for 
approximately 3,000 persons. Each of 
four sound wings housed a single 
TPL -3 and two T -3 enclosures. The 
site was New Orleans' Louis Arm 
strong Park, and the program mate 

Companies mentioned in this article: 

Intersonic3, Inc. 
Sound Physics Division 
425 Huehl Road, Unit 11A 

Northbrool, IL 60062. 

Pace Sound & Lighting, Inc. 
2504 Bayou Road 
New Orleans, LA 70119. 

Pyramid Audio, Inc. 
450 W. Taft Drive 
South Holland, IL 60473. 

rial included rock music and a society 
orchestra. At approximately 100 feet 
from the stage areas, the sub -bass 
units were audibly the most obvious 
part of the speaker system. Extremely 
low frequencies were reproduced, giv- 
ing the whole affair a feeling not dis- 
similar to what an outdoor "disco" 
might sound like (Figure 10). 

Pace's proprietary T -3 enclosures 
represent an interesting and effective 
first attempt at proprietary loud- 
speaker systems. The trapezoidally- 
shaped cabinets make the assembly 
of compact hanging arrays quite sim- 
ple. While no dedicated processor as 
yet has been developed for the cabi- 
nets, the unique system seems to be 
giving the firm its own competitive 
edge in negotiating for sound -system 
rental contracts. 

"There are lots of pre -built, pro - 
sound enclosures available on the 
market today," remarks Glenn Him - 
maugh. "Those are fine for somebody 
just purchasing a couple. It was defi- 
nitely worth the time and trouble it 
took to get our own enclosures hap- 
pening. It was not such a large capital 
investment, and we were able to build 
something that fits our needs exactly. 
Putting together a large sound -re- 
inforcement system today requires 
some very careful thought and 
advance planning. With a large sys- 

Figure 9: A pair of T -3 enclosures rest 
eadily atop an Intersonics TPL -3 servo - 
drive cabinet. 

tern, any mistakes are multiplied 
beyond belief." 

Conclusions 
The two regional sound -rental firms 

profiled here are both successfully 
negotiating the Eighties. This decade, 
however, offers a distinctly different 
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Our Exciter /Imagers provide greater user control than other exciter type devices, 
with outstanding performance features. Our unique selectable phase mode of- 
fers both frequency enhancement and phase notching, as well as providing tonal 
coloration that can not be duplicated by simple equalization. 

Both the RX1 model and the RX2H will accept direct instrument input, and unlike 
other exciter type devices, Rocktron Exciter /Imagers WILL NOT increase noise dur- 
ing processing. And only our RX2H includes built -in HUSH II noise reduction, mak- 
ing it the QUIETEST psychoacoustic enhancement device available anywhere. 

Use our Exciter /Imagers on your guitar or keyboard, live or in the studio, on individual 
vocal tracks, live sound reinforcement, monitor mixes, broadcast, tape duplica- 
tion, video sound production, and more. 

And the best thing about this audio wonder ... is the PRICE! 

See Your Rocktron Dealer. 
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All products patent pending. 
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Figure 10: Shown outdoors in New Orleans Louis Armstrong Park are (left -to- right): 
Peter Shulmann and Glenn Himmaugh of Pace Sound & Lighting, and Thomas 
Danley and Tom Melvern of Irtersonics. 

economic climate for growing sound 
companies than did the last one. Both 
Pyramid and Pace have looked to a 
manufacturer to solve what has been 
perceived by many as one of live 
sound's biggest challenges with por- 
table systems: How to reproduce full - 
bandwidth musical material without 

having to hire and entire trucking 
fleet to get the loudspeaker system to 
each temporary site. 

It is perhaps interesting to note that 
the solution to both companies' prob- 
lem in that respect came not from one 
of the major loudspeaker manufac- 
turers, but from an innovative, little- 

known firm with a high amount of 
technical expertise in a specialized 
field. While Pace Sound and Pyramid 
Audio rely on JBL and Electro- Voice, 
respectively, for loudspeaker compo- 
nents with which to load their own 
proprietary, custom -designed en- 
closures, servo -drive units from Inter - 
sonics were eagerly acquired as soon 
as they came to the attention of those 
two sound companies. 

Hardly two years ago, a technical 
paper was presented at the 74th Con- 
vention of the Audio Engineering 
Society, October, 1983, by Thomas J. 
Danley, Charles A. Rey and Roy R. 
Whymark of Intersonics, Incorpor- 
ated, titled, "A High Efficiency Servo - 
Motor Drive Subwoofer." Since that 
time, the idea has gone from proto- 
type stage to the realization of a mar- 
ketable, problem -solving tool that is 
changing the way some regional 
sound companies design their sys- 
tems. This development would appear 
to represent a good example of how a 
new technology gains a foothold in 
the ever -changing business of concert 
sound. 

*Pre -print #2043 (E -8), available from 
the Audio Engineering Society, 60 
East 42nd Street, New York, New 
York 10165. 

LESS THAN 
ONE PERCENT 

FAILURE! 

Meyer U °A -1 Loudspeaker 
System, U.S. Patent 271967 

We were pleased, but not surprised, when our 
distributors and dealers told us that buyers of 
Meyer Sound equipment reported less than a 

one percent failure rate in the new gear they 
purchased.* 

At Meyer Sound we take extraordinary pre- 
cautions to ensure that all the components 
used in our systems are of the highest quality 
obtainable. All the parts in each piece of 
Meyer equipment are 100 percent tested to 
guarantee reliability and consistent perfor- 
mance. Each assembled unit is thoroughly 
tested again before leaving our factory. 

At Meyer Sound reliability isn't just a word to 
sell loudspeakers -it's the philosophy on 
which our reputation is built. If you've heard 
about Meyer, but you haven't heard Meyer, call 
or write us. We'll give you the name of a dealer 
who can arrange a demonstration. 

Figure includes warranty and non -warranty repairs on an 
annual basis. 

Meyer Sound Laboratories 
2832 San Pablo Avenue - Meyer Berkeley, CA 94702 

Sound (415) 486-1166 
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MUSICAL CREATIVITY 

SYNTHESIZERS 
IN THE STUDIO 

Part Two: 
Recording and 

Live -Performance 
Applications of 

Digital Synthesizers 
with Sampling, 
Timecode and 

MIDI Capabilities 

virith the advancement of key- 
board- oriented synthesizers, 
sequencers and related de- 

vices comes a complexity that does 
not readily lend itself to portability. 
As emphasized in Part One of this 
article, published in the August issue 
of R -e/ p, long gone are the days when 
a session player simply walked into 
the control room with his Sequential 
Prophet IV under his arm, and asked 
the engineer where he wanted it set 
up. Today, a well- equipped session 
player may charge as much as $200 in 
cartage just to get his or her array of 
synthesizers and outboard gear from 
point A to point B. Due in part to this 
increasing complexity, and today's 
overall music trend towards synthe- 
sizer -based sessions, a number of stu- 
dios are slanting themselves towards 
a keyboard- oriented clientele. 

But beyond this growing emphasis 
on keyboards in the studio, there are a 
number of session players who have 
found it to their advantage to build 
heir own personal -use multitrack 

by Quint B. Randle 

facilities. In other words, instead of 
bringing the keyboards to the studio, 
why not bring the studio to the key- 
boards? Somewhat of a switch has 
occurred - the session player no long- 
er has to lug equipment from studio to 
studio, session to session; now the 
client need only walk into the player's 
studio with multitrack tape in hand. 

In addition to the "standard" 16- or 
24 -track and mixing console, the 
heart of such player -owned studios is 
usually some type of a sampling com- 
puter system: a Fairlight CMI, En- 
soniq Mirage, New England Digital 

Synclavier II, Kurtzweil 250, E -mu 
Systems Emulator II, etc; the rest of 
the facility's synthesizer setup seems 
to revolve around use of such digital 
synthesizers. 

All in all, the new synthesizer tech- 
nology has had a tremendous effect 
on the way songs. jingles, and live 
performances are conceived and pro- 
duced. The remainder of this article 
profiles several players, engineers 
and producers that are using the new 
technology extensively to make their 
musical lifestyles more efficient, 
productive and creative. 

TERRY FRYER - Colnot -Fryer Music 
Terry Fryer and partner Cliff Col- 

not, of Colnot -Fryer Music, Inc., are 
best known for their commercial jin- 
gles for such clients as McDonalds, 
Nutra- Sweet, RCA, Computerland, 
Pizza Hut, Levi's and Doritos(the lat- 
ter being the commercial with the 
catchy hook, "D -D -D Doritos "). The 

two put together their studio in down- 
town Chicago during the summer of 
1983, with advice from such synthe- 
sizer experts as Robert Moog, Tom 
Rhea, and David Luce. 

Havirg had his own 24 -track facil- 
ity since 1980, it was at the time of 
starting this new studio that Frye 
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DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS 
purchased his Fairlight CMI. Accord- 
ing to the Clio Award -winning pro- 
ducer his choice of synthesizer system 
was based on sound quality and flexi- 
bility: "The Fairlight was the first 
high -end system that I heard actual 
sounds coming out of that would be 
useful, " he recalls. 

While the Fairlight CMI may have 
won out as the studio's sampling de- 
vice, it has not replaced Fryer's need 
for other synthesizers, and he says 
they are all used fairly evenly. "The 
sound of the [Sequential] Prophet 
oscillator is one of those sounds that, 
when you need it, there's no other way 
of getting it. I think the same applies 
to Oberheim, Roland, PPG and the 
[Yamaha] DX -7," he offers. 

As a jingle writer and studio owner, 
Fryer says the MIDI and the other 
new interface technologies have 
affected him in several ways. "One 
thing the MIDI has done is to allow a 
sequencer to become a composing 
tool," he confides. "Before, a sequencer 
has been one of those devices that 
made particular types of sounds; 
played certain parts; or made you 
write a certain way, etc." 

But now, the producer continues, 
because of MIDI a player can assign 
one device to make drum sounds, 
another to do a bass line, another to 
play a rhythm part, another to play a 
lead line, and so on. "You can experi- 
ment with parts and see how they 
sound together. And, if they are clash- 
ing, the writer can simply change a 
part; I have no extreme, vested inter- 
est in something that has been put 
down to tape," he points out. 

Continuing, Fryer explains that al- 
though obvious changes in textures, 
via MIDI control, are now possible, 
and that "sounds have evolved 
quickly" through the ease of program- 
ming synthesizers, manufacturers are 
also progressing with manipulative 
features that are not directly related 
to sound itself - factors such as after - 
touch, sustain pedals and breath con- 
trollers. "But in a negative direction," 
he adds, "if I MIDI together two or 
three instruments, it's a major pro- 
blem to hook up a sustain pedal or 
breath controller to all of them. If I 
want to use a breath -controller, I'm 
limited to using three of these six 
instruments [in my studio]; if I want 
to use some kind of sustain pedal, I'm 
limited to another couple of them." 

Fryer recalls another situation that 
most players and engineers involved 
with sequencers and drum machines 
can relate to: "It's one of those minor - 
nuisances that makes you want to 
kick your sequencer down the stairs," 
he states calmly, before explaining 
that when he uses an off -tape sync 
R-e /p 98 October 1985 

Terry Fryer's 24 -track facility is centered around a Fairlight CMI with sampling options, 
linked via MIDI and other interface schemes to a variety of analog, FM- synthesis and 
digital synthsizers. 

code to drive his Garfield Electronics 
Dr. Click synchronization system - 
which is providing the pulse train for 
the sequencer or drum machine - he 
almost inevitably forgets to change 
the unit's drive clock from internal to 
external. 

"Countless times I sit there and 
punch -in to record and wait ... [the 
unit] is out of sync with what's going 
on, and you're trying to figure it out in 
your head. We built a box that takes 
either the click generated [by the Dr. 
Click] or the off -tape click, depending 

on whether or not the tape machine is 
in record mode. It's real slick; you 
don't have to worry anymore!" 

Concluding, Fryer says the overall 
effect of the new technology has been 
to increase his productivity. "With 
instruments that have internal 
memory capabilities, you can actu- 
ally have an on -going project - you 
just store your sounds on a disk, and 
can build up the sequence. You come 
back to it a couple of days later, and 
it's all still there - you don't have to 
start over again." 

ED FREEMAN - Quantum Leap 
The recording studio convention- 

ally has been thought of as a place to 
take a piece of music that has been 
composed previously, and to then 
capture its performance on tape. Yet, 
as time goes by, recording and key- 
board equipment are becoming more 
and more of a compositional tool - as 
opposed to strictly a performance tool -a development that has allowed set 
limits of creativity to be approached 
and challenged. Along with executive 
producer and Record Plant owner 
Chris Stone, Ed Freeman and a host 
of synthesizer players /programmers - collectively known as Quantum 
Leap - recently challenged those 
boundaries of creativity through an 
experimental album project called 
The War on Attitude. 

Freeman, a veteran producer, and 
currently operations manager at Mo- 
town's Hitsville Studios, Hollywood, 
explains his original concept for the 
project: "The music was going to be 
largely improvisational, and it was 
going to be improvising with com- 
puters [sequencers]. But it evolved 
into something that was much more 
composed, much more static than had 
originally been planned." The fin- 

ished album displays the current 
capabilities of digital recording 
equipment, as well as keyboard and 
synthesizer technology - in addition 
to stretching creatively from a com- 
positional standpoint. 

At times, as many as 28 synthesiz- 
ers, nine programmers and six record- 
ing engineers were simultaneously 
employed to create the sounds of 
Quantum Leap. Some of the equip- 
ment used included: Sony PCM -3324 
digital multitracks, PCM -1610 stereo 
digital processors, and DAE -1100 dig- 
ital audio editors; Oberheim DSX 
sequencers, OBX -As, Xpanders, and 
more synthesizers from Yamaha, 
Sequential Korg, Roland and Kurz- 
weil. In some passages, Freeman 
points out, a number of these synthe- 
sizers were combined to formulate 
sounds with the richness of a Stradi- 
varius - yet with the bizarre quality 
of sounds never heard before. 

"Most of the music was written on a 
DSX sequencer, which I felt was the 
most advanced sequencer available 
at the time," says Freeman of the 
recording sessions that started in Oct- 
ober last year, and finished in March. 

... continued overleaf- 
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!he members Quantum leap (above, left to right) include Jim Mandell, Blake Lewin, Susan Seamans, Drew Neumann, Anne Graham, Ed 
Freeman, Marc Mann and Eric Rasmussen. Shown 3right is the band's keyboards collection at Record Plant Studio M, Hollywood. 

"But last year was 'pre- history' when 
you're talking about technology," he 
adds. In most instances, the play- 
back /performance configuration of 
the sequences and synthesizers was 
set up to include one or more DSX, 
whose signals were sent into one or 
more Oberheim Xpander, and then 
out to any number of other synthesiz- 
ers being used. 

The reason for this configuration 
was that DSX sequencers were not 
MIDI controllable at the time, but 
employed control -voltage gates for 
triggering. "The Xpanders convert 
CV -gate information into MIDI. So, 
in every case, we were using the Xpan- 
ders as CV -to -MIDI converters - and 
beyond the Xpanders was a variety of 
synthesizers, depending on what 
sound we wanted to get at the time." 

"I would never do it that way 
again," Freeman continues. "There 
are some theoretical advantages [to 
the use of CV gates] that may transfer 
into technical advantages; I think CV 
gates are less prone to some problems, 
especially [processor time] delay, but 
the advantages of MIDI are a thou- 
sand times over CV gates." 

As it turned out, MIDI -generated 
processor delay generally was not a 
problem throughout the project. In 
most cases, Freeman and crew did not 
chain synthesizers through MIDI 
Out, Thru, etc.; instead, MIDI splitter 
boxes were utilized to string synthes- 
izers together. 

In addition to the sound -layering 
possibilities available through MIDI, 
Quantum Leap set out to exploit the 
track bouncing and overdubbing cap- 
abilities of digital recording to further 
create and manipulate individual 
sounds. "We were looking at what 
was possible on a digital machine 
that[could not be achieved] on analog; 
one of the first things is that you can 
do a lot more generations on digital 
than you can on analog. We managed 
to do some very, very complex sounds, 
which required a good deal of bounc- 
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ing and sound shifting. Some songs 
have as many as 60 tracks on them." 

The finished album is difficult to 
listen to all the way through, Free- 
man admits, and he hesitates to even 
call it "music," simply because there 
aren't really any verses, choruses and 

melodies per se. "I was doing a lot of 
things at the same time, not only 
experimenting with equipment, but 
with harmonic structures, composi- 
tion techniqdes, and so on. We weren't 
told what not to do, and we all came 
out the wiser for it." he concludes. 

PAUL FOX - Session Player 
Musician Paul Fox and manager 

Rick Stevens went into the studio bus- 
iness together a little more than a 
year ago. While Stevens owns most of 
the keyboard and recording equip- 
ment, the studio is housed at Stevens' 
Suma Entertainment Group head- 
quarters, West Hollywood. Fox has 
recently been doing session work for 
Barry Manilow, Jeffrey Osborne, Sara 
Vaughn, and is credited on a soon to 
be released Pointer Sisters album. 

"Basically we set up the studio as 
an all- synthesizer writing studio, and 
then started getting into making it as 
state -of- the -art as we could," says Fox 
of the current facility. "We sought out 

the cleanest board for recording syn- 
thesizers that we could - for the 
amount of money we had - and to 
purchase the outboard gear that 
would serve all our requirements. 
Basically, we designed it around the 
synthesizers' needs." 

The equipment that Fox and Stev- 
ens settled on was an AMEK TAC 
Matchless board and an MCI JH -114 
transformerless 24- track. "The board 
is very clean for synthesizers," Fox 
confides. "There's a choice of a few 
boards in that price range, but this 
one is pretty much the cleanest one 
that we found." 

Fox also points to a modification 

Paul Fox' keyboard collection includes an E -mu Emulator II, Roland Jupiter 6, Ober - 
heim Expander and Yamaha TX -816 rack, linked via a J.L. Cooper MIDI Patch Bay. 



Close -up details of what Paul Fox describes as forming the "nerve center" of his keyboards- orientated studio. Pictured left is a J.L. Cooper 
MPB -1 MIDI Patch Bay, mounted on a Yamaha TX -816 rack, while right is a Yamaha PC and a Garfield Doctor Click sync system. 

that has been made to the board for 
keyboard- oriented work: "When you 
start using a lot of different synthe- 
sizers you start eating up a lot of 
tracks. We have a modification to 
allow you to monitor from the monitor 
section what's already on tape, while 
still bringing up more synthesizers 
through the input faders - in this 
way, you don't lose the information 
on tape while doing more overdubs." 

Other outboard gear includes an 
AMS RMX -16 digital reverb, BEL dig- 
ital delay, two Roland SDE -3000 pro- 
cessors, dbx Model 160 compressor, 
Eventide Harmonizer, and several 
delay units. For monitors, Fox and 
Stevens are sticking with Yamaha 
NS -10Ms, which they feel provide a 
good standard reference for almost 
everybody in Los Angeles. 

Instead of having his more than 17 
keyboards and sequencers set up close 
to the patch bay, or relying on the use 
of direct boxes, Fox has provided 
patch points throughout the room 
housing the keyboards, console and 
tape machine. "Everything is line - 
in," he explains. "With 15 terminals 
on each box that can be used as inputs 
or outputs, there are ways of sending 
clicks, codes, delays, etc., around the 
room. If I want to send a click, for 
instance to a Dr. Click, and the source 
is on the other side of the room, you 
can send it down the patch bay and 
out one of the boxes." 

A device Fox considers to be a real 
"lifesaver" is the J.L. Cooper MIDI 
Patch Bay, "I'm using the non - 
programmable one, because for now I 
just need to be able to switch things on 
and off quickly." With the MIDI 
Patch Bay, Fox can use eight differ- 
ent keyboards, or sequencers, as mas- 
ters to control /program as many as 
10 other MIDI -capable devices. "I 
have modular synthesizers, like the 
Oberheim Xpander and the [Yamaha] 
TX -816, and they're located at differ- 
ent places in the room. I have to be 

able to jump on a keyboard and be 
able to program. I can go from the 
Emulator II, Jupiter 6 or DX -7 as the 
master keyboard, or different sequen- 

cers; and it saves having to be switch- 
ing from MIDI Ins and Outs all over 
the place. Basically, you hook up your 
MIDI and just roll." 

CRAIG HARRIS - Sound Composer 
Craig Harris is a prime example of 

today's session- player- turned -studio- 
owner. Specializing in voice effects, 
his movie credits include War Games, 
Footloose, The Last Starfighter and 
Twilight Zone. Harris' album work 
has included playing on sessions for 
Michael Jackson, Donna Summer, 
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, 
and Manhattan Transfer, although 
probably his most universally recog- 
nizable track has been the vocal 
effects on the bridge of Michael Sem- 
bello's "Maniac," from the movie 
Flashdance. 

About 31/2 years ago Harris pur- 
chased a New England Digital Syn- 
clavier with the concept of becoming a 
Synclavier session player, "running 
around town to different studios," as 
he puts it. Although he had a four - 
track at that time for pre -production 
purposes, it soon became apparent 
that an eight -track machine would 
enable him to actually produce com- 
mercials which, at the time, made up a 
large percentage of his work. "Within 
two months I was never going out -of- 
house," says Harris of the decision to 
move up to eight- track. 

"At that point, it became very clear 
to me that if I had a 24 -track machine, 
I would never have to charge cartage 
or costs like that, and have my equip- 
ment tied up in transit eight hours a 
day." Since the purchase of an Ampex 
MM -1200 24- track, Harris says, "in 
three years of recording commercials 
and other projects, I've only gone out 
once, to record a big -band sound. 
Other than that session I've pretty 
much done it all here." 

Harris' studio, located in his San 

Fernando Valley home, houses a 
Soundcraft board, Ampex 24- track, 
and 32 -voice Synclavier system, 
which he recently updated with Poly- 
phonic Sampling (16 voices with a 
total sample time of 250 seconds), 
eight multichannel stereo outputs, 
and SMPTE interface card. (The lat- 
ter allows the in -house Cipher Dig- 
ital /BTX Softouch System to control 
the Synclavier's 32 -track sequencer 
and Linn 9000, as well as the Sony 
VCR, MM- 120024 -track, and PCM -F1 
digital system.) 

One Synclavier capability tnat Har- 
ris uses extensively is that of re- 
synthesis. Using as an example the 
tune, "Rock House," from Manhattan 
Transfer's current album, he explains 
the process. Having sampled one of 
the singer's voices into the Synclav- 
ier, "you take the voice and carefully 
mark where the waveform is chang- 
ing throughout a given word, and the 
computer [the Synclavier's Digital 
Equipment Corporation VT100 video 
terminal and controller system] will 
then analyze each one of the points 
and load them into the synthesizer. I 
then use the FM synthesizers in the 
Synclavier to re- synthesize the sound. 

"It works amazingly well [when 
you need] to take voices out of their 
range, elongate parts of the words, 
twist them around and get strange 
vibratos, etc. Plus, it's an effect in 
itself, because the result doesn't sound 
like the original sample." 

The concept also works very well 
with sounds that originate from syn- 
thesizers, Harris continues. "The 
other thing that I do a lot of is [sam- 

... continued on page 104 - 
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Do you 
hear voices? 

If you spend a lot of time think- 
ing about music, you probably have all 
sorts of sounds running around in your 
head. 

However. 
What you hear in 
your mind you just 
don't hear in your 
ears. Because your 
instrument just 
can't produce it. 

Unless, of course, 
you're playing the Kurzweil 
250. An instrument engineered to 
produce any sound anyone can imagine. 
In all its glory. 

To get great sound, you have 
start with great sound. 

Our engineers use Contoured 
Sound Modeling ' to capture the sounds 
of real instruments. Contoured Sound 
Modeling has given the world the 
famous Kurzweil Grand Piano, Strings 

and Human Choir. 
But if our 

engineers were 
merely good engi- 
neers, those 

iâ 
1H 

la 
m 

w 
voices would sound, well, engineered. 
Why don't they? Because our engineers 

How did we get are even better 
the Steinberger'" into musicians. 

¡c our Sound Library? 
Very carefully. And as 

such, they 
not only use a 

careful blending of 
instrument, performer, 
acoustics, recording tech- 
niques and signal process- 

ing. They also depend on 
a tool older than music itself. 

The human ear. 
Total control at your fingertips. 
If you can press a button, you 

to can call up any of the Kurzweil 250's 45 
resident voices and 124 keyboard setups. 
Instantly. Because they're all in the 
Kurzweil 250's massive on -board mem- 
ory. That way, you won't ever have to 
mess around with disks. 

Then play any voice or setup 
on the Kurzweil 250's velocity sensitive, 
88 -key wooden keyboard. Which is 
weighted to feel like a grand piano. So it 
can be as expressive as a grand piano. 

And just as important, the 

E!1ENT TO INSEE.T: 
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12 tracks, no waiting. 



Kurzweil 250 has a 
built -in 7900 -note 
12 -track sequencer 
that lets you corn- 
pose your own 
complex arrange- 
ments. Edit any 
note, edit any 
track, insert l 
notes or change 
tempos and 
volumes. And 
once you're 
satisfied with 

layer it onto any resident voice. 
Imagine Kurzweil Strings that turn 
into the wind. Or thunder. Or vice 

versa. Anything you can hear in 
this universe, you can hear on 
the Kurzweil 250. 

Stay tuned. 
Today, the Kurzweil 

250 is the single best, most 
expressive instrument you can 

buy. But it's not alone. 
We've introduced the 

Kurzweil 250 Expander, a portable 
expander package that you can MIDI to 
any MIDI keyboard. 

We've added the Kurzweil 
Sound Library, a growing collection of 
sounds on Macintosh disks. 

And we will be adding even 
more in the future. 

But whatever we tr ing to the 
Kurzweil 250 will always tre for the 
same reason. So the voice you're hear- 
ing, everyone can hear. 

To find out more abo 
Kurzweil 250, 

Ever play 
one of these? 

what you've got, there's quantization 
to clean up slight timing errors. 

You get more out of MIDI here. 
MIDI is available on a lot of 

keyboards. But no keyboard instrument 
lets you do with MIDI what you can do 
with the Kurzweil 250. 

As either master controller or 
slave, it gives you access to virtually all of 
the Kurzweil 250 control functions. 

If you can sample it, 
you can play it. 

Say "hello" to 
the Kurzweil 250. 

Next thing 
you know, you'll be hearing Finally, 

"hello" in 4 -part harmony. Or 6 part 
harmony, or 12. How? With our Sound 
Modeling Program. 

You just plug in a mic (or patch 
in a line), and off you go. Our Sound 
Modeling Program will then let you sam- 
ple your own sounds. 

Afterward, do virtually any- 
thing with any sound. Compand it, trim 
it, loop it or play it backwards. Play it 
like you would any resident voice. Even 
For additional information circle #167 

an instrument 

m 
that lets you hear 

in what you hear 
mind. your ears 

visit your 
local Kurzweil retailer, or call us at 
1-800-447-2245. Or send $6.9 (Massa- 
chusetts residents add 354 tax) for . spy 
of our 50 minute demo cassette, to 
Kurzweil Demo Cassette, P.O. Baq3.63,1 
Providence, RI 02901. 

Kurzweil Music Systems, 
411 Waverley Oaks Road, Waltham, .A y > 

02154 -8464. 
Macintosh is a licensed trademark of Macintosh 1 ahoratonrs. Inc 

o# 
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- continued from page 101.. . 

DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS 
pie] the raw sound of a squarewave or 
sawtoothwave - take your favorite 
synthesizer - and re- synthesize 
those. That's basically what re- 
synthesis is set up for doing: you just 
take the output and feed it through a 
filter and do the filtering yourself." 

Harris tends to use the Synclavier 
to perform this task, or feeds the raw 
wave sample into his ARP 2600 syn- 
thesizer. He feels that such a capabil- 
ity has helped him to side -step pro- 
blems of MIDI communication be- 
tween various synthesizers of dif- 
ferent manufacture; the Synclavier's 
on -board sequencer is employed when 
sequencing is needed. 

In trying to accommodate the "I- 
don't- know- what -I- want -but -I'll -k now - 
it- when -I- hear -it" attitude that Harris 
generally gets from producers while 
working on a movie soundtrack effect, 
the composer has designed what he 
calls a "master- monster" patch bay 
for voice processing. To create a typi- 
cal voice effect, he may use two or 
more pitch -shifters, Vocoders, pitch - 
and envelope -followers, noise gates 
and several synthesizers. All of these 
devices are in one master patch that 
involves hundreds of individual patch 
cords. "Basically what I have is a 
'portable' patch bay. I can change 
whether the EQ is before or after the 
Harmonizer, for example, or the Har- 
monizer is connected before the voice 
goes into the Vocoder, and after- 
wards, whether I want to harmonize 
the other effects, etc. 

"Unfortunately patching 15 to 20 
boxes together to create one effect is 
not applicable to most people's situa- 
tions. The funny thing is that, after 
patching in all those effects and 

Craig Harris' keyboard collection at his 24 -track facility includes a 32 -voice NED 
Synclavier digital synth with Polyphonic Sampling option and timecode interface card. 

boxes, they [the producers] want it to 
sound as `natural' and 'organic' as 
possible!" 

This comment leads Harris away 
from the technicalities of computers 
and other devices, and into the plain 
world of communicating musical 
ideas to non -synthesizer program- 
mers. "The big problem with film 
people is they have no language to 

communicate with as far as sound is 
concerned. So you kind of have to set 
up the ground rules - a language 
with which they can talk to you. 
That's something that's important to 
anybody, whatever you're doing. You 
have to meet them with what they're 
comfortable with. You have to come 
up with definite things they can iden- 
tify and understand," he concludes. 

SHEP LONSDALE - Toto's Engineer 
With the price of sampling systems 

taking somewhat of a downward 
turn, the technology is available not 
only to those studio musicians able to 
afford the price tag of high -end sys- 
tems, but also to Top -40 musicians 
playing local nightclubs. In addition 
to this, major artists are beginning to 

use sampling keyboards on tour, in 
lieu of playing live against pre- 
recorded tapes being played back 
through the house and monitor PA 
systems. Toto recently completed a 
tour supporting its new album, Isola- 
tion, during which several E -mu Sys- 
tems Emulator II synthesizers played 

What 
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r l'.ilri, it Ille LISA and Canada, Contact 

J G. IJay at 

Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc. 
229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4 

Mountain View, CA 94043 
(41519658187 

The MRL Calibration Graph is yaw pion' of 
the quality control that goes into every MRL 
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee 
each one to exceed the pet foiounce 
iequirementsof IEC, NAB, AES, and E IA 
Standards. 

MRL Calibration Tapes are desrqud and 
supported by experts in magnetic i ecordutg 
and audio staixlardrzatro,, ... we helped wide 
the starxtaids. Each tape comes with 
detailed instructions and application notes. 

The MRL catalog includes tapes to, all studio 
.applications. In addition to the tsual spot 
liequency tapes, we make single-tone tapes. 
iapid-swept frequency tapes, wit eband or 
1r3id octave-band pink random some tabs, 
and dif ference- method azimuth-setup tapes. 
Must are available bons stock. 

.( 
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Shep Lonsdale, Toto's 
in -house production engineer. 

horn parts (on the tune "Rosanna" in 
particular), synthesizer parts, back- 
ground vocals, and percussive effects. 

According to the group's in -house 
engineer, Shep Ionsdale, Toto consi- 
dered sampling as representing the 
only sensible way to perform live 
what they had done on the album - 
"without bringing along a million 
extra players." Lonsdale recently eng- 
ineered the soundtrack for the movie 
Dune, and had worked with Traffic, 
the J. Geils Band and the Doobie 
Brothers before taking a "staff" posi- 
tion with Toto a few years back. 

"The same day the Doobies broke 
up," he recalls, "Toto asked me, 'Why 
don't you quit the Doobies and come 
work for us' ?" 

Lonsdale points out that although 
many groups have been taking along 
a two- or four -track tape machines on 
tour to serve as an additional backup 
"musician," Toto did not feel totally 
comfortable with the idea. "What's 
the point of the band being there if 
you've got all this [material] going on 
tape? We figured it would be much 
better to put down the sampled parts, 
and at least play them ourselves." 
Previously the group had never used 
tapes but, as Lonsdale suggests, had 
never before tried to pull off live what 
the group had planned to do on its 
latest tour. [For a full rundown of The 
complex keyboard monitoring and 
sound -system design for Toto's recent 
world tour, see David Scheirman's 
article in the August issue of R -e/ p - 
Editor]. 

"The whole organization is very 
aware of what we are doing on the 
road, because it's the same people 
handling live sound as in the studio. 
So, we even went to the extreme of 
doing special re -mixes right after mix- 
ing a particular tune for the actual 
album. At the time we didn't know 

exactly how we were going to use it, 
but we had a whole backup reference 
of mixes that were to be experimented 
with in a live situation." 

In most instances, an entire hook, 
horn line, etc., was keyed off one note. 
In other words, instead of sampling 
the sound of a horn section into the 
Emulator, and then playing a particu- 
lar lick, the entire lick was sampled 
into the keyboard. And, rather than 
taking the parts from the studio 24- 
track masters, or the special mixes 
mentioned above, and directly sam- 
pling them into the Emulator II, a 
Sony PCM -Fl digital processor was 
employed as a go- between. "I took 
everything to an F1 and did things 
like 'one -pass stereo'; ̀ one -pass mono'; 

`one -pass with effects'; 'one -pass with- 
out effects.' We were then able to 
experiment with what we had on the 
F1 by going into the Emulator to see 
actually how much information we 
needed to make it work. 

"It gave us a lot of flexibility, be- 
cause we ended up with a log of all the 
parts that would be difficult to repro- 
duce live. And, because we took the Fl 
with us, anytime during the tour we 
could update and amend any of the 
samples we had; we just whipped out 
the F1 and redid the sample." There 
was no loss of sonic quality either, 
Ionsdale adds: "Digital -to- digital is 
just fine; the Emulator loved it." 

The main advantages of using sam- 
pling in a concert setting, Lonsdale 

FIRST TIME. 
NYTIME. 

TEF System 12 means pinpoint accuracy 
in acoustic analysis. Even in the presence of 
other noise. TEF System 12 determines areas of reflection or 
origin within parts of an inch. With this increased accuracy and the ability 
to document your work, you'll be able to reduce costly call -backs by as 
much as 75%. 

TEF System 12 also utilizes Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS), a test 
technique that ignores ambient interference. That means you 'll spend less 
time waiting for a quiet measurement situation and more time scheduling 
new jobs. 

TEF System 12 is actually a portable measurement system with a 
complete range of displays that allow analysis of phase, frequency and time 
characteristics independently or in combination with each other. The TEF 
System 12 also has measurement storage capabilities. You get all the tools 
you need to present your clients with an accurate, proof -positive analysis. 
And, you can get the TEF System 12 starting at less than $10,000. 

To find out more about the first time, anytime acoustic analyzer, call 
or write. 

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517 (2191294.5571 
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During Tpto's recent World Tour, MIDI- equipped keyboards were controled from an IBM Personal Computer (shown left 
at the stage -right keyboards mix position) and Compaq PC (right) running custom software developed by Ralph Dyck. 

night to the next. "Could your aver- 
age listener tell that they were parts 
that were sampled and not actually 

DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS 
adds, is that it allows greater freedom 
than playing against pre- recorded 
tapes provides. "When you use tapes, 
you're stuck to the format of the tune. 
You can't stretch it out; you can't let 
the tune 'breath'; you've got to do it 
the same way every night, and it get's 
real dull; that's not what live music is 
all about." 

According to Lonsdale, Jeff Por- 
caro's drum timing was meticulous, 
with the result that there was no prob- 
lem with tempos alternating from one 

physically being played ?" Lonsdale 
questions himself. "No, they couldn't 
tell at all." 

MICHAEL BODDICKER - Keyboardist 
It is safe to say that keyboardist- 

synthesist Michael Boddicker is one 
of the busier session players currently 
working on the West Coast. His 
album, jingle and soundtrack credits 
include musical work with Lionel 
Richie, Quincy Jones, Mattel Toys, 
Back To The Future and Real Genius. 

The following comments detail his 
particular uses, likes and dislikes of 
the various keyboards that comprise 
his multi- instrument session setup: 

Yamaha DX7: "I have two DX7s 
that have been modified to [provide] 
eight banks of memory each. They 
also have been modified to raise the 

LaSalle stocks over 250 
product lines, giving you 
the widest choice. 

LaSalle's prices are the 
lowest, offering you the 
best values. Their product 

knowledge and service are 
expert, supporting you 
both before and after your 
purchase. 
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Session keyboardist Michael 
Boddicker at Sound Castle, L.A. 

output gain so that they are a little 
hotter than line -level, because certain 
models don't have the internal output - 
level pot turned up enough. 

"They have great percussive color 
and great digital sounds. When I need 
richness in a sound I don't use them; 
however, when I need real crisp, bit- 
ing sounds, I use the DX7. Essentially 
what I use them for is to duplicate 
'colors' that I might normally get on a 
PPG. I use one of my DX7s as a touch - 
sensitive master keyboard." 

Roland Jupiter -6: "Most of the 
time I use the Jupiter -6 as the master 
keyboard, even though it's a non - 
touch- sensitive keyboard, and I get 
the same velocity response all the 
time. It's also at the right height in my 
rack! 

"The Jupiter -6 is also one of the 
instruments I find myself using more 
and more, particularly on orchestral 
colors - it works great for those sorts 
of sounds. It also has more filter 
effects than just about any other syn- 
thesizer I know of except the Ober - 
heim Matrix 12, which I'm in the pro- 
cess of getting." 

Roland Jupiter -8: "I can use the -8 
as kind of an auxiliary analog synth. 
It has a richer tone color than the 
Jupiter -6, but one of the major things 
that I use it for is triggering; I have 
had the envelope generators modified 
so I can fire them with an external 
signal. I have also had the memory 
modified to provide three times as 
much memory capacity. It also has 
arpeggiator output, through MIDI, 
which is something I use it to provide 
in the studio." 

E -mu Systems Emulator I: "I still 
use the Emulator quite a bit because I 
have such an extensive library of 
sampled sounds. Even though the 
sound bandwidth isn't as great as I 
would like it to be, it is a very useful 
instrument, and I don't foresee taking 
it out of the rack. I tried to transfer a 
lot of the sounds to the PPG and to the 
Emulator II, and they take on a dif- 

ferent color." 
E -mu Systems Emulator II: "Of 

all the instruments I have right now, 
The Emulator II is the most exciting, 
because of the new software develop- 
ments and what not. I've been able to 
create a really extensive -and exclu- 
sive - library of sounds that gives me 
such a scope. Besides natural instru- 
ments, I have samples of sounds 
loaded into the system that you just 
wouldn't be able to do with natural 
instruments." 

PPG 2.3 with Waveterm: "The 
PPG really crunches up the top -end of 
a digitized sound - you can hear the 
aliasing on the high frequencies. And 
that gives the keyboard a very unique 
color. Even though that's not what 

you really want from a sampling syn- 
thesizer, I think that you can afford to 
have a toy that makes that 'weird 
noise' - the PPG makes some real 
'electronic' sounds." 

Roland JX -8P: "I'm amazed; I've 
been using the 8P on a Lionel Richie 
session for some bass color [instead of 
a Minimoog]. I also use it for real top - 
end, bright bell colors. I know it may 
sound like I'm contradicting myself to 
say the 8P sounds real bright and 
bassy, but on the top -end it's real 
'sparkly' and as close to the DX7 or a 
PPG sound from an analog synth that 
I've found." 

Other keyboards Boddicker still 
finds very useful include an ARP 
String Ensemble and Minimoog. 

Incomparable 
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Cipher Digital's Model 735CD 
Time -Code Reader /Event 

Controller 
The Model 735CD -a full function. full speed Time Code Reader 
with eight -channel event controller /coincidence detector - incor- 
porates features you won't find anywhere at any price. 
Easily programmed from the front panel or optional RS- 232/422 
serial port, the 735CD provides frame accurate, contact closure 
control of remotely activated devices. 

TYPICAL 
Video Production: 

Character Generators 
Animation Stands 
Switchers 
Special Effect Generators 

APPLICATIONS 
Machine Control: 

Activating VTR's, Film Chains, etc. 
Multiple ATR Sequencing 
Time -of -Day Events 
Alarms 

Invaluable. Incomparable. 
In stock at $2,160. 

For detailed information or demonstration of the innovative Model 735CD. 
contact our Sales Department: 

CID Sales, Marketing Headquarters: 
215 First Street Cambridge, MA 02142 

Tel: (617) 491 -8300 Telex: 928166 
-- an SMI group company - 
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Northeast: 
KAJEM RECORDING (Gladwyne, Pennsylvania), claimed as Philadelphia's only Solid State Logic- equipped facility, has added 

an AMS RMX -16 digital reverb system and DMX 15 -80S digital delay and sampling unit to its outboard rack, plus a Summit 
Audio Tube Limiter, Ensoniq Mirage sampling synthesizer, Rocktron HUSH II noise reduction, and a Lexicon Prime Time II 
digital effects unit. 1400 Mill Creek Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035 (215) 642 -2346. 

CRYSTAL CITY TAPE DUPLICATORS (Huntington, New York) has added new Otani DP -85 slave transports to its 
DP -7500 high -speed cassette duplication system. The new slaves are equipped with Dolby HX Headroom Extension circuitry to 
improve high- frequency response of the duplicated material. According to Douglas Young, the facility's VP of marketing, the new 
equipment will double Crystal City's daily production capability. 48 Stewart Avenue, Huntington, New York 11743 (516)421-0222. 

SADDLE RIVER MUSIC (Paramus, New Jersey) has relocated its facility, and acquired a New England Digital Synclavier II 
Digital Music System with 32 -track memory recorder, 50 -kHz sampling rate, and SMPTE timecode capabilities. In addition, an 
Otani MX -5050 Mk III and MB -5050 half -track have been linked to the facility's new Soundcraft Series 200 console. Partners 
Neil Fishman and Harvey Edelman say that their facility awaits added work geared towards music creation and radio /video 
production. 105 Fairview Avenue, Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 843 -3880. 

Southeast: 
SHEFFIELD AUDIO -VIDEO PRODUCTIONS (Phoenix, Maryland) has added AMS RMX -16 and Lexicon Model 200 

digital reverb systems, the latter for use in the facility's new digital audio remote truck, equipped with a Sony PCM -3324 
DASH -Format 24- track. Recent modifications to Studio A's control room include the addition of more RPG Sound Diffusers. 
13816 Sunnybrook Road, Phoenix MD 21131 (301) 628 -7260. 

South Central: 
TIM STANTON AUDIO (Austin, Texas) has upgraded from one -inch/ 16 -track format to two -inch /16 -track operation with the 

purchase of a new Sony /MCI JH -24/16 multitrack with Autolocator III remote control. Recently added reverb systems 
comprise an Ursa Major 8X32 with remote, and ART OlA units. Other new equipment includes eight Gatex Audio noise gates, 
four dbx Model 160X limiters, and a Roland SDE -300 digital delay. West Fifth St., Suite 103, Austin, TX 78703 (512) 477 -5618. 

Midwest: 
SWEETWATER SOUND (Fort Wayne, Indiana) has added an AMEK TAC Matchless console and Soundcraft Series 760 

24- track, and is offering a special introductory offer for recording time this month of $40 per hour. The studio's synthesizer and 
drum machine array includes a Kurzweil 250 (reportedly the only studio in Indiana to own such a digital sampling keyboard 
system), Yamaha DX -7, Roland JX -8P, Moog Memorymoog, Linndrum and Yamaha RX -11; all instruments are available for 

Post another advance in recording 
technology for NAGRA! The new 

NAGRA IV -S TC incorporates unique 
Time Code circuitry which permits time code 

record /playback (via switch selection) of the five 
film or video SMPTE /EBU standards. 

What's more, there's an eleven key, slide -out, mini keyboard 
to enter or read data and check system operation, plus a seven 

segment eight digit LCD readout. 
Of course, the recording quality, the functionality, are what you've 
come to expect from NAG RA just this side of perfect 

UDELSKI S.A. CH -1033 Cheseaux / Switzerland; phone: (021) 91.21.21 
L.S A. Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc., 19 West 44th Street, N.Y. 10036 New York; (212) 840.09.99 

Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc. CA, 1147 North Vine Street, Hollywood CA 90038; (213) 469.63.91 
Q 881011 for perfection Canada Arri -Nara Inc., 6467 Northam Drive, L4V 1J2, Mississauga (Ontario); (416) 677.40.33 

NAGRA KUDELSKI 
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Now yo u too can have 
that fabulous, modern 
Turbosound "look "! 

We weren't searching for a new look when we developed 
the design principles embodied in Turbosound reinforcement 
modules. We were simply looking for a better method of 
reproducing the dynamic range, frequency spectrum and 
transient attack of live music. 

The Turbo (not just a phasing plug) in our TbrboMid " device 
is the most identifiable result of our efforts, 
which is one reason why we're seeing 
so many imitations these days. 
But the design develop- 
ments that produce the 
patently superior sound 
performance of every 
Tùrbosound full range 
enclosure are the ele- 
ments you can't see. 

Tacking a simple phasing 
plug onto an obsolete 
design, for example, does 

not magical.y endow a speaker system with the ability to 
reproduce a seamless midrange from 250 to 3700 Hz, or 
to project sound further and more accurately. That kind of 
performanc s results only when our proprietary 10" driver, 
exponential horn and Turbo, all designed on lilrbosound prin- 
ciples* function as an integral system -the TurboMid device. 

Nor will adding a phase plug to a box enable 
it to generate the astonishing amour: of 

clear, musical bass our 
TurboBass" device does. 
And it certainly won't 
deliver the energy of live 
performance with the 
definition and dimension 
of a Turbosound reinforce- 
ment system. It's not the 
way an enclosure looks, 
but the reason it looks that 
way that's important. 

Only Tùrbosound is TLrbosotmd. 

osound Turb 
TLrboMid"' and TLrboBass" devices are covered worldwide by Principle Patents and not simple design patents. The concepts embodied in these designs are, therefore, entirely unique. 

See Tlubosound literature for full information. 
Tltrbo.ound, Inc. 611 Broadway #841. New York, New York 10012 (212) 460 -9940 Telex 960127 
Turbosound Sales Ltd. 202 -208 New North Road, London N1 7BL 001) 226.3840 T.lex 265612 
Worldwide distributors: Australia: Creative Audio Pty Ltd. Tel: (03) 3543987 Austria: Audiosales Tèl: (2236) 888145 Canada: Belisle Acoustique'ibl: (514) 691 -2584 China: Expotus Ltd. 
Tel: (01) 405 -9665 Denmark: PerMeistrup Production TbI: (02) 151300 France: Regiscene Tél: (01) 374.5836 Greece: Alpha Sound Tel: (01) 363 -8317 Holland: Ampco Holland b.v. 
Tbl: (30) 433134 Hong Kong: Expotus Ltd. Tel: (01) 405.9665 Israel: 3arkai Ltd. Tel: (03) 732044/735178 Italy: Audio Link Tèl: (521) 772009 ¿pan: Matsuda TFading Co. Tel: (03) 295 -4371 

Korea: Bando Pro-Audio Inc. Tel: (02) 274 -5541 Norway: Nordtek Equipment A/S Tel: (02) 2311590 S:ngpore,7ndonesia/Malaysia: Atlas Sound Pte Ltd. Tèl: 220 -4484 Spain: Lexon SA. 
Tèl: (03) 203-4804 Sweden: InterMusic a.b. Tbl: (5111) 3420 Switzerland: Studio M + M tel: (64) 415722 UK: MST TaI: (0223) 314414 USA: Tlubosound Inc. Tel: (212) 460.9940 
W Germany: Adam Hall (Audio Developments) GmbH Tel: (6081) 16031 
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use by visiting engineers and producers at no extra charge. A Fostex B -16 half- inch/16 track also is scheduled for installation in the 

facility's Studio B later this month. 2350 Getz Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46804 (219) 432-8176. 
KOPPERHEAD PRODUCTIONS (North Canton, Ohio) has completed a major expansion of its facility, and now offers 

24 -track recording in a new room designed by John Storyk. New control -room equipment includes a Sony /MCI JH -24 multitrack 
with dbx noise reduction and Autolocator III remote control, and a 32- input, transformerless Soundcraft Series IIB console; 
outboard equipment includes a Lexicon 224 digital reverb, EMT echo plates, AKG, MicMix and Orban analog reverb units, 
UREI LN1176, Audio = Design /Calrec Vocal Stressor, dbx Model 161 and 162 compressor/ limiters, Valley People Kepex 

and DynaMite noise gates, Eventide Harmonizer and Instant Flanger, Orban Stereo 
Synthesizer and Parametric Equalizer, plus microphones from Neumann, AKG, Sony, 
Shure, Sennheiser and Electro- Voice. The company will continue to offer 16 -track record- 
ing sessions with a Tascam 90 -16, as a low -cost alternative for demo sessions, while custom 
music production with a New England Digital Synclavier II digital synthesizer system also 
will be offered by the company 935 Schneider Road NW, North Canton, OH 44720 (216) 
494 -8760. 

SOLID SOUND (Ann Arbor, Michigan) has acquired the following audio -for -video post 
production equipment: an Adams Smith 2600 modular timecode /synchronizing system 
which consists of generators, readers, synchronizers and character inserters; NEC 2505, 
1905 and 1305 monitors; Otani MTR 12 Mk IV multitrack; and a Sony custom- Alphatized 

KOPPERREAI - -eturb -shed antral rum 5850 U -Matic VCR. P.O. Box 7611, Ann Arbor, MI 48107 (313) 662-0667. 
BEAT 'N TRACK (Pittsburg) has added an MXR digital reverb and audio exciter to its outboard gear rack. 111 LeBouf Drive, 

New Kensington, PA 15068 (412) 339-0814. 

Mountain: 
BREEZEWAY STUDIOS (Waukesha, Wisconsin) has purchased an AKG C -24 stereo tube condenser microphone, Sony 

PCM -F1 stereo digital processor, Klark -Teknik DN780 ágital reverb, API pre -amp and Model 550A outboard equalizer, 
Tannoy NFM -8 studio monitors, Aphex Type B Stereo Aural Exciter, Studio Technologies AN -2 Stereo Simulator, and a 

Shure SM -7 dynamic mike. 363 West Main Street, Waukesha, WI53186 (414) 547 -5757. 

GRAMMIE'S HOUSE(Reno, Nevada) is a new resident:al, 24 -track music recording and audio -for -video studio scheduled r, 
open in late October. According to co -owner Robert Forman, "We planned this new facility as a 'resort studio' that would be close 
to the Los Angeles recording community, but which would provide the feeling of getting away from the pressure of the Coast - yet 
be only an hour away [by air] from L.A. The building - which we have re- modeled and furnished to look like a colonial -style house - has three bedrooms for clients, with a fourth now under construction. We also have arranged with the nearby MGM Grand Hotel 
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to offer competetive rates to us for people that cannot be accommodated in the house. We also plan to offer in -house catering for 
lock -out sessions." Forman's partners in the venture, which has a reported total budget of $2 million, are James Nicholson and 
Sig Rogich, who has strong connections with the local and national advertising community. The new facility features a Chips 
Davis acoustic design that utilizes the principles of a "Live -End /Dead -End type" environment.The 650 -square foot control room 
boasts a 56 -input mainframe Solid State Logic 6000E console currently fitted with 48 channel modules, Studio Computer fader 
automation, Total Recall and Three -Machine Synchronizer. The new SSL console is described as the first such board to be 
delivered to a facility in the Western States. Other control -room equipment includes a pair of Studer A800 24- tracks for 46 -track 
sessions, and two A820 mastering machines equipped with half -inch heads; a digital mastering machine is also under consideration. 

Outboard gear consists of Lexicon 224XL and Advanced Music Systems RX -16 digital 
reverbs; Eventide SP2016 delay /special- effects processor, plus H910 and H949 Harmon- 
izers; Drawmer noise gates; and an extensive collection of vintage microphones. The facility 
also boasts a Fairlight CM! Series Ill digital synthesizer with sampling, timecode synchroni- 
zation and MIDI interface options. The studio area measures 1,200 square feet, and contains 
separate piano and drum booths, plus a utility isolation room. Covered Foley pits are provided 
for audio- for -video and -film sweetening sessions. One wall of the studio is covered with RPD 
absorption panels to provide a diffuse reflection pattern. The control -room design also 
features RPG difffusors and polycylinders mounted on the rear and side walls, respectively, to 
provide a "dead -end" behind the mixing position. A second, smaller studio measuring 8011 

GRAMMIES' HOUSE - new residential studio square feet is also currently in the planning stages, and will be designed for smaller music - 
recording sessions, and jingle commercials work. 1515 Plumas, Reno, NV 89509. (702) 786 -2622. 

Southern California: 
UNITEL (Los Angeles), a video post -production facility, located in Los Angeles, has installed four new YNH ESC -02 mixing 

consoles in its pair of on -line video editing suites, off -line suite and telecine bay. Newt Bellis, the facility's West Coast president, 
explains that he selected the new boards because "they are very flexible, compact [and] computer- interfaced, [allowing] us to stay 
current with such imminent changes in the industry as stereo broadcasting." The modular designed, rackmount desk comprises 
two, 32 -by -12 routers, and accepts six stereo audio sources for separate recording and monitoring, plus automatic crosspo :nt 
pre -sets, LED readouts, built -in routers, three -band equalization, and RS -232 computer interface - used for remote audio level 
control. The company's L.A. facility is the most recent addition to the existing Pittsburg and New York operations. The consoles 
were supplied by Audio Intervisual Design Systems, which has also equipped Pacific Video with a YNH board. 5555 Melrose Aue., 
Studio G, Los Angeles, 90038 (213) 468 -4606. 

REDUCTION 
The problem is noise, and it takes many forms. Cart machines, production decks, and video recorders; microwave STLs and 
telco lines - they're all noisy. A lot have hum, too. 
dbx has the solution: Type ll noise reduction. Type ll doubles the dynamic range of the medium it's used with, which means 
at least 40 dB of noise reduction. You'll hear the results instantly. Indeed, a modest investment will make your current equip- 
ment sound virtually state -of -the -art. 
What else would you expect from the company chosen to provide noise reduction for US stereo TV? 

Get dbx Type Il. Reduce your noise. 

II_ 

00, 

db, 
0421 

dbx Type 11 is easy to use: no 
pilot tones, no sensitive calibra- 
tion. Better yet. its tolerant of 
equipment with less - than -perfect 
response. Shown: the 941A (2- 
channel encode) and 942A (2- 
channel decode) modules to go 
with the 900 series mainframe. 

The 140A, top, is the broadcasters' standard, with 600 -ohm operation. + 24 peak 
levels, terminal strips, and 2 channels of simultaneous (encode decode. or record 
play) operation. 

The 224X is similar except it has high -impedance/ -10 operation and RCA lacks. 

For additional information circle #174 Professional Products Division 
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 EVERGREEN STUDIOS (Burbank) has replaced several, low- frequency drivers in its exising UREI Model 813 monitors 
located in Studio A with Cetec Gauss Model 3588 15-inch coaxials and 4583A 15 -inch woofers. The facility's head of engineering, 
Marc Gebauer, says that the updated speakers "sound better than anyone .magined. The top -end is much smoother, [with a] 
tighter bottom -end." When audio consultant George Augspurger re -tuned the studio after the speakers were installed, Gebauer 
commented that "the room EQ controls were virtually flat." The facility is now designing its own cabinets for the Gauss 
loudspeakers - which will be bi -amped - and plans to replace the Studio B monitors with Gauss components and custom 
cabinets. 146 North Golden Mall, Burbank, CA 91502 (818) 842 -5163. 
Cl POST GROUP SOUND (Hollywood) opened its new sound department on August 1. 

offering post -production audio services for film and video. The two new studios are fully 
"floated," and acoustically treated with a copyrighted "undulating full -wall acoustic diffusing 
system" designed by Jeff Cooper Architects, A.I.A. The studios themselves were designed 
by Post Group engineers Tamara Johnson and Peter Cole. A modified, 48 -track Neve 
8128 desk (with NECAM automation) resides in Studio A, and a Neotek Elite board controls 
Studio B. Otari MTR -90 24- track, MTR -20 four -and two -tracks (reported to be the first Otari 
center -track timecode machines to be delivered in this country) are shared by both studios, 
plus CMX 340 machine control throughout the entire facility. Outboard gear includes 
Adams -Smith synchronizers, UREI 813B studio monitors, Quantec QRS Room Simulator, 
Lexicon Super Prime Time and Model 224 digital processors. Dolby and dbx processing, POST GROUP new Neve 8128 console 

and SONY BVH -2000 and BVU -800 video recorders. 6335 Homewood Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90028 (213) 462-2300. 
SMOKETREE STUDIO (Chatsworth) has installed a new Neve 8078 A 76 -input console linked to the facility's existing two 

Studer A800 24 -track machines. Chatsoeth, CA (818) 998 -2097 

Northern California: 
FIG TREE PRODUCTIONS (Aptos) plans to open its MIDI-based composing and recording studio to outside songwriters and 

musicians for developing arrangements and recording song demos. Previously, the facility was primarily for in -house productions. 
The keyboard -oriented studio is based around a 36 -track sequencing/editing software system running on a Commodore SX64 
computer. Other insruments includes a Yamaha KX88 Master Keyboard Controller and TX -7 synthesizer, Roland Juno -106 
synth, Sequential Six -Trak and Drumtracks drum machines, plus Korg and Roland synchronizing and interface units. 
Recording hardware is based around a Fostex four -track, Tascam two -track, DeltaLab digital delay, E -V /Tapco spring reverb, 
UREI limiters, and TOA monitor loudspeakers. P.O. Box 1634, Aptos, CA 95003. 

3 Acres of Freedom, Fresh Air, and Privacy in 
a Park -Like Setting Overlooking Lake Tahoe. 

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING BOOKING, CONTACT: 

JODY EVERETT PETERSON 
General Manager 
702/832 -7711 or write 
P.O. Box 7418, Incline Village, NV 89450. 

AgrA-Rel..) 
LAKE TAHOE 

AN ARTIST'S RETREAT 
Carl Yanchar /Lakeside Associates 

Design and Construction 

NEVE 8108 with NECAM I 

3 Bedrooms, Lounge, Hot Tub, Heated Pool, 
Clean Air, and Fresh Mountain Spring Water 

Minutes to Fantastic Skiing & Year -Round Recreation 

An Inspiring and Spectacular View of Lake Tahoe 
From the Studio /Control Room. 
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We've earned 
our great track record 
mixing great record tracks 

After twenty-five years, Neve remains the industry standard in 
audio mixing; a name synonymous with quality sound. 

Those who have benefitted most from our achievements are 
those who have contributed most to our success: our customers. 

Twenty-five years is a Icing time to stay on top in a technically - 
sensitive business where the demands for greater track capacity 
and processing power s:-now no signs of slowing down. 

That's why today, as always, Neve responds: to our customers, our 
industry, ourselves. 

We respond with the finest totally instinctive automation system, 
Necam; the state -of- the -art in digital recording, DSP; and millions 
of dollars in analog and digital research to ensure our record of 
leadership in the studios of today and tomorrow. 

For twenty-five years, respected record producers and engineers 
have relied on Neve for audio excellence and the extra conve- 
niences that help deliver a hit. 

We've earned quite a reputation from their achievements. After 
twenty-five years we're still leading the race in audio technology. 
And we're about to establish even greater records. 

Neve 
RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 06801 (203) 
744 -6230 Telex 969638 Facsimile. (203) 792 -7863 7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA 
90046 (213) 874 -8124 PO. Box 40108, Nashville, TN37204 (615) 3é5 -2727 Telex 786569 
RUPERT NEVE OF CANADA, LTD. represented by Sonotechnique, 2585 Bates, Suite 304, 
Montreal, PQ. H3S IA9 Canada (514) 739 -3368 Telex 055 -62171 NEVE ELECTRONICS 
INTERNATIONAL, LTD. Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Hertfordshire, SG86AU 
England Phone (0763) 60776 RUPERT NEVE GmbH 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 

114, West Germany Phone (06151) 81764. 



Northeast: 

AAA RECORDING STUDIO 
130 W. 42nd St.. Rm. 552 
New York. NY 10036 
(212) 221 -6626 DM, PL. PR. PK 

ANGEL SOUND 
1576 Broadway 
New York. NY 10036 
(2121 765-7460 TD 

APON RECORD CO.. INC. 
P.O. Box 3082 Steinway Station 
Long Island City. NY 11103 
(718) 721-5599 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

ASR RECORDING SERVICES 
21 Harristown Rd. 
Glen Rock. NJ 07452 
(201) 652-5600 TD. PI< 

AUDIO DIGITAL INC. 
12 Long Island Ave. 
Holtsville. NY 11742 
(5161289.3033 TD 

AUDIO VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
435 Crooked Lane 
King of Prussia. PA 19406 
1215) 272 -8500 TD 

BEE -VEE SOUND. INC. 
211 East 43rd St.. #603 
New York. NY 10017 
(212) 949 -9170 TD 

BESTWAY PRODUCTS. INC 
1105 Globe Ave. 
Mountainside. NJ 07092 
(201) 232-8383 PR. PK 

BURLINGTON AUDIO TAPES. INC 
106 Mott St. 
Oceanside. NY 11572 
(516) 678-4414 TD 

Si-F/', G E 
The R -e /p Buyer's Guide 

of Cutting and 

Mechanical Services 

MASTERING PRESSING 

TAPE DUPLICATION 

PACKAGING 

R -e /p's Unique Directory Listing of 
Disk Cutting and Tape Duplicating 
Services - the kind of services all 
recording and production facilities 
require as the "Final Stage" in the 
preparation of marketable audio 
product. 

Key to Services: 
DM = Disk Mastering 
TO = Tape Duplication 
PL = Plating 
PR = Pressing 
PK = Packaging 
CD = CD Preparation 

To be included in the next edition of 

"The Final Stage" send details to Rhonda 

Kohler, RECORDING Engineer/ 
Producer, P.O. Box 2449. Hollywood, 

CA 90078. (213) 467-1111. 

n Qrr+nQne 

Fully illustrated The essential pric- 
ing and planning guide for all YOUR 
custom record and tape needs 
Albums. 45's, EP's, 12" Singles, 
Cr02 Cassettes, Jackets All com- 
pletely described and package 
priced, fully guaranteed to give 
100% satisfaction Our 16th year of 
providing dependable, fast, com- 
petitively priced service 

CALL 
NOW 

1 -800 
263 -7798 

TOLL 
FREE 

WORLD RECORDS 
Baseline Rd W Bowmanville. OM LI C 313 
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DICK CHARLES RECORDING 
130 W. 42nd St. #1106 
New York. NY 10036 
1212) 819-0920 DM. TD 

COOK LABORATORIES. INC. 
375 Ely Ave. 
Norwalk, CT 06854 
12031853 -3641 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

CREST RECORDS. INC. 
220 Broadway 
Huntington Station, NY 11747 
(8001645 -5318 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

CRYSTAL CITY TAPE DUPLICATORS. INC 
48 Stewart Ave. 
Huntington. NY 11743 
(516) 421 -0222 TD 

CUE RECORDINGS. INC. 
1156 Ave. of Americas 
New York, NY 10036 
1212) 921 -9221 TD 

THE CUTTING EDGE 
PO. Box 217 
Ferndale, NY 12734 
(914) 292 -5965 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

D&G MASTERING 
PO. Box 370 
Englishtown. NJ 07726 
1201) 446 -2411 DM. PL. PR 

DIGITAL BY DICKINSON 
Box 547.9 Westinghouse Plaza 
Bloomfield. NJ 07003 
12011429 -8996 CD 

DISKMAKERS 
925 N. 3rd St. 
Philadelphia. PA 19123 
1800) 468 -9353 TD. PR 

DYNAMIC RECORDING 
2846 Dewey St. 
Rochester. NY 14616 
1716) 621-6270 TD. PR 

EXECUTIVE RECORDING. LTD. 
300 W. 55th St. 
New York, NY 10019 
1212) 247-7434 DM 

ABSOLUTELY the BEST 

QUALITY and SERVICE at 
ABSOLUTELY the BEST PRICES 

FREE BOXES with any order 

Real Time Cassette Duplication 
Printing and Packaging 

26 Baxter Street 
Buffalo, NY 14207 (716)876 -1454 

EUROPADISK;L°TD 
Europad,sk Ltd '5 VdrKk Street New York. NY 10013 

Audiophile pressing 
Exclusively on imported 

TELDEC vinyl 
Licensed for DMM Central 

Plating and Pressing 

PIT PHILADELPHIA 

NEW YORK 

FRANK FORD /WAYNE 

MASTERING LABS 

Computerized Disc Messering 

(215)561 -1794 (212) 582 -5473 

FORGE RECORDING STUDIOS. INC 
P.O. Box 861 
Valley Forge. PA 19481 
(2151644-N66. 9354422 T D 

GEORGE HEID 

PRODUCTIONS 

14121561 -3399 

Otari Mastering and Bin Loop 
duplication. AGFA 611, 612, 

Magnetite and 627 
BASF True Chrome Pro Il 

We're dedicated to the finest 
stereo duplication at truly 

competitive prices 

HUB -SERVALL RECORD MFG. 
Cranbury Rd. 
Cranbury. NJ 08512 
(6091 655-2166 PL. PR 

IAN COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. INC. 
10 Upton Drive 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
16171658 -3700 TD 

MARK CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE 
10815 Bodine Rd. 
Clarence. NY 14031 
1716) 659 -2600 DM. TD. PR. PL. PK 

MASTER CUTTING ROOM 
321 W. 44th St. 
New York, NY 10036 
(2121581.6505 DM 

MASTERDISK CORPORATION 
16 West 61st St. 
New York, NY 10023 
12121541.5022 DM 



If you're reaching for Gold 
or Platinum,first reach 

f A P M % 

Because there's never been a mastering tape like it. Agfa PEM 469 captures 
your sound perfectly in its complete dynamic range. It's everything 
you've always wanted. Reach...and you'll succeed...with Agfa PEM 469. 
The only thing standard is the bias. 

AGFA 
AUDIO 

AGFA- GEVAERT-4> 275 NORTH STREET. TETERBORO. N.J. 07608 (201) 288 -4100 
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Professional audio from the number one supplier 

Westlake Professional 
Sales 

Audio Group 

Sales: 
Westlake's sales staff is ready 
to supply you with up- to -date 

information regarding 
new equipment, 
its features, 
availability and 
competitive 

prices. 

Ampex, 3M, MCI /Sony, Otani, Soundcraft, JBL, 
U.R.E.I., Westlake Audio, Aphex, AKG, 
Neumann, Sennheiser, Shure, White, Eventide, 
Lexicon, Crown, BGW, A.D.R., Yamaha, BTX, 
Valley People, DBX, Bryston, Studer /ReVox 
and many other professional lines. 

Demonstration Facilities: 
Unequaled in the industry are 
Westlake's demonstration 
facilities -from Audio /Video 
sweetening to demo produc- 
tion, broadcast to world class 
studio equipment. 
Service: 
Before and after the sale, 
Westlake's technical staff is at 
work to assure a professional 
interface of the equipment to 
your system. Our staff is 
familiar with all of the vari- 
ous technologies in use today. 

from acoustic design 
to down beat... 

Westlake Professional Audio Sales Group 
7265 Santa Monica Boulevard 

AudioLos Angeles. California 90046 
(213) 851.9800 Telex: 698645 



PRC RECORDING COMPANY 
422 Madison Ave 
New York. NY 10017 
(212) 308 -2300 DM. PL. PR PK 

PETER PAN INDUSTRIES 
145 Kormorn St 
Newark. NJ 07105 
12011 344 -4214 DM. PR. PL 

OUIK CASSETTE CORP 
250 W 57th St Rm. 1400 
New York. NY 10019 
1212) 977 -4411 TD 

RESOLUTION. INC 
1 Mill St - The Chace Mill 
Burlington. VT 05401 
8021 862 -8881 TD. PK 

SOUND TECHNIQUE. INC. 
130 W 42nd St 
New York. NY 10036 
2121869.1323 DM 

SOUNDTEK INC 
1780 Broadway 
New York. NY 10019 
X2121489.0806 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK. CD 

SOUNOWAVE RECORDING STUDIOS. INC 
2 West 45th St. #903 
New York. NY 10036 
'212) 730 -7360 

SPECTRUM MAGNETICS. INC. 

1770 Lincoln Highway. East 

P.O. Box 218 

Lancaster. PA 17603 

(717J 296 -9275 TO. PK 

Toll -Free 800 -441 -8854 
BASF CHROME a specialty 

Your audio cassette 
company! 

STERLING SOUND INC. 
1790 Broadway 
New York. NY 10019 
1212) 757-8519 DM 

SUNSHINE SOUND. INC 
1650 Broadway 
New York. NY 10019 
(212)582.6227 DM. PL 

TRACY -VAL CORPORATION 
201 Linden Ave. 
Somerdale. NJ 08C83 
6091627 -3000 PE 

1 TRUTONE RECORDS 

State of the art Neumann or 
Westrex tape to disk transfers 

Innovative engineering 
Digital trarsfers for Compact Disc 

or analog records 
Custom Teldec pressing packages 

163 Terrace Street Haworth. New Jersey 07641 
(201) 385-0940 

VARIETY RECORDING STUDIO 
130 W 42nd St . Rin. 551 
New York. NY 10036 
12121221 -6625 DM. PL. PR. PK 

VIRTUE RECORDING STUDIOS 
1618 N. Broad St. 
Philadelphia. PA 9121 
12151 763 -2825 DM. TD. PL. PR 

East /Southeast. 

ALPHA RECORDS 
1400 N.W. 65th Ave.. Plantation 
Fort Lauderdale. FL 
305 - 587 -6011 PL. PR. PK 

iNHKh'/'`r 

AMERICAN MULTIMEDIA 
Route 8 Box 215 -A 
Burlington. NC 27215 
(919) 229 -5559 TD 

LC 
PAT APPLESON STUDIOS INC. 
1000 N W 159th Drive. 
Miami. FL 33169 
1305) 625 -4435 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

COMMERCIAL AUDIO 
77 S Wdchduck Rd. 
Virginia Beach. VA 23462 
(8041497 -6506 TD 

CUSTOM RECORDING AND SOUND. INC. 
1225 Pendleton St. 
P.O Box 7647 
Greenville. SC 29610 
1302) 269 -5018 TD 

rrurd nl 
s vortt Jrcrrk. 

I lc ible Suund,heet, _ 

records can't. In nraa/lne,. m tl,L 
mail. Great for promo sampler,' 
AUDIO CASSETTE DL PI I( Ti)\ 
Send for our free "Ca, 
newsletter with details and 

TOLL FREE 1$00 -EVA TONE 
EVA TONE INCORPORATED 

P.O. Box 7020 /Clearwater, F L 33518 

GEORGIA RECORD PRESSING 
262 Rio Circle 
Decatur. GA 30030 
14041373 -2673 PR PK 

KINURA RECORDS 
377 Westward DR 
Miami Springs. FL 33166 
3051887 -5329 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

MAGNETIX CORPORATION 
770 West Bay St. 
Winter Garden. FL 32787 
13051656 -4494 TD. PK 

MIAMI TAPE. INC 
8180NW 103 St. 
Hialeah Gardens. FL 33016 
(3051558 -9211 TD DM. PR. PL. Pk 

MUSIC PEOPLE STUDIOS 
932 Woodlawn Rd. 
Charlotte. NC 28209 
704) 527 -7359 TD. PK 

NATIONAL CASSETTE SERVICES 
613 N. Commerce Ave /P O. Box 99 
Front Royal. VA 22630 
7031635.4181 TD. PK 

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC STUDIOS 
2116 Southview Ave 
Tampa. FL 33606 
X8131251 -8093 TD. PK 

SMITH & SMITH SOUND STUDIOS 
214 Doverwood Rd. 
Fern Park. FL 32730 
(3051331 -6380 TD. PK 

South Central: 

A&R RECORD & TAPE MANUFACTURING 
902 N Industrial Blvd. 
Dallas. TX 75207 
214) 741 -2027 DM. TD PL. PR. PK 

ARDENT MASTERING INC 
2000 Madison Ave. 
Memphis. TN 38104 
901)725.0855 DM 

CASSETTE CONNECTION 
41 Music Square East 
Nashville. TN 37203 
6151248 -3131 TD 

CREATIVE SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
9000 Southwest Freeway. Suite 320 
Houston. TX 77074 
17131 777-9975 TD 

FINALLY... 
C -Zeros 

You Can Trust! 
Our shells are engineered 
to give you: 

* Perfect azimuth control 
* Smooth and uniform loading 

at ultra high speeds 
* Easy, direct on- cassette 

printing or labelling 
* The most competitive pricing 
Also available are pancake and 
bulk loaded premium cassettes 

Call Us For Free Samples! 

Jordax California Inc. 
1513 Sixth St., Suite 204 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Phone: (213) 393 -1572 

DON'T 
READ 
THIS!!!! 

UNLESS YOU WANT THE BEST 
ALBUMS AND TAPES AT THE 
BEST STUDIO PRICES 
AVA LABLE. COMPLETE 
ALBUM AND TAPE PACKAGE. 
- 1 to 4 color L. V. Coated Jackets - 

-Stock Jackets - 
-7" Records and printed sleeves- 

-Cassettes and 1 to 4 color inserts - 
Call STORER PROMOTIONS Collect 
(513) 621 -6389 for FREE information and 
quotations. "If you want more than good 
you want the BEST!" 

Sit 1el I I-( m( ti( llrll 

2149 W Clifton Ave. PO BOX 1511 

Cinti., OH 45219 Cinti.. OH 45201 

(513) 621 -6389 

( htuher I1)ti:r ILc p I 1 ; 
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Milg 
OOQUAL.l 

25)H-r\-1(1,2\CC- v15 07) 
1.000 pure vinyl records in paper sleeves 

One color printed labels 

All metal parts and processing 

Mastering with Neumann VMS70 lathe d SX74 cutter 

7 4S RPM 12 Album Package 
Raced Package Records and P,.nled C -,.vs 

$399. $1372. 
(FOB Dallas) 

IT. rain this *id price. this ad must uwepaar order i 

12 33-1/3 Album Package includes full color 
stock jackets or custom 
black and white rackets. 

Package includes full processing 
Re- orders available at reduced cost 

We make full 4 -color Custom Albums. loo' 

For full ordering Information call 
1 -800- 527 -3472 

a# P 
record & tape manufacturing co. 

902 Indusbnl Boulevard. Dallas Texas 75207 
12741 747 -2027 

ncn 
Test Tapes 

Cassettes 

Open Reel up to 1" 

Custom Formats 

For a catalogue of standard test tapes or 
further information contact: 

RCA TEST TAPES 
DEPT R 
6550 E. 30th St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46219 
(317) 542 -6427 
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DISC MASTERING. INC 

30 Music Square West 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(6151 254-8825 DM 

DUPLI- TAPES. INC 
4545 Bissonnet. Suite 104 
Bellaire. TX 77401 
(7131432.0435 TD 

HIX RECORDING CO.. INC. 
1611 Herring Ave 
Waco. TX 76708 
1817) 756 -5303 

MASTERCRAFT RECORDING CORP. 
437 N Cleveland 
Memphis. TN 38104 
i901) 274 -2100 DM 

MASTERFONICS 
28 Music Square East 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(6151327 -4533 DM. CD 

MUSIC SQUARE MFG CO. 

50 Music Square West. Suite 205 
Nashville. TN 37203 
16151242 -1427 CD. DM. TD. PR. PL. PK 

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS 
469 Chestnut St 
Nashville. TN 37203 
16151259 -4200 TD. DM. PK. PL. PR 

TRUSTY TUNESHOP RECORDING STUDIO 
RI 1. Box 100 
Nebo. KY 42441 
15021249 -3194 TO 

Midwest: 

AO MUSIC SERVICES 
2834 Otego 
Pontiac. MI 48054 
(3131 682-9025 TD 

AARD -VARK RECORDING. INC. 
335 S. Jefferson 
Springfield. MO 65806 
14171 866 -4104 TO PK 

ACME RECORDING STUDIOS 
3821 N Southport 
Chicago. IL 60613 
(3121 477-7333 TD. PK 

ARC ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
2557 Knapp N E. 

Grand Rapids. MI 49505 
(6161 364-0022 TD 

AUDIO ACCESSORIES CO. 

38W515 Deerpath Rd 
Batavia. IL 60510 
1312)879.5998 TO. PK 

AUDIO GRAPHICS 
13801 E 35th St 
Independence. MO 64055 
(8161 254-0400 TD. PK 

BODDIE RECORD MFG 8 RECORDING 
12202 Union Ave 
Cleveland. OH 44105 
12161 752-3440 DM. TD. PL. PR 

DIGITAL AUDIO DISC 
1800 N Fruitridge 
Terre Haute. IN 47804 
(8121 466-6821 CD 

ELEPHANT RECORDING STUDIOS 
21206 Gratiot Ave. 

.1st Detroit. MI 48021 
313(773.9386 TO 

HANF RECORDING STUDIOS. INC. 
1825 Sylvania Ave. 
Toledo. OH 43613 
(4191 474-5793 TO 

INDUSTRIAL AUDIO. INC. 
6228 Oakton 
Morton Grove. IL 60053 
(3121965.8400 TD 

JRC ALBUM PRODUCTIONS 
1594 Kinney Ave. 
Cincinnati. OH 45231 
15131522.9336 DM. PR. PK 

KIDERIAN RECORDS PROD 
4926 W Gunnison 
Chicago. IL 60630 
(3121 399-5535 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

MAGNETIC STUDIOS. INC 
4784 N High St 
Columbus. OH 43214 
16141262 -8607 TD 

MEDIA INTERNATIONAL. INC 
247 E. Ontario 
Chicago. IL 60611 
13121467 -5430 TD. PK 

MIDWEST CUSTOM RECORD PRESSING CO. 

PO. Box 92 
Arnold. MO 63010 
(3141 464-3013 TO. PL. PR. PK 

MOSES SOUND ENTERPRISES 
270 S. Highway Dr. 
Valley Park MO 63088 
13141225 -5778 TD 

MUSICOL. INC 
780 Oakland Park Ave. 
Columbus. OH 43224 
6141 267-3133 DM. TO. PR. PK 

NORWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
123 South Hough St 
Barrington. IL 60010 
13121381 -3271 TD 

PRECISION RECORD LABS. LTD 
932 West 38 Place 
Chicago. IL 60609 
(3121 247-3033 DM. TO. PR. PL. PK 

0 C A CUSTOM PRESSING 
2832 Spring Grove Ave. 
Cincinnati. OH 45225 
15131681 -8400 DM. TO. PL. PR. PK 

RITE RECORD PRODUCTIONS. INC. 
9745 Mangham Drive 
Cincinnati. OH 45215 
15131 733 -5533 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

RON ROSE PRODUCTIONS 
29277 Southfield Rd 
Southfield. MI 48076 
13131424 -8400 TD 

SOLID SOUND. INC 
P.O. Box 7611 
Ann Arbor. MI 48107 
13131662 -0669 TO 

SONIC SCULPTURES 
636 Northland Blvd 
Cincinatti. OH 45240 
(5131851 -0055 PM 

STANG RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
P.O. Box 256577 
Chicago. IL 60625 
13121399 -5535 CD. TD. DM. PL. PR. PK 

STORER PROMOTIONS 
PO Box 1511 
Cincinnati. OH 45202 
1513) 621-6389 DM. TD. PR. PL. PK 

STUDIO 91 
University Blvd 
Berrien Springs. MI 49104 
16161471 -3402 TD 

STUDIO PRESSING SERVICE 
320 Mill St 
Lockland. OH 45215 
15131 793-4944 TD. DM. PR. PL 

SUMA RECORDING STUDIO 
5706 Vrooman Rd. 
Cleveland. OH 44077 
12161951 -3955 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

TRIAD PRODUCTIONS 
1910 Ingersoll Ave 
Des Moines. IA 50309 
(5151 243-2125 TD 

Mountain: 

BONNEVILLE MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 
130 Social Hall Ave. 
Salt Lake City. UT 84111 
18011237 -2677 TD 



CHRISTIAN AUDIO TAPES 
3005 W. Glendale Ave. 
Phoenix. AZ 85021 
1602)246.4976 TD 

lHl 

DIGITAL AND 
REAL -TIME CASSETTE 

DUPLICATION BY 

GRD 
FOR TRUE REALISM 

AND PURITY PHONE 
602 -252 -0077 

PO BOX 13054 
PHOENIX ARIZONA 85002 

MIRROR IMAGE 
10288 E. Jewell Ave.. 045 
Denver. CO 80231 
1303) 751-2268 TD 

MOONVALLEY CASSETTE 
10802 N. 23rd Ave. 
Phoenix. AZ 85029 
(602) 864-1980 T0. PK 

RAINBOW CASSETTE STUDIO 
P.O. Box 472 
Taos. NM 87571 
(505) 776 -2268 TD 

RAINBOW VENTURES STUDIO 
2219 W. 32nd Ave. 
Denver. CO 80211 
(303) 433-7231 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RECORDING 
8305 Christensen Rd 
Cheyenne. WY 82009 
(3071 638-8733 DM. PL. PR 

SOUNDMARK.LTD. 
4950 -C Nome St. 
Denver, CO 80239 
(303) 371-3076 TO 

TALKING MACHINE 
6733 N. Black Canyon Highway 
Phoenix. AZ 85015 
(6021 246-4238 DM. PK 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO SALES CORP. 
6540 East Lafayette Blvd. 
Scottsdale. AZ 85251 
(602) 994-5528 T0. PM. PK 

Southern California: 

52nd STREET STUDIO 
439 La Cienega Blvd 0203 
Los Angeles. CA 90048 
(2131 276-8932 TD. PK 

ABBEv TAPE DUPLICATORS. INC. 
9525 Vassar Ave. 
Chatsworth. CA 91311 
(8181882.5210 T0. PK 

ALLIED RECORD CO.. WEA MFG. 
6110 Peachtree St. 
Los Angeles. CA 90040 
(213) 725-6900 

41LSHIRF 
.v /. - CUSTOM SERVICES - 

Cauelte Tape Duplicating 

Duality Record Priming 

State of IM Art Mastering Studio 
Real Tian - Hail Sped 

1015 Isabel St., Burbank, CA 91516 
(213) 849 -4671 

ARTISAN SOUND RECORDERS 
1600 N. Wilcox Ave. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
(2131 461-2751 DM 

C 
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AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATORS 
5816 Lankershim Blvd.. 07 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(818) 762 -2232 TD 

AUDIO VIDEO CRAFT. INC. 
7000 Santa Monica Blvd 
Los Angeles. CA 90038 
(2131466 -6475 TD 

AWARD RECORD MFG.. INC 
5200 W. 83rd St. 
Los Angeles. CA 90045 
1213) 645.2281 DM. T0. PL. PR. PK 

BAMCO RECORDS 
1400 S Citrus Ave. 
Fullerton. CA 92633 
(714) 738-4257 PR 

BUZZY'S RECORDING SERVICES 
6900 Melrose Ave. 
Los Angeles. CA 90038 
12131931 -1867 TO 

CMS DIGITAL RENTALS. INC. 
453 -E Wapello St. 
Altadena. CA 91001 
1818)797.3046 CD 

CAPITOL RECORDS STUDIOS 
1750 N. Vine St. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
1213) 462-6252 DM. TO 

CASSETTE PRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED 
46 S. Delacey St. Suite 24 
Pasadena. CA 91105 
1818) 449-0893 

CUSTOM DUPLICATING. INC 
3404 Century Blvd. 
Ingelwood CA 90303 
1213) 670-5575 TD. PK 

DYNASTY STUDIO 
1614 Cabrillo Ave. 
Torrance. CA 90501 
(2131 328-6836 TO 

FILAM NATIONAL PLASTICS. INC. 
13984 S. Orange Ave. 
Paramount. CA 90723 
(2131 630-2500 PK 

FUruRE DsC 
stisrams 

COMPLETE ANALOGUE & DIGITAL 
MASTERING SERVICES FOR COMPACT DISC, 

RECORD & CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

3475 CAHUENGA BLVD WEST 
HOLLYWOOD. CA 90068 (213)876-8733 

BERNIE GRUNDMAN MASTERING 
6054 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
1213) 465 -6264 CD. DM 

HITSVILLE STUDIOS 
7317 Romaine St. 
Los Angeles. CA 90046 
(2131 850-1510 DM. CD 

JVC CUTTING CENTER 
6363 Sunset Blvd.. #500 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
(?13) 467.1166 DM. CD 

L 
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6550 Sunset Boulevard 
Hollywood, California 90028 
(213) 466 -1323 

INOVONICS 

Replacement -Tape 

Electronics for: 

Ampex and Scully 
Magnetic Recorders 

High Speed Tape 
l )uplicating . Playback Only 

Mag Film 

® .i! 

EX(I l'SIVE IrIsIHIHUiII)\ H1 mancom 
P.O. BOX 66507 

SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 950M. (488) 438 -4273 

POLYSET 
Audio 

Cassettes 

34 

O ail 

A - 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

in 46 Stock Lengths 
C -02 thru C -92 

In One Mirute Per Side 
Increments 

POLYSET DIV. 
of 
Polyline Corp. 
1233 Rand Road 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 

(312) 298 - 3073 



k DISC 
26000 Spi ing Biook Ave 
S,urgus CA 91350 
180 ,1259 2360 DM PL PR PK 

K M RECORDS 
2980 N Ontano St 
Bui bank. CA 91504 
(8181841 3400 DM PL PR PK 

LIGHTNING CORP 
7854 Ronson Rd 
San Diego CA 92111 
6191 565 6494 TO PK 

. CY ATION RECORDING 
.'01 W Bur hank Blvd 

!tut hand CA 91506 
51818491321 DM PK PR PL 

MCA WHITNEY RECORDING STUDIO 
1516 W Glenoaks Blvd 
Glendale. CA 41201 
?13) 245 6801 11M ID 

HI=11-H90'/\- 
ML TAPE DUPLICATING 
6935 Vahean 
Van Nuys. CA 91406 
18181988 -2737 TD 

MASTER DIGITAL. INC 
1749 14th St 
Santa Monica. CA 90404 
?13, 152 -1511 TD 

THE MASTERING LAB 

Sony Out -Sonya 
Sony 

- 

That's right. Sony's new CCP-1 10 audio cassette copier packs more features 
in a smaller and lighter package than its predecessor, the Sony CCP -100. Sony's 
electronic wizardry tells you if the recording cassette is too short, but only when 
there is a signal on the master. If in doubt, the CCP -110 stops right there so you 
can check the copy. End of audio sensing and track select let you combine and 
edit masters simply and automatically. And there's more: You can add a two -copy 
slave (CCP -112) and both models include the exclusive Sony brushless and slot - 
less (BSL) motors and. of course. the record and playback heads carry the 
EXCLUSIVE SONY TWO -YEAR WARRANTY against head wear. 

Call us for the name of the Authorized Sony Dealer near you 

SON Y AV PRODUCTS 
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR 

educational electronics corporation 
P O BOX 339 INGLEWOOD. CA 90306 -0339 1213) 671 -2636 
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mirror-imaga 
CASSETTE COPIES 

Highest Quality 
Real Time 
High Speed 

6605 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90028 

(21 31 466-1630 

Fast Delivery 
People Who Care 
Personal Service 

'.10BILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB 
P 0. Box 4285 
Chatsworth. CA 91313 -4285 
8181 709-8440 CD. TD. DM 

MONARCH RECORD PRESSING 
)545 San Fernando Rd. 
Sun Valley. CA 91352 
8181 767 -8833 TD. PR. PL. PK 

OPHARION RECORDINGS 
PO. Box 91209 
Long Beach. CA 90809 
'131438 -4271 TO 

CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 
STEREO MUSIC MONO VOICE 

500 to 500,000 QUANTITIES 
INDIVIDUAL & ALBUM PACKAGING 

SATISFACTION ASSURED 

PHYLCO AUDIO 
4709 BROOKS, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763 

NATIONWIDE: (8001 525 -0100 
CALIFORNIA: (714) 621 -9561 

PRECISION LACQUER 
1008 North Cole Ave. 
Hollywood. CA 90038 
2131464 -1008 DM 

PRESENT TIME RECORDERS 
5154 Vineland Ave 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
8181762 -5474 TD 

QUAD TECK STUDIOS AND ED S LABS 
1007 West 6th St. 
Los Angeles. CA 90020 
12131383 -2155 TD. DM 

RAINBO RECORD MFG CORP 
1738 Berkeley St 
Santa Monica. CA 90404 
(2131 829-0355 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

RECORD TECHNOLOGY. INC 
486 Dawson Drive 
Camarillo. CA 93010 
18051484.2747 TD. PL. PR 

SHEFFIELD LAB MATRIX 
1830 Olympic Blvd 
Santa Monica. CA 90404 
12131829 -7825 PL 

SOUND MASTER AUDIO /VIDEO 
10747 Magnolia Blvd. 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(2131 650-8000 DM 

STUDIO MASTERS 
8312 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90048 
(2131653 -1988 DM 

TAKEDA RECORD SERVICE 
11542 Burbank Blvd #2 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(8181 760-6644 TD. DM. PR. PL. PK 

TAPE SPECIALTY. INC 
13411 Saticoy St. 
North Hollywood. CA 91605 
(8181 786-6111 TD. PK 



TAPEL0G 
105'1 Keokuk Ave 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
(818) 882 -4433 TD 

TRAC MARKETING 
2015 BRUNDAGE 

BAKERSFIELD. CA 93304 
(805) 323 -0713 

We duplicate the spoken WORD 
in sermon and in song 

Christian Music Duplicating 
Blank Tapes and Supplies 

Real Time Duplicating 

VIRCO RECORDING. INC 
700 S Date Ave 
Alhambra. CA 91803 
1213) 283 -1888 DM. TD PL PR 

Northern California. 

ARCAL 
2732 Bay Road 
Redwood City. CA 94063 
(415) 369-7348 TD 

AUDIODYNE 
P O Box 825 
San Jose CA 95106 
1408) 287-3520 TD 

KENNETH BACON ASSOC.. INC 
24 Commercial Blvd Suite E 

Novato. CA 94947 
(415) 883-5041 TD. PK 

DAVKORE COMPANY 
1300 -D Space Park Way 
Mountain View. CA 94043 
1415) 969-3030 TD. PK 

FANTASY STUDIOS 
10th and Parker 
Berkeley. CA 94710 
(415) 549 -2500 DM 

BILL RASE PRODUCTIONS. INC 
955 Venture Court 
Sacramento. CA 95825 
1916) 929 -9181 TD. PR 

SHUR -SOUND 8 SIGHT. INC 
3350 Scott Blvd #5 
Santa Clara. CA 95054 
1408) 727 -7620 TD 

SONIC ARTS /MASTERING ROOM 
665 Harrison St 
San Francisco. CA 94107 
(4151 781 -6306 TD. CD. DM. PR. PL. PK 

Northwest: 

AMERICAN TAPE DUPLICATING 
7017 15th Ave N W 
Seattle. WA 98117 
1206) 789 -8273 TD. PK 

AUDIO PRODUCTION STUDIO 
7404 Sand Lake Road 
Anchorage. AK 99502 
(9071243 -4115 TD. PR PK 

CAPITOL CITY STUDIOS 
911 East 4th Ave 
Olympia. WA 98506 
1206) 352 -9097 TD. DM. PR. PL PK 

©TECHNOLOGIES 
Otani Mastering and Bin Loop 

Duplication with Dolby HX PRO 
BASF Agfa Shape IPS 

Graphic Services and Packaging 
10 Minutes to SeaTac Int'I. Airport 

34310 9th Ave. S., Suite 107 
Federal Way, WA 98003 (206) 874 -2185 

CASSETTE 

Tri I4E4 10/'L h 5= y/' u 
NORTHWEST. INC 
1224 S W Broadway 
Portland OR 97205 
1503) 226 -0170 TD 

Canada: 

McCLEAR PLACE MASTERING STUDIOS 
225 Mutual St 
Toronto. Ontario M5B 2B4 
(416) 977 -9740 DM 

WORLD RECORDS 
P 0 Box 2000 Baseline Road West 
Bowmanville. Ontario LIC 3Z3 
118001263 -7798 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

Foreign: 

BRITAIN'S LEADING 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

POST- PRODUCTION 
FACILITY 

2 Neve DSP Consoles 

CD T ape Master Preparation (with PO coding 
VMS 80 Disc Mastering -- Reel to Reel Cop ono 

1610. X -80 El - All Analogue Formats 

29/30 Windmill St. LONDON W1P 1HG. U.K. 
Tel '44 I 580 0444. TLX: 298531 

E -Mail 78: 06S1587 11MC FOSTER UKI 

1_27a 

Scolln 
1E3 AT 

Authorized Dealer 
Audio Tape 

Exceptional sound quality 
and consistent performance make 

Scotch Audio Tapes 
favorites among professionals. 

Call TOLL FREE for 
our complete catalogue of 

audio products 

1- 800 -854 -1061 
n California call 

1- 800 -858 -1061 

ADVANCE 
RECORDING PRODUCTS 

'.'MESABLVD 
,A,dORNIA92111 

(619) 277-2540 

We Listened To You... 
For years, through our customers and market research, we have been listening in 
order to find out what you like and what you dislike about your tape duplicating equip- 
ment (ours or theirs) and to know what features you would include in the tape dupli- 
cator of your dreams. 

Name 

Address 

State 

The result is the 7000 Series by Magnefax 

but don't take our word for it. 

Listen To Us 

bp 

Company f11419110f0w 
CM Intemahunal. Inc 

Route 1. Rogers. AR 72756 
phone' i 1501192_ -7616 TELEX 536433 AIDC IRK 

To discover the new Magnelaa. send for the whole story and a demo cassette. 
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FILM SOUND 
41P 

Although the first multitrack 
digital recorders, inn nufac- 
t tired by 3M. were being deli- 

vered to recording studios during the 
early months of IS)79, they were not 
used in motion picture post produc- 
tion at Hollywood facilities until 1982. 
All exception \\us the digital record - 

ing of motion picl Lire scores: the music 
for such films as The Black I/o /c :Ind 
:Chic W:IS recorded %with the 31\4 Dig- 
ital Mastering System. with conven- 
tional :t. -,min analog mixdo%%ns used 
in the final film mix. 

Probably the first film to utilize a 
completely digital soundtrack was 
the rescoring of Walt Disney's Fanta- 
sia in early 198.2 (described by this 
author in the October 1982 issue of 
R -e p). The new score, conducted by 
Irwin Kostal, was recorded and mixed 
by Shawn Murphy on 32 -track 3M 
Digital Mastering Systems at CBS 
Studio Center in Studio City, CA, in 
January of that year, with subse- 
quent post -production at Evergreen 
Studios and Walt Disney Productions. 

The primary release of the rescored 
Fantasia was in :35mm, Dolby- encoded 
four -track magnetic prints that were 
sounded from a :35mm four -track 
printing master. In other words, what 
was heard in theaters was all- digital 
plus two analog generations. 

The digital re- recording of Fantasia 
was made possible in part by R &D 
that previously enabled Disney's trio 
of 3M digital multitracks to be used in 
the re- recording and music recording 
of all of the films prepared for the 
EPCOT Center, Florida. Since 1980, 
Disney has digitally recorded the 
scores for almost all of its feature 
films, including Splash, Country, and 
The Black Cauldron. 

In 1984, three films were released 
that had used Sony PCM -3324 24- 
track digital recorders during post - 
production. Sound for two of these 
films - Digital Dream and Metropo- 
lis - was completely digital up to the 
analog print, while Stop Making 
Sense was recorded 24 -track analog, 
the digital multitracks being used for 
all post production up to the final 
Dolby Stereo optical negative. (It 
might interest some readers to note 
that the Dolby Stereo Lt -Rt printing 
masters for Stop Making Sense and 
Metropolis were Dolby -encoded on the 
digital multitracks to allow for a 1:1 

transfer during the subsequent shoot- 
ing of optical negatives, without hav- 
ing to encode the tracks being replayed 
from the digital master. The 35mm 
Dolby Stereo prints of Digital Dream, 
on the other hand, were sounded from 
an analog 35mm Lt -Rt mix.) 

Digital Dream was produced at the 
new Glen Glenn sound facility in Hol- 

R-e p 1.2.2 [1 October 1955 

This article will discuss current developments in digital 
sound technology as it relates to film production recording, 
and its potential for random- access editing. In addition, an 
overview of the previous uses of digital recording in film post 
production will be provided. Part two, to be published in a 
subsequent issue of R -e /p, will focus both on the use of digital 
multitrack recorders in post production, and current devel- 
opments in digital playback systems for motion -picture 
theaters. 

lywood, utilizing Sony digital multi- 
tracks for all music, Foley and ADR 
recording, plus re- recording. (Al- 
though portable Nagra analog tape 
machines were used to record produc- 
tion sound, all dialog was later 
replaced in AI)R.) Sound effects were 
recorded on Sony PCM -F1 processors, 
and bumped up to PCM -1610 format 
in order to interlock the resultant %- 

inch U -Matic cassettes with the Glen 
Glenn PAP (Post Audio Production) 
system that had been modified for use 
with the digital machines. 

Giorgio Moroder's rescoring of the 

1985 by Larry Blake 

Fritz Lang classsic, Metropolis, was 
recorded and pre -mixed using the 
three Sony digital multitracks at the 
producer's Oasis Studio in North Hol- 
lywood, CA, with four -track LCRS 
(left- center -right- surround) pre -mixes 
being checkerboarded onto eight 
tracks of the digital edit master. Next, 
the two pre -mixes were combined into 
a four -track master by bouncing up 
onto the digital dubbing master. 
According to engineer Brian Reeves, 
although all mixing at Oasis had 
been done utilizing a discrete center 
speaker while monitoring through the 
Dolby Stereo 4 -2 -4 matrix, it was 
decided that a film dubbing studio 



When it comes down to it... 
A recording studio's reputation rests on two qualities. The first is its ability to help 
each artist del :ver the performance of a lifetime. The second is the ability to help 

each producer capture those performances in exact detail, and to shape them at will. 

The truly great studio, are distinguished by their uncanny knack for making this kind 
of magic happen time and again. They are staffed by people who have mastered their 

art and know how to bring out the best. Because of their creativity, each of these 
top studios is successful in its own unique way. 

Which makes it all the more remarkable that out of all the possible choices, the 
world's leading studios have independently selected a common standard of excellence 

for their mixing consoles and computers -the Solid State Logic SL 4000 E Series. 

If you're searching for a first class studio anywhere in the world, we'd like you to 
have the latest SSL Network Directory. It lists over 200 data -compatible SSL rooms 
in 72 cities and 24 countries, complete with booking information. And if you're a 

studio owner wondering why your phone doesn't ring as often as it used to, we'd like 
to send you complete details on the Sl_ 4000 E. Just give u .t call. We're here to help. 

Solid State Logic 
llxtl,r.1 \o York Lu, Angeles Hong Kong 
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Quantec heralds a new era. A revolution in acoustic versatility. Every sound environment 
is obtainable at the push of a button. 

Acoustics are no longer bound by the specific configuration of a room, but can be used 

to emphasize a scene, enhance or improve a sound or enrich a musical composition. 

Programs Reverberation program 
Room size 
Decay time 
Decay time at low frequencies 
Decay time at high frequencies 
Reverbration density 
Density of resonance 
Reverb 
'st R, net t 

Enhance program 
Freeze program 

Vor o thc 

1 m3 - 106 m3 with 7 steps 
0.1 sec to 100 sec (up to 400 sec at 40 Hz) 
Coefficient of 0.1 to 10 with 11 steps related to selected decay time 
Coefficient of 0.1 to 2.5 with 8 steps related to selected decoy time 
More than 10.000 per sec depending on room size 
Max 3 per Hz of bandwidth depending on room size 
Prereverb delay I ms - 200 ms in steps of 1 ms, level -30 dB to 0dB in steps of I dB 'OFF' Function 

1 ms - 200 ms in steps of I ms, level -30 dB to OdB, 'OFF' Function 

Simulation of rooms without perceptible reverberation 

Special loop program with infinite decay time to add any number of acoustical entries 

n just c fver cc rc tor. 
The Marshall modified high performance Quantec Room Simulator is again available. 

For additional information circle #223 

MARSHALL ELECTRONIC Box 438. Brooklandville, MD 21022 (301) 484 -2200 

Quantec GmbH, Sollnerstr. 7a, D -8000 Múnchen 71, Tel. 089 1 7 91 40 41, Telex 5 23 793 

MARSHALL 



DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
would provide the most accurate sim- 
ulation of a movie theater, especially 
in regard to the level of surround 
information. As a result, the Dolby 
Stereo Lt -Rt printing master was 
made atTodd -AO Stage A, Hollywood. 

The use of Sony digital multitracks 
for the Talking Heads' Stop Making 
Sense concert movie was confined to 
the post -production stage, with the 
analog 24 -track masters being trans- 
ferred, with timecode offsets, to a dig- 
ital dubbing master. Minimal pre- 
mixing was done by recording engi- 
neer Joel Moss at this point, it having 
been decided to leave balancing of the 
final mix at Warner Hollywood to 
Moss and dubbing mixer Steve Mas- 
low. The Dolby Stereo Lt -Rt was 
bounced up on the digital edit master. 

Late 1984 saw the first use of the 
Mitsubishi X -800 digital 32 -track at 
The Burbank Studios (TBS) for the 
re- recording of the film Body Double. 
The music score by Pino Donaggio 
was recorded on an X -800, and mixed 
down to a four -track 35mm editing 
copy, without timecode. After he had 
rehearsed the edits on 35mm mag, 
music editor Richard Stone noted 
their location in feet /frames from the 
Academy Picture Start mark and 
then transposed them into SMPTE 

timecode numbers. These in /out points 
were later used to create a digital edit 
master by copying the digital four - 
track mix (which had been bounced 
up on the original multitrack tapes) to 
another X -800, which in turn had been 
pre- striped with SMPTE timecode for 
each reel. 

This digital edit master reel went to 
the final mix at TBS Stage 5, where 
the music master mix was recorded on 
four -track analog 35mm mag, along 
with four -track dialog and four -track 
effects "splits." This single mag -film 
generation was used because there 
was insufficient room on the X -800 for 
all 12 tracks of the final mix. Addi- 
tionally, it was felt prudent to keep the 
final mix elements (four -track dialog, 
music and effects) on the same 
medium, especially in the event that 
the final mix had to be cut to conform 
to picture changes. 

The X -800 was used, however, to 
record the Dolby Lt -Rt printing mas- 
ter, combining the three, four -track 
splits. This mix was then transferred 
to a Mitsubishi X -80 digital two -track 
for convenience in transferring to the 
optical negative. 

The Mitsubishi X -800 also saw 
extensive use in the music recording 
of Francis Coppola's The Cotton 
Club. Although prescoring for the 
musical sequences was made to 24- 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE 
SONY PCM -F1 IN FILM RECORDING 

At a John Denver concert shoot in Russia last Thanksgiving, veteran recording 
engineer Roger Nichols employed a Nakamichi DMP -100 digital processor and 

VHS Hi -Fi VCR combination to record a total of five tracks on one piece of videotape. 
"I used the video as the stereo digital [PCM] channel," Nichols explains, "and the Hi -Fi 
channels for stereo audience; the standard [linear] track contained camera slates. 

"Because I was trying out the VHS Hi -Fi deck for the first time, and wasn't sure if the 
Hi -Fi heads were going to mess with the video 'image' containing the digital audio, I ran 
a standard Beta deck as a backup." This past June, confident that the system would 
function properly, Nichols and Denver returned to Russia, and Nichols took with him 
only the Magnavox portable VHS Hi -Fi deck. 

Nichols' DMP -100 had been modified with an internal 60 Hz- referenced crystal, and 
thus was running without sync connection to the pair of 16mm crystal -sync, 24 fps film 
cameras. Back in the U.S., the 40 hours of camera negative was transferred to video 
via a Rank - Cintel flying -spot scanner. During a telecine transfer, 24 -fps film is effec- 
tively slowed down to the NTSC color -field rate of 59.94 Hz (23.97 fps). The standard 
method of achieving audio sync, when shooting film for video post- production, is for 
the camera operator to pan down at the beginning of each camera start and shoot a 
few seconds of character -generated timecode displayed nearby on a video monitor. 
Thus, all cameras will have the same timecode location at a given point in a song. This 
technique also allows audio to be transferred during telecine, since the rough mix 
(usually recorded on half -inch, four -track, with stereo audio, 60 -Hz sinewave and 
30 -frame timecode) contains the same timecode. 

However, since Nichols' shoot in Russia did not employ SMPTE timecode in any 
form during its production, the telecine transfers were made silent, with the timecode 
numbers recorded on the videotape (one -inch type -C master and %a -inch U -Matic for 
off -line editing) bearing no relationship between cameras. 

At his home in California, Nichols mixed down the four tracks of audio -VHS Hi -Fi 
stereo audience and separate PCM -encoded Denver vocal and guitar tracks -to two 
tracks on a second PCM -Fl. "I was playing back [the original tracks] at 59.94, and the 
second digital processor was recording at 59.94. The DMP -100 that I was recording on 
was in the 'genlock' mode, synchronized to the 59.94 crystal of the playback deck. In 
this manner, it was in fact synchronized to the Fl I was playing back [the concert tape] 
on." ... continued overleaf - 

track analog, all of the music heard in 
the final film was recorded digitally. 
Approximately half of the vocals were 
post- synced, with the other half being 
transferred from the 24 -track analog 
masters to the digital mulititrack 
tapes. 

Recording engineer Tom Jung pre- 
mixed the music onto 24 -track analog 
in preparation for the final mix at 
Zoetrope Studios in Napa, CA, thus 
providing sound designer Richard 
Beggs with an average of 12 tracks 
per song. These tracks were also 
"strung off' onto three -track 35mm 
mag elements for ease in editing, and 
"slipping" of sync during the final 
mix. 

Digital Recorders in Production 
For the past 15 years, almost all 

films shot in the United States (and 
most of the world, for that matter) 
have used Nagra VI -inch portable tape 
recorders made by Kudelski S.A. of 
Switzerland. Although these trusted 
machines owe their ubiquity partly to 
high quality (73 dB signal -to -noise 
ratio at 15 ips), the unit's high reliabil- 
ity perhaps figures more strongly in 
their universal appeal. (The standard 
comment is that "you can throw a 
Nagra off a cliff" and expect it to 
work.) The QGX2 -60 crystal in a 
Nagra 4.2, the standard mono re- 
corder, is accurate to within 10 parts 
per million (0.864 frames per hour). 
Since the magazines of most 16mm 
and 35mm cameras hold a maximum 
of 11 minutes of film, the Nagra's 
crystal is more than accurate for even 
the longest, continuous take. 

What, then, does digital recording 
have to offer the world of production 
film sound? Despite the Nagra's 
excellent technical specs, sound edi - 
tors and re- recording mixers must 
still deal with tracks that are seriously 
under -recorded (peaking at -20 dB on 
a Nagra modulometer), with dialog 
buried in tape hiss. Or recorded too 
hot, with excessive distortion. In 
some instances, this is not quite the 
fault of the production mixer, since 
the rushed atmosphere on film sets 
today often precludes time for a 
rehearsal. Also, soft -speaking child 
actors present a big problem, espe- 
cially when they are talking to adults 
in a scene. All of the situations listed 
above make gain riding (and, perhaps 
more importantly, gain anticipation) 
an essential skill that can be learned 
only through much experience. 

Another problem that exists in spite 
of the Nagra is tape print -through. 
The public(and, many times, even the 
re- recording mixer) is unaware of the 
careful frame -by -frame handiwork 
that dialog editors perform on produc- 
tion tracks. A recent informal poll of 
experienced dialog editors revealed 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF F1- continued.. 
The EIAJ- Format mixdown tape was made to 3% -inch U -Matic cassette for conven- 

ience in post -production. Again, since there was no timecode used during the shoot, 
the code recorded on track #2 of the U -Matic EIAJ sound master bore no relationship 
to the timecode on the videotape transfers. "We used the video coming out of the 
playback deck as sync for the timecode generator," Nichols recalls. 

Nichols had used the standard "linear" analog track to record camera slates with 
the DigiSlate system. Similar to the bloop light system used by documentary sound/ - 
camera teams over the years, at the beginning of a camera start the operator swings 
over to an assistant holding up a small slate. When a button is pressed, a bulb is lit at 

the same time that the DigiSlate sends a "bloop" tone to the recorder. The resultant 
sync point is easily found, and many systems include an LED readout for numbering 
takes. This slate information - the bloops plus the vocal slates; for example "camera 
two, roll four" - was transferred to analog track #1 of the 3 -inch EIAJ master. 

At Compact Video in Burbank, the 3 -inch and one -inch videotapes were striped 
with sound from the 3 -inch EIAJ sound master by finding the proper timecode offset, 
using the bloop light at the beginning of each camera slate as sychronization refer- 
ence. "lt was perfect, and never went out of sync throughout the whole concert," says 

Nichols. "The digital processor was locked to house sync [59.94] during the transfer. 
Therefore, the only variable in the system was the frequency of my crystal in my 

DMP -100 when I recorded the concert, versus the frequency of the crystal in the 
16mm cameras." 

After the off- and on -line edit sessions, the U -Matic EIAJ master sound video- 
cassettes were locked to the one -inch master (again after finding the necessary 
timecode offset) resulting, effectively, in first -generation analog audio. 

In the fall of 1982, just after the introduction of the Sony PCM -F1, Nichols had 
recorded 28 concerts for John Denver using a pair of PCM -Fls. Since genlock 
modifications were not readily available for the Fl at this time, Nichols was unable to 
route the video out of one F1 into the other. 

Nichols' solution was to "take the clock out of one F1 and run it into the second, so 
they were synchronized. I also had a timecode generator which was looking at the 
F 1- generated video, and using it as sync for the timecode that was going on the analog 
tracks of both Beta VCRs. Because there's no Beta II machine that you can lock up 
[for frame -accurate editing], I transferred the tape, using the copy mode, to %-inch F1, 
regenerating the timecode." 

The four tracks recorded during these earlier concerts were apportioned slightly 
differently than for the Russian shoot: one track for the vocal mike, two tracks for 
guitar, and one for audience. "I used the delay of the audience that bled into the vocal 
mike to fake a stereo audience track," Nichols explains. 

When using a VHS deck to record with a PCM -F1 (or any PCM processor), Nichols 
advises that the deck should be modified to disable the dropout compensator, "so that 
the F1 can do all of its own error correction. Beta machines have a switch on the back 
marked `PCM.' Many VHS machines don't have it, so their internal dropout compen- 
sator is still active [when using an F1]. So if there is a dropout on the tape, it [the VCR] 
substitutes a whole line, which makes the errors even worse. In most VHS machines 
you can wire a jumper to disable the dropout compensator." 

Modifying a PCM -F1 Combination for Field Recording 
A production mixer bringing a PCM -F1 on a movie set in 1985 probably attracts the 

same attention that was caused 20 years ago by the sight of a Nagra III. One difference, 
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Roger Nichols with his four- channel 
recording system, shown in close up 
above (L -to R): Sony eight -input mixer, 
Nakamichi DMP -100 processor, 
Magnavox VHS Hi -Fi VCR and ART 01 
digital reverb. 

DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
that rare indeed is the production 
track that doesn't have bad print - 
through problems. 

Reducing noise and distortion, and 
eliminating print -through, would be a 
tangible benefit even when the digital 
master was transferred to non -Dolby 
35mm mag stripe, whose signal -to- 
noise ratio and specs don't come close 
to those of the Sony PCM -F1, cur- 
rently the most popular portable dig- 
ital processor. 

(It has to be stated for the record 
that the biggest problems faced by 
production mixers - getting the mike 
in the right place and having a quiet 
set - can be avoided almost entirely - 
with cooperation from the director, 
assistant director, and cinema- 
tographer. No recorder can solve the 
problems created by these people!) 

There is clearly some room in loca- 
tion sound for the benefits offered by 
digital recording, and indeed many 
production mixers have begun exper- 
imenting with digital processors, 
mainly the Sony PCM -F1. However, 
there has been some resistance in Hol- 
lywood to the use of EIAJ- Format 
processors because the units (and 
their companion half -inch VCRs) were 
not designed to form a rugged, profes- 
sional film production channel. Prob- 
ably the most controversial and mis- 
understood stumbling block regarding 
the acceptance of such digital proces- 
sors (including, in addition to the 
Sony Fl, the Nakamichi DMP -100, 
and the 14 -bit JVC VP -101 Technics 
SV -100, and Sansui X -I Tricode) is the 
fact that the internal sync capabili- 
ties of most units were not designed 
for standard double- system film work 
(i.e., both the camera and recorder 
running on internal crystals refer- 
enced to 60 Hz). 

When a crystal -controlled Nagra is 
operating, a white cross appears on 
the front panel to tell the mixer that 
the 60 Hz Neopilot track (13.5 kHz FM 
track on a stereo Nagra) is being 
recorded to tape; a second cross indi- 
cates presence of correct speed and 
power. All professional motion -picture 
cameras employ motors governed by 
an internal 60 Hz- referenced crystal, 
and many of them sound a warning 
beep when the camera is running off 
sync speed (24 fps). 

During transfer of a '/1 -inch Nagra 
tape of production sound to 35mm 
single stripe for editing, one of three 
sync modes is possible: 1, no sync 
connection, with the Nagra self - 
resolving (phase -locking the Neopilot 
track on the playback tape with the 60 
Hz crystal) and the mag machine 
running on its own internal crystal; 2, 
driving the mag recorder from the 
Neopilot track using a synchronizer 



such as the Magna -Tech 93; or, 3, 
modifying the speed of the replayed 
1/4-inch tape to follow the crystal refer- 
ence in the dubber. The latter two 
methods guarantee a proper transfer, 
while the first technique is virtually 
foolproof unless the crystals on both 
the production and transfer Nagras 
and the mag recorder are too high or 
too low in reference frequency. Even 
when the errors add up, a sync error 
would probably only be detectable in 
a long take. This is how films stay in 
sync. 

Synchronizing an 
EIAJ- Format Processor 

In the "record" mode, when using a 

standard half -inch consumer video - 
deck (such as the Sony SL- 2000), a 
U.S. -bought Sony PCM -Fl feeds NTSC 
59.94 Hz composite video into the 
"video input" of the VCR. During 
playback, the F1 processor locks to 
incoming video, which is governed by 
the 59.94 H z field rate of the crystal in 
the video playback deck. 

Which brings up the most obvious 
issue with regard to the sync capabili- 
ties of an unmodified EIAJ processor: 
It Is Not Referenced to 60 Hz! 

We are again back to the issue of the 
internal crystals fitted to the proces- 
sor and VCR: Is 59.94 Hz acceptable? 
The answers from experienced mixers 
and engineers was a "definite maybe." 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF F1 -continued.. 
however, is that while the Nagra did not offer any substantial quality perks over 
recording on 35mm mag, it was (and is) much more portable and convenient than 
even the smallest mag film recorder. 

On the other hand, while the PCM -F1 offers potential for increased quality, it is a 
consumer unit, and one not designed to be "thrown off a cliff." Furthermore, the 
features that are taken for granted in a Nagra, such as balanced mike inputs, low 
battery consumption and crystal sync, must be jerry- rigged in an FI. 

The speed with which an F1 /SL -2000 combination eats up the NP -1 NiCad packs 
(20 minutes on the Fl, one hour with SL -2000 VCR) has led mixers to seek other 
sources of power. While AC is an obvious answer, accessibility can be a problem, the 
power cord being one more hassle to deal with. 

One common solution is the modification of a 12 -volt auto battery for use with the 
F1 /SL -2000. Audio Services makes 12 -volts a stock item available to mixers, and 
claims that they will run a digital production channel for 12 hours. 

One of the main reasons why powering is such an issue with production mixers is 
that it is important to keep the "numbers up" on the video deck, to allow the transfer 
person to find the "print" takes. When using an F1, mixers "zero" the timer on the 
video recorder at the beginning of a tape, and write the start -of -take times for each 
tape on the log sheet. (It is essential that if a Nagra is used as back -up, separate logs be 
used for the FI material and the Nagra, to avoid confusion by sound editors as to what 
track they are dealing with. On the subject of logs, it is probably a wise idea to note 
whether the F1 was running off its standard, 59.94 Hz internal crystal, or whether a 60 
Hz -based system was used.) 

The mixer only has a few seconds warning that the batteries are about to go, and 
not only might everything grind to a halt in the middle of a take, but the numbers will be 
wiped out. Nagras don't need any timing system because transfer recordists are used 
to fast winding the h -inch tape with the head lifters defeated, listening for either a 40 
Hz tone under the voice slates before a take or the two "pips" after a take. 

Jacques Nosco, who has used an F1 /SL -2000 combination on many films and 
commercials, uses an Audio Services 12 -volt battery while recording, and switches to 
the NC -1 NiCads between takes to keep the timer active while saving the large 
battery. Although 12 hours would seem to be enough time for one day's shooting, 
Nosco notes that "in the film business, the days get longer and longer later in the week, 
and on Friday you could be working until two or three in the morning. You put in 16 or 
18 hours and at those times when it is the roughest is when the battery may fail. Then 
you're running around looking for AC at the worst times." 

Any 12 -volt battery will do the job, and Rich Topham of Audio Services remembers 
that he had one client "who wanted to use the Fl on his boat to record seals. We made 
him a cable that clip -leaded to the battery of the boat." While most production mixers 
in features use outboard mixing boards with their Nagras, there is frequently a need to 
mike directly into the machine. The F1 shows its consumer roots again with its j4 -inch 
unbalanced mike inputs. Topham says that many people who use Schoeps mikes with 
an Fl for stereo sound effects recordings jumper pins 1 and 3 on the XLR connector to 
"more or less balance it. ". The only difference is that you don't have transformer 
isolation, although I haven't had any problems with ground loops on battery 
operation." 

Possibly the most important tip concerning the use of digital production recording is 
to make sure that it is used, and not left on the shelf while the Nagra '4 -inch back -up is 
transferred. Jacques Nosco neatly avoids this by handing in his Nagra tapes a day 
later, after the Fl tapes are transferred to mag for dailies. O 

The "definite" stems from the con- 
cept that if the Fl 'VCR combination 
records and plays back with reference 
to the 59.94 Hz, even though the 
camera utilizes a standard 60 Hz crys- 
tal, picture and sound will match 
because they both obey the same 
"clock on the wall." One second is one 
second. 

David Smith, chief engineer o 
Editel, New York, has made extensive 
tests on the Fl , researching its use in 
video editing. "When you are record- 
ing, the FI is the master; in playback, 
the playback deck's crystal is the 
master. If the playback deck and the 
F'I are both close to each other; it's 
pretty good. 

"In television post- production, 
where we use the F'1 frequently, we 
have to pull it up about one frame 
every seven -to -10 minutes if it isn't 
synchronously locked to the master 
video generator. If you are going to 
shoot three - or four- minute scenes, or 
:30- or 20-second clips, it works fine. If 
you are going to do the sound for a 
half -hour scene, however, you would 
have to accept an external timebase." 

Richard Topham, J r., general man- 
ager of Audio Services Corp. of North 
Hollywood, is not only one of the larg- 
est Nagra dealers in the world, but 
also rents the PCM -FI for film use, 
and has sold over 1,000 of the Sony 
processors. Although all of his rental 
Fls are modified to accept external 
sync, he recommends using the FI on 
its internal 59.94 Hz crystal and has 
had good results with it. "I know it's 
right and I stand behind it," he says. 
"There are a lot of guys who think you 
have to [resolve to[ 60 Hz because you 
are dealing with film. I do not believe 
that this is true. It doesn't matter if 
it's 59.94, as long you resolve it to 
59.94." 

The most obvious way around the 
problem would seem to be to print a 
crystal- generated 60 -Hz sinewave on 
the VCR's longitudinal analog audio 
track, and then use this signal to drive 
the mag recorder during transfer. 
David Smith has utilized such a tech- 
nique with a Sony SL -2000 Betamax 
deck, and reports that it works fine. It 
should be noted, however, that it is 
possible that the replayed sync signal 
will contain a significant wow and 
flutter content. If the phase- locked 
loop in the synchronization system 
tracks accurately during transfer, the 
mag copy might also be full of wow 
and flutter, just like the VCR. This 
problem could be avoided altogether 
by taking up one of the two PCM 
audio tracks to record the sync signal, 
but that is a compromise that many 
mixers would not like to make. 

The other two methods of achieving 
60 -Hz sync on location involve either 
installing a 60 -Hz referenced crystal 
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DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
in the F1, or modifying it to accept an 
external 60 -Hz sync source. 

An easy way to obtain a 60 -Hz FI is 
to purchase a PAL /SECAM version. 
As it turns out, PA /SECAM Fl s come 
with the necessary peripheral circui- 
try, and the ability to alter sampling 
rate for both crystals is integral to the 
unit. However, the rates are not 
switch -selectable, and must be modi- 
fied to be so. Although the PAL Fl 
runs at 50 fields, the sampling fre- 
quency is 44.1 kHz, which is a multi- 
ple of 60 Hz (as opposed to 44.056, 
which relates to 59.94 -field NTSC 
color video). 

Among the companies that offer 
modifications of Sony digital proces- 
sors is Audio +Design /Calrec, of Bre- 
merton, WA. Although PAL opera- 
tion is part of the modification they 

I make to the PCM -701 ES, the com- 
pany's Tom Gandy notes that "if you 
want an FI to run at 60 instead of 
59.94, you should call up Sony Parts, 
lay down a few bucks for a crystal and 
pop it in; it's a five -minute job. You 
need a service manual to see which 
circuit to pull, but it's clearly labeled." 

The second way to achieve 60 -Hz 
crystal sync is to modify the Fl to 
accept an external sync input. David 
Smith says that his machines "take 
60 -cycle sinusoidal sync and convert 
it to vertical drive component of video: 
squaring it, making it the proper 
level. The width must be adjusted to 
10 lines, which is 640 microseconds. I 
then do an external video lock to this 
`phony' video that has been made 
from the 60 -cycle sinewave. You will 
then get 60 cycles and a sampling fre- 
quency of 44.1 kHz." 

When working with Fl- encoded 
material that has been recorded at 60 
Hz - either referenced to internal 
crystal, or an external 60 Hz source 
-the mixer must be sure that the 
playback deck used during transfer 
can accept external sync. David Smith 
explains: "The F1 is going to spit out 
[during recording] 60 fields, 30 frames 
at[a sampling frequency of] 44.1 kHz, 
while the playback deck will be at 
59.94/29.97 at 44.056. You will get a 
time slide - it will play back slightly 
slow - and a pitch shift. 

"We modify the machine that is 
playing back the Fl material so that it 
runs at the exact 60 cycles that it was 
recorded at. In other words, the play- 
back machine's internal crystals are 
all at the 59.94 field rate; we have to up 
it to 60 by feeding in an external 
source of 60 into the machine. Then 
you don't have to put 60 -cycle sinu- 
soidal on the longitudinal track to get 
a perfect playback." 

Audio Intervisual Design, Los 
Angeles, offers two levels of modifica- 
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tions for the F1. Stage one allows the 
unit to lock to incoming composite 
video , while not affecting normal 
crystal NTSC operation. The second 
step enables the F1 to lock not only to 
composite video (60 or 59.94 Hz), but 
also to "just about any sync source 
you might have. This includes verti- 
cal drive, squarewave, sinewave, etc.," 
according to AID's Mike Novitch. A 
60 -Hz crystal is also installed, in addi- 
tion to an RCA jack, which provides a 
sinewave output from the reference 
frequency. Whatever sync is coming 
into the machine the Fl is referenced 
to is now going out, so if anyone else 
needs to see it, you have that option." 

Two switches allow conversion cho- 
ice between internal 59.94 Hz and 
external sync, which has three options: 
60 -Hz crystal, external 60 Hz, and 
external composite video. 

Despite his high regard for the qual- 
ity of the F1 processor, Audio Servi- 
ce's Rich Topham recommends using 
a Nagra as a backup. "The Fl is too 
new and mixers have to cover them- 
selves," he offers. "I'd like to have a 

$7,000 machine sitting next to a con- 
sumer video deck and PCM processor." 

Some of the problems presented by 
an EIAJ- Format processor can never 
be "solved" in its present form: for 
portability, the unit has to be con- 
nected to a half -inch consumer VCR, 
and neither machine is film- ready. 
One cannot throw a Fl /SL -2000 over 
the shoulder, for example, and run 
with it during a shoot without fear of 
accidentally hitting the wrong switch 
or power running down. Also, off -tape 
monitoring is not possible and wind- 
ing back to listen to a just- recorded 
take is not as convenient as it is with a 
Nagra. 

All of which leads everyone to the 
same question: Who will come out 
with the first "digital Nagra"? There 
is no official word from Kudelski - or, 
for that matter, any other major 
manufacturer - that they will make 
this happen in the near future. 

The industry (and much money) 
awaits the first company on the block 
with a portable, one -piece, "bullet- 
proof," sync -ready digital recorder. 

RANDOM -ACCESS SOUND EDITING 
The potential sonic benefits of dig- 

ital sound effects and production 
recordings are minimized - some 
might even say eliminated - when 
the digital tracks are transferred to 
35mm mag stripe and then re- recorded 
four times before reaching the final 
analog print. An "easy" solution 
would be to utilize a system based on 
digital 35mm recorders which, pre- 
sumably, would feature an analog 
guide track to allow editing on Movio- 
las, flatbed editing tables, and sync 
blocks. While this capability would 
take care of the quality /generation 
loss issue, it would do nothing in 
regards to what is probably the big- 
gest problem faced by sound editors: 
tight deadlines, abetted by frequent 
picture changes. 

Digital 35mm tracks would still 
have to be manually synced, edited, 
and leadered. Dozens of elements 
would have to be re -cut every time the 
director or editor decides to make a 
change. If two feet of picture are 
added at the 400 -foot, three -frame 
point from the start mark, every 
sound unit must reflect the update or 
sync will be lost 400 feet and four 
frames into the reel. 

Along with this recutting process 
comes the rewriting of the cue sheets, 
with perhaps a half -dozen assistant 
editors working overtime coordinat- 
ing the whole show. (The record world 
should count its lucky stars that it has 
no analogy to this problem.) Multiply 
this headache by the 12 reels in an 
average film and you have many tal- 
ented sound editors wasting much of 

their time just keeping up with 
changes. 

The recutting problem outlined 
above is one reason why digital 
random -access sound editing one day 
will completely replace the venerable 
Moviolas that have served sound edi- 
tors for over 55 years. ("Random - 
access" is partly a misnomer, because 
digitized sounds would be pulled from 
Winchester hard disks or optical 
disks, etc., and not from random - 
access memory; it will be many years, 
if not decades, before RAM becomes 
inexpensive enough to store the large 
quantities of digitized sound effects 
needed during an edit/ mix session.) 

Not only would sound be able to 
remain in the digital domain, but the 
labor- and time -intensive manual 
steps involved in 35mm feature sound 
effects editing - auditioning '/I -inch 
'tapes, transferring selected sounds to 
individual mag rolls, editing sounds 
to fit the picture, leadering and label- 
ing the sounds onto reels, and writing 
up cue sheets - would be condensed 
dramatically. 

Random -access editing would allow 
one person to audition, say, all of the 
explosions in a library, edit the 
chosen effects to fit the picture (per- 
haps adding digital processing), and 
print out a cue sheet in the time it 
would normally take to audition the 
sounds (assuming the library was 
cross- referenced on a computer!). 

With a random -access system (as 
we can best envision them today), 
there will be little difference between 
the hardware used in sound editing 



and mixing. The chosen explosion, for 
example, will never actually be copied 
from the original disk auditioned by 
the sound editor. Instead, only when 
that reel is pre -mixed will the sounds 
be re- recorded, placing them in accor- 
dance to the timecode -based Edit 
Decision List (EDL) created by the 
sound editor. If the editor will not be 
mixing in house, the required digital 
tracks could be transferred to a digital 
multitrack for playback at the dub- 
bing stage. 

Since it is presumed that both pic- 
ture and sound editing will be con- 
nected to a central computer data- 
base, such mundane but time - 
consuming chores as revising cue 
sheets and conforming the audio to 
match picture changes will present 
little problem. 

Such freedom is more complex and 
time -saving than might be imagined. 
Perhaps it can most clearly be stated 
that all material recorded for the film - production dialog, sound effects, 
music, Foley and ADR - along with 
library sound effects, are always 
readily accessible in any order at any 
time to anyone. Thus, if the sound edi- 
tor wants to modify, for example, a 
car crash pre -mix at the time of the 
final mix, this can be accommodated 
readily, even though the picture cut 
for that reel has changed through 
three later versions. Today's technol- 
ogy would require a few hours of edit - 
ing(conforming the original cut tracks 
to the current version) and mixing 
time - while trying to remember all of 
the EQ settings, etc., used during the 
pre -mix, which may have taken place 
weeks ago. 

It should be made clear that the 
problems concerning today's analog 
35mm -mag -based technology are also 
present in any digital recording for- 
mat that would be stored in any serial 
medium - digital multitrack tape, 
digital 35mm mag film, digitally - 
encoded videotape, etc. 

SoundDroid 
One of the most eagerly anticipated 

events at the 1985 NAB Convention 
in Las Vegas was the introduction of 
the Lucasfilm /Convergence Sound - 
Droid sound editing and mixing sys- 
tem. Since the last R -e /p update on 
digital sound research at Lucasfilm, 
project leader Andy Moorer and his 
staff of six have concentrated on the 
"front -end user interface." The sys- 
tem is currently using a touch screen 
laid over a high- resolution graphics 
VDU, which is a slight change from 
the trackball configuration used in 
the companion Lucasfilm /Conver- 
gence EditDroid picture editing 
system. 

The touchscreen "gives the user a 
more direct way of interacting with 

what's going on on the screen," 
Moorer offers. "Rather than reaching 
off on the side, you point directly at it. 
But you can use a trackball or mouse 
with the system." 

The 1024- by 800 -pixel bit -map 
screen has three basic formats. The 
Electronic Cue Sheet, not only lists 
footages, but also displays action des- 
cription and dialog. The Meter Screen 
allows for patching of three -band dig- 
ital equalization, reverb, and panpot- 
ting, while indicating the signal flow. 
A recent improvement to the Meter 
Screen is the concept of "pages," 
allowing the user to immediately 
jump to eight other channels, as 
opposed to the scrolling feature used 
earlier. Moorer notes that "people 
were asking for faster console 

response, and we were willing to give 
up a little flexibility. The paging fea- 
ture allows us to bring up eight more 
faders in a flash." Finally, the Library 
Screen accesses the database of sound 
effects and production recordings. 

The current ScundDroid hardware 
configuration consists of two Motor- 
ola 68010 microprocessors - includ- 
ing one for the control computer - 
two Mbyte of main memory, the hi -res 
graphic display, and a fixed Control 
Data 825 -Mbyte Winchester hard disk 
that holds up to two hours of 16 -bit, 48 
kHz mono sound. The second 68010 is 
located in the ASP (Audio Signal Pro- 
cessor), which controls up to 16 DSPs 
(Digital Signal Processors) and 
includes the control panel /console. 

While the basic ASP contains one 
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SoundDroid's Electronic Cue Sheet screen (Mt) indicates audio modulations, start, Stop points, and slate information for three tracks 
simultaneously. Panning, EQ, and reverberation are handled by the Meter Screen (right), and are controlled by eight assignable knobs. 

DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
DSP, allowing 16 channels of digital 
audio to be processed in real time, an 
ASP can handle up to 256 channels 
simultaneously when connected to 
the full configuration of 16 DSPs. 
Each DSP, in turn, can control up to 
16, 825 -Mbyte disks, thus allowing 
instant access to a staggering 512 
hours of mono digital audio. 

Since having access to 256 tracks 
might be considered overkill for even 
the most elaborate Lucasfilm sound- 
track, one might wonder why such 

capabilities were built into the sys- 
tem? The answer lies in the concept of 
a facility that would share the disk 
drives among many SoundDroid edit- 
ing and mixing stations. 

At the present time, the on -line 
working store utilizes the 825 -Mbyte 
CDC hard disks, which are cheaper, 
faster and more reliable than the 300- 
Mbyte drives "equipped with inter- 
changeable disk packs" that the 
SoundDroid team has been using 
since the beginning of the system's 
development. The fixed disks are 
"dual- ported," and would be con- 
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nected both to a Soundl)roid station 
and to a transfer -room robot arm 
changer /archive machine. Thus, 
while the mixing theater is using the 
"A" disks, the "B" disks are assigned 
to the transfer machine and can he 
loading for the next session or the 
next reel, or used for archiving yes- 
terday's work. 

The DSPs and the disk drives that 
they control can only be used with 
their asssigned SoundDroid; the dub- 
bing stage can't "borrow" a few disk 
drives during a busy reel unless the 
lending station is not in use. 

Later on, during final mixing, with 
most of the editing stations not in 
operation, the SoundDroid mixing 
station might commandere half of the 
l)SPs in a facility. The other half 
might be used by an editing station to 
pre -mix and to conform tracks to pic- 
ture changes. 

Hand -in -hand with the issue of how 
many channels can be processed in 
real -time is the question of how many 
tracks are on -line, and how the off - 
line material will be archived - a 
problem that has to be addressed by 
all random- access editing /mixing 
systems. 

Moorer feels that the solution to the 
long -term archival storage problem is 
10 -inch, write -once optical disks (a 
product also made by Control Data) 
and which hold an hour of stereo 
information on each of the platter's 
two sides. "The price compares favor- 
ably with digital master machines. 
We can buy, off the shelf, a robot arm 
changer [made by FileNet) that will 
hold 64 platters, and can insert the 
disks into any of four players," 
Moorer says. The changer, which 
functions in much the same way as a 
juke box, can retrieve and load an 
optical disk, and hig "play" within 15 
seconds of receiving a command. 

Because the response time of the 
optical disks is slow (they can record 
and playback in real time only), and 
because they are only capable of ste- 



SoundDroid mixing console, featuring 
GML /Penny & Giles moving faders. 

reo transfer, their use will be limited 
to the off -line storage of sound effects 
and production tracks. If an optical 
disk needs to be accessed during an 
edit /mix session, the first audition 
would be recorded on the hard disk for 
future instant access. Multichannel 
material, such as pre -mixes, final 
mixes or music recordings, can also be 
archived to - or transferred from - 
optical disks, albeit only two tracks at 
a time. Streaming tape or multitrack 
digital recorders might come into use 
at these latter stages of post - 
production, although even then the 
CDC 825 -Mbyte drives would be 
limited to simultaneously transfer- 
ring 10 tracks of digital audio at a 
time. 

Moorer notes that the media cost of 
the optical disks - approximately 
$175 per platter - is fairly high, 
although this figure is expected to 
drop considerably when production is 
up to speed. 

The modus operandi described above 
suggests that the SoundDroid does 
not become cost -efficient unless a sys- 
tem approach is taken; a basic Sound - 
Droid costs approximately $200,000, 
including synchronization capability 
and a single disk drive. This money 
will provide only an eight -in, eight - 
out digital recorder /console /editor. 
No extensive mixing would be possi- 
ble; a SoundDroid re- recording sta- 
tion, incorporating basically three 
SoundDroids consoles connected to a 
single ASP, is currently under 
development. 

The system (perhaps "facility" is a 
better approach) has been emphas- 
ized by Andy Moorer since the begin- 
ning of the I.ucasfilm Digital Audio 
Project in April 1980. The price of a 
SoundDroid facility built from scratch 
would be approximately the same as a 
similarly equipped state -of- the -art 

analog facility. (Moorer relates that 
in the new Lucasfilm Sprocket Sys- 
tems building on the Skywalker Ranch 
in Marin County, CA, there will be 
only two 35mm mag machines!) 

It is presumed that such an all - 
digital facility would also include 
EditDroid picture editing stations. 
Soundl)roid was designed from the 
start to interface with the Editlroid 
"in terms of message formats, com- 
munications standards, and the type 
of computers that we would be using," 
says Moorer. "EditDroid has the 
same basic computer system, operat- 
ing system [Unix], and is programmed 
in same language IC] using the same 
database management system and 
Ethernet protocol. We can pick up a 

I Edit Decision] list from EditDroid 

and edit directly to it: location of scene 
changes, whether they are cuts or dis- 
solves. And, when picture is re -cut, 
conforming of all sound material is 
semi- automatic." 

Moorer notes that there are three 
levels of software in the Soundl)roid: 
"There's the front -end user interface; 
then there's what we call the `real - 
time monitor' - which actually runs 
in a separate computer - that han- 
dles things like disk scheduling and 
the loading and unloading of micro- 
code. The third piece is console 
response and automation. Now we are 
rewriting part of the user interface, 
and starting to rewrite the automa- 
tion. We got a lot of good ideas and 
comments at NAB." 

... continued overleaf - 
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Schematic (left) of the "virtual console" design of the CompuSonics DSP -2000 Series mixers /recorders. At right is the CompuSonics 
console screen, with all of the "knobs" and "faders" controlled by trackballs. These screen graphics are in full color. 

DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
The SoundDroid staff is currently 

in the process of developing user 
interfaces in the mixing domain, 
including patching, mixing and mon- 
itoring. "We have set up standard 
patches for most of the mixing desk 
functions, like equalization, panpots, 
reverberation," Moorer explains. 
"We've also got graphical front ends 
for the loop and doppler -shift 
programs." 

The Soundlroid sound -editing 
program, now called SI) (originally 
"FMX" and "EdiSon" ), allows eight 
audio tracks to be manipulated simul- 
taneously. The tracks can not only be 
viewed on the high -resolution dis- 
play, but also mixed on the GML/ 
Penny and Giles motorized fader 
system. 

Moorer and his staff have experi- 
mented with a set of touch -sensitive, 
six -inch Farenstat control strips made 
by Tasa Electronics. "It's entirely 
capacitive - touch sensitive - so 
that nothing actually moves. The 
good point is that there is no nulling 
problem; you just pick your finger up 
and put it somewhere else. The bad 
points are that the resolution is not as 
fine as you get with regular sliders. 
Also, to get the same resolution on a 
Farenstat that you get with a normal 
fader - from `silence' to 'wide open' 
-the distance would have to be 
longer than six inches, which would 
mean that you would have to push it 
down with three strokes [to achieve 
the same control range]. Also, since 
there is no mechanical feedback, you 
are relying entirely on your ears. The 
guys at Sprocket Systems have built 
into their fingers what a 3 -dB move- 
ment feels like; it's absolutely auto- 
matic and I'm a little hesitant to 
break that training." 

SoundDroid saw its first use in the 
processing of certain effects for Indi- 
ana Jones and the Temple of Doom. 
Amadeus utilized the SoundDroid to 
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help clean up about three minutes 
where Salieri is talking over quiet 
music passages. The noise on the pro- 
duction track interfered with the clar- 
ity of the music. Moorer remembers 
that he calibrated the system "using 
samples of the noises' between words! 
to let it know what the noise energy of 
each band was. It would then auto- 
matically set the gate thresholds." 

Alpha testing of SoundDroid for the 
sound editing of a feature will begin 
this Fall. TheSoundl)roid will be used 
for all standard sound editing: the 
picture editor's work track will be 
loaded into the system after copying 
onto optical disks. Dialog clean -up 
and splitting of tracks, along with 
standard sound effects editing, will be 
done totally on the digital processor. 

Because the current channel capa- 
cityof the prototype system is limited 
to 16, the final mix will be performed 
on Lucasfilm's Neve 8128 analog con- 
sole, playing back from analog copies 
of the cut and edited digital tracks. 

SoundDroid will be shipped to beta 
test sites in December. Mary Sauer, 
director of marketing for the Droid 
Works, notes that "there is more 
interest for the beta units than we can 
meet." The first production models 
will be shipped toward the end of the 
first quarter of 1986, she says. 

Both the EditDroid and the Sound - 
Droid are manufactured by The Droid 
Works, a joint venture of Lucasfilm 
Ltd. and Covergence Corporation 
that will handle their marketing, 
sales, and maintenance. The systems 
have built -in diagnostic routines that 
can be run over modems for remote 
troubleshooting, bringing a standard 
practice found in the world of main- 
frame computers to the film sound 
industry. 

CompuSonics DSP -2000 
CompuSonics was founded by David 

Schwartz in 1982 with the intent to 
design and manufacture a floppy 
disk -based digital record /playback 

unit for the consumer market. Armed 
with a prototype of the DSP -1000 con- 
sumer unit, $750,000 was raised in a 
public stock offering, with another 
$1.5 million added in April 1985. 

When development systems for the 
floppy -disk consumer unit "started 
looking more and more like like very 
nice professional systems," says John 
Stautner, CompuSonics vice presi- 
dent, "we decided to market those as 
well, in addition to developing soft- 
ware for professional hard -disk appli- 
cations." In May 1984, CompuSonics 
formally introduced both the consu- 
mer DSP -1000 and the professional 
DSP -2000 Series of random -access 
digital recorders /editors /mixers. 

Vitello & Associates, a film and TV 
sound editorial company located in 
North Hollywood, CA, received the 
first CompuSonics DSP -2002 two - 
channel editing /recording system in 
November 1984. The basic $35,000 
unit contains a CPU module with 
Motorola MC68000 microprocessor 
and TI TMS320 digital signal proces- 
sors. The 16 -bit system operates at a 
sampling frequency of 50 kHz, other 
standard rates being optional. Sounds 
stored on the unit's 140 -Mbyte hard 
disk are accessed via a keyboard and 
12 -inch monochrome monitor dis- 
playing menu -driven software. The 
system is modular and can be up- 
graded, with the addition of plug -in 
modules, from the two- output DSP - 
2002 to a four -channel DSP -2004 sys- 
tem with trackball mixing console 
and 19 -inch color graphics monitor. 

One of the first assignments Paul 
Vitello gave his new system was the 
creation of sound effects for 125 epi- 
sodes of the animated stereo TV ser- 
ies, Voltron. Although in early epi- 
sodes the sound effects were layed in 
"on the fly," CompuSonics introduced 
a SMPTE timecode interface to ena- 
ble sound effects to be triggered at 
specific timecode locations. Another 
recent software development allows 
more than one stereo pair of tracks to 



be built for a given timecode location, 
thus creating a "playlist" that allows 
an editor to simultaneously lay mul- 
tiple stereo pairs separately onto mag 
film or a multitrack. This facility is in 
contrast to the DSP- 2002's original 
design, which allowed only two tracks 
to be created and replayed at one time. 
Stautner says that the software is 
"continually under development, and 
we add new features and programs to 
it all the time and send out upgrades." 

After the CES Convention in June 
1984, the staff at CompuSonics became 
aware of interest in the system being 
generated by broadcasters, as well as 
for film and video post -production. 
The 3.3 -Mbyte "SuperFloppy" disk 
drives currently used in the DSP -2000 
units will soon be expanded to 6.6 
Mbytes for the professional broadcast 
version of the DSP -1000 scheduled for 
introduction this winter. The 6.6- 
Mbyte floppy disk is capable of stor- 
ing and replaying up to one minute of 
mono sound, which is considered long 
enough for station IDs and commer- 
cials; with Compusonics' data reduc- 
tion techniques (described below) 
entire singles could be stored on a 6.6- 
Mbyte disk. 

When the consumer DSP -1000 is 
finally released, it is expected that the 
capacity of the SuperFloppy will be 25 
Mbytes, to accommodate the longer 
recording times of albums. Both ver- 
sions of the DSP -1000 can be con- 
nected via an RS -232 serial port to a 
personal computer, allowing editing 
and even noise clean -up from the key- 
board. CompuSonics plans to furnish 
software written for the IBM PC and 
its compatibles. 

The Music Workspace module util- 
ized in a basic DSP -2002 contains a 
SuperFloppy 3.3 -Mbyte disk drive 
and one 140 -Mbyte hard disk, with 
room to add three more drives. (The 
SuperFloppy is primarily used in the 
DSP -2000 Series for mastering to the 
DSP -1000 format, and to load in 
applications software.) Up to seven 
additional Music Workspace expan- 
sion modules can be added, each con- 
taining a minimum of two and a max- 
imum of four 140 -Mbyte hard disks. 

Using, as a rule of thumb, the fact 
that 10 seconds of mono audio can be 
stored per megabyte (assuming a 50 
kHz sampling rate and normal error - 
detection overheads), each formatted 
140 -Mbyte hard disk holds up to 10 
minutes of stereo sound, yielding 40 
minutes of storage time per Music 
Workspace module, and up to a max- 
imum of 5.3 hours of stereo sound on- 
line simultaneously with a fully loaded 
system. 

However, these figures do not 
assume the use of the patented Corn - 
puSonics CSXTM data -reduction 
scheme, which allows the SuperFloppy 

to serve as a viable recording medium. 
CSX analyzes the time, frequency and 
amplitude content of the incoming 
audio signal after it has been broken 
into a maximum of 128 bands. A 
short -term "model" of the signal is 
built using the filters, and the para- 
meters stored by the system. The 
model adapts itself to the changing 
audio content, and is updated every 10 
milliseconds. 

Data reduction can be introduced 
either during or after a recording, and 
Stautner notes that "you can reduce 
up to a factor of two without any loss 
of data at all; after expansion, all of 
the bits are still there. If you com- 

pared the reconstructed signal with 
what you originally recorded, there 
would be no difference. This tech- 
nique is called the 'loss -less' data 
reduction algorithm, and it is impor- 
tant to note that the amount of reduc- 
tion is program dependent; in some 
cases we have seen it go up past a 
factor of three. and in others it is less 
than two." 

Further data reduction - up to a 
factor of eight - does involve the loss 
of data hits, although Stautner em- 
phasizes that the amount of data 
reduction, or its use in the first place, 
is at the discretion of the engineer at 

... continued overleaf - 
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DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
all times. "It's just like a tape -speed 
knob; if you put it on 15 ips, you get 
high- quality recording, but you get 
less time. On 7.5, you get less quality, 
but more time." 

The current method of archival 
storage i:1 a DSP -2000 system is by 
means of 500 -Mbyte streaming tape 
drives manufactured by MegaTape 
and costing $9,500. The unit can run 

at two speeds, the slower speed pro- 
viding back up for four channels of 
16 -bit, 50 kHz audio in real time, or 
two channels at twice real time. The 
company encourages the slower speed 
because "it's easier on the tape." 

By October of this year CompuSon- 
ics says that 10 DSP -2000 systems 
will have been delivered, all but three 
of which are the two -channel DSP - 
2002 editor /recorder. The firm reports 
receiving several orders for larger 
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consoles: one each for the 4x4 DSP - 
2004, 8x4 2008 and for the 16x4 2016. 
Stautner reports that the company is 
"concentrating on the two -channel 
systems, because they have a shorter 
delivery'lead time." 

The DSP -2004 trackball mixing 
array is equipped with five rows and 
six columns of trackball controls, all 
capable of being assigned in various 
configurations according to the ap- 
plication program. The color screen 
translates trackball movements into 
the plan view of a familiar -looking 
"console," with slider faders, pan - 
pots, EQ knobs, VU meters, etc. 

In larger models (DSP -2008, etc.), 
notes Stautner, the user can " `scroll' 
the control panel on what we call a 
'virtual console.' In other words, if 
you have only four channels on the 
screen, you can 'move' down the con- 
sole according to a legend at the bot- 
tom of the screen. Instead of me get- 
ting up and reaching over, I 'roll' over 
to it." 

The trackball mixers range from 
the 4x4 1)SP -2004 at $50,000, to the 
64x16 2064, which costs $400,000. All 
units come with one hard disk, and 
each 560 -Mbyte Music Expansion 
Module costs $25,000. The software 
included in all DSP -2000 Series units 
comes with one -year free upgrades. 

Wordfit ADR System 
Production dialog for motion pic- 

tures produced in the U.S. is replaced 
almost exclusively using the ADR 
(Automated Dialog Replacement) 
system. The actor watches a projected 
image of the scene and hears in a 
headset the "guide track" of the origi- 
nal production recording that will be 
replaced, with three "pips" counting 
down to the beginning of the line. In 
some facilities, video is used for play- 
back and audio is recorded on a multi- 
track; most studios, however, still use 



35mm picture playback and three- or 
four -track 35mm mag recorders. In 
both cases a sync -pulsed ' -inch tape 
is always running as backup. 

Regardless of what medium is used 
to record the looped lines during an 
ADR session, copies of individual 
tracks are "strung off" onto 35mm 
stripe for fine -tuning of lip sync. It 
can be safely stated that some amount 
of "massaging" of sync - a frame 
here, a sprocket there - is always 
needed, the precise amount being 
dependant upon the skill of the actor 
and the amount of time the ADR edi- 
tors have to prepare the tracks for 
dubbing. Thus, a small army of ADR 
editors will often be required during 
post production of a film that has a 
large percentage of the production 
track replaced in ADR. 

Probably the first application of 
digital random -access techniques for 
the ADR process is the Wordfit sys- 
tem, designed by Dr. Jeffrey Bloom 
and Nick Rose, of Digital Audio 
Research Ltd. of London. (The sys- 
tem's co- inventor, Garth Marshall, is 
no longer with the company.) In a 
nutshell, the Wordfit system com- 
pares the guide track to the looped line 
being recorded, and tries to edit the 
replaced dialog to "mod match" the 
original recording. The idea is that 
after the ADR session, little correc- 
tion will have to be made in terms of 
sync. In addition, the onus of achiev- 
ing sync is partly removed from the 
actor, hopefully allowing him or her 
to concentrate on performance rather 
than timing. 

When the actor says a line during 
an ADR session, it is recorded dig- 
itally (16 -bit, 32 kHz sampling fre- 
quency) onto a Winchester disk, in 
addition to the studio's standard mul- 
titrack or 35mm mag recorder. As the 
actor is speaking, the Wordfit proces- 
sor performs spectral analysis both 
on the guide track and on the track 
being recorded. Analysis - and 
recording of the looped track onto the 
Winchester disk - begins when the 
mag record mode is activated. 

Results of the spectral analysis are 
compared in one of the system's two 
computers, which tries thousands of 
different trial aligments of the "local 
spectra." The program will try to 
align one pattern to another to a tol- 
erance of ±10 milliseconds, or the 
rough equivalent of a sprocket hole in 
35mm mag (96 sprockets /second). 
The length of the track is reduced or 
extended by making an average of 10 
edits per second on the "unfitted" 
(normal) recording, which is saved on 
the hard disk. No pitch- shifting of 
elements is employed, since the Word - 
fit system stores a list of the edit 
points that are necessary to create the 
matched version. (The "fitted" ver- 

sion is not recorded on the hard disk, 
only the calculated edit points.) 

When the spectral analysis and 
editing are completed - after the 
actor finishes delivering the line but 
usually before the picture and track 
have been rewound for playback - 
the ADR editor has the choice of lis- 
tening to the unfitted track (normal), 
or to the fitted version, which the sys- 
tem constructs from the edit list. 
While the fitted version is auditioned, 
the editor has the option of recording 
it on the mag recorder. Incidentally, 
the fitted version cannot be recorded 
on mag at the same time as the actor 
is speaking because the processing 
must allow for instances in which the 
actor may be late in reading a line. (It 
cannot process what it doesn't have!) 

The 168 -Mbyte Winchester hard 
disks available in the just -released 
production models of the Wordfit sys- 
tem hold the software plus approxi- 
mately 35 minutes of 32 kHz -sampled 
mono audio. Up to nine takes of a line 
can be held on the disk, with the con- 
trol screen indicating if the fitted or 
unfitted version has been recorded on 
the magnetic recorder, and what 
takes have been recorded to hard disk 
and mag. 

The Wordfit system can analyze 
guide tracks that contain a large 
amount of background noise, which is 

an important consideration since 
background noise is often the main 
reason for a scene being looped in the 
first place. 

As the saying goes, there is no free 
lunch, and Wordfit comes with cer- 
tain limitations and caveats. In light 
of this there are four types of process- 
ing "warps" that can account for 
most situations encountered in loop- 
ing. These settings depend upon both 
the background noise and the number 
of people speaking. 

Warp 1 is intended for guide tracks 
containing little background noise, 
and little overlapping dialog. Because 
of this, Warp 1 can correct lines that 
are between -0.5 and +1.0 seconds out 
of sync. Warp 2 is less flexible, and 
places slightly more responsiblity on 
the actor for sync correction. Warps 3 
and 4 are more "stiff," and therefore 
will find more use in high -noise situa- 
tions or with multiple speakers. 

Since, according to Wordfit litera- 
ture, Warp 4 "should be reserved for 
situations in which it is not desirable 
to alter the timing of the replacement 
dialog too much," this configuration 
should prove useful for revoicing a 
part with a different actor or, as is the 
case during foreign dubbing, with a 
different language. (Although, this 
technique has only been tried experi- 
mentally, Bloom notes that "in prac- 

Advertisement. 

NEW DISKMIX IS BIG HIT AT LARGEST AES EVER 
(October 16. 1985. New York. NY) - As the 79th AES Convention closed its 
doors today on record attendance. DISKMIX (Release 2,0) emerged as one of 
the show's honest products. Introduced by the newly formed Digital Creations 
Corp. (DCC). the new release of the well known automation storage /editing 
system was demonstrated at the Sound Workshop bath ( #410). 

DCC President Michael Tapes describes DISKMIX (Release 2.0) as "a total 
redesign from the ground up. We've designed a proprietary computer -on -a -card 
that is installed in an IBM PC or compatible. Controlled by a custom keypad. the 
system features hands -off operation. This makes it transparent to the creative 
mixing process. while allowing total off -line edit and merge capabilities when 
needed. I could go on and on about .. " Tapes continued. and he did. 

Those witnessing the impressive demo were knocked out by the system's speed 
and simplicity of operation. noting that DISKMIX performed noticeably faster 
than the competition. Digital Creations Corp. has made the intelligent choice of 
using the industry- standard IBM PC -DOS operating system and of publishing the 
DISKMIX file format specifications. This will enable studio owners and third 
party vendors to develop specialized applications utilizing DISKMIX files, 
further enhancing the system's capabilities. "l could go on and on about . . 

Tapes continued. and he did. and did . . . 

Digital Creations Corp., 1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 
516 -582 -6229 
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DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
tice it has been found that Warp 4 is 
possibly the most consistently useful 
because it copes with a wide degree of 
acoustic conditions in the guide track. 
In practice, Warp 4 has been left on for 
the majority of the looping sessions. ") 

Bloom notes that "there shouldn't 
have to be a selection of the warp 
modes, but we have found that with 
the state of our understanding of how 
to do time alignment, it is more useful 
to let the operator do an initial 

STORE STUDIO 
DIALOGUE 

ON COMPUTER DISC 
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TIMING DEVIATIONS 
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WAVEFORM EDITOR ADJUSTS 
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TRACK 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 

WORDFIT ADR SYSTEM 

assessment of the guide track for 
background level and number of peo- 
ple speaking." 

Among the situations where Digital 
Audio Research advises caution is 
when a deliberate pace change in 
reading might he desired. Since the 
processor "looks" to the guide track 
for timing, the system should not be 
used in these instances. 

Wordfit has been in routine opera- 
tion in London since early 1984, 
primarily at Mayflower Film Record- 
ing, Ltd., where it was used in the 
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looping of such films as Dune, A Pas- 
sage to India, and The Killing Fields. 
Its first use in the U.S. was in March/ 
April 1985 at Directors Sound, Bur- 
bank, for The Goonies. Universal 
Studios took delivery of the first pro- 
duction unit in September of this year. 
Cost of the installed system is cur- 
rently $91,000. 

Bloom reports that Digital Audio 
Research is currently developing a 
"low -cost, interactive digital sound 
editing system, incorporating Word - 
fit's editing technology." Demonstra- 
tion models should be available by the 
first quarter of 1986. 

Other Random- Access Systems 
The forerunner of all random- access 

sound editing tools is the ACCESS 
(Automated Computer Controlled 
Editing Sound System) system, deve- 
loped for Neiman -Tillar Associates 
(now TAV Sound), Los Angeles, in 
January 1977. The hardware was 
designed by Bill Dietrick of Mini - 
Micro Systems, Anaheim, CA, with 
software written by Jim McCann. In 
1981 a second system was installed at 
the Sound Shop in New York, and 
both sytems have utilized 12 -bit reso- 
lution and 50 kHz sampling frequency. 

New updates to the system include 
16 -bit resolution and stereo capabil- 
ity, in addition to storage capability 
on optical disk. Current systems util- 
ize disk drives with removable 200 - 
Mbyte disk packs. Dietrick estimates 
that an ACCESS system sold today 
incorporating the above updates 
would cost aspproximately $350,000. 
[See the October 1982 issue of R -e /p 
for more details on the ACCESS sys- 
tem - Editor.] 

Although Soundstream, Inc. is no 
longer active (in early 1985 it was pur- 
chased, along with its parent com- 
pany, Digital Recording Corp., by a 
Canadian corporation), the firm's 
digital recorders and random -access 
Digital Editing System are currently 



RCA engineer Tom MacCluskey at the Sound - 
stream Instant Access digital editing system, with 

classical producer Thomas Z. Shepard. 

alive and well at RCA Studios in New 
York. 

The Soundstream Instant Access 
system can edit up to eight audio 
tracks stored on a 300 -Mbyte disk 
pack. Direct digital transfer is avail- 
able for Sony PCM -1610, JVC VP -900, 
Mitsubishi X -80 two -track, 3M M81 
DMS four -track and, of course, the 
Soundstream two -, four -, and eight - 
track recorder. Only three of the 
Soundstream Instant Access systems 
were built; aside from the RCA sys- 
tem, one currently resides with the 
Canadian company that bought 
Soundstream, and the third at Sona- 
press in Germany. 

During the company's final days in 
Los Angeles at Paramount Studios, 
Soundstream completed development 
of software to provide SMPTE, time - 
code lockup. Although the software 
has never been used in production, 
there is the possibility that that capa- 
bility may be revived at RCA Studios. 
"The editing system, because it is 
limited to eight tracks, is most often 
used for classical music," says Tom 
MacCluskey, RCA staff engineer who 
was previously Soundstream's gen- 
eral manager; he has worked with the 
editor since its inception. "A number 
of classical producers have thought 
about recording eight -track on a dig- 
ital multitrack [Sony PCM -3324 or 
Mitsubishi X -800], making three or 
four passes on the tape. We would 
transfer directly off the multitrack 

TIMECODE APPLICATIONS 
Larry Blake is currently preparing, for 

possible inclusion in the February 1986 issue 
of R -e /p, a comprehensive overview of the 
use of SMPTE timecode in audio /video /film 
production. He would like to hear from 
anyone that could help him shed light on this 
important and often misunderstood topic. 
Contact him c/o the R -e /p office, whose 
address is included on the Contents page 
-Editor. 

digital tape, eight tracks at a time, 
into the computer and then edit it." 

The edited tracks can either be 
transferred back to the digital multi- 
track, or mixed directly to two -track 
from the Soundstream editor at RCA. 

The SYSTEX System currently 
being marketed by Gotham Audio 
Corporation, New York, utilizes 330 - 
Mbyte disk drives and a Motorola 
68000 microprocessor. The system, 
which is based on the Digiphon 450 
multitrack, random- access recorder 
developed by EMT -Franz of West 
Germany, utilizes 16 -bit linear resolu- 
tion and a 48 -kHz sampling fre- 
quency, and can store up to 60 min- 
utes of mono or 30 minutes of stereo 
per disk pack. 

In its current configuration, Gotham 

is aiming SYSTEX at the broadcast 
market, as it is with the EMT -Franz 
Model 448 Digital Storage System, 
which stores effects on a 5.)/1 -inch 
floppy disk cartridge holding up to 50 
seconds of mono audio. 

The Advanced Music Systems 
AudioFile digital storage system 
(not to he confused with the proposed 
Soundstream AudioFile playback 
card) utilizes a Winchester disk drive 
that holds up to an hour of 16- bit /48 
kHz audio. The system is currently 
configured for eight outputs, and, 
with a built -in SMPTE timecode inter- 
lock capability, can be used for such 
film sound tasks as ADR /Foley 
recording and sound- effects creation. 
'l'he unit is expected to go on sale this 
Fall. 
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MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION 

AUDIO /VIDEO RECORDING OF BUDDY 
RICH AND HIS BAND "LIVE ON KING STREET" 

Utilizing the SQ /Tate Two -Channel Surround -Sound System 
for Album, Compact Disc, and Videodisc Release 

by Pau! Broucek 

April 3rd, 1985, marked something 
of an engineering "Superevent" 
at the King Street Studios, San 

Francisco, as Bogue -Reber Produc- 
tions, in association with One Pass 
Productions, taped an audio /video 
concert special, Mister Drums: Buddy 
Rich and His Band Live on King 
Street. The soundtrack for the special, 
featuring the SQ /Tate surround sys- 
tem, was recorded and mixed live to 
six different tape transports, includ- 
ing two digital formats and four of the 
best recorders that analog technology 
currently offers. More than just an 
impressive array of technical hard- 
ware, the Mister Drums special was 
an audio event with a level of direct 
manufacturers' support and partici- 
pation rarely seen outside of an AES 
Seminar; "state -of -the -art" high -tech 
was definitely the standard for this 
audio /video production. 

Few productions are planned and 
presold as completely and diversely 
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as the Mister Drums special: the con- 
cert video is licensed to Pioneer 
Artists for LaserDisc release (with 
digital audio via the new Pioneer 900 
series players, and other units to 
come); Sony Corporation for world- 

- the Author - 
A producer, film composer, musician and 
audio engineer, Paul Broucek's credits 
include sessions with Aretha Franklin, 
Jimmy Buffett, Rod Stewart, The Go -Go's, 
Ultravox, Psychedelic Furs, Sparks, Tanya 
Tucker and Tom Scott, as well as sound- 
track work for Apocalypse Now and 
Flashdance. He has served on staff at both 
the L.A. Record Plant and at Francis Coppo- 
la's American Zoetrope Studios. In 1984, 

after a stint as general manager for the Plant 
Studios /Sausalito, Broucek set out on his 
own to start -up a new company, M2 Produc- 
tions. In the past year he has worked on 
Hollywood Halloween, a rock -video collab- 
oration between Broucek and filmmaker 
Jon Poll, and the score for an AFI produc- 
tion Voice in Exile. 

wide Super -Beta Hi -Fi, VHS Hi -Fi 
videocassettes, and Video -8 with dig- 
ital sound; and to both the Bravo 
Entertainment and Discovery cable 
networks as a pay -TV special. An 
agreement also has been reached with 
the People's Republic of China 
National TV network for airing the 
special later this year -a first for an 
American Jazz concert video. In addi- 
tion, Mobile Fidelity's new label, Cafe 
Records, will be issuing two separate 
releases from the concert audio in 
both digital Compact Disc and analog 
vinyl versions. 

The special began life as the brain- 
child of producer Gary Reber, whose 
credits include SQ /Tate soundtrack 
production of David Bowie's Serious 
Moonlight concert video, and the 
Dolly Parton in London HBO special. 
Reber, a jazz enthusiast of the highest 
order, approached Steve Michelson 
and Scott Ross at One Pass Produc- 
tions, one of San Francisco's leading 
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BUDDY RICH LIVE 
ON KING STREET 

video operations, to produce the Buddy 
Rich special on the facility's newly 
completed :30,000 -square -foot King 
Street Soundstage Complex. The plan 
was to make Mister Drums the first 
special in what will hopefully be a 
long series of state -of- the -art jazz and 
classic pop concert videos. 

It's hard to imagine a better or more 
prestigious choice for the first Live on 
King Street production than a jazz 
artist of Buddy Rich's caliber. Even 
with 40 years experience as a big band 
leader, Rich's current crew is as fresh 
and exciting as any going in the jazz 
world today. A 15 -piece outfit - four 
trumpets, five saxes, three trombones, 
electric bass, acoustic piano and 
drums - the band features Steve 
Marcus on tenor and soprano sax. For 
the King Street special, the band 
played through two, 50- minute sets - 
the "Channel One" and "West Side 
Story" sets - before a live studio 
audience. Each of the sets was cen- 
tered around its respective title tune, 
with some great solos by Steve Mar- 
cus and, of course, Buddy Rich him- 
self. The sheer energy and excitement 
generated by the horn section alone 
seemed to project an upbeat feel to the 
entire production crew. 

Production Philosophy 
Planning for the special began 

nearly a year ago and, from the start, 
Ken Rasek had been selected as the 
project's mixing engineer. Based out 
of Chicago, Rasek has an extensive 
background in mixing both electric 
and acoustic music live to stereo. He 
also understands the nuances, as well 
as the potential pitfalls, of mixing for 
a stereo surround -sound format such 
as SQ /Tate. Rasek had worked with 
Gary Reber in 1982 on the first live 
SQ /Tate broadcast featuring Devo at 
the Beverly Theatre, Los Angeles. 
The Mister Drums project proved to be 
the perfect opportunity for the pair of 
them to continue their work together. 

Instead of bringing in an existing 
mobile audio truck, Reber and Rasek 
decided to go with their idea of creat- 
ing a "living- room -type" control room. 
When putting together a mixing stu- 
dio from the ground up, there is a 
greater freedom to carefully pick and 
choose each piece of equipment in the 
recording chain. Reber began ap- 
proaching the manufacturers he con- 
sidered to be the best for his needs, 
with the idea of being involved in a 
production that is dedicated to show- 
casing the finest hardware that mod- 
ern audio has to offer. 

Judging from the turnout at the 
shoot itself, the equipment manufac- 
turers liked this idea. In the tape - 
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machine field alone, Sony, JVC, 
Studer, Nagra and Ultramaster were 
all represented; Barcus- Berry, Mons- 
ter Cable, Lexicon, Yamaha, JBL, 
Electron Kinetics, Lenco and Stax 
Professional also participated. Sound 
Genesis of San Francisco, and Leo's 
Professional Audio of Oakland, Cali- 
fornia, helped Bogue -Reber Produc- 
tions with the sheer logistics of coor- 
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31S 

SIDE RIGHT 
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(limiting the various "pieces" of the 
control -room puzzle. A real sense of 
camraderie existed among all of the 
participants - it was great to see the 
manufacturers themselves support- 
ing the project, and in the recording of 
this state -of- the -art soundtrack. 

Gary Reber is anxious to discuss the 
"philosophy" behind the choice of 
audio equipment. His philosophy 

A sound control room was custom built at the King Street studios for the Buddy Rich 
shoot. From left -to- right: Nick Latimer and Joe Van Whitsen of Discovery Network, 

and John Caden, head of CMS Digital. 
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ALMOST 
NOTHING. 

Almost no noise. Almost no over- 
load limit. Almost no distortion. 
Almost no variation in response 
or directional characteristics over 
the entire recording spectrum. 

Introducing the new MKH 40 car - 
dioid condenser studio microphone. 
With an exclusive symmetrical trans- 
ducer* that makes possible dramat- 
ically higher overload levels, nigher 
output, ruler -flat frequency response. 
and lower IM distortion (particularly 
in the presence range). All th,s, plus 
a noise level so low, it is virtually im- 
perceivable. even by moderr digital 
recording equipment. 

Without doubt, it is the finest studio 
microphone Sennheiser has ever 
made. 

We believe you may consider it 
the finest studio microphone anyone 
has ever made. 

Contact us for a personal demon- 
stration. And hear for yourself 

why almost nothing is 
really something. 

See Us at AES Booth tt509 -510 
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SQ /TATE MATRIX ENCODED 
SURROUND -SOUND SYSTEM 

We asked producer Gary Reber the obvious question: Why such a complete com- 
mitment to working in the SQ /Tate format? 

"Because the technology works," he replied. "The SQ/Tate technology is the one 
system that truly delivers the promise of a live playback experience. It has the natural depth 
and dimension that our ears hear. Conventional stereo just can't recreate the same sense 
of 3 -D." 

What makes the SQ /Tate system different from the various "quad" formats of the 
mid -Seventies? 

"Several key factors. The various competing 'quad' formats were rushed to the market 
before the encode;'decode process was completely worked out. Front -to -back separation 
was as low as 3 dB in some cases, while the Tate system decoding of SQ provides better 
than 35 dB of interchannel separation. 

"Also, stereo /mono compatibility is not a problem with the Tate system: the encoded 
signal behaves exactly like mono or stereo when heard on home systems, yet the same 

signal becomes surround -enhanced when a Tate system decoder is added in the playback 
chain of a four -channel audio system. There is no 'planned obsolesence' inherent in the 
system's consumer applications. 

"I've been producing exclusively in the SQ/Tate format since 1980, and co- produced the 
very first live SQ /Tate radio broadcast in 1982. I had been eagerly following the 'quad' 
developments in the early Seventies, while still working as an Economic Development 
Planning Consultant and teaching in the graduate program at UC Berkeley. I was glad to 
see 'quad' sound expand and flourish with the success of surround -sound concepts in the 
film industry during the late Seventies. By the time I began producing I knew I wanted to 
record in surround stereo. I also knew that SQ/Tate was the surround format." 

What was your SQ- Concept for the Buddy Rich Project? 
"We went for a natural recreation of the live experience. We kept the normal spatial 

relationships of the sound on the King Street stage: the band up -front left to right, wrap the 
environment of the 'club' in the rear channels, and mix the audience in perspective. 

"Like all production decisions, use of the system has to be appropriate to the spirit of the 
music being produced. SQ /Tate allows you to position any given signal in a 360- degree 
spherical soundfield. The Buddy Rich soundtrack is all depth, dimension and separation, 
but there are no solos being panned around the room. Now, if I was doing a Pink Floyd 
recording, a much more aggressive use of the system would be appropriate! 

"One of the potential Pitfalls in mixing to the SQ/Tate format is that you can't pan 
anything in the exact center -back position, or you will lose it completely due to phase 
cancellation when you go to mono. 

"Regarding additional equipment costs for an SQ/Tate production; the only special 
equipment you need is the actual position encoder console, which is currently a rental item. 
The professional model will be available for sale to the industry in 1986. Additionally, you 
would need speakers and amplification for rear -channel monitoring. Storage of the two - 
channel encoded program can be either digital or analog. 

"If you have the kind of project which involves a multitrack mixdown, of course it would 
take the additional studio time to make placement choices, particularly with the rear 
channels. Obviously you now have a whole new world of dimensional choices to make that 
just don't exist with conventional stereo or mono. DOD 

Seen here to the right of the main Yamaha mixing console is the rack -mounted, 
16- channel SQ Tate Position Encoder Console, used to pan sounds into the four - 

( hannel master. which is then used to produce the two -track surround -sound mix. 
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BUDDY RICH LIVE 
ON KING STREET 

stems from a total commitment to dig- 
ital audio and, even more impor- 
tantly, to Reber's long- standing in- 
volvement with the SQ /Tate stereo 
surround -sound system. The Tate 
system is a 4 -2 -4 matrix licensed 
through CBS, Inc., as the companion 
to the company's original SQ encod- 
ing design. (As discussed in an 
accompanying sidebar, the SQ matrix 
is an encoding /decoding process that 
allows pan positioning within a 
spherical and 360- degree symmetrical 
soundfield. The four -channel mix of 
left -front, right- front, left -rear and 
right -rear are matrix -encoded to pro- 
duce a pair of "transmission chan- 
nels" for album or videocassette 
release, and then decoded in the home 
to provide four surround -sound replay 
signals.) 

The objective of Reber's approach, 
as he states it, "is to put the listener 
there. I want to give the consumer a 
true live concert with all of the depth 
and dimension that goes with the live 
experience. Our equipment choices - 
particularly with microphones - were 
all made while keeping in mind the 
need for extreme accuracy and trans- 
parency in order to maximize the 
benefits of recording digitally and in 
the Tate surround -sound format." 

Microphone Selection 
From the very start, it became read- 

ily apparent that Reber's approach to 

AUDIO PRODUCTION 
EQUIPMENT LIST 

Yamaha 2000 Console 
Electron Kinetics Eagle 7A power amps 
JBL 4435 studio monitors 
STAX SR Lambda Pro Electrostatic 

Earspeakers 
Lexicon Model 200 digital reverb 
Barcus -Berry BBE /202 Signal Processors 
TATE/SQ Position Encoder Console 
Fosgate Research SQ/Tate Model IOTA 

decoder 
Sony PCM -1610 digital processor 
JVC DAS -900 digital processor 
Sony BVU -800 U -Matic video recorders 
Studer A810 two -track recorder 
Nagra IV -S TC two -track recorder 
Nagra T -AUDIO TC two -track recorder 
Ultramaster half -inch two -track recorder 
Sony 701 -ES digital processor 
Nakamichi DMP -100 digital processors 
Sony BETA HI -FI VCR 
JVC VHS HI -FI 
Crown PZM -31S microphone elements 
Crown PZM -6S microphone elements 
Countryman Isomax II condenser mikes 
AKG The Tube microphones 
Monster Cable Prolink audio cables 
Monster Cable Hi Performance micro- 

phone cables 
Nakamichi The Dragon cassette 

recorder 
Monster Cable Soundex acoustical 

panels 
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with the ultimate in professional audio 
and audio post production equipment 
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BUDDY RICH LIVE 
ON KING STREET 

the project, particularly regarding the 
choice and application of micro- 
phones, was far from conventional. 
R -e'p was invited to the King Street 
soundstage the day before the shoot, 
while the crew readied the various 
technical elements. In the center of 
the floor was a large, geometrically - 

shaped plexiglass construction. A 
closer look revealed a specially 
designed housing for a pair of Crown 
PZM-31S microphone elements - def- 
initely a contender for the Guinness 
Book as the world's largest stereo 
microphone! This plexiglass array, 
and several others, was designed by 
Reber and Vince Motel, the project's 
PZM applications engineer. Ken Wah- 
renbrock, the acknowledged "father 
of the Pressure Zone MicrophoneTM" 
concept, also lent his support and 
advice to the array designs. 

The main stereo PZM array con- 
sists of two, three -sided "V- shaped" 
units braced together. All of the plexi- 
glass was '/4 -inch thick, and treated 
with a silicon compound to make the 
surface as hard and as reflective as 
possible. The four largest sheets were 
four -foot -square sections mounted at 
right angles, and had triangular pie- 
ces of plexiglass mounted on the top 

CROWN PZM-31s MICROPHONE 
ELEMENTS 

(MOUNTED UNDERNEATH) 

ABOVE: CLOSE -UP DETAIL OF 

STEREO ARRAY USED DURING 
BUDDY RICH AUDIO /VIDEO 

SHOOT. THE ARRAY MEASURES 
12 BY FOUR FEET. AND IS MADE 

UP FROM 4- BY 4 -FOOT PLEXIGLASS 
SHEETS. 

LEFT: SINGLE -SHEET ARRAYS MAKE UP 
FROM THE SAME SIZE PLEXIGLASS. 

only. The PZM elements were mounted 
in the upper corners, where the bot- 
tom of the top section meets the right 

GET CARRIED 
AWAY - 

WITH SECK 
PORTABILITY 

3 band EQ with sweep midrange 
- on each balanced mic /line input. 

2 monitor and 2 effects sends 
- 4 sends on each input. 

Full throw faders for complete 
control. 

Insert points on all inputs - 
for extra control of your music. 

Rugged wire -less design for 
road dependability. 

Solos on all inputs and 
auxiliary returns. 

Powerful headphone monitor 
amplifier. 

All metal construction - rugged 
and quiet. 
Ask for it at your local dealer - 
or call (203) 324 -2889 for further 
information. Then, let the music 
carry you away! 

ConnQc tronic s 

See Us at AES 
booth #244 -245 

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION 
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford CT.06906 U.S.A. 
Telephone (2031324 2889 Telex 643678 
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angle. The completed array measured 
12 feet across when fully assembled. 
Once positioned, the entire unit was 
flown approximately 10 feet above the 
floor and centered in front of the 
band's horn section. 

In addition to the stereo array, four 
single -sheet PZM arrays were positi- 
oned above the floor, and at the four 
outside corners of the audience area. 
These single plexiglass sheets are 
also four -foot square with PZM -31S 
elements mounted in the center of 
each sheet. The outputs from these 
additional microphones were assigned 
via the SQ /Tate matrix to left -side, 
right -side, left -back and right -back, 
respectively. 

Miking for the drum kit was also 
handled by a combination of plexi- 
glass and PZM elements. Opting for a 
three -mike setup, Reber and Motel 
this time used a smaller V- shaped 
array placed directly in front of the 
kick drum. Mounted within the V- 
angle was another Crown PZM -31S 
element. The overall drum sound was 
handled by a pair of parabolic dishes 
each holding a PZM -6S element, and 
positioned in a standard drum - 
overhead configuration using two 
AKG baby -boom stands. 

The Yamaha C7 acoustic grand 
piano was miked using a pair of PZM - 
31S units mounted at the high and 
low position of the piano's harp, while 
the electric bass was taken direct. 
Four AKG The Tube microphones 
were placed within the band itself, in 
order to capture an intimate feel for 
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The ability to synchronise video and 
aucio recorders is an increasingly vital facility 
regaired in studios all over the world. As much as 
three -quarters of today's audio recordings 
involve a visual aspect, and recording is more 
international than ever before. Basic tracks in 
New York, string and brass overdubs in London, 
dubbing in Los Angeles ... modern international 
productions need an international standard for 
machine synchronisation, and there's really only 

one: Q -Lock by Audio Kinetics. 
It's the same all over the world. The 

simple, uncluttered controls. The custom 
interfaces that suit your machines The 
remarkable software capatility. The integrated 
system with built -in expansion po;sibili-ies. It all 
adds up to accuracy and ease of use, and that 
means speed and creative flexibility. It means Q- 
Lock. If you're looking for an international 
standard, you've found it. 

Now, more than ever, you need to 
keep in sync with the times. Lock arounc the 
clock - with Q -Lock. 

Audio Kinetics Inc 
1650 Hwy 35, Suite 5, Middletown, 
New Jersey 07748, U.S.A. 
Tel: 201- 671 -8668 

AUDIO KINETICS 
Audio Kinetics Inc, 4721 LaLrel Canyon Boulevard, 
Suite 209, North Hollywood. Califo nia 91607, USA 
Tel: 818- 980 -5717 



BUDDY RICH LIVE 
ON KING STREET 

the various trumpet, trombone and 
sax soloists. Countryman Isomax II 
condenser microphones were placed 
on the flutes used by three of the sax 
players for occasional parts. 

Mixing Environment 
One Pass Video's 45 -foot Mobile 

One served as command center for the 
seven- camera Ikegami shoot, while 
the audio crew set themselves up in a 
control room adjacent to the sound - 
stage itself. The control room was 
acoustically transformed with Mon- 
ster Cable Soundex Acoustical Panels 
to approximate the size and sound 
quality of an average consumer's 
living -room. Next to the control room 
was a production "theater" setup that 
housed the director's on -line video 
and a full, decoded SQ /Tate surround 
playback system. (The "theater" 
presentation was arranged in an 
attempt to help keep the control room 
proper free of extra bodies, as any- 
thing else.) 

The main mixing console was a 
Yamaha Model PM -2000 with 24 
inputs, eight subgroups, and four 
mains. Linked to the Yamaha was a 
special 16- channel SQ /Tate system 
"position encoder" console, which is 

The main stereo array suspended in front of the Buddy Rich Band was 
fabricated from four, four -foot by four -foot sheets of plexiglass, with two 

Crown PZM -31 elements mounted in the top apex corners. 

necessary to create the final "live -to- 
two- channel" encoded surround - 
sound mix. The encoder console is 
equipped with 360- degree, fixed - 
position panpots that allow the engi- 
neer to assign individual input chan- 
nels within the surround -sound 
environment. (The SQ /Tate two - 
channel encoded mix is completely 
compatible with conventional stereo 
and mono playback systems.) For the 

GUESS 
WHO'S 
BACK 
IN 
TOWN. 

api audio products, inc. 
7953 Twist Lane, Springfield, VA 22153 

703- 955-8188 tlx: 510- 6001 -898 

eastern representation studio consultants, inc. 
321 West 44th Street, New York. NY 10036 (212) 586 -7376 
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Mister Drums mix, only the outputs 
from the two single -sheet PZM arrays 
located at the hack of the audience 
area, plus a slight amount of digital 
reverb from a Lexicon Model 200, was 
encoded to the rear channels of the 
surround matrix. 

Due to the nature of mixing live -to- 
tape, Ken Rasek was forced to work 
quickly and efficiently. One of the 
most interesting features of Rasek's 
mixing approach was that he basi- 
cally used little or no equalization or 
signal processing. In addition to the 
Lexicon Model 200 digital reverb, the 
only other piece of processing gear 
used on the session was a Barcus- 
Berry Model 202 connected to those 
input channels covering the Buddy 
Rich rhythm section. Applied just 
ahead of the SQ /Tate encoder, the 
Model 202 was used to enhance the 
signal transparency and the tran- 
sient definition via a patented circui- 
try which, essentially, deals with 
automatic EQ and phase correction. 

The SQ /Tate mix was monitored 
through a Tate Professional Decoder 
that then fed the left- front, right - 
front, left -back and right -back signals 
through Electron Kinetics Eagle 7A 
stereo amplifiers powering four JBL 
4435 monitor loudspeakers. Monster 
Cable covered the entire audio wiring 
requirements for the sound -track pro- 
duction. It's interesting to note that 
Ken Rasek himself used Stax Ear- 
speakers exclusively to monitor the 
mix in progress. 

Reber selected a Lenco Model 600 
distribution amplifier system to han- 
dle feeding of the final mix to the six 
main tape machines, plus the myriad 
of Nakamichi digital processors and 
analog cassette recorders used for the 
producer's reference copies. CMS Dig- 
ital, of Altadena, Calif., provided 
Sony PCM -1610 and JVC DAS -900 



Production staff involved in the "Mister Drums" audio /video shoot included (left photograph, from L -to R): Gene Shiveley of CMS Digital, 
Fred Layn, northwestern regional manager of Studer Revox America, Adam Reed of Barcus Berry Electronics, Gary Reber, and 

Paul Stubblebin of Monster Cable. Pictured right is Ken Rasek, soundman for the session. 

digital audio processors coupled to a 
pair of Sony BVU -800 U -Matie video 
recorders. On the analog side, Studer 
provided an A810, while Nagra sup- 
plied both a IV -STC and T -Audio TC 
model two -tracks. Of particular inter- 
est was the Ultramaster two -track 
analog machine, a unique hybrid that 
features half -inch, 30 ips recording 
only. John Curl and Dave Wilson 
designed the machine's custom elec- 
tronics, which they have mounted on 
a Studer A80 chassis. 3M Scotch tape 
was used for all systems: 250 for 
analog, and Color Plus Super High 
Grade cassettes for the various video - 
based digital formats. 

The Show 
It might be easy to get the wrong 

impression about production for the 
Mister Drums special, which was 
much more than a technical exercise. 
When it came time for taping, it was 
all Buddy Rich's show. He is big band, 
swing and be -bop all at once, and 
that's the impression one gets before 
he even plays a note. The man Sinatra 
calls "the world's greatest drummer" 
has often been accused of being as 
conceited as he is talented. If so, that 
conceit was only represented by Bud- 
dy's complete commitment to the 
quality of the Mister Drums produc- 
tion. He was patient and relaxed 
throughout any technical detours or 
delays, seemingly as much a fan of 
the crew as they were of his music. 
More than anything, there was an 
underlying feeling of fun when the 
band set itself up on stage. Buddy dis- 
played a keen sense of humor, direct- 
ing a steady stream of one -liners 
around the bandstand and through- 
out the stage. 

The sound stage had been set up in 
an intimate Jazz -club fashion, with 
20 or more round tables seating well - 
dressed studio audience. Bright neon 
outlined the roomy bandstand with a 
"BR" neon logo positioned squarely 
above the drum riser, which consisted 
of transluscent glass bricks, a clear 
plexiglass top and white lights under- 
neath -a design that, at times, gave 

the illusion of Buddy almost floating 
on a bed of light. 

Throughout the night's taping 
Buddy Rich propelled his band 
through an exciting ensemble sound, 
and punctuated his way around some 
very hot horn soloing. But, of course, 
the real treat was when Buddy him- 
self would take a solo. By the end of 
the first set Buddy sweated his way 
into a sustained snare roll that should 
definitely keep his legend alive for 
another 40 years. 

During a subsequent visit to One 
Pass Video's post -production facili- 
ties during the editing process, audio 
quality of the session sounded superb. 
Even in the standard stereo mode, the 

sense of dimension provided by the 
SQ /Tate System, to this writer at 
least, was impressive. Channel sepa- 
ration is extremely wide, which pro- 
vides the listener with the clarity to 
enjoy the production crew's excellent 
use of ambient miking. You cannot 
help but admire a producer like Gary 
Reber, who has a complete vision of 
what he wants, and is willing to go 
through the sometimes difficult pro- 
cess of trial and error. He fully em- 
braces the technology available today, 
and anxiously awaits the best new 
technical developments of the future. 
Reber is not interested in breaking 
any rules; he just wants to set new 
standards. 

Faster, Easier, Superior 
SOUNDMASTER 
Audio 
Editing 
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SOUNDMASTER offers computer assisted audio post production capabilities 
previously available only to videotape editors! 
Highlights 

Four machine control from one color coded keyboard. 
Real time status monitoring of all tape transports at a glance. 
2500 event edit list memory which can be easily manipulated and stored 
to disk. 

Unmatched speed, ease of operation and flexibility. 
Let SOUNDMASTER save you the time, money and frustrations which outdated 
audio editing systems presently cost you. 

SOUNDMASTER is marketed 
exclusively by: 

AVTL Systems 
Inc 

Amtel Systems, Inc. 
400 W. Cummings Park 
Suite 4750 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 938 -8551 
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NOW ALLTHE 
WORLD'S A 

SOUND STAGE. 
No matter what you're zation for comprehensive signal 

recording in the field, from . control and modularconstruction 
Shakespeare -in- the -Park for reliability and easy mainte- 
to "Dancing in the Dark,' nance. Along with the phenome- 
you'll find a Sony portable nal sonic performance with 
mixer that brings the crea- which the name "Sony" has 
tive control and flawless Studio quality is no longer been synonymous for decades. 
sonic performance of the confined to the studio. THE 4-CHANNEL MIXER 
studio to wherever you happen to be. FOR EVERY CORNER OF THE GLOBE. 

12 FOR THE ROAD The incredibly small and light MX -P42 
The big difference between the Sony lessens not only your burden, but the 

MX P61 and other studio -quality 12- complexities of field recording as well. 
channel mixers is that the Sony can be That's because each input incorporates 

Sony's more expensive portable mixers 
is readily apparent: 

The MX-P21 is portable, durable, 
and has an incredible array of features 

for its size- including 
phono EQ, fader -start and 
cascade interface. 

All of which makes the 
choice between Sony and 
any other portable mixer a 
simple one. 

Just decide whether you 
want all your location re- 

tucked neatly into a small case and a fast -acting compressor /expander wish cordings to be as good as stu- 
carried to any location- thanks 
to its switching power supply, +14 

transformerless design and, of +6 
course, the fact that it's made 
by the company that's best at ° 
making big things small. -6 

Its myriad professional fea- -10 

tures include transformerless, 14 

electronically -balanced inputs dB 100 Ik 10k Hz 

and outputs, complete equali- EQcharac eristics of the MX -P61. 
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gain make -up control. wé é " ;n á a scant dio recordings. 
So input levels can be 8 lbs..10 oz. Or not to be. 
preset separately, t1-n For a demonstration or more in for 
maintained automat- mation,call Sony in the North at (201) 
ically during recording. 368 -5185; in the South (615) 883 -8140; 

HIGH QUALITY Central (312) 773 -6000; West (213) 639 - 
FOR LOW BUDGETS. 5370. Or write Sony Professional Audic 

The family resem- Products, Sony Dr., 
blance between the 8- Park Ridge. New SON 
channel MX-P21 and Jersey 07656. 

01985 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp. Sony Communications Products Company, Sony Rive, Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656. 
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COMPUTERS IN THE STUDIO 

any of us are living today, 
sort of artificially, thanks to 
the present state of techno- 

logical advancement of medicine; 
these thousands of people would not 
be alive if it were not for artificial 
means of some sort. Many of us are 
also playing music today, sort of arti- 
ficially, thanks to the present state of 
technological advancement in com- 
puter hardware and software; these 
people could not be creating as high a 
quality commercial product if it were 
not for artificial means of some sort. 

I am one of those persons who com- 
poses and plays great music, just as 
long as massive amounts of computer 
and multitrack technology are there 
to help. I have had simple data 
transfer and sync programs operat- 
ing with my equipment for years, as 
have several other people, but it has 
never been enough. Then came MIDI. 

With the advent of a Musical Inst- 
rument Digital Interface we, as engi- 
neers and artists, were finally faced 
with what the musical -instrument 
industry has been threatening us with 
for years: data standardization; or for 
players: equipment from different 
manufacturers that can talk to each 
other. As limited as MIDI is (com- 
pared to the speed and flexibility of 
some of the older computer -interface 
standards), the fact that the interface 
was designed to do exactly what we 
want done in the musical environ- 

ment makes it a powerful tool that can 
greatly improve productivity. 

Linking together synthesizers with 
simple Note -On and Note -Off data 
came first, then the locking of drum 
machines and additional synthesiz- 
ers. Simple synchronizing to and from 
tape, and the transfer of velocity, 
bend, pressure and other variables 
followed shortly afterwards. Finally, 
there appeared serious data transfer, 
such as bulk store and System Exclu- 
sive commands, which allowed great 
stuff like playing your drum machines 
from your favorite MIDI -equipped 
keyboard, assigning any drum sound 
to any key, and having real -time 
velocity control. Then came enhance- 
ments such as saving voices to floppy 
disk, rather than those mystery car- 
tridges. The MIDI evolution became 
graphically obvious when voice edit- 
ing appeared for the ubiquitous 
Yamaha DX -7, in the form of the DX- 
PRO package from Kevin Laubach. 

But artists who felt that computers 
could aid them in composing were still 
divided into three groups: those who 
made use of the limited dedicated 
sequencers available; those who deve- 
loped their own MIDI interfaces and 
recording /editing software; and those 
who gave up in frustration and sat 
down to wait. 

Technology moves very rapidly once 
a market for it develops, and MIDI 
recorders are no exception. We now 

find ourselves in an interesting posi- 
tion. In just a few months we have 
moved from a position of waiting for 
the first MIDI data recorder to appear 
in non -crash dress, to suddenly hav- 
ing so many available that it became 
impossible to compare them. 

I began looking into the new MIDI 
data recorders forthe third time many 
months ago, and found it almost im- 
possible to collect all of them together 
for comparison and evaluation. 
Although a very large and complete 
music store near Washington, DC, 
had several of the MIDI software 
packages on its shelves - plus the 
necessary hardware interfaces for 
linking the controlling personal com- 
puters to the MIDI- equipped key- 
boards - it found itself in a similar 
position: there was simply too much 
to wade through. Since many studio 
engineers and producers might also 
be facing the same problem, R -e /p has 
decided that it might be timely to pub- 
lish this in -use field comparison and 
overview of some of the more innova- 
tive MIDI data recorder software. 

When I began comparing the var- 
ious packages available for the Apple 
II, Macintosh and IBM PC (plus PC- 
compatibles), I thought that I would 
simply sit down for a few days and 
write a tune on each one, thereby 
learning all that I needed to know 
about each system. No. Instead, I dis- 
covered that even though I had been 
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Screen displays for Syntech Corp.'s Digital Studio II software. Shown left is an eight -track song setup menu, while right 
is a menu for controlling the master "multitrack" controls, MIDI assignments, mode functions, and sequencer data. 

MIDI RECORDERS 
hearing about these packages for some 
time now, less than one -quarter of 
them actually existed in a useable 
form; of these, only a few actually 
implemented all the advertised fea- 
tures. The entire field seemed to be 
just coming into existence. Further, 
and sadly so, of the packages that I 
actually did manage to try out, most 
were under -developed, under -re- 
searched, or under -powered. It seemed 
that it was just too soon to dispose of 
the 24- track, much less write this 
article. 

Despite such reservations, I went 
ahead with the evaluation project, 
and was assembling a very negative 
overview of the whole endeavor when 
I called one of the publishers of a 
MIDI recorder in order to ask why the 
system seemed so immature. The 
answer that I received was interest- 
ing. It seems that the program was, in 
fact, very immature, and that a new 
version was coming "real soon." I 
explained my situation, and asked if 
my "real soon" could be now. The new 
version arrived the next day, and the 
difference was so remarkable that I 
thought it only fair to call all of the 
companies involved, and ask for their 
newest versions. Almost all of them 
did have newer versions, either 
instantly available or in beta stage 
(under development). 

As these finished and experimental 
versions began arriving, a totally new 
picture developed. The MIDI data 
recorder programs had matured so 
much over the three -month period I 
had been examining the older ones, 
that one thing became very clear: the 
entire comparison had to be done 
over. Some of these companies must 
really have listened to their first cus- 
tomers, because the new programs 
were great. 

There is an impressively wide selec- 
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tion of features currently offered, and 
the systems represent a spread from 
simple multitrack sequencers to pow- 
erful multitrack MIDI data recorders 
with real -time and step editing (fea- 
tures that allow creative minds with 
out -of- control fingers to create con- 
trolled music). Some systems allow 
you to treat them almost as if they 
were real mechanical multitrack tape 
recorders with additional features, 
while others are "modular" or phrase 
oriented, building songs from short 
basic phrases much like drum 
machines. The more elaborate sys- 
tems even allow you to clean up horri- 
ble timing and other errors, and then 
go through and "rehumanize" (re- 
introduce smaller errors) to each note 
by hand. 

Each approach clearly has its own 
merits and power. I finally chose more 
than one system so that I could 
transfer between them, and use my 
favorite features of each (remember, 
there is no actual audio recorded, so 
there is no signal -quality degradation). 

There seems to be five types of 
potential users for MIDI recorder 
software or dedicated hardware pack- 
ages: 

The person who just wants a good 
sequencer. 

The player who wants to use a com- 
puter as a tape recorder; to jam into, 
record tunes and be able to overdub 
and punch. 

The person who might not be the 
most flawless player, but who wants a 
system so he can play a little loose, 
even miss a few notes, and then go in 
and time correct and fix the bad bits. 

The guy who wants to build songs 
from sections, like he would on a drum 

- the Author - 
Stephen St.Croix is a real neat guy who 
studied to be a welder, but at the last minute 
decided to be a rock star. The transition is 
not yet complete. 

machine. 
The pro who needs to do ultra - 

precise production work within exact 
time constraints, where a need for 
repeat phrasing may exist but the 
ability to edit each note independ- 
ently afterwards must be provided. 

A few of the currently available sys- 
tems deserve highlighting here, since 
they were clearly exceptional. No 
doubt there are other very good pro- 
grams out there, but I found that the 
four systems described in greater 
detail in the remainder of this article 
to be the most impressive of the ones 
that actually showéd up in time to be 
included in the first part of this over- 
view (several promised packages never 
showed). A companion sidebar con- 
tains detailed descriptions of these 
and other software packages designed 
to run on various personal computers. 
This writer would be interested in 
hearing from other companies that 
are developing MIDI software, for 
possible inclusion in part two of this 
article, to be published in a subse- 
quent issue of R -e /p write me c/o the 
magazine. 

Syntech Music Digital Studio II 
Tape recorder emulation systems 

are the most natural for a musician to 
use, and initially the most rewarding. 
Such programs generally allow you to 
pick one of several tracks on which to 
record polyphonically, with little or 
no complicated setup. You may then 
overdub on individual tracks and 
bounce between them all you want. 
MDS II, however, offers such direct 
simplicity, and more. 

So far, this program is definitely the 
one for the Apple II; it is very fast and 
the features work. While only eight 
tracks are provided - but this is the 
most I have seen on the Apple II -you 
can set up a total of 16 sequences. 
Each track is channel assignable. 
MDS offers solo and mute for each 
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Octave Plateau's new 
SEQUENCER PLUS 
makes music, not misery. 
If you're serious abcut our music, you've probably been looking 
at MIDI sequencers. And if you've really looked, you probably 
found that dedicated sequencers just don't do enough to justify 
all of the trouble and expense. Now comes the breakthrough 
you've been waiting for, as Octave Plateau introduces the 
studio -on -a -disk: SEQUENCER PLUS. By harnessing the power 
of IBM -compatible PC's, SEQUENCER PLUS offers more 
features and ease of use than any dedicated sequencer ever could. 

64 tracks. 60,000 notes. Punch -in /punch -out. Complete editing. 
And we mean complete. Track by track, and note by note. All 
of the flexibility you've wanted from a sequencer, but never 
thought you'd get. If you'd like to know more about SEQUENCER 
PLUS, or any of our other American -made products, like the 
Voyetra Eight synthesizer, drop us a line. We'll be glad to send 
you one of our informative brochures and a list of dealers in 
your area. And if you're still not convinced, go ahead, check out 
the competition. When your options are state of the art or a 
state of confusion, the choice is simple. 

sTav 'zfs 

Octave Plateau 
The sound approach to technology 

For additional information circle #240 

51 Main Street 
Yonkers, NY 107G1 

9149640225 
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Screen printouts from Octave Plateau's Sequencer Plus, REV 2.0 MIDI recorder /sequencer software, showing 
the View Screen for up to 72 bars of 72 tracks (left), and expanded Note Edit Screen for a bar of 4/4 music (right). 

MIDI RECORDERS 
track, along with track bounce, track 
shift, program change editing, and 
controller filters. (Time shift enables 
sliding of an entire track backwards 
or forwards by very small amounts, 
for special effects or to compensate for 
a synthesizer's MIDI lag.) The pro- 

gram allows you to store sequences and doesn't mean too much. What 
and whole songs to disk; sequences 
can be loaded and appended to build 
larger, complete songs. This means 
that you can keep a library of stand- 
ard drum parts, for example, to use in 
many versions of a song. 

Merely listing the features of these 
programs would take a lot of space, 

INDISPENSIBLE FOR RECORDING LIVE SOUND POST PRODUCTION AUDIO RECONSTRUCTION 

ELIMINATE problems of 
CtlptlCitiVC and ill(I(ICtiVe 
field interterencAry 
with . . 

The HUM -KILLER influences 
both the even and odd harmonics 
tip to the 13th harmonic with the 
use of thirteen extremely narrow - 
band filters affecting the low - 
frequency signal ranges. These 
filters, including the filter for the 
fundamental wave, have a band- 
width of only 6e:. (For the 50 Hz 
model the bandwidth is 3 Hz.) In 
operation, filters can be added one 
by one, thus making it possible to 
isolate and exactly detect, and 
eliminate the disturbing hum or 

noise anomaly. HUM -KILLER is 
available in 60 or 50 Hz Stereo 
versions, or a 50i60 Hz mono 
version. 

Electronic Systems Laboratories. Inc. 

120 S.W. 21st Terrace, C104 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 

(305) 791-1501. 
TX (W U) 753027 ESL FTL UD 

A PRECISION AUDIO DEVELOPMENT FROM THE M. GERMAN LABORATORIES OF HAASE 
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really matters is how each one does its 
job, and Music Digital Studio II is 
easy to use and to learn - it works. 
The auto correct works well, which is 
rare. You can punch on- the -fly or in 
step mode. You can step enter notes; 
you can even step by clock pulses to 
tear apart a chord and fix a bad note. 
(Remember that MIDI is a serial 
interface, so even if you manage to 
slam down five keys in a chord at 
exactly the same time, the data is sent 
and recorded as a series of note -on /off 
pulses one after the other.) 

There are a few points that I didn't 
like about the software, but I under- 
stand that they are related to limita- 
tions in current hardware standards. 
This system supports Passport -type 
hardware and, in fact, a much nicer 
MIDI interface card sold by Syntech 
was included with the package. How- 
ever, the software does not support 
the Roland MPU -401 interface card; 
as a result, even though there a visual 
metronome is featured, no audio met - 
rónome is available. When confronted 
with this omission, the company 
stated that its expects people to have a 
drum machine synchronized to the 
interface card, a configuration that 
would provide a perfect metronome. 
(Which seems like a reasonable 
answer.) Further, unless you are 
actually recording, there is no MIDI - 
Through capability. The system will 
not make use of additional memory 
cards fitted to the Apple II, so use 
those filters. 

The owner's manual is very good, 
and includes a command listing with 
such nice instructions as "Z" for "Zero 
all Channels Pitch and Mod Wheels." 
(A few days spent with most other 
MIDI software programs leaves you 
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The Linn 9.300 is co .ceived for every artist, 
every songwriter wh?se creativity demands 
the finest in technology. 

Designed for musicians by mt.sicians, the 
Linn 9000 incorporates the world's most 
sophisticated touc:l sensitive cigital drum 
machine with the most advanced 32 trac< 
MIDI sequencer. There is virtually no 
songwriting style t iat it cannct accomm-- 
date, instan-ly. There is no manner of pe-- 
formance or personal expressipn that it 
cannot prec.sely duplicate. 

A glance at the cor.rro panel tells you that 
when inspiration a--ives, the 9000 makes it 
effortless to captur, ; a -range and edt 
nusic. What you cm't see are its use - 
sar.pling capabilitiés and the extensi.re L 
1 brary of professioral quality sounds. 

lsnt it about time you visited your Lnn 
infer and experierced the Linn 9000 for 
yDL self? 

The inventors of the digital drum machine no.r offer you the most sophisticated compositional tool ever created. The Linn 9000. 

Fcr additional informatico circle #242 

Linn 
Linn Electronics, Inc. 
18270 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 

(818) 708 -8131 TELEX #298949 LINN UR 
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Other screens of Total Music let the user split the keyboard into an unlimited number of segments, and synchronize the program to an 
external MIDI device (left). In the Grand Staff mode (left), a user can display and print what has been played in standard music notation. 

MIDI RECORDERS 
looking for just such a command.) 
Those of you with one disk drive will 
like the fact that, once you have booted 
the system diskette, you can remove it 
for the duration. I will be covering the 
company's other software packages 
in part two of this article, including 
what seems to be a very nice version 
of the above mentioned program 
designed to run on the the Commo- 
dore 64. 

Octave Plateau 
Sequencer Plus; REV 2.0 

Frankly, I wasn't expecting too 
much from a program that calls itself 
a "sequencer," while all the others are 
screaming that they are "multitrack 
recorders." The first version of 
Sequencer Plus that I received was 
actually kind of nice; though, it was 
better than I had expected, but nothing 
amazing. This program runs on an 
IBM PC or compatible, with control of 
screen attributes for each particular 
computer. While the program worked, 
it had some limitations that were a bit 
frustrating, and some quirks that were 
H-e p 154 October 1985 

a little annoying. The second version, 
however, is incredible - the limita- 
tions and quirks are gone. You get no 
less than 64 tracks to play with; and 
editing that is well thought out and 
powerful ... very powerful. 

The first revision also had 64 tracks, 
which brings up a point that I feel 
strongly about. Most of the other 
companies that publish MIDI pro- 
grams with only a few tracks talk 
about that fact being unimportant, 
because you can bounce down. But, 
since you can't take the tracks apart 
again after you bounce, global editing 
on one of the bounced overdubs 
becomes impossible. If, for example, 
you decide at a later time that you 
want the arpeggios before the chords 
to be on a different MIDI channel, you 
can only make the change if they were 
residing on their own track(s). Because 
of this restriction, I prefer to have lots 
of available tracks (64 is lots) with 
solo and mute. 

You can see as much as 72 bars of 22 
tracks at one time; full cut -and -paste 
editing is now supported; pop -up win- 
dows get you directly to functions 
from anywhere in the program; indi- 

vidual tracks or whole songs can be 
saved; external sync and "locating" 
MIDI song position are also supported. 
Lots of nice punch commands exist, 
along with shuttle ( "play range "). 

When the program is playing back, 
the screen moves across the music so 
that you can always see what is going 
on, and where you are. This feature is 
not a gimmick: the ability to see where 
that klunker is when you hear it is 
valuable! 

The owner's manual is in a nicely 
executed three -ring binder, and is well 
written, but doesn't really say much 
when you consider the power of this 
program. And it doesn't have to, a fact 
you learn surprisingly fast. The IBM 
PC function keys are very well used, 
and all the help that you could want, 
both general and specific to your cur- 
rent command, pops up on screen 
with one keystroke. The program will 
install on a hard disk attached to an 
IBM PC- Series, which makes life a lot 
easier. 

Sequencer Plus does not offer music 
notation, but the people at Octave 
Plateau are working with other com- 
panies to establish a standardization 
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"WOW!" 
When the boys from the engineering 

department walked in with their newest 
creation, we said: "Nice looking box. 
What is it ?" 

"This," they said proudly, "is our new 
MSP -126 Multi -Tap Stereo Processor. It's a 
stereo -tapped digital delay line with a 
20kHz bandwidth, eight pre -programmed 
processing modes, and ..." 

"Hold the engineering jargon," we said. 
"Just tell us what this gizmo does." 

"Oh, no problem," they said. "Basically, 
the MSP -126 is a signal processor that cre- 
ates a whole range of interesting effects. 
To begin with, it produces really great 
balanced stereo with flat response from 
any kind of program material. And it also 
creates other kinds of effects -some of 
which are subtle, dramatic, or even 
bizarre. It's easy to fine -tune the effects 
you get, too. For each of the eight effects 
modes, there are 16 delay parameter set- 
ups and 16 amplitude variations. Okay ?" 

We tried to look enthusiastic. "Well, 
maybe it would help if you could just 
give us a few examples of these effects," 
we said. 

"Good idea," they said. "One of the neat 
things the unit does is produce forward 

and backward discrete repetitions. Then 
there's a traditional 'comb filter' stereo 
synthesis. And delay -based panning. And 
binaural image processing for Walkman 
applications. And delay clusters. And con- 
cert hall early reflections." 

"That's better," we said. "We've proba- 
bly got enough to do a pretty good ad for 
you. Before we go, though, you probably 
ought to run us through a quick demo. 
That might help if we get stuck for the 
right word to describe what the effects 
sound like." 

"Sure," they said. "Hope you like what 
you hear" 

So we listened. Then we walked over to 
the typewriter, rolled in a blank sheet of 
paper, and typed a headline that seemed 
to say it all: 

"WOW!" 

If you'd like to see why we're so excited 
about the MSP -126, ask your nearest Ursa 
Major dealer for a hands -on demonstra- 
tion. It's an astonishing experience. 

MSP -126 STEREO PROCESSOR 

URSA MAJOR, Inc. Box 28, Boston, MA 02258 USA Telephone (617) 924 -7697 
Telex: 921405 URSAMAJOR BELM 

For additional information circle #243 
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CLIUi to the BEFiT 
The original Doctor Click has been 
used to create countless innovative 
hit records, TV and filin scores, and 
special effects, and has spawned a 
whole new generation of imitators 
(the sincerest form of flattery, you 
kno 
Now, you can get more of the good 
Doctor's medicine for a lot less. 

price of the original. Twice the 
machine at half the price! 

MASTER BEAT - The 
Ultimate Studio 
Interface. 

At the request of many studios and 
top musicians, Garfield Electronics 
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of MIDI song -file formats. If this 
happens, you will be able to instantly 
transfer songs from one company's 
package to another. If this does not 
happen, watch for conversion pro- 
grams to appear. 

Southworth Music Systems 
Total Music 

This program, designed to run on a 
512 -Kbyte Apple Macintosh, should 
be called Total Shock. To make one 
little computer work this hard, and do 
this much, is almost cruel. Total 
Music is the most complete MIDI 
package that I have ever seen. Those 
of you who believe that programs for 
the Macintosh should be as "Mac - 
like" as possible will fall for this one 
in seconds. Notes, bars, whole sec- 
tions of music can be cut, pasted, 
transposed and more by defining 
them with mouse -placed brackets. In 
fact, I used this program for two days 
without the Mac keyboard even being 
plugged in. 

You have to envision this program 
as being multidimensional: it pro- 
vides a matrix of 99 sequences by 16 
MIDI channels, and allows total 
movement and editing power within 
this matrix by means of graphic 
screen manipulation of each note's 
timing, duration, velocity value, and 
more. Total Music supports two types 
of real -time punch, three types of tim- 
ing correction and, of course, full cur- 
sor editing. 

At the time of writing this article 
the program was still under develop- 
ment, but it should be on the street by 
the time the issue appears on your 
desk. I found the people at South - 
worth Music Systems to be as helpful 
and responsive as could be. After 
playing with my first disk, I had some 
questions and suggestions about 
greatly expanding the data editing 
capabilities of the MIDI controller. 
Less than one day later they called 
back and informed me that these 
items will be included! One will now 
be able to tag any note with the 
mouse, and ask for a display of all 
MIDI information that is related to it, 
in addition to the normal editing 
screen display. Such upgrading has 
happened a few more times since 
then, including multiple ways of 
viewing the immense data matrix 
with similar responses. Total Music is 
now a true monster. [According to 
Paul Lehrman of Southworth Music 
Systems, every attempt will be made 
to include these and other features 
suggested by the user - Editor.] 

The mouse- driven, on- screen but- 
tons, classic Macintosh pull -down 
menus, and drag bars make it possi- 
ble to do most things intuitively, but 
not all. The owner's "novel" runs just 
short of 200 full -size pages. I read it 

cover to cover, and the text is actually 
interesting! In addition to teaching 
you how to use the system, the man- 
ual contains notes and pointers on 
MIDI and several associated pro- 
ducts. Parts of the it read like notes 
from a friend who has discovered a 
way to do something better, or maybe 
a strange thing that happens if you 
try to do certain things with certain 
pieces of gear. They help. 

The manual contains no reference 
section, however. Since there are no 
on- screen help pages, it would be very 
nice to be able to immediately find the 
proper area in the book for support 
when the need arises. Maybe this will 
be corrected by the time Total Music is 
released. 

The release version of the program 
will enable registered users to back up 
the master diskette - which, consid- 
ering the mysteries of the Mac mind, 
is very important. The program is 
keyed to the hardware; however, if 
you buy two systems, don't mix them 
up. 

The MIDI hardware interface card, 
wisely, does not draw power from the 
Mac's PSU. The interface has four 
outputs and two inputs that are all 
active simultaneously. Did I mention 
that Total Music provides full con- 
ventional musical notation, on -stave 
editing and very good score -sheet 

printing? 

Cherry Lane Texture 
This program was one of the first to 

reach the market, and it is the first 
revision that I cover here. (The next 
revision of Texture is almost ready, 
however, and should be covered in the 
next part of this article.) 

Texture is also quite different from 
the majority of other MIDI software. 
Written by Roger Powell, a member of 
an exclusive club (being both a musi- 
cian and programmer) the program is 
designed around what he calls a 
"Modular" approach to song build- 
ing. Systems like this are structured 
to work in a similar way to drum 
machines - you build up little sec- 
tions and assemble them, but with 
modifiers like key changes and differ- 
ing combinations of track timing or 
"rotation." Such a programming ap- 
proach allows extensive manipula- 
tion of small phrases - such as 
repeated short four -bar loops - then 
calling a bridge loop, then another 
verse loop, and so on. 

With Texture you can mask over- 
dubs so that different ones are brought 
up with different loop sets. The 
advantages offered by such a compo- 
sitional technique include the ability 
to construct songs very quickly; to 
store song segments for use else- T 
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You really can! Wireworks Mix & Match Components 
Group gives you all the products you'll ever need to 
create your own perfect audio cabling system. And 
our Audio Cabling Design Kit shows you exactly how 
to put them all together. 

Call or write today for your free Design Kit. 
With Wireworks you really conduit! 

wgro@wOliCm 
Wireworks Corporation 380 Hillside Avenue, Hillside, NJ 07205 

201 /686 -7400 800/624 -0061 
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Examples of screen displays from Cherry Lane Technologies' Texture software (left -to- right): 
Pattern Overview of Modify Menu; MIDI Overview of Edit Menu; and Link Menu. 

MIDI RECORDERS 
where; and minimal use of memory 
(since these systems don't actually 
copy the looped song segments, but 
merely call the same one up over and 
over again.) The bad part is that 
songs built in this way may tend to be 
"cold" or over structured, since each 
repeated section is identical, with no 
unique errors or "slop" (expression). 

The owner's manual teaches you 
about the rules of modular recording; 
you learn about tracks, patterns and 
links. There is even a short tutorial 
that walks you through a tune as an 
example. A quick reference card in- 
cluded with the software is excellent, 

and is all you need once you've 
learned the system. 

The program is structured so that a 
song may have up to 64 links taken 
from a library of up to 64 patterns. 
There are eight tracks, each of which 
is MIDI -channel assignable. 

Step editing is good, and all of the 
standard features are there. Although 
Texture is not a graphics- oriented 
program in its present revision, hav- 
ing learned how to read the screen you 
discover that a lot of data is there at 
one time. Editing is by direct manipu- 
lation of MIDI data values. Much to 
my surprise, I found that I became 
very fast at editing within a very 
short period of time. A lot of different 

SoUnd Off Two Ways 
For More Effective Communications 
Hearing is more effective than reading, so 
put sound to work in your advertising, 
annual reports, and employee communica- 
tions. Choose flexible vinyl Soundsheets or 
popular audio cassettes. Ask for samples 
and information, and for details about our 
printing and mailing services. 

EINTORE Call toll -free 1- 800 -EVA -TONE (In Florida 813 -577 -7000) 
4801 Ulmerton Rd., P.O. Box 7020, Clearwater, FL 33518 

.j4AcP.1IDITM 
The complete Macintosh 

music production system for the MIDI studio featuring: 
MegaTrack " - Record and play back MIDI performances. 
Unlimited Independent tracks. $150 
MIDIWorks "- Convert Megacrack recordings to 
Professional Composer" or Music Construction Set" for 
printing scores /parts /leadsheels. Convert written 
composdlons to MegaTrack for overdubbing $100 
MacMIDI Sync' or SMPTE" interfaces for connecting to 
MIDI. Audio and Video networks $250/5350 
DX/TX Volcepatch Librarian' for quick access to 
thousands of DX7 voices Store 40 RAM cartridges /disk $150 

System package. Megatrack MacMIDI SMPTE 
4 Casio CZ -101 synths (for 16 MIDI voices) $1750 

MUSICWORKS te Maviland Boston MA 02115 (6171 266 -2886 

DX/TX VolcePatch Librarian" $150 
Store forty 32 -voice DX7 Virtual Cartridges" on one disk) 
Organize. load and save patches Instantly 
DX/TX Volcepatch DIsk' a1 $100 
A disk of useful DX patches prepared by Dave Mash of the 
Berklee College of Music. 
MegaTrack" $150 
MIDI "multitrack tape recorder" /music data processor which 
records up to 72.000 note events and works with any size Mac. 
MacMIDI 32' Dual Interface $150 
Connect your Mac to one or two MIDI sources and send on 
up to 32 MIDI channels. 
MacMIDI Sync' 3250 
All the features of MM32 plus FSK lape and drum boa sync. 
MacMIDI SMPTE" $350 
All the features of MM32 plus SMPTE" Time Code 
send /receive and drum machine sync. 

MUSICWORKS 18 Havilland Boston MA 02115 (6171 266.2886 
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types of note and controller data could 
be massaged very quickly. The new 
revision is promised to be "days 
away," and I look forward to updat- 
ing you on its features in part two. 

Concluding Comments 
There are several factors that I 

became aware of while evaluating 
some MIDI recorder systems, of which 
I have chosen to spotlight these four 
packages; some may seem obvious, 
and others may just save you a day's 
work. The MIDI data streams pro- 
duced by Bend and Mod Wheel con- 
trollers, plus Aftertouch (pressure), 
can be very dense, use up massive 
amounts of memory, and make a song 
file quite large in not very much time. 
Furthermore, the production of high - 
density information can actually 
"clog" the MIDI data stream, and 
cause audible slowing or lagging of 
parts of the music, or even strange 
errors. Some synthesizers, including 
the Yamaha DX -7, buffer the data in 
such a way as to grossly aggravate 
the clogging problem. It is for this 
reason that most of the systems offer 
"filters" that allow stripping of such 
data. (Sequencer Plus actually allows 
you to "thin out" the data without los- 
ing it.) Use them; it makes no sense to 
load things down with 20 Kbytes of 
pressure information, if the synthes- 
izer assigned to play back that track 
can't use it! 

MIDI programs that emulate tape 
recorders generally use more memory 
than block editors, because the latter 
play back segments many times, and 
transpose them, etc. Some systems 
will allow you to "rush" or lead tracks 
by one MIDI clock pulse at a time 
(called track shift), in order to com- 
pensate for older synthesizers with 
MIDI retrofits, and slower ones like 
the DX -7 that can lag behind as much 
as 150 milliseconds. 

Your disk drive is always sitting 
there waiting - save your work often. 
All of these systems are new, and you 
never know when you might discover 
the magic sequence of events to send 
the program and your music to Mars 



forever. (I managed to find a way of 
doing just that on almost every soft- 
ware package.) Even if this doesn't 
happen, a power glitch might. In the 
words of one of the owner's manuals: 
Use it or Lose it. 

If you use MIDI Thru as you record, 
be sure that it is not returning to the 
keyboard that you are playing. Oth- 
erwise, if it does you are in for a 
strange suprise with every one of 
these programs, and even without 
them. 

My thanks to Washington Music 
Center in Wheaton, Maryland, and 
Robert Levin and John Chase there, 
without whose help this article would 
have been very, very short. 

In Part Two: Hardware MIDI recorder 
systems such as the Yamaha QX -1 

and the Roland MSQ -700 and -100; 
plus a look at other software packages 
(and the new Harley- Davidson FX -ST 
Soft tail). A list of the companies 
offering MIDI recording software and 
hardware is included in an accom- 
panying sidebar. Given the speed at 
which things change in this industry, 
there is a good chance that the listing 
is incomplete. I invite any companies 
that we have omitted to contact the 
R -e /p for inclusion in the next part of 
this article. 

ANNOTATED LISTING OF 

MIDI DATA RECORDERS 
AND SEQUENCER SOFTWARE 

FOR VARIOUS LOW -COST 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

HYBRID ARTS, INC. 
11920 West Olympic Boulevard 

Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 826 -3777 

MIDITRACK 11 

Runs on: Atari 800XL. 
Interface: MidiMate interface cards availa- 
ble for different synthesizers, plus Cherry 
Lane interfaces. 
Tracks: 16. 

Key Features: Sequences can be up 6,500 
MIDI events in duration; 16 -track overdub- 
bing, punch -in /out, autolocate, full MIDI 
Channel assign, velocity encoding, pitch and 
mod -wheel recording; program -change re- 

cording; transpose and quantizing; step edit- 
ing; a variety of sync in /out interfacing; three 
entire recording saved per floppy disk; visual 
and audible metronomes. (MidiTrack III, with 
a 12,000 -note capacity is scheduled for 
release in the near future; price has yet to be 

announced.) 
SRP: $349.00, including MidiMate interface, 
cables and user's guide. 

MUSIC DATA 
844 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

(213) 655-3580 

MIDI SEQUENCER 
Runs on: Commodore 64, Apple 1I+ and Ile. 
Interface: Passport Design -Compatibles, or 
company's own interface. 
Tracks: 16 tracks, with 16 unique sequences 
per track; polyphonic. 
Key Features: 8,500 MIDI events; "ease of 
operation - everything you need is on the 
screen at all times "; song selection capability, 
each track having its own independent 
length; looping capability; each set of 16 

tracks can be assigned to any 16 MIDI chan- 

Why Is EAW 
The Number One Supplier Of 

"One Box" Horn Loaded Flying 
Loudspeaker Systems 

Quality 

EAW's leadership in setting 
the standards for sonic 
accuracy has been acknow- 
ledged the world over, 
including Japan's Nippon 
Onkyoka Kyokai which 
named the EAW -based 
Unicus system, "the best 
performing high level sound 
system in the world ". 

Reliability 

Due to EAW's high standards 
of design and construction 
our systems are virtually in- 
destructable, and their field 
failure record is essentially 
zero when operated within 
their specified ratings. 
Every KF Series product 
built in the past 5 years in 
still on the road today. 

Experience 

L-\W originated the "One 
Box" horn loaded flying 
system in 1978 and our 7 

years of experience allows us 

to offer many off the shelf 
solutions to meet your spe- 
cific requirements. We've 
made over 10 different "One 
Box" systems, most in their 
third generation. 

Return On 
Investment 

The bottom line is return on 
investment, and this is where 
EAW has no competition. 
When you consider that our 
first system, built in 1978, is 
still considered "state of the 
art" and continues to bring 
top rental income after 7 

years, you can see why no 
other system comes close. 

See Us At AES Booth 145 -146 

Eastern Acoustic Works, Inc. 59 Fountain St. Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 620 -1478 
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S TLS 
PRECISION 

MAGNETIC 
TEST TAPES 
Introducing two NEW SERIES 

of test tapes manufactured 
to IEC and NAB equalization 

standards with extended 
frequency range and using 

international test frequencies. 

Hz 

1000 
4000 
8000 

16000 
1000 

31.5 
40 
63 

100 
125 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 
4000 
8000 

10000 
12500 
16000 
20000 

1000 

SEC. 
1/4" 1h" 1 " &2" 
30 40 60 
10 12 20 
15 20 30 
20 25 40 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
10 12 20 
12 15 25 
12 15 25 
12 15 25 
12 15 25 

Program used on new series of 
test tapes at 7': 2, 15 & 30 IPS. 

Send for free catalog. 

STANDARD TAPE 
LABORATORY, INC. 

26120 Eden Landing 

Road #5, 

Hayward, California 

94545 U.S.A. 

(415) 786-3546 i 
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MIDI SOFTWARE ... continued - 
nels; programmable tempo per section. 
SRP: $150.00; interface $125.00. 

MUSIC WORKS 
16 Haviland 

Boston, MA 02115 
(617) 266 -2886 

MEGATRACK 
Runs one: Apple Macintosh. 
Interface: Company's Midiworks MIDI 
interface. 
Tracks: Unlimited via 32 MIDI channels. 
Key Features: Capacity dependent on 
memory size of Macintosh (1 MByte of 
memory is equivalent to 72,000 notes or 
events); unlimited overdubs; mouse opera- 
tion; "ease of use." 
SRP: $150.00; Midiworks interface $100.00. 

OCTAVE PLATEAU 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

51 Main Street 
Yonkers, NY 10701 

(914) 964-0225 

SEQUENCER PLUS 
Runs on: IBM PC, or compatibles; operates 
under MS -DOS. 
Interface: Roland MPU -401, and company's 
OP -4001. 
Tracks: 64. 
Key Features: 60,000 -note capacity; user 
interface; menus styled after Lotus l.2.3TM; 

menu -driven operation. 
SRP: $495.00; OP -4001 interface $295.00. 

OPCODES SYSTEMS 
1040 Ramona 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415) 321 -8977 

MIDIMAC SEQUENCER 
Runs on: Apple Macintosh with 512 Kbytes 
of memory. 
Interface: Any available MIDI interface, 
including own product. 
Tracks: 10 tracks per individual sequence, 
but with replay of previous sequence while 
recording another; 32 tracks available for 
simultaneous replay. 
Key Features: 48,000 MIDI events (24,000 
notes); utilizes Apple mouse and pull -down 
menus; "fast and highly interactive"; config- 
ured for live- performance applications; MIDI 
keyboard controls pitch of replayed sequence. 
SRP: $150.00 

PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC. 
625 Miramontes Street #103 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 

(415) 726 -0280 

MIDI /4 PLUS AND MIDI /8 
Runs on: Apple 11 +, Ile, Ilc and Commodore 
64. 

Interface: Company's own interface, availa- 
ble with or without tape -sync capability. 
Tracks: Four and eight, respectively. 
Key Features: 7,000 -note capacity; auto - 
correct, punch -in /out, fast forward /rewind 
modes; sequence chaining; sync -to -tape (with 
suitable interface); sync to MIDI and drum 
machines; real -time editing; tempo control; 
can be linked to Polywriter music -printing 
software. 
SRP: MIDI /4 plus $99.95, MIDI /8 $149.95 
(upgrades for existing MIDI /4 software 
$35.00); Apple Ile /II+ interface with drum and 
tape sync $199.95, interface with just drum 
sync $149.95; Commodore 64 drum /tape 
interface $169.95, drum -only $129.95. (Also 
available is a MIDI Pro interface for the Apple 
IIc, IBM PC and Apple Macintosh; $249.95.) 

ROLANDCORP US 
7200 Dominion Circle 

Los Angeles, CA 90040 
(213)685 -5141 

MSP (MUSIC PROCESSING 
SYSTEM) 

Runs on: IBM PC, or compatibles; requires 
IBM standard color -graphics card (but will 
work with monochrome monitor). 
Interface: MPU -401 plus MIF -IPC interface 
card. 
Tracks: Eight, with unlimited merging. 
Key Features: Up to.12,000 MIDI events 
with 256 -Kbyte memory, and up to 65,500 
with 640 Kbytes; built -in editor enables modi- 
fication of sequence data down to a single 
note; transcribes a sequence into standard 
musical notation for output to a standard 
dot- matrix printer; handles all MIDI com- 
mands; built -in data "filter" to strip out pitch - 
bend and mod -wheel information and con- 
serve memory; each track can contain infor- 
mation from up to 16 MIDI channels; "highly 
interactive user interface "; internal -sync, 
MIDI -sync and FSK /tape -sync. 
SRP: $495.00; MPU -401 $200.00; MIF -IPC 
$110.00. 

MUSE (MIDI User's 
Sequencer /Editor) 

Runs on: Apple Ile, 11c, Il+ (with 64 Kbytes 
of RAM) and Commodore 64. 
Interface: MPU -401 plus MIF -APL interface 
card for Apple 11+ and Ile; no interface card 
needed for Commodore 64; custom -designed 
interface available from J.L. Cooper Elec- 
tronics for linking MPU -401 to Apple Ilc. 
Tracks: Eight, with unlimited merging. 
Key Features: Up to 6,000 MIDI events; use 
of joystick enables "point- and -click" access 
to all functions; automatic punch -in /out facili- 
ties; chain mode enables entire tracks to be 
built out of smaller phrases; editing functions 
are used to delete, insert, and copy any por- 
tions of any track; controller "filters" similar 
to MPS software. 
SRP: $150.00; MPU -401 $200.00; MIF -APL 
$110.00. 



SEQUENTIAL 
3051 North First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 
(408) 946-5240 

MODEL 964 
Runs on: Commodore 64. 
Interface: Model 242 MIDI Interface 
Cartridge. 
Tracks: Eight. 
Key Features: In excess of 40,000 notes; 
reads all MIDI information, including velocity, 
after -touch, pitch wheel and program changes 
(but excluding System Exclusive); auto - 
correct mode. 
SRP: $99.00; Model 242 $99.00. 

SOUTH WORTH MUSIC 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

Box 275, Route #1 
Harvard, MA 10451 

(617) 497 -7522 

TOTAL MUSIC 
Run on: Apple Macintosh with 512 Kbytes of 
memory. 
Interface: Company's self -powered interface. 
Tracks: 1,584 (99 sequences by 16 MIDI 
channels). 
Key Features: Eight sequences running 
simultaneously, with 16 polyphonic channels 
per sequence; external sync to any MIDI 
source; dual keyboard inputs; music trans- 
cription with automatic beaming, stem direc- 
tion and accidentals; editing resolution of 

approximately 1 millisecond. 
SRP: $489.00. 

SYNTECH CORPORATION 
23958 Craftsman Road 
Calabasas, CA 91302 

(818) 704-8509 

MUSIC DIGITAL STUDIO II 

Runs on: Apple Ile, Il+ and Commodore 64. 
Interface: Passport Designs, Yamaha, Korg 
and company's own interface. 
Tracks: Eight, with unlimited merging. 
Key Features: 16 sequences with 6,300 
MIDI events total capacity; four song place- 
ments per set of sequences; "Echo Thru" 
function enables playing of any MIDI - 
equipped keyboard or module from a master 
keyboard; "Track Shifting" provides digital 
delay to move entire track backwards or for- 
wards because of processor delay in key- 
board or drum machine (from 1/96 of quarter 
note to length of track or sequence); sync to 
off -tape signals. 
SRP: $225.95; Apple interface with tape sync 
$199.95; Apple interface without tape sync 
$129.95. 

IBM 48 -TRACK 
Runs on: IBM PC, or compatibles. 
Interface: Company's own product (at 
present). 
Tracks: 48, with unlimited merging. 
Key Features: Similar editing capability as 
MDS 11, plus editing of individual MIDI 

events; 32 sequences with total capacity of 
20,000 notes; tempo entry via space bar, or as 
data; full on- screen autocorrect capability; 
color graphics. 
SRP: approximately $425.00. 

CHERRY LANE TECHNOLOGIES 
P.O. Box 430 

Port Chester, NY 10573 
(914) 937 -8601 

CONNECTIONS 
Runs on: Apple Ile (64 or 128 Kbyte). 
Interface: Roland MPU -401. 
Tracks: Eight. 
Key Features: "Linear sequencer;" set up 
like an eight -track recorder, with similar 
"transport controls" plus manual /automatic 
punch in /out functions; 18,000 -note storage 
on (128 -Kbyte Apple); looping functions; 
"non- intimidating program." 
SRP: $149.00. 

TEXTURE 
Runs on: IBM PC and Apple Ile (128 Kbyte). 
Interface: Roland MPU -401. 
Tracks: Eight. 
Key Features: "Modular sequencer," in 

which 64 variable -length patterns are built up 
from beat information; 52,000 MIDI events 
available to create patterns; each pattern 
within a link can be repeated up to 255 times; 
efficient memory usage; individual rote edit- 
ing, plus compositional tools available. 
SRP: $199.00. 

T H E EDGE 
In pro- audio, 
the edge is a combination 
of talent and technology. 

D31 DIGITAL REVERB SYSTEM 

FULL 168f1 TECHNOLOGY /141012 BMNDNADTH 

FULL FUNCTION REMOTE CONTROL INCLUDED 

OVER 100 PRESETS/USER PROGRAMMABLE 

FALL MIDI CAPABILITY 

SIEREO IN /OUT /FULL MIX CONTROL 

SOFTWARE BASED /UPDATEABLE 

o' ... 4, 
Full 
Function 
Remote Control 

Our brand new software based 
DR1 Digital Reverb has 16-bit 
technology and 14KHz bandwidth, 
giving you wide dynamic range and 
frequency response. This range and 
response result in high definition 
performance. 

Couple this technology with the 
convenience of full function remote 
control, over 100 user presets and 
full MIDI capability. Add your talent 
and you've got the edge in high 
definition. 

And that's not all. We've gone 
several steps beyond by providing 
stereo in and out with full mix 

control 
and our famous FIR 

programs so that all the sound 
you're looking for can be realized. 

There's one more thing. Our 
powerful software is updateable. 
That means when you buy a DR1 

today, you won't lose your edge 
tomorrow. 

Applied Research S Technology Inc. 
215 Tremont Street 
Rochester. New York 14608 
(716) 436 -2720 

DR1 DIGITAL REVERS 01A DIGIT/LL REVERS DR2 DIGITAL REVERS 15W DIGITAL DELAY 1/3 OCTAVE EOII/LLIZER 2/3 OCTAVE EQUALIZER PITCH TRANSPOSER PACKAGE 
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGY 

THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 

Digital Control of Analog or 
Digital Signal Electronics to Provide 

Enhanced Operational Flexibility 
and Dynamic Recall Capabilities 

by Ralph Jones 

The concept of a virtual console 
has far -reaching implications 
for our industry, and to say 

that it is a "hot" subject at the 
moment is to understate the case. 
Mention the term to console manufac- 
turers, and you are likely to receive 
responses that range all the way from 
dreamy predictions of the gleaming, 
all- digital "Studio of the Future," to a 
terse "No comment." The divergence 
of responses should come as no sur- 
prise: what is at stake here, after all, is 
no less than a fundamental redefini- 
tion of a studio's major creative tool. 
Consequently, manufacturers must 
confront an enormous complex of 
interrelated issues - some emotion- 
ally charged; all intellectually chal- 
lenging - if they are to offer this new 
emerging technology. 

By definition, a virtual console is 
capable of taking on the characteris- 
tics of a music -recording console, or a 
film -dubbing console, or a sound - 
reinforcement console - not only in 
terms of system architecture, but also 
in its control functions. In other 
words, the virtual console can be 
likened to a mirror: it reflects the func- 
tionality of the console topography 
best suited to the task at hand, which 
is to say that it forms an image of the 
task itself. 

This specular feat is achieved by 
separating every manual control ele- 
ment from the audio signal path, and 
interposing digital control electron- 
ics. A computer system - which, in a 
practical implementation, usually 
requires the use of several interlinked 
microprocessors to control various 
functions - acts as a mediator 
between the controls and indicators 
placed in front of the operator, and the 
signal -processing circuitry. As a 
result, what the operator sees as the 
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"console" becomes simply a fully - 
digitized interface, the sole function 
of which is communication with the 
controlling computer. In the emerg- 
ing terminology, the switches, but- 
tons, knobs, faders and indicators 
whose positions are constantly being 
scanned by the console's computer 
system are referred to as a "control 
surface." 

The various in -depth interviews 
that R -e /p conducted with major con- 
sole manufacturers indicate that, for 
many, the advisability of pursuing 
the virtual -console design concept is 
no longer in question. Indeed, at this 
writing, two manufacturers are be- 
ginning production of large -scale vir- 
tual consoles, and others are plan- 
ning similar introductions within the 
next two years. 

The first company to develop a vir- 
tual console was Rupert Neve, Inc., 
whose Digital Sound Processing(DSP) 
console features a totally digital sig- 
nal path. A pair of DSPs have been in 
service at CTS Music Center and Tape 
One, London, for over a year now. 
Additional orders from The National 
Sound Archives, London, West 
Deutsche Rundfunk, West Germany, 
and others have also been announced. 
Now Harrison Systems, Inc. has 
joined the fray: the company plans to 
demonstrate its new Series 10, the 
first totally- automated, digital - 

controlled analog console to be offered 
as a production unit, at the upcoming 
AES Convention in New York during 
early October. 

Among those companies with firm 
plans to produce a virtual console in 
the near future is Audio & Design/ 
Calrec, Ltd., which currently is com- 
pleting construction of a custom dig- 
itally controlled analog console slated 
for delivery to Thames Television, 

England, at the end of the year. The 
firm also plans to offer a production 
broadcast console in 1986, and a 
recording console system sometime in 
1987. On another front, George Mas- 
senburg Laboratories and AMEK 
Systems and Controls, Ltd. have 
formed a new joint venture expressly 
to design, manufacture and distribute 
large- scale, automated virtual con- 
soles. The company will be known as 
AML, Ltd. - an acronym for AMEK /- 
Massenburg Laboratories. (These 
developments are covered in greater 
detail in accompanying sidebars.) 

The virtual console is clearly upon 
us, and we are likely to see some very 
interesting new approaches to con- 
sole design over the next few years. 
Accordingly, it seems appropriate at 
this point to consider some of the 
questions that these and other manu- 
facturers are currently addressing in 
their effort to develop practical imple- 
mentations of the concept. Our dis- 
cussion will include comments from 
those console manufacturers that 
consented to speak about the subject 
for the record. 

The Control Surface 
The digitizing of every control on a 

console surface opens up an extremely 
broad range of potential advantages 
and, as we shall see, some potential 
disadvantages as well. The key to 
maximizing the advantages lies pre- 
dominantly in careful ergonomic 
design. 

One of the more immediately 
obvious advantages of a digital con- 
trol surface is the ability to scan, 
memorize, recall and reset every con- 
trol function. Our industry has been 
creeping up on this capability (which 
George Massenburg predicts will be 
the "next flavor of the month" in 



MASTER RECORDER A8O VU MKIV 

This is our newest multitrack. It is also the 
most affordable multitrack in Studer history. 

For the fourth time since its incep- 
tion, we've changed the A8OVU. We've 
improved she sonic performance, tape 
handling, and durability. And we've 
substantially lowered the price. 

Same outside, changes inside. In 
keeping with the Studer tradition, we 
made tic superfluous cosmetic 
changes. We're not going to tell you 
this is an "all new" recorder. It isn't. 
It is a proven, legendary recorder in- 
corporal ng several significant 
improvements. 

Uh -oh, Something Is Missing. Yes. 

The transformers are gone. They've 
been replaced in the input and output 
stages with new high performance ac- 
tive balancing circuitry. Other MKIV 
improvements include a new master 
bias oscillator. extended record head- 
room. and a new record and bias driver 
compatible with all present and fu- 
ture high -I;ias requirements. Record 
electronics are now fully compatible 
with Dolby HX Pro* requirements. 

Smoother Shuttling, Hardier 
Heads. The MKIV's :ìew tape tension 
control system provides smoother tape 

hai idling. while a new extended wear 
alloy for record and play heads greatly 
increases head life. 

Never Lower. The list price of the 
A8OVU MKIV 24 -track is lower than 
any of its predecessors. And that's in 
straight dollar figures, without adjust- 
ing for inflation. What's more, the 
A8OVU MKIV now has a list price lower 
Than most of its competition. 

No Hocus -Pocus. How could we 
make take the A8OVU MKIV better and lower 
the price at the same time? Simple. 
We make it in Switzerland. and you 
pay for it in dollars. The favorable ex- 
change rate does the trick. That means 
you get advanced electronics. Swiss 
precision, and low price. If you act 
now. This can't go on forever. 

Your Time Has Come. If you've 
always wanted a new Studer multi- 
track but thought you couldn't afford 
one, your time has finally come. Call 
today and find out why the ASOVU 
MKIV is one of the most advanced 
recorders available at any price. And 
then ask about our new lower prices. 
Be prepared for a pleasant surprise. 

For additional information circle #252 

For more information, call of 
write: Studer Revox America, 1425 Elm 
Hill Pike, Nashvil . TN 37210; (615) 
254 -5651. 

I )(ilk I IX Pro is a trademark ul f )ullA IAburatui ies. 

STUDER 
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40- SEGMENT LED METERS. TWO PER MODULE. 
VARIABLE INTENSITY. PPM AND VU READING 

HARRISON SERIES 
10 MODULE STRIP 

(Scale: One -third Real Size) 

MIKE PRE -AMP (NOT AUTOMATED) 
SWITCHES: 20 dB PAD: PHANTOM ON /OFF: 
GROUND LIFT 
LEDs: 4- SEGMENT METER 

MAIN ASSIGNMENT DISPLAY 

MIX ASSIGNMENT DISPLAY 

SIGNAL FLOW DISPLAY 

ASSIGNABLE AUXILIARY CONTROLS 

AUXILIARY CONTROL FUNCTION SELECT 

iDYNAMICS PROCESSOR ASSIGNMENT SELECT 

MULTI -FUNCTION ASSIGNABLE CONTROLS 

ASSIGNABLE TO: PAN: EQ: DYNAMICS PROCESSOR 

PAN. EQ ASSIGNMENT SELECT 

FADER AUTOMATION CONTROL 

4 CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY 
(SCRIBBLE AND FEEDBACK) 
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THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 

large consoles) for some time: a prom- 
inent example of a major step in this 
direction is represented by the Solid 
State Logic Total Recall system which, 
as an aid in manually resetting the 
console to its former status, stores 
front -panel knob and switch settings 
for subsequent display. When the 
console surface is under digital con- 
trol, however, memorized settings 
may be transferred automatically, 
thereby reducing the time required to 
reset the console to just a few milli- 
seconds. 

But a digitized control surface 
implies far more capabilities than 
instant reset. For example, a single 
control may be assigned to any of sev- 
eral different functions. The same 
rotary control that serves as an auxil- 
iary send level might, at the push of a 
button, become a pan control for that 
send. Three knobs that affect, respec- 
tively, frequency, bandwidth (Q) and 
boost /cut could be assigned in turn to 
different bands of a parametric equal- 
izer. The number of controls on each 
strip may thus be reduced and, poten- 
tially, more functions included on 
each strip. 

It goes without saying, of course, 
that such rotary controls will be con- 
tinuous in operation - that is, with- 
out end stops - and that movement in 
a clockwise or counter -clockwise 
direction will simply provide a rela- 
tive update instruction to the compu- 
ter which, in turn, would alter the pre- 
vious setting stored in memory. An 
obvious exception, however, would be 
servo -driven controls, which will 
function like conventional rotary and 
linear control elements, with the 
added ability to move the control 
instantly to a previously stored set- 
ting upon command. 

Furthermore, grouping becomes a 
simple matter; any module could 
become a group master - or grand 
master - and every control on that 
module (or any combination of them) 
be made to affect every channel in the 
group. By extension, the total number 
of modules on the control surface may 
be reduced as well, with each module 
being assignable to any channel or 
group of channels. One major benefit 
of such a design is that it can make it 
easier for the engineer to handle a 
very large number of inputs: the 
modules closest at hand may be 
assigned to those channels that 
require attention, while other chan- 
nels pass through the signal proces- 
sor "invisibly," their settings having 
been previously defined and mem- 
orized. 

The combined effect of such capa- 
bilities can reduce the physical size of 
a console. The ability to handle a 



The work of these top producers 
speaks for itself. 

Now they speak for the 
Senes 34. 

it works consistently. It's 
serviceable and simply laid out." 
Bill Ryan ana Jesse Hemel son of Long b e,% 

Farm, N. Brookfield. MA. 
Long View Farm is the studio of choice 

for the J. Geils band and other major 
recording acts. "Our Series 34 helped us 

a lot on the Graham Nash solo album we 
did here recently,' Bil' recalls. "We used it 
for the vocal and guitar overdubs. The 
layout of the board is real nice. From the 
cushion to the meter bridge is a short 
reach, so it's a real easy board to work:' 
Jesse adds that "the EQ section is one of 
the things we really like about the board, 
it's got a lot of whack tc it. It's a powerful 
EQ, and it's also very clean. 

"I'm too busy to use anything that 
gets in the way. The Series 34 
helps me work fast and efficiently." 
Denny Yeager, Denny Yeager Creative Ser vices. 
San Francisco. CA. 

Denny owns one of the world's largest 
Synclavier systems (32 megabytes). He uses 
his Series 34 for major film scores and na- 

tional commercials, "I push my equipment 
to the limit every time I turn it on," Denny 
says, "and my Sound Workshop always 
gives me the results I'm after. I've bought 
five of them, so that's a recommendation 
in itself. I think it's the most under- 
rated console in the 
business." 

because it sounded great:' he says. "My 
engineer Joe Ferla and I had never 
worked on Sound Workshop consoles be- 
fore, so we gave it a test, and we found 
that it sounded as good or better than 
many consoles for three, four or five 
times the price. I had worked on the 
ARMS system quite a bit at Sigma Sound, 
and had been real happy with that. 

I think the Series 34 is as good as any of 
the most expensive consoles ava fable. 

When you log the kind of hours that 
I do, spending hundreds of 

hours working on differ- 
ent boards, you be- 

come really 
familiar 

with 

"We trust the design 
and what they do electronically." 
Peter and Mary Buffet. Independent Sound. 
San Francisco. CA. 

Peter and Mary do commercial produc- 
tion work for the National Teenage 
Drunk Driving campaign, the Milk Advi- 
sory Board and other demanding clients. 
Peter says the Series 34 helps them be- 
cause "the board can be used by one per- 
son. It's fast, simple and very logically laid 
out. It doesn't get in the way of produc- 
tion. The ARMS console computer helps 
us on every job. It's part of the board, not 
an add -on. The company is fantastic to 
work with." 

For additional information circle #253 

"Musically, 
it's very transparent. 
It gives me back what 
put into it." 

Ruggi: Laturn Sound Studios, 
Teaneck. NJ. 

From his home studio, Reggie pro- 
duces hit records and film soundtracks 
with major artists like Roberta Flack, 
Miles Davis, Stephanie Mills, Madonna, 
Randy Crawford and many others. "Basi- 
cally I bought the Sound Workshop board 

the sounds of 
different equip- 

ment. I have 
found that I can 

make hit records on 
the Series 34 console 

and not feel cramped 
at all. I'm looking for - 

ward to adding DISKMIX 
[by Digital Creations 

Corp.], because that puts it 
right in the world -class league. 
I've been using it an average 

of twelve hours a day for about a 

year now, and I've had no signifi- 
cant mechanical or electronic fail- 

ures. That's very important when 
you're under pressure as I am to deliver 

for record companies and other clients." 

If your work speaks for you, 
depend on the Series 34 by 
Sound Workshop. 

sound workshop 
It makes sense. 

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products. Inc. 

1324 Motor Parkway. Hauppauge. New York 1 1788. 

(5161582 -6229 TELEX 530464 
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SERIES 10 CENTRAL FACILITIES 

ASSIGNMENT PANEL 

MIX ASSIGNMENT PANEL 

DYNAMICS. EQ. PAN CONTROL 

SIGNAL FLOW SELECT 

REMOTE FADER SELECT 
(CORRESPONDS TO VCA GROUPS) 

AUXILIARY SOURCE AND MODE SELECT 

UNDEFINED 

SHARED FACILITIES 
ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY 

MASTER AUTOMATION CONTROL 

QWERTY TERMINAL AND DISPLAY 

MASTER MULTITRACK MONITOR LOGIC 

GLOBAL FACILITIES: 
SET FADERS MODE. ASSIGN LISTEN 
& MUTE. SELECT METER MODE 

THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
large number of inputs from a small 
control surface could be of major 
benefit in teleproduction studios, for 
example. Traditionally, audio has 
been allocated a fairly small amount 

of square footage in such facilities 
and, in many cases, that allotment is 
not likely to change for a number of 
years. The advent of Stereo TV broad- 
casting, however, poses greatly in- 
creased demands on television -audio 
facilities. Assignable consoles may 

HARRISON SYSTEMS' VIRTUAL 
CONSOLE DESIGN PROPOSALS 

The Harrison Series 10, which debuts at the forthcoming AES Convention, is heralded 
as both the world's first production analog virtual console, and the first audio console 

to feature a totally- automated control surface. 
In contrast to the majority of proposed virtual console designs, the audio path of the 

Series 10 is not separated from the control surface: both audio and digital control signals 
pass through each module. The system architecture employs distributed multiprocessing, 
comprising two microprocessors per module strip; one local automation slave processor 
for every 16 modules; and a central automation master processor located in an external 
rack. The Harrison 20 -Mbyte hard disk automation system affords dynamic automation of 
all console functions with sub -frame accuracy, and the entire console configuration may be 
reset in less than one video frame. 

Each Series 10 module controls two independent, completely automated signal paths, 
and modules can operate in a split mode or as a tracking stereo pair. In addition to a 
motorized Penny and Giles fader, five rotary controls are provided on each strip; these are 
assignable to equalization, pan, dynamics processing, and auxiliaries. Extensive local LED 
displays indicate signal flow, mix routing, main routing, and automation status of the 
selected path. A four -character alphanumeric display serves as a "scribble" panel, as well 
as providing precise feedback of control settings. Levels are indicated by 40- segment LED 
barmeters, which can be selected to be peak or VU reading. 

The Series 10 central control panel is divided into two main sub -sections. The "Shared 
Facilities" section addresses modules one at a time, selecting module signal flow, main 
assignment, mix assignment, and auxiliary source and mode. This section also allows 
selection of "Remote Fader," the Harrison term for the equivalent of a VCA group. 
Provision is made for copying all or part of the settings from one module to another. 

The "Global Facilities" section of the central control panel addresses the entire console 
at once, determining fader mode, metering mode, and "Listen" and "Mute" assignments. 
Master control for the automation is located in this section, including 32 external events 
triggers, and two external automated functions. The Global Facilities section also incorpo- 
rates a standard keyboard terminal. ODD 
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make it possible for those demands to 
he met by studios in which, because of 
space limitations, a large, traditional 
console simply would not fit. 

In music recording, reduced console 
size also may offer sonic advantages. 
If the console area is made signifi- 
cantly smaller, George Massenburg 
points out, "the acoustical surface 
which normally is present to great 
effect in front of any sort of control - 
room monitor is greatly reduced." A 
control surface of sufficiently small 
size and weight could easily be positi- 
oned for minimum acoustic reflection 
and, incidentally, would leave more 
space in the control room for direct - 
inject keyboards, drum machines, 
and similar instruments. 

All of which may sound great in 
theory, but obtaining these advan- 
tages is not as simple as it might 
appear. Chris Jenkins, product devel- 
opment manager at Solid State Logic, 
explains: "The most obvious potential 
disadvantage of assignable architec- 
ture is the other side of the coin: 
because they are assignable, the con- 
trols become less immediately access- 
ible. So, you have to be extremely 
careful how you implement the con- 
cept, or all you end up with is a 
smaller desk that's harder to use." 

Obviously, manufacturers must 
strike some kind of balance between 
increased capacity and operational 
convenience. Some very careful anal- 
ysis of the ways in which engineers 
interact with consoles is required. As 
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Jenkins implies, often -used functions 
cannot be "buried" in such a way that 
the operator is constantly forced to go 
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through intermediate steps to gain 
access to them. The design process 
thus demands that manufacturers 

EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS 
AUTOMATION CONTROL 

EVENTS TRIGGERS 

REMOTE FADERS 
ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAYS 

LISTEN SWITCH. ASSIGNABLE 

MUTE SWITCH. ASSIGNABLE 

PATH SELECT SWITCHES 

PENNY & GILES 
SERVO- DRIVEN FADERS 

SERIES 10 
FADER SECTION 

AND EVENTS 
TRIGGERS 

consult with their clients, anticipate 
their demands, and perhaps resist 
attempts to go overboard in relying on 

The EDITRON range of time code synchro- 
nisers are microprocessor based, automated 
control systems for editing and synchronising 
in the television. rodio and film industries. 

Proof of the success of EDITRON is that it 

was used in the mixing of the highly 
successful movie Mad Max Ill. There are three 
EDITRON systems. The EDITRON 100, EDITRON 
200 and the EDITRON 500. Of the three. the 
EDITRON 500 is the larger capacity system. 
Each model interfaces with the smaller arid larger 
models in the EDITRON range 

The EDITRON systems are so adaptable that they 
are the only systems available worldwide capable 
of handling the multi standards of film, video. audio and 
interproduct connection. 

For information on how EDITRON can perform 
successfully for you, write or phone to EDITRON now. 

Service 
U Itra 
Conservative 
Complex needs 
E ditron 
Synchronising 
Systems 

cc3 TPOflM 
EDITRON AUSTRALIA PTY LIP 1616 BUTLER AVENUE, 

WEST LOS ANGELES. 90025 
Telephone (213) 4788227 
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THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
assignable features. 

An additional ergonomic question 
raised by assignable controls is that 
of control- status indication. If we 
press a button and thereby assign a 
particular rotary control to pan, for 
example, how should the current pan 
status be shown? (It should be re- 
membered that, in a "conventional" 
console, a knob or fader fulfills two, 
complimentary functions: not only 
does it enable the user to alter a set- 
ting, the knob pointer or scale also 
provides a visual indication of the 
pan, cut /boost, level etc.) 

A number of alternative solutions 
to providing an indication of previous 
control settings on a virtual console 
suggest themselves. Among these are 
alphanumeric displays of frequency, 
level, pan percent, etc; vertical rows of 
LEDs placed beside each control, with 
a scale marking; semircular arrays of 
LEDs around a rotary control to show 
angular position; various types of 
CRT displays; or possibly a servo - 
driven potentiometer and knob. 

Opinions among manufacturers dif- 
fer greatly on this point. One way to 
arrive at a solution may be to examine 
how the operator visualizes a particu- 
lar function - and one possible key to 
the visualization process is how we 
talk about console functions. Equali- 

zation, for example, is generally ex- 
pressed as a particular amount of 
boost or cut (in decibels) at a particu- 
lar frequency; bandwidth is rarely 
mentioned. It might be appropriate, 
then, to indicate frequency, cut boost 
and Q via alphanumeric displays. 

Similar reasoning could be applied 
to other functions. Though various 
manufacturers undoubtedly will 
arrive at different conclusions regard- 
ing the best means of display for a 
given function, there seems to be a 
consensus that the console should 
allow instant appraisal of, at the 
least, the status of most functions of 
selected channels. 

Local versus Central Control 
Assignability also raises the possi- 

bility of eliminating local control of 
certain functions, in favor of a cen- 
tralized panel equipped with assig- 
nable controls. The important deci- 
sion to be made, of course, is which 
controls may be centralized, and 
which are best left local to the module 
strip. 

One function that everyone seems 
to agree is best handled centrally is 
signal routing. Indeed, computer - 
controlled routing has already been 
implemented with various degrees of 
sophistication in a number of cur- 
rently available consoles, and has 
even reached mid -market boards. The 

QUAD EIGHT COMPUMIX IV 
HARD -DISK AUTOMATION SYSTEM: 

A FIRST STEP TOWARDS A VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
For many years, Quad Eight has been producing custom -designed consoles for the film 
re- recording industry. In pursuit of a virtual console best suited to its primary market, 

the company (now a subsidiary of the Mitsubishi Pro -Audio Group, and located in a new 
manufacturing facility in San Fernando, CA) has elected first to develop an automation 
system that is both tailored to the working practices of film re- recording, and capable of 
handling the data density of a large -scale virtual console. 

The result of this development effort is Quad Eight's Compumix IV, a hard -disk automa- 
tion system tha utilizes distributed multiprocessing. The system is designed around a 
68000- based, 32 -bit real-time host processor running a multi-user, multitasking version of 
the Forth language /operating system, with Smalltalk object program extensions written by 
Quad Eight. 

In addition to performing the functions of data synchronization and operator interface, 
the host stores automation data on an 80 -Mbyte Winchester hard -disk. The host commun, 
icates with up to three local console computers over an ARCNET local area network link 
(LAN), usng a one -megabit per second serial communication protocol. Each console 
computer, which serves as a central control point for automation functions, communicates 
in turn with individual 6805 -based module computers via an eight -bit parallel bus. 

To accommodate the needs of separate dialog, effects and music mixers, Compumix IV 

provides for three independent, concurrent automation environments. Each mixer con- 
trols his or her own automation using a touch -sensitive plasma display panel, and operator 
feedback is provided by a high -resolution color graphics display (managed by a graphics 
co-processor). At any time, each mixer has access to a maximum of four separate, 
real -time automation records that can be written to, read, updated, or selectively merged, 
independent of the actions of the other two mixers. 

Currently, Compumix IV automates the functions of fader with mute; graphic and 
parametric equalization; joystick panners; multichannel film panners; A/B transfer; and 
device insert keys. The system data structure has been designed such that its capacity may 
expand as Quad Eight develops the hardware necessary to automate all the functions of a 
module strip. Compumix IV will be fitted to Quad Eight's new SuperStar console, which is 

scheduled to be unveiled at the forthcoming New York AES Convention, and features 
central automated routing assignment. 000 
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Soundtracs CM4400 system, for ex- 
ample, employs a microprocessor - 
controlled switching matrix to deter- 
mine subgroup and master assign- 
ments, and provides a means of 
memorizing patches. Similarly, the 
Allen and Heath /Brenell CMC Series 
of mixers employs a computer routing 
system, called CARS, which allows 
centralized control of input/ output 
routing and mutes; this system also 
includes provision for memorizing 
assignments. In these and other com- 
puter routing implementations, as- 
signments are made from a central 
facility, rather than from duplicate 
switch banks provided on each 
module. 

However, it is the combination of 
computer -controlled routing with 
assignable controls that truly makes 
a virtual console, since this permits 
the construction of virtual architec- 
tures to conform to the operational 
requirements of different applications. 
One of the reasons that such a capa- 
bility is attractive to console manu- 
facturers is that it offers the possibil- 
ity of selling a single piece of hardware 
in many different markets, which 
greatly simplifies the already com- 
plex manufacturing process, shifting 
the burden of customization from 
hardware to software. (The argument 
assumes, of course, that the manufac- 
turer can find ergonomic solutions 
that will be acceptable to all markets.) 

For an individual studio, flexible 
architecture can be a great advan- 
tage, since it may allow the studio to 
more easily broaden its own market 
base, booking sessions for just about 
everything across the spectrum from 
music recording to film and video post 
production. There is some evidence 
that this hope is realistic. Barry 
Roche, president of Rupert Neve, Inc., 
reports that "the CTS [ digital] console 
has been used for film scoring, mix - 
down, sports programs, concert pro- 
grams, disk mastering, tape transfer, 
you name it - all with great success." 

While most agree that assignments 
can and should be made from a cen- 
tral location, there is less agreement 
about centralizing other functions. 
No one seems to be in favor of control- 
ling everything from a single knob 
and button, for obvious reasons. But 
how far, in fact, can we go in distilling 
the control surface? The Neve DSP, 
for example, provides a total of two 
sets of equalization controls for the 
entire console; these may be assigned 
centrally to any of the inputs, outputs, 
monitors, auxiliary busses, etc. Sim- 
ilarly, while each input may be pro- 
vided with a dynamics processor 
(which incorporates limiting, com- 
pression, expansion and gating), the 
dynamics parameters are controlled 
centrally - not on each strip. 
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Quad Eight Compumix IV touch -sensitive plasma input /output panel for film re- 
recording (left), and high -res CRT graphics display of automated parametric EQ. 

Both AML and Audio & Design/ 
Calrec are pursuing centralized con- 
trol of all but fader and fader - 
associated functions. Harrison, how- 
ever, has taken a different approach 
with the Series 10, which represents a 
relatively conservative solution. 
According to Claude Hill, VP of mar- 
keting at Harrison Systems, "Every- 
body's trying to decide what to control 
locally and what centrally. One of the 
options that we're making great use of 
is local display of centrally -controlled 
functions. For example, you deter- 
mine routing centrally, but assign- 
ments then are indicated locally by 
LEDs on the module. Each and every 
module has a full set of assignment 
LEDs - 32 for the multitrack, and 16 
for the groups. If you assign input 10 
to track 10, then the LED on input 10 
that [is labeled] 10 beside it comes on. 
You do not have to query the system to 
determine the routing: you can still 
look at the desk and see exactly what 
you see today on a conventional 
console." 

Harrison also eschews central con- 
trol of equalization or dynamics pro- 
cessing, providing instead assignable 
controls for these functions on each 
module, as can be seen from the 
accompanying front -panel layout 
diagrams of the Series 10. 

Signal Processing 
One of the most important aspects 

of virtual -console design is the chal- 
lenge of developing a fully program- 
mable audio processor. The main 
problem to be solved is finding a 
replacement for the variable resistor, 
which is a very inexpensive device 

with excellent audio capabilities. The 
problem extends far beyond the task 
of emulating a fader, since variable 
resistors are one of the fundamental 
building blocks of analog audio 
circuitry. 

Two common approaches to the 
design of a programmable resistor 
employ control voltages to drive either 
a VCA (voltage- controlled amplifier) 
or a servo motor -driven potentiome- 
ter. Both solutions have gained accep- 
tance as a replacement for channel, 
group and monitor faders, but neither 
is necessarily suitable for all console 
applications. Controlling every 
resistance -variable function in a sin- 
gle strip with servo- driven pots, for 
example, would be excessively costly, 
and requires an inordinate amount of 
space behind the panel; their use in 
several centrally assignable controls 
would be feasible. 

On the other hand, despite the 
excellent specifications offered by 
present- generation VCAs, the thought 
of placing upwards of 20 such devices 
in the signal path would make many 
audio professionals blanch. George 
Massenburg offers the opinion that 
such objections are "religious in 
nature," pointing out that the use of 
VCAs for audio control is largely an 
emotional issue. While it is certainly 
true that VCA design has improved 
immensely since their introduction, 
practical circuits still require a fair 
number of parts and some adjustment 
to achieve good long -term tracking 
and linearity. Therefore, some manu- 
facturers have sought alternatives. 
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THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
Harrison Systems is one such com- 

pany. "The Series 10 has no VCAs," 
Claude Hill relates. "Levels are set by 
digitally- controlled attenuators - 
DCAs, if you will. The DCAs do all of 
the level -sets, pans and muting func- 
tions." And the advantages of using 
I)CAs? "One, it is inherently and 
absolutely stable. Two, every one of 
them is the same - unit -to -unit 
match. Three, it does not have any 
control- voltage leak -through I which 
can cause problems with VCA 
designs'. UCAs are also much faster 
than VCAs, and the design that we 
have has the same apparent linearity 
as a linear control." 

While Harrison naturally would not 
provide specifics of their DCA circuit, 
one common method of achieving 
such digital control involves the use 
of FET arrays or MDACs [multiply- 
ing digial -to- analog convertors] to 
switch ladders of fixed -value resis- 
tors. Some of the design factors that 
engineers must consider in imple- 
menting schemes of this type are 
standing noise, distortion, charge 
injection, resolution (particularly in 
the steep area of a logarithmic curve), 
and control speed. 

Many have suggested that one of 
the advantages of the virtual console 
is that, since the front -panel controls 
are divorced from the signal path, the 
signal- processing circuitry may be 

physically isolated in a compact, 
rack -mounted unit. Electronics so 
mounted could require less service, 
since they are less vulnerable to phys- 
ical shocks or tampering. Perhaps 
most importantly, in the case of 
digitally -controlled analog consoles, 
the audio signal path may be optim- 
ized without regard for the physical 
placement of controls. This offers the 
possibility of greatly improved audio 
quality, since the console designer no 
longer has to cope with, for example, 
routing busses that can be 26 feet or 
more in length. 

Interestingly, Harrison has not 
chosen to separate the Series 10's sig- 
nal path from the control surface: 
each module carries both audio and 
digital signals, the system being 
implemented by using distributed 
multiprocessing, with two micropro- 
cessors in each module strip. Claude 
Hill explains: "If you want to build a 
virtual console, one of the ways to do 
it is to take a desk and cover it with 
pushbuttons and LEDs, run a cable 
off it to a central computer, then run a 
cable off that to a rack of electronics. 
That's a great way to build systems. 
The only problem is, if that computer 
dies, you've got no console - you 
can't even do a voice -over! 

"Our clients can't tolerate that, so 
we've built the system distributed in 
such a way that it's no less reliable 
than a standard console." 

It's certainly true that reliability is 

AMEK/MASSENBURG LABORATORIES 
VIRTUAL CONSOLE DESIGN PROPOSALS 

George Massenburg Labs, Inc. and AMEK Systems and Controls, Ltd. have 
announced the formation of a new co-venture to design, manufacture and distribute 

large -scale assignable audio production consoles. The new company, to be called AML, 
Ltd. (AMEK /Massenburg Laboratories), plans to develop a digitally- controlled analog 
console based upon four optimized methods of signal control. The unit will feature a 
symmetrical architecture, with no in -line tape monitoring; rather, tape returns and external 
processing will always enter a fully- featured input channel. 

A very large input/output assign matrix is planned. Nominally 80 in by 64 out, the matrix 
will be expandable to 128 by 128, comprising up to 104 main mixes, 16 foldback mixes, eight 
"master" stereo mixes, and special -purpose outputs to accommodate multichannel film - 
sound formats. 

Assignable, servo -driven channel faders will be provided, with soft switches for such 
functions as muting and assignment control. Local LED indicators will display EQ in /out, 
filter in /out, submaster assignment, graphics display assignment, dynamics in /out, and 
source (line in, mike in or group out). A four -character alphanumeric display will be 
provided to indicate channel number, track title or channel label. 

It is planned that the system will accommodate two or more assignable master sections, 
containing motorized rotary controls for equalization, dynamics processing, trims, fold - 
back levels and pan. Group and submaster assignments, as well as insert switching, will 

also be effected from the central panel. 
Finally, the console will include a facilities section (for talkback and monitoring), plus a 

metering and display section. The latter will incorporate as many plasma bar graph displays 
as there are console group outputs, along with a high -resolution CRT graphics display of 
simultaneous parameters in groups of four channels. The graphics display will act as a 
"window" to be panned across the control surface. 

AML asserts that the console will be provided with dynamic automation of every control. 
A monochrome video display terminal will be used for entry and display of automation 
parameters, and faders, of course, will be servo- driven. Additionally, the company has 
expressed a commitment to support MIDI data rates and interface specifications, as well as 
the proposed SMPTE/EBU specifications for external machine control. ODD 
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a major concern in console design, 
and automation computers have been 
known to go down on occasion. None- 
theless, there are precedents for a 
separate signal path with computer 
mediation, and they are to be found in 
the reliability- conscious realm of tele- 
production. Many video switching 
and special- effects desks consist of a 
control panel that is sampled dig- 
itally, the information then being 
passed to a rack of electronics that is 
usually located in the studio's clean - 
air room. This may, therefore, be yet 
another emotional issue, and it might 
be that virtual audio consoles so con- 
structed will have to prove themselves 
over time in order to allay customers' 
fears. 

Analog versus Digital 
Yet another partially -emotional 

issue is the question of moving towards 
an all -digital signal path. While the 
strict definition of a virtual console 
deals only with the separation of the 
signal path from the control surface, 
and not with the nature of the signal 
path itself, nevertheless the digitizing 
of the control- surface functions at 
least implies the question of digitizing 
the audio as well. Because digital 
audio seems destined to ultimately 
gain hegemony over analog in the 
consumer marketplace(and, hence, in 
the professional markets), does it not 
make sense to go the full distance and 
digitize the signal path as well as the 
control path? 

Some advocates of a totally -digital 
signal path are calling digitally - 
controlled analog consoles an "inte- 
rim technology" -a distraction from 
the pure digital research which, they 
say, will change consoles completely, 
turning them into an entirely new 
instrument. On the other hand, dig- 
itally controlled analog could be por- 
trayed as an evolutionary step, since 
a digital audio processor will require a 
digital control surface, too. Assigna- 
ble analog consoles could, therefore, 
be viewed as a proving ground for 
sorting out the ergonomic questions. 

Certainly, economic considerations 
are one major factor holding back 
most manufacturers from taking the 
full -digital plunge; the developmental 
costs associated with a fully -digital 
console are prodigious. Bob Budd of 
Quad Eight, a subsidiary of the Mit- 
subishi Pro -Audio Group, elaborates: 
"It seems to me that we're right about 
at a stage when the first dynamic 
RAMs were coming out: you could 
dream about megabytes of it, but 
when you had to do it 512 bits at a 
time, at $20.00 a chip, it was a little bit 
impractical! A lot of people just hung 
out with their core memory there for a 
while, because it did everything that 
they needed it to do." 



Quad Eight's soon- to -be- released 
SuperStar console, Budd reveals, will 
incorporate central automated 
assignment, and provision for auto- 
mated equalization. 

Market acceptance may be another 
factor that restrains most manufac- 
turers from following Neve's I)SP 
lead. After all, digital recorders are 
only now beginning to gain wide- 
spread acceptance in the professional 
market, and are by no means predom- 
inant - even in world -class studios. 
And what of the cost factor? As 
Michael Tapes of Sound Workshop 
puts it, "There's going to be a market 
for [digital signal- processing con- 
soles], like the people who bought the 
first solid -state amplifiers. That's the 
way technology moves along. For a 
relatively small company like ours, 
however, digitally -controlled analog 
is more practical. We can achieve dig- 
ital control very successfully, and 
finally optimize the analog circuitry 
without the physical constraints." 

Some also say that the digital 
signal -processing console will only 
become practical when the console is 
integrated with the audio storage 
medium, and digital signal proces- 
sors predominate. The argument goes 
something like this: It doesn't make 
sense to convert from the analog 
domain to the digital domain, do the 
processing, then come back to analog 
for insert points, convert back to dig- 
ital for further processing, reconvert 
to analog and go to the storage media, 
and so on - until there's nothing left 
of the transient response and har- 
monic content of the musical infor- 
mation. When the process can be res- 
tricted to a single analog -to- digital 
conversion, and that conversion pro- 
cess can take place in a way that does 
not degrade the signal parameters, 
then we'll do it, the argument 
concludes. 

Here we come to one of the more 
serious arguments about digital sig- 
nal processing: The question of signal 
quality. Many contend that current 
digital signal- processing technology 
simply cannot equal the quality of 
contemporary analog consoles. The 
problem is complicated by the indus- 
try having standardized on 16 -bit 
quantization. Bob Budd: "We have no 
particular interest in a 16 -bit system. 
If you look at the dynamic range of 
our current analog system, it's better 
than 96 dB [offered by 16 -bit digital]. 
So, we'd be looking at something more 
in the range of 20 -bit, which means 
that you wind up doing your multipli- 
cations in more bits than that, and 
you can round off and throw away the 
LSB [least significant bits lost during 
digital amplification and data mani- 
pulation]." You also wind up with 
higher costs in the process. 

Neve, of course, has gone the extra 
distance to 20 -bit linear quantization 
within the DSP console, and 32 -bit 
processing at critical mix points. As 
the acknowledged pioneers of such 
technology, Neve has demonstrated 
its commitment by making the con- 
siderable investment necessary to 
bring a fully -digital console to the 
marketplace. And Neve's Barry Roche 
has no reservations about sonic qual- 
ity: "The benefits of the digital sound, 
of course, are paramount - that's 
what we're in the business for. We 
take that as being for granted; that we 
will have an improved audio signal 
throughout the entire process." 

Console Function Automation 
Perhaps the most immediately ap- 

parent benefit of a virtual console is 
total automation. As Claude Hill 
explains, "This is the one thing that 
our extensive market research has 
indicated people want and expect to 
be a benefit of a console that is either 
digital, or digitally -controlled analog. 
Total automation represents a quan- 
tum leap over conventional fader 
automation: until you've automated 
the entire console, you don't get the 
full benefit of automation." 

Certainly, in some ways, assigna- 
ble architecture makes it easier to 
automate the entire console. After all, 

once you've made a fully -assignable 
console, you've conquered the data - 
acquisition problem, which is half the 
battle: you're already sampling every 
control on the surface for remote or 
local control of audio electronics. 
Furthermore, a programmable audio 
processor obviates the need to worry 
about installing remote, optically - 
isolated relays, VCAs or servo motors, 
and other control circuitry. Finally, 
assignable architecture reduces the 
input requirements of the automation 
system, since there are fewer controls 
to sample. 

As Solid State Logic's Chris Jen- 
kins points out, however, "Assigna- 
bility does nothing to reduce the out- 
put requirements of the automation 
computer, because each assignable 
control still has an audio processing 
counterpart for every channel, and 
the computer still has to look after all 
of these at once. That's several orders 
of magnitude more difficult than sim- 
ple fader automation." 

Input requirements notwithstand- 
ing, therefore, one still needs an 
automation system capable of very 
high data density if the aim is to pro- 
vide dynamic control of console set- 
tings -a step beyond the static "snap- 
shot" -style capability offered by 
present -day automation. Morever, a 
large number of changes must be 
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The Neve DSP features central assignment panels (above), multifunction "soft keys" for 
functional control, and servo- driven faders (right). Shown above right is the 64- channel 
DSP console delivered to the BBC, England, for installation in a remote truck. 

THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
effected over a large number of chan- 
nels in a very short period of time. (It 
seems to be an accepted fact that 
dynamic updates would need to be 
generated at least every video frame, 
which is equivalent to about 33 mil- 
liseconds.) Typically, therefore, to 
achieve such high -speed data transfer 
and system updates, total automation 
requires that the system incorporates 
such features as multiprocessing 
architecture, a multitasking operat- 

ing system, fast disk access, and a fair 
amount of on -board RAM (random - 
access memory). It's no surprise, per- 
haps, that the Harrison Hard Disk 
Automation System, which services 
the Series 10, took five years to 
develop. 

Bob Budd of Quad Eight speculates 
that the sheer data density resulting 
from total automation may even 
require operators to do their own data 
management. "I could see how deci- 
sions regarding what actually is 
stored might be under the control of 

NEVE DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSING CONSOLE: 
THE WORLD'S FIRST ALL -DIGITAL 

FULLY ASSIGNABLE CONSOLE 
As is now well known, the Neve DSP was both the world's first virtual console, and the 
first audio console to employ an entirely digitalsignal path. In more ways than one, 

the DSP represents a radical departure from the conventional analog console. 
The DSP makes extensive use of central, assignable controls. While in a "typical" 

configuration, 32 local faders with mute, PFL, solo, source selection and a "softkey" are 
provided, virtually every other console function is controlled from a limited number of 
assignable controls, and operator feedback is provided by a high -resolution, color video 
display. 

All signal routing and processing configuration is performed from the "Assignment 
Panel," which also manages the console memory system. A 32- character display is pro- 
vided for preview and, if necessary, correction of commands prior to execution. 

One "Function Assignable Controls Panel" is provided for every four console modules. 
The FAC Panel is used to control levels and pan positions of the signal paths assigned to it, 
and two assignable rotary controls are provided per fader position for this purpose. 
Functions controlled by the FAC panel include mike sensitivity, channel pan, aux -send 
level and pan, Dynamic Range Control gain make -up, and multitrack -send level. 

The "Equalizer Control Module," two of which are provided with a typical DSP, provides 
the controls for four bands of equalization, along with high -and low -pass filters. Frequency 
and bandwidth (Q) are stepped functions, selected via pushbuttons. Additional pushbut- 
tons select boost or cut, and the amount thereof in stepped increments. The cutoff 
frequencies of the HP and LP filters are selected with rotary controls. The equalization 
function is selected by an "Access" button located on each fader module. 

Two "Dynamic Range Control Modules," assignable to any channel, provide control 
over the functions of a limiter, compressor, expander, and noise gate for the selected 
channel. Parameters are set using individual assignable rotary controls with associated 
displays. 

The signal processing electronics are physically isolated in racks separate from the 
control surface, and are intended to be installed in an air -conditioned machine room. The 
control surface communicates with these racks over a fiber -optic link. Both analog and 
direct digital (AES /EBU- format) outputs are provided. The DSP may be fitted with 
NECAM 96 servo- controlled automation for dynamic control of faders and mute functions; 
automation of all other functions is "snapshot." DOD 
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the mixer or the studio," he explains. 
"It may very well come down to the 
economics of data storage, just like 
buying hard disks for your PC: the 
system capacity may determine how 
much of a console [control settings] 
you could store in real time. 

"If someone is assigning something 
hard left on a switch, for example," 
the designer continues, "or just wants 
to take a panner and put it hard left, I 
don't see any reason to log that piece 
of data 30 or 60 times a second, or 
whatever your scan rate is. If you're 
going to be slinging something back 
and forth all day long, then you do 
need to store [the dynamic changes]. 
So, I think that setting up a mix may 
demand some analysis of the task, 
and a little knowledge of data man- 
agement - what you want stored, 
and what you don't." 

In fact, some are still questioning 
the need for dynamic automation of 
every console function. Neve, for 
example, does not provide total 
dynamic automation for the DSP, 
relying instead on "snapshot" auto- 
mation for all functions other than 
faders. Some designers regard this as 
a curious omission. But, as Barry 
Roche explains, "The real question at 
this point is: How useful is dynamic 
automation of EQ, pan, and other 
functions? That need has not pres- 



ented itself, actually - it may not 
exist. I've spoken with the people who 
have actually used the DSP, and 
we've explored the question of what 
the applications would actually be. 
When you get right down to it, they're 
extremely limited." 

Some manufacturers agree with 
Neve. Audio & Design /Calrec, for 
example, plans on providing a total of 
only three instantly- accessible snap- 
shots resident in RAM, plus 30 stored 
on disk, for its assignable broadcast 
console. Others feel that total dynamic 
automation is essential: George Mas- 
senburg calls it a "a major benefit of 
assignable architecture, the advan- 
tages of which in music recording, 
film post, and teleproduction are 
obvious and not at all trivial." As you 
might guess, AML, Ltd. plans to offer 
dynamic reset of every control on its 
assignable console from the point of 
introduction. 

Another issue on which Massen- 
burg is known to have strong opin- 
ions is the question of transporting 
automation data between systems of 
various manufacturers. Although 
GML has attempted to open the issue 
of standardization of list- management 
protocols and disk formats, to date 
there seems to be little sympathy for 
Massenburg's views among most 
makers of automation systems. Har- 
rison's position is typical. "Like any 
other form of standardization," Claude 
Hill relates, "it's noble. But anything 
other than fader data in our system 
wouldn't mean anything to anybody 
else's, and their data wouldn't mean 
much to us. For example, we could 
probably read Total Recall data writ- 
ten with an SSL -since it is 3740 for- 
mat - and reset our EQ close to it, but 
it wouldn't be exact." 

Of course, assignability greatly 
complicates the question. If we can't 
agree on a standard format for simple 
fader level data, how can we deal with 
the far greater density of data gener- 
ated by a totally- automated system? 
Massenburg is adamant, however: 
"Other industries, from automated 
circuit board parts insertion, to musi- 
cal instrument Massenburg control, 
to PCB design automation, to video 
off /on -line automation have accepted 
transportability [of data]. With coop- 
eration, it is certainly possible now, 
and inevitable in time." 

Peripheral Considerations 
In mid -June of this year, the Euro- 

pean Broadcast Union (EBU) and the 
Society of Motion Picture and Televi- 
sion Engineers (SMPTE) carried out 
extensive tests of an interface pro- 
tocol that the two organizations are 
jointly promulgating for control of 
broadcast- studio equipment. 
Designated the "EBU /SMPTE Dig- 

ital Remote Control System," the pro- 
tocol is a variant of the RS -422 
standard. 

Equipment developed by eight dif- 
ferent manufacturing and broadcast- 
ing organizations - each according 
to its own interpretation of the speci- 
fications - was brought together for 
the tests on the premises of the Insti- 
tute fur Rundfunkteknik (IRT) in 
Munich, Germany, and interconnected 
in a variety of configurations. The 
participants were Ampex, Bosch, BBC, 
IRT, Kudelski, Pro Bel, Solid State 

Logic, and Studer. Test support was 
provided by Dynair, the Grass Valley 
Group, and Sony. 

According to a statement issued by 
the EBU, "The test successfully dem- 
onstrated the validity of the specifica- 
tions, and the ability of the different 
kinds of equipment to pass control 
messages and return tallies between 
controlling and controlled devices, 
which includes video and audio tape 
recorders, a routing switcher, and a 
variety of control panels. Validation 
of the specification included investi- 

AUDIO & DESIGN /CALREC'S 
VIRTUAL CONSOLE DESIGN PROPOSALS 

Calrec Audio, Ltd. is currently completing an 88- channel, digitally -controlled analog 
console under contract to Thames Television, London. Delivery is scheduled for the 

end of 1985. The project entails a single -control surface to be installed in one of three 
adjacent studios. The unit incorporates 84 faders and two assignable panels; centrally - 
controlled, assignable features include channel input, equalizer, and auxiliary functions, as 
well as routing assignments. The system provides for "floating" channels, which may be 
addressed by control surfaces to be installed in the other two studios of the complex at a 
later date. 

Calrec plans to offer an assignable broadcast production console in 1986. The company 
projects that the basic unit will feature 48 channels or less (expandable to 96), with eight 
stereo groups, four stereo outputs, eight auxiliaries, and 24 recording groups. 

Two assignable panels are planned, with controls for individual channel or group input 
levels, filters, equalizers, pan, and auxiliaries. Routing, memory and master status will also 
be centrally -controlled. Local controls will be restricted to fader, mute, solo, PFL, and VCA 
selection. 

Automation for the console will allow for a total of three "snapshots" of the full console to 
be accessible instantly from RAM memory, with a maximum of 30 stored snapshots per 
disk. Faders will be servo -driven. ODO 
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The Audio & Design /Calrec 88- channel digitally -controlled analog console scheduled for delivery to 
Thames Television, London, England, by late -1985. The central control panel shown in close -up right 

features two assignable sections for EQ, pan, filters, and aux sends, plus assignment functions. 

THE VIRTUAL CONSOLE 
gation of the behavior of the bus when 
operating under the control of bus 
controllers from different manufac- 
turing sources, under conditions of 
deliberately induced data errors, and 
with bus lengths up to 1.2 kilometers 
1M- mile]." 

Accordingly, the EBU Technical 
Committee has approved, in princi- 
ple, the detailed specifications of con- 
trol messages that will permit full 
implementation of the standard for 

VTR systems. SMPTE is still examin- 
ing the standard, however, and plans 
final practical testing of a VTR dia- 
lect at a further joint test to be held in 
Redwood City, CA, in November of 
this year. 

Formal approval of the standard 
will have considerable relevance to 
the design of virtual consoles and 
their companion automation systems. 
Teleproduction studios clearly 
represent a major potential market 
for console manufacturers, and the 
ability to offer integrated machine 

control can be a substantial selling 
point. Further, given that the lines 
separating "traditional" music 
recording studios from video post and 
film scoring facilities are constantly 
being eroded, equipment conforming 
to the standard will doubtless be 
appearing with increasing frequency 
in recording studios. That market will 
have substantial interest in the abil- 
ity to trigger effects rolls, for example, 
from a totally- automated console. 
While this can be done presently with 
any of the various simple events- 
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control schemes (relay closures, opto- 
isolators or open collectors, and so 
on), such circuitry offers only the 
most rudimentary transport control: 
cueing must still be done manually, 
which takes time. 

Another interconnection protocol 
that some console manufacturers are 
considering is the Musical Instru- 
ment Digital Interface (MIDI). The 
advantages of such support are not 
trivial, particularly - but not exclu- 
sively - in music studios. Certainly, 
it would be interesting to envision a 
console automation system that might 
grow into musical- instrument record- 
ing and control. The potential for 
automating not only the console but 
also the entire control room is sug- 
gested, since some signal -processor 
manufacturers are already support- 
ing MIDI control, and others are 
expressing interest in doing so. The 
ability to automate changes in delay 
or reverberation characteristics with 
video -frame accuracy - linked to the 
automation of not only faders and 
mutes, but also routing, sends, equali- 
zation, pan and dynamics processing - could open up new realms of crea- 
tivity in both music and post -pro- 
duction for visual media. 

Through the Looking Glass 
"In a digitally- controlled analog 

console," George Massenburg reminds 
us, "the signal path is an abstraction 
rather than a physical set of links." In 
other words, we are no longer directly 
connected with the signal path: com- 
puter "intelligence" stands between, 
interpreting our communications and, 
in turn, commanding the processing 
circuitry. The virtual console presents 
a mediated experience. 

A mediator can be extremely useful, 
as everyone who has worked with an 
agent or lawyer knows - provided 
that you can communicate with them, 
and that they accurately and effec- 
tively represent you. If it takes more 
time than it's worth to explain what 
you need - and how to get it - then 
you may as well just go and get it 
yourself. Similarly, a console that is 
difficult or confusing to operate won't 
be used, even if it offers excellent 
sound quality. 

But not only does a good mediator 
not stand in your way, it also helps 
you grow. By the same token, a well - 
designed virtual console - which is to 
say one that is easily operated, highly 
flexible, and great sounding - will 
open new doors. That is the promise of 
this fledgling technology. The extent 
to which that promise is fulfilled will 
be determined by how well we answer 
the myriad questions that now con- 
front us. 

THE FUTURE OF THE 
VIRTUAL CONSOLE 

Feedback from R -e /p Readers 
As the world's leading operational pro - 

audio magazine, R -e /p prides itself of keep- 
ing its readers appraised of innovative 
developments in recording and production 
technology and systems. Without doubt, 
one of the major talking points throughout 
the industry is the potential offered by virtual 
or assignable consoles - either utilizing dig- 
ital control of analog electronics, or total 
digital signal processing. 

But what do you, the potential users, feel 
about the kind of technology that will be 
finding its way into recording and produc- 
tion studios over the next two to five years? 
R -e /p would be extremely interested in hear- 
ing from any reader that has a constructive 
point of view regarding the transition from 
working with conventional analog consoles, 
which offer duplicate features to enable 
simultaneous access to every control ele- 
ment - and with which we are the most 
familiar - to the potential offered by assig- 
nable controls, and the possibility of frame - 
accurate recall of the entire control surface 
for enhanced dynamic automation. 

We will gather together your comments 
for possible inclusion in a follow -up article; 
please include a day -time telephone number 
so that we can contact you for additional, 
specific information. 

Mail your letters, c/o the Editor, to the 
address on the Contents page of this issue. 
Alternatively, we can be reached via IMC 
EMail to REP -US, or via FAX to (213) 469- 
0513. 

QUIET... 
PROGRAM EQUALIZATION 

L -C ACTIVE 
2 Channel Octave Band 

Graphic Equalizer 
4100A 

The model 4100A features Active, Inductor -Capacitor 
(L -C) Tuned Filters. The resonant frequency of each 
filter is derived PASSIVELY by a Tuned L -C Pair. This 
drastically recuces the number of active devices nec- 
essary to build a Ten Band Graphic Equalizer. Only 
seven operational amplifiers are in each channel's sig- 
nal path: THREE in the differential amplifier input: 
TWO for filter summation; ONE for input level control: 
ONE for the output buffer. The result ... the LOWEST 
"Worst Case' NOISE of any graphic equalizer in the 
industry ... 90dBv, or better. 

333235 -- 
33333'- 

ï , j..T.:l,.T....ï..ï..; 
i...i....ï..,ï-..._ï ï...y..ï.. 

THE WHITE INSTRUMENTS ADVANTAGE - 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Hand Tuned Filters 

Brushed, Painted Aluminum Chassis 

Captive, Threaded Fasteners -No Sheet Metal 

Screws 

Integrated Circuits in Sockets 

Glass Epoxy Circuit Boards -Well Supported 

High Grade Components 

Highest degree of Calibration in the Industry 

100% Quality Control Throughout tie Manufactur- 
ing Process 

Instant Above and Beyond the Call of Duty Re- 

sponse to Field Problems. 

\s1DRic& 
instruments, inc. 

P.O. Box 698 Austin, Texas 78767 
512/892 -0752 
TELEX 776 409 WHITE INST AUS 
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Thø ir2ctory 
R -e /p's Product Listing of 

DYNAMICS CONTROL, NOISE REDUCTION AND EFFECTS PROCESSORS 
Coming in the next issue: Graphic and Parametric Equalizers 

ANT TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
U.S. Distributors: Solway, Inc. 

P.O. Box 7647 
Hollywood, FL 33081 
Phone: (305) 962 -8650 

Model C4- DM/- M122/ -M232 
Channels: Orse. two. aid two, respectively. 
Effects Type(s): Noise reductions system. 
Dynamics Parameters: Four -band; linear slope: 
freak indicators. 
Operational Controls: N: A. 

Selected Standard Features: -DM: replaces Dolby 
C AT. 22: 30 dB SNR improvement: no level align - 
ments; no pumping or breathing. -M122 is a two - 

r hannrel playback unit. -M232 is a two -channel ART 
.rr VTR unit. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 He to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1 "... 
s'N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: -DM: $650: -M122: $2.030: 
-M232: $2.435 

Model C4E /ESF -8 /ESF- 16/ESF -24 
Channels: Two. 16. 32, and 48. respectively. 
1 ffects Type(s): Noise reduction system. 
Dynamics Parameters: Four -bard: linear slope: 
peak indicators. 
Operational Controls: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: Single-channel card for 
OEM use: multitrack eight- .16 -.24- channel system. 
respectively: all offering 30 dB SNR improvement: 
no level alignments; no pumping or breathing. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: C4E: $850; ESF -8: $9.640; ESF - 

16: $17.350: ESF -24: $25,050 
For additional information circle #190 

APHEX SYSTEMS, LTD. 
13340 Saticoy Street 

North Hollywood, CA 91605 
Phone: (818) 765 -2212 

Aural Exciter Type -C 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Psycho- acoustic audio enhancer. 
Dynamics Parameters: N /A. 
Operational Controls: Drive: tune: mix; in/out. 
Selected Standard Features: Uses new Aphex MAX 
IC (Monolithic Aural Exciter). 
Frequency Response (input /output): 10 Hz to 50 
kHz, +0/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.02 "..; IMD 0.1"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -100 dBv. 
Pro -User Price Range: $295 

Compellor 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. levelor, peak limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: N A. 
Operational Controls: Input; process balance; out- 
put; silence; gate threshold; stereo enhance. 
Selected Standard Features: Full automatic control 
if all operating parameters; program dependent. 

Frequency Response (input /output): 5 Hz to 65 kHz. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.01' ',. at 20 dB com- 
pression. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -95 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.195 

Model CX -1 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 

Effects Type(s): Compressor. expander module. 
Dynamics Parameters: N A. 
Operational Controls: Display select: compression 
it; out; threshold and release time; expansion 
in, out; threshold and delay time in out control 
defeat: input gain: expansion, depth. 
Selected Standard Features: Modular construction.: 
expansion and compression in one package. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 5 Hz to 50 kHz. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.1"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Bette, than -105 clBv. 
Pro -User Price Range: $449 

For additional information circle #191 

ASHLY AUDIO 
100 Fernwood Ave. 

Rochester, NY 14621 
(716) 544 -5191 

Model CL 52 
Inputs: 1 wo. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Dual -channel compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: N /A. 
Operational Controls: Gain: ratio: attack: release: 
output. 
Selected Standard Features: Ten -level meters on 
each channel inch( ate gain reduction and output 
level. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion (input /output): Less than 0.05 ".. 
S/N Ratio: Better that; -90 dßv. 
Pro -User Price Range: $659 

Model SG33 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Stereo noise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: N /A. 
Operational Controls: Threshold: attack: hold: 
fade; floor. 
Selected Standard Features: Key input: stereo "tie" 
point. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion (input /output): Less than 0.05 "... 
S/N Ratio: Better than -90 dBv. 
Pro -User Price Range: $429 

For additional information circle #192 

AUDIO +DESIGN /CALREC 
P.O. Box 786 

Bremerton, WA 98310 
Phone: (206) 275 -5009 

Filmex 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Four -band, single -ended noise 
reduction system. 
Dynamics Parameters: Four -band, single -ended 
noise reducing expansion with up to 60 -dB control 
range. 
Operational Controls: Ratio: threshold; release and 
range in; each frequency band. 
Selected Standard Features: Signal split into four 
bands: 12 dB per octave linear filter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0 -0.5 dB. 
Distortion; THD less that; 0.01 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -90 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $2.660 per channel 

Scamp 530 
Inputs: Otte. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Noise reducing expander /gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios 1:1.2 (soft): to 1:20 
(gate). 
Operational Controls: Attack; release; ratio: thre- 
shold; range; gate hold; side chain; pre- demphasis: 
in /out; key input; computer control note input. 
Selected Standard Features: Hold facility; side chain 
equalizer: infiniteh satiable ratio: 60 dB control 

arge. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: 0.03 ", 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -100 dB. ref- 
erence to 80 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $445 

Model F601 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Fast limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Peak limiter. clipper. 
Operational Controls: Make -up gain: threshold: 
attack: release: clip in out. 
Selected Standard Features: Designed to protect 
digital /PCM inputs: 100 dB dynamic range; dual 
mono /stereo. 

Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 
kHz. +0/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: 0.08 at 1 kHz. with 6 dB gain reduction. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.490 

Easy Rider 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Dual -channel compressor, limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios variable from 1:1 to 
20:1: attack time 500 microseconds to 5 milli- 
seconds; release time 5 milliseconds to 4 seconds. 
Operational Controls: Input level: output level 
(preset): ratio: attack time: release time: stereo 
couple. 
Selected Standard Features: Thresholds automati- 
cally change with ratio; dynamic attack changes 
with level: 25 dB gain control range; 34dB make -up 
gain.: 1.5 dB stereo match over 20dB of gain change. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 
kHz. +0/ -1 dB. at limit threshold reference of gain 
change. 
Distortion: 0.15 ".. at 1 kHz. with 12 dBm maximum 
limit level. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than; -80 dB at 12 
dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $690 

Express 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Dual channel compressor. limiter. 
expander. 
EQ Ranges: N/A. 

E Dynamics Parameters: Ratios switched from 1.5 to 
20:1: attack time 500 microseconds to 5 milli- 
seconds: release time 25 milliseconds to 3 seconds 
Operational Controls: Input level: output level. 
ratio: attack time; release time; expander threshold 
(preset) RMS or peak sensing; meter select. 
Selected Standard Features: 25 dB gain control 
range; 1.0 dB stereo match over 20 dB of gain 
c hatge. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 
kHz. +0 -1 dB. at limit threshold reference 1 kHz. 
Distortion: 0.15 "s. at 1 kHz, with 12 dBm maximum 
limit level. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -80 dB at 12 
dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $690 

Scamp 531 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Feed -forward compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios 1;1 to 20:1: threshold 
+12 dBm to -50 dBm: logarithmic /linear release. 
Operational Controls: Make -up gain: compression 
ratio: compression threshold: limit threshold: 
release: attack: system in /out: side chain: compu- 
ter control mute input. 
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70% OF? 

70% of Studio applications, for automation, are for 
pre -programmed muting, the remaining 30% utilising the 
more powerful memory of fader level. 
Now the CM4400 can be linked to a Commodore 64 PC 
with a suitable communications port via a SMPTE /EBU 
reader writer. With software loaded onto the ' 64 , ) by 
floppy disc,) there is now available: 
1. Automated muting of over 1000 mutes against SMPTE 

or EBU time code. 

affordable quality 

2. Automated trip of the 30 internal memories against 
SMPTE or EBU time code. 

3. Video syncronisation using SMPTE or EBU to open or 
shut channels automatically -a later update will be an 
events controller linked to this. 

4. Full operation of the CM4400 muting or routing from the 
REMOTE 64 PC keyboard. 

70% of all automation applications available for only 70% of 
conventional costs! 

CM4400 
DIGITAL ROUTING SYSTEM 

Thoroughbred Mus( Ñ'ament Pro Audio Allied Audio Studio-Sonics Corp Hy James Enterprises Studio Service Inc 
2204 F Hillsboro Ave 143 E Arrow Highway 441 7 Bienville Ave I I65 Tower Rd 24166 Haggerty Rd PO Box 2338 

Tampa. Fl 33610 San Dimas. Ca 91773 New Orleans. LA 70119 Schaumburg. III 60195 h rmington Hill. Michigan 48018 Dallas. Tx 75221 -2338 
Attn. Fred 813 -238 -6485 Attn Al Lyons 714 -592 -2848 Attn Steve Chapman 504- 488 -1455 Attn Jim Stemke 312 -843 7400 Attn Henry Root 313-471 0027 Attn Ron Lagerlot 214- 828 -4075 

Dealer Ilst and brochure from: Soundtracs Inc. 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 7601 1 Tel (81 7) 460 5519 
MCI Intertek Inc 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street- Arlington, Texas, 7601 1 Tel (8I 7) 469 1600 

In Canada: Omnimedla Corporation Ltd 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Quebec H9P IM (514) 636 9971 
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The Directory 
Selected Standard Features: Zero to 60 dB Control 
range; separate peak limiter and compressor 
threshold. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 

f 1z. +0/ -0.5 dB, at limit threshold reference 1 kHz. 
Distortion: 0.05 ".. at 1 kHz. with 12 dßm maximum 
limit level. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -100 dB at +8 
IBm. 

Pro -User Price Range: $445 

F760X 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter, expander. 
.juts 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios 1:1 to 20:1: threshold 

14 dBm to -20 dBm. 
Operational Controls: Input /output: limit it: /out: 
omprescor attack: release: threshold release: 

,spander /gate attack: release: threshold: range: 
stem in; /out. 

Selected Standard Features: Only one VCA used for 
dl four separate functions of compression limiting. 

, span:sion,, and gating. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kilt. +0/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: 0.1 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -89 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.890 

F769X 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Integral compressor. Ii,::k . 

.,span.der. gate. plus side -chain parametric 
,qualizer. 
EQ Ranges: 40 Hz to 1.4 kHz: 80 Hz to 1.6 kHz; 400 
Hz to 14 kHz; 800 Hz to 16 kHz. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios 1:1 to 20:1: threshold 
.14 dBm to -20 dBm. 
Operational Controls: Input /output: peak limit 
n; /out; compressor attack. release threshold. ratio; 
expander /gate in 'out, attack, release, threshold, 
range: EQ frequency boost. cut. input gain,. 
Selected Standard Features: Compressor and EQ 
section: may he used together or separately: equal- 
izer may also be routed pre - or post -compressor or 
to side chair;. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kHz, +0/- 0.5dB. 
Distortion: 0.1"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -89 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.775 

Compex 2 
Inputs: Orr. 
Outputs: One. 
tffects Type(s): Compressor, limiter. expander. 
gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratios 1:1 to 20:1; threshold 
down to -60 dR. 
Operational Controls: Make -up gain: system in: /out: 
ompressor ratio: threshold; release and attack; 

limiter in, /out and threshold; expander /gate ratio; 
threshold: range: hold; attack. 
Selected Standard Features: Choice of logarithmic 
or linear release; infinitely variable expander from 
Soft 1:1.2 (hard gate); side c hair: access. 
F requency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 

Hz. +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: Better that; 0.05 ",., 0 Hz to 100 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -100 dB. ret- 
,retce to 8 dßm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $990 

For additional information circle +x193 

BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 2160 

Portland, OR 92708 -2160 
Phone: (503) 641 -7287 

Model LG -2/ -4 
Effects Type(s): Two -c hannel or four -charnel 
(respectively) limiter, compressor. toise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: N /A. 
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Operational Controls: Front panel threshold con- 
trol: individual release time: switchable selection 
for limiting or noise gate. 
Selected Standard Features: Individual c ompressiot:- 
noise indicators: balanced flits; unbalanced inputs 
and outputs: series patchable. 
frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 25 
kHz. ±0.5 dB. 
Distortion: THD less that, 0.1 ".,, at +15 dBs output. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Maximum threshold is 
better than -103 dB, A weighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: LG -2: $349: LG -4: $599 

For additional information circle #194 

BROOKE SIREN SYSTEMS, INC. 
U.S. Distributor: Klark Teknik 

262a Eastern Parkway 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Phone: (516) 249 -3660 

Model DPR402 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. expander. peak 
limiting. 
Dynamics Parameters: N A 
Operational Controls: Ratio. attack. release. and 
threshold: output level: tuneable fiber: gain 
reduction:. susememso 
Selected Standard Features: Input /output meter- 
ing: gain reduction,; below threshold; bypass 
suit( h: stereo to reconfigure either section as 
expander or compressor: frequency dependent. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 25 Hz to 20 
kHz. +_1 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.03"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -106 dBm 
rated output. 
Pro -User Price Range: $995 

For additional information circle #195 

CONNECTRONICS CORP. 
652 Glenbrook Road 
Stamford, CT 06906 

Phone: (800) 322 -2537 

Accessit Compressor 
Inputs: O,..,' 
Outputs: Otte. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. 
Dynamics Parameters: Ratio 6:1. 
Operational Controls: Input release from 0.1 to 2 
seconds. 

Selected Standard Features: Dynamic range redoc 
tion: meter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion: Less than; 0.01 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than; -65 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $149 

Model RBS2 
Inputs: O, ;e. 
Outputs: Oi ;e. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: -60 (IBm to 200 dam: attac k: 
0.500 mic rose( ands; release: 100 millisec otitis to 10 
seconds. 
Selected Standard Features: Input for external signal 
to trip gate; operation ir; mike or line input. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.1'5,,; IMD 0.1 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -75 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $149 
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dbx 
71 Chapel Street 

Newton, MA 02195 
Phone: (617) 964 -3210 

Models 941A/942A 
Channels: Two -, har;,el encoder (941A), and de- 
coder (924ÁI type II noise reduction: system. 
Dynamics Parameters: +40 dB effective noise 
reduction. 
Operational Controls: Separate level adjusters for 
both channels. 
Selected Standard Features: lip to 40 dB incre,, 
dtnamit range: modular construction,: differet.i:, 
input: compatible with all type II NR systems. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 40 Hz to 211 

kHz, +0.5 dB. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less than: 0.1".. from 
100 Hz to 20 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -110 dfi 
dynamic range. 
Pro -User Price Range: 941A: $269: 942A: $279 

Models 140A/180A 
Channels: Two -channel type I (140A1. and type It 
(1B0A) NR systems. 
Dynamics Parameters: +40 dB effective noise 
reduction. 
Operational Controls: Separate channel level adjus- 
ters: balanced inputs; unbalanced outputs: pros 
sion: for output halal:, in:g Iranformers. 
Selected Standard Features: Up to 40 dB increase if 

dynamic range. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 2u 
kHz. ±0.5 dB: -1 dB for 20 Hz. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less than; 0.1 ",. from 
100 Hz to 20 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -115 ill, 
dynamic range. 
Pro -User Price Range: 140.5: 5589: 181IA: $589 

Model 150 
Channels: Iwo -channel hpc I NR system. 
Dynamics Parameters: +40 dB effective noise 
reduction. 
Operational Controls: Simultaneous encode and 
decode of noise redo(uon;. 
Selected Standard Features: Gold -plated RCA jacks 
compatible with all pc I units; hard -wire bypass. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 210 

kHz. ±0.5 dB: -1 dB at 20 Hz. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less than 0.1 ".. from 
100 Hz to 20 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -105 dB 
dynamic range. 
Pro -User Price Range: $249 

Model 911 
Channels: Single -charnel type I NR system. 
Dynamics Parameters: +40 dB effective noise 
reduction. 
Operational Controls: Separate record /play level 
adjusters: NR it; /out. 
Selected Standard Features: Up to 40 dB inert,, 
dynamic range: compatible with all type I in 
modular construction; differential input. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kHz. ±0.5 dB: -1 dB for 20 Hz. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less than, 0.1 ".. from, 
100 tit to 20 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input/output): Better than -110 dli 
dynamic range. 
Pro -User Price Range: $310 

Model 903 
Effects Type(s): Single- chai:n:el Overeasy compres- 
sor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Compression: ratio varies 
trom 1:1 to infin,ity:1 "and beyond to dynamic 
inversion.' 
Operational Controls: Threshold: compression: 
ratio; output gait:. 
Selected Standard Features: Modular: slaves to 907 
for stereo. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kHz. +1 dB. 
Distortion (input /output): 2nd harmonic : 0.07".. 
3rd harmonic: 0.2'5.. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): EIN better that: -85 (Ulm: 
maximum output level +20 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $359 

Model 166 
Effects Type(s): Dual -c ha mail compressor, 
gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Compression ratio varies 
from 1:1 to infinity:1. 
Operational Controls: Threshold: peak -stop level 
output gain:: noise -gate threshold. 
Selected Standard Features: Utibalan,(ed quarter - 

inch jacks; side -chair: input /monitor. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 



kHz, ±0.5 dB. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less that 0.1 " at max 
compression, 0 dBm. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Output noise better than 
-85 dBv A weighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $549 

Models 160X/163X/165A 
Effects Type(s): Single-channel Overeasy compres- 
sor. limiters. 
Dynamics Parameters: Compression: ratio varies 
from 1:1 to oily :1: dynamic inversion mode 
(160X1. 
Operational Controls: Threshold ( -40 to +10 dB): 
attack /release controls, peak -stop, "soft clipper 
and stereo- strappable (165A). 
Selected Standard Features: Quarter -inch balanced 
h; /outs; terminal -strip connectors (16SA). 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -1 dB (160X and 165A); 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t1 
dB (163X). 
Distortion (input /output): 2nd harmonic 0.05 ",,, and 
3rd 0,07% (160X and 165A); THD less that 0.2 ",. 
(163X). 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Output noise better than 
-89 dBm. 20 Hz to 20 kHz (160X): EIN -85 dBv 
unweighted 1163X): [IN -90 dBm unweighted 
(165A1. 
Pro -User Price Range: 160X: $429: 163X: $149; 165A: 
$699 

Model 904 
Effects Type(s): Single- charnel modular noise gate 
with Overcast expansion. 
Dynamics Parameters: Attentuation, 0 to 60(18; thre- 
shold -40 to +10 dB: expansion ratio 1.S:1 to 5:1: 
attack times 500 to 2.5 dB /mS: release 2.5 dB /mS to 
22 dB /second. 
Operational Controls: Limit: ratio: threshold: 
attack; release. 
Selected Standard Features: Modular: balanced 
it: /out: LED column; meter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 2() 
kHz, +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion (input /output): THD less that 0.02 ",. at 1 

kHz, 
S/N Ratio (input /output): EIN -82 dBm 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: N /A. 

For additional information circle 4222 

DOD ELECTRONICS 
5639 South Riley Lane 

Salt Lake City, UT 6906 
Phone: (801) 268 -8400 

Model R -825 and MT -828 
Inputs: One and two. respectively. 
Outputs: One and two, respectively. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter and stew, 
compressor limiter, respectively. 
Dynamics Parameters: Gain reduction: 828 includes 
noise gate. 
Operational Controls: Input level; output level; 
compression ratio; attack time; switchable side 
chain; de- essing circuitry. 828: gate; threshold: 
ratio; attack time; release time; input level; output 
level; compress in /out; link in /out. 
Selected Standard Features: Simultaneous de -essi t;g 
circuitry; adjustable attack and release time; switch - 
able side chain; LED bargraph. 828: ratio variable 
from 1:1 to infinity:1; independent noise on each 
channel; gain reduction LED side chain connections. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, i0.5 dB. 
Distortion: THD 0.02% at 0 dB gain reduction. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -85 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: 825: $249.95; 828: $299.95 

For additional information circle *197 

DOLBY LABORATORIES, INC. 
731 Sansome Street 

San Francisco, CA 94111 
Phone: (415) 392 -0300 

Models 360/361/362/372 
Channels: 360 and 361: one; 362 and 372: two. 
Effects Type(s): Dolby A -type noise reduction 
system. 
Operational Controls: 360: record /play, NR in/out. 
Dolby tone; 361/362/372: monitor signal, check 
tape. 
Selected Standard Features: 360/361: three XLR 
input /output connectors; 362: quarter -inch socket: 
372: seven -pin Tuchel /Binder; all have les el setting 
meters. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kHz, li dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1 ",. .4 dBm. 

5/N Ratio (input /output): N /A. 
Pro -User Price Range: 360: 31.100; 361: $1,350; 362: 
$1.850; 372: $2,500 

Models SP8/16/24/32/48 
Channels: Eight, 16, 24, 32 and 48, respectively. 
Effects Type(s): Dolby A noise reduction. 
Operational Controls: Individual track controls: NR 
standby, bypass, calibration, monitor, check tape. 
Selected Standard Features: LED indicators; bal- 
anced inputs; switch -selectable outputs. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, t1 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.004'x,, at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -80 dB. 
unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: 8: $9.400: 16: $15.400: 24: 
$21.400: 32: $29.100; 48: $41.100 

Models 221B/234/380/226 
Channels: Two: 226: three. 
Effects Type(s): Dolby A -tspe noise reductin,: 
module -type system. 
Operational Controls: Two switc hes control NR 
in/out for tracks 41 and 42 independently; a third 
activates Dolby tone oscillator for calibration: 226: 
provides output level controls; and mike /line time - 
code selector. 
Selected Standard Features: 221B: NR for Sony BVH- 
1100 and -1000: 234: NR for Sony BVH -2000: 380: NR 
for Ampex VPR -3 and RCA TR- 900; 226: Ampex 
VPR -2 arid 2B. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, ±1 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.004",,. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): N /A. 
Pro -User Price Range: 221B: $2,000: 234: $2.100; 
380: $2.000: 226: $2.300 

Models 43/330/330E 
Channels: 43: one: 330/330L: two. 
Effects Type(s): Dolby B -type noise reduction: 
module -type system. 
Operational Controls: Remote control: Dolby tone; 
NR in /out. 
Selected Standard Features: Balanced transformer; 
five -pin XLR connector: lowpass filter; metering. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 15 
kHz. +1 dB. 
Distortion: Less than (1.1' 
S, N Ratio (input /output): It,;>> ; ih,u: -110 JR. 

Pro -User Price Range: 43: 5825: 330: $1,900: 3301: 
52.050 

For additional information circle 4198 

DRAWMER 
U.S. Distributor: Harris Sound, Inc. 
6640 Sunset Boulevard Suite 5110 

Hollywood, CA 90028 
Phone: (213) 469 -3500 

Effects Type(s): Dual -audio gate system. 
Operational Controls: Two -channel operation: with 
separate threshold. attack, hold. decay, range, low - 
ard high -key filter controls. 
Selected Standard Features: Frequency conscious 
keying; two -stage release control; stereo link: gat - 
ng: and duc king. 
frequency Response (input /output): 25 Hz to 40 
kHz, t1 dB. 
Distortion: Variable between 0.03'x, and 0.05 "... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dBm. 
Pro -User Price Range: $595 

1960 Tube Compressor 
Effects Type(s): Dual- channel vacuum -tube 
ompressor. 

Dynamics Parameters: "Soft Knee" ratio 1:5 to 20:1. 
Operational Controls: Two -channel operation with 
threshold, attack. release output level, mike gain, 
auvhary gain and bass, and treble controls. 
Selected Standard Features: Balanced outputs: mike 
ii.put with phantom power available: auxiliary input 
with equalizer; stereo link. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 22 Hz to 22 
kHz. 
Distortion: N /A. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -88á13m. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.395 

For additional information circle #199 

DREW ENGINEERING CO. 
35 Indiana Street 

Rochester, NY 14609 
Phone: (716) 544 -3337 

Y- Expressos D58 and Y- Processor DS5 
Inputs: Three anal tour. respec tiveh. 

MOCK 

GMt4; r.r: 

By Popular Demand... 
Now, there's a Gatex module for your dbx F -900 
frame. And, as you would expect, the unit incor- 
porates all of the important features that made 
the four -channel version an overwhelming 
success. 

In its noise gating mode, Gatex employs Pro- 
gram Dependent Attack to eliminate turn -on 
"pop ", while maintaining attack times sufficiently 
short to accommodate all percussion instru- 
ments. Program Controlled Sustain automati- 
cally lengthens the release time as dictated by 
program content. This means freedom from dis- 
tortion when using shorter release times. 

As an added bonus, Gatex offers two expan- 
sion modes. Users of the original Gatex have 
found them unsurpassed for reducing noise on 
instruments, vocals, and mixed program materia'.. 

The Gatex 904, just what you'd expect from... 

w 
°s===ud o . . 
USAudio Inc. 
P.O. Box 40878 /NASHVILLE, TN 37204 
(615) 297 -1098 
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Outputs: Four and two, respectively. 
Effects Type(s): Dynamic Sound Shaper and enve- 
lope controller, respectively. 
Dynamics Parameters: D58: detector and processor 
calculates envelope shapes. 
Operational Controls: D58: mode: control level: 
microphone, line, automatic. Signal level: input - 

output: mix; expression; attack: decay: sustain 
pedal. D55: mode; attack; sustain; control level: 
automatic. 

Selected Standard Features: Real -time envelope 
control; sound transformation; sound combining 
synchronization; rythmic effects; voice processing: 
foot -pedal control; MIDI CV optional. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 5 Hz to SO kHi. 
-1 dB. D55: 10 Hz to 30 kHz. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.02",.; D55: 0.05'%, typical. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -94 dB. D55 
-84 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: N /A. 

UEX -4 
Inputs: 12. 
Outputs: Four. 
Effects Type(s): Four -channel processor. 
EQ Ranges: N /A. 
Dynamics Parameters: N /A. 
Operational Controls: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: "Integrated system per 
customer specifications." 
Frequency Response (input /output): 5 Hz to 50 kHz. 
-1 dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.02"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: N /A. 

For additional information circle 4200 

EVENTIDE, INC. 
One Alsan Way 

Little Ferry, NJ 07643 
Phone: (201) 641 -1200 

Model 2830 Omnipressor 
Inputs: Otte. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compression expansion, gain; 
linearity. 
Dynamics Parameters: 1:1 to infir;ity:1 compres- 
sion: 1:1 11)10:1 expansion: ±1 dB for 60 -dB change 
in input level. 
Operational Controls: Threshold. attack time; 
release time: attenuation: limit: gain limit: dynamic 
reversal effects. 
Selected Standard Features: Metering system 
employs a logarithmic amplifier to generate infor- 
mation on input, output and gain;. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 15 Hi to 20 
kHz, +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: Variable between 0.02';. and 0.5':.. 
5/N Ratio (input /output): Output noise level better 
that; -90 dBm, at unity gain. 
Pro -User Price Range: $700 

For additional information circle #201 

FOSTER 3070 
15431 Blackburn Avenue 

Norwalk, CA 90650 
Phone: (213) 921 -1112 

Model 3070 
Effects Type(s); Two -channel limiter. compressor, 
noise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: 32 -dit maximum limit: com- 
pression ratio of 1:1 to in;fir;itv:1: release time 20 
milliseconds to two seconds. 
Operational Controls: For each char ;r ;el input: out- 
put. attack release, ratio. gate sensitivity. in /out 
switch, and stereo interlock for each channel. 
Selected Standard Features: Gate sensitivity indica- 
tor; five -segment LED display indicating gain and 
reduction.; reduction created by pulse width modu- 
lation: detector loop access for frequency gain; - 
reduction. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 

Let Tec Pro Provide You With 
Reliable, Comfortable, Easy To Use 
Wired Communications Systems. 

Master Stations 
Power Supplies 

Belt Packs 

Headset Stations 
Loudspeaker Stations 
Paging Systems 

and more... 

- Compatible With Most Systems - 

Technical Projects, Inc. 
For quality you can rely on, and service you deserve. 

P.O. Box 1069, Palatine, IL 60078, 1- 800 -562 -5872, 312 -359 -9240 
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Distortion: THD less than 0.03% below threshold. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -80 dB. 
urweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $400 

For additional information circle #202 

FURMAN SOUND, INC. 
30 Rich Street 

Greenbrae, CA 94904 
Phone: (415) 927 -1225 

Model LC -3 / -X 
Inputs: Ore. 
Outputs: Otte. 
Effects Type(s): Limiter, compressor; -X features 
built -inn expander. 
EQ Ranges: N /A. 
Dynamics Parameters: Expander from 1:1 to 5:1; 
c (impression 1:1 to 20:1; limiter: 30:1. 
Operational Controls: Attack time of 100 micro - 
sec or;ds; release time 50 microseconds to 1.1 
sec or;ds; compression ratio of 2:1 to 50:1. -X: attack; 
release; expand threshold and ratio; compression 
threshold and ratio: output gain and limit. 
Selected Standard Features: De -ess and side chain 
modes; gain reduction meter. -X: 10- segment 
bypass switch. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.0121.. THD at 0 dBv. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -102 dB; -3: 
better than -102 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $342: -X: $449 

Model QN -4 
Effects Type(s): Quad noise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Release rate 0.005 to 5 

set onds: threshold infinity to +10 dBv. 
Operational Controls: Threshold (#4); fade time 
(release time x4). 
Selected Standard Features: LED indicator; unit 
modulation for low noise and distortion. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. ±0.5 dB. 
Distortion: Less that; 0.01'x. THD at 0 dBv. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -111 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $395 

For additional information circle #203 

GOTHAM AUDIO CORP. 
741 Washington Street 
New York, NY 10014 

Phone: (212) 741 -7411 

Neumann U473A 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor, limiter, expander. 
Operational Controls: Compressor: ratio, release 
with auto attack, output. gain ;, compressor gain;. 
Expander: threshold. recovery time; stopped con- 
trols for repeatable settings. 
Selected Standard Features: LED gain; reduction; 
meter; limiter and expander LED indication; bypass 
ar ;d expander in/out switches; stereo control link. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 40 Hz to 15 
kHz, ±0.3 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.03':1.. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -100 dB, 
urweighted +6 dB out. 
Pro -User Price Range: $945 

NTP 179 -170 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. expander. 
gate. 
Operational Controls: Gain ;: 0 to 20 dB with'constant 
output level; hold level is -10 to -50dB: gate level is 

0 to -50 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Automatic release 
option or; all front -panel adjustments; gain/atte- 
nuation LED metering with limiter LED; external 
ganging of limiter /expander control signal. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 40 Hz to 15 
kHz. ±0.3 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01'X., +15 dBu out. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -89 dB. 
urweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $2,310 

EMT 257 
Inputs: Otte. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: "Soft" limiting with optional 
pre- emphasis compensation. 
Operational Controls: Attack is 50 to 500 micro- 
seconds; threshold is -2 to +10 dB; release is 0.25 to 
10 seconds and automatic, pre- emphasis compensa- 



,ti: sll ltt h. 
Selected Standard Features: Gain meter: it ow 
level adjustment from front panel; automat, 
Ielease proportional to loudness. 
Frequency Response (input/output): 40 Hr to 15 

kW. ±0.3 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05' auto release. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -75 dB. 
unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.290 

EMT 260 
Inputs: Otte. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): High -frequency filter limiter. 
Operational Controls: Ana(k is 50 to 500 mn ro- 
seconds: treble reduction is -1 to -4 dB: release is 
11.25 to 10 seconds and automatic, selec table 60 and 
180 microseconds control weighting. 
Selected Standard Features: Gain meter: in /out 
level adjustment from front panel: automatic 
Ielease proportional to loudness. 
I requency Response (input /output): 40 H, to 15 
kW, t0.3 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.0S'í., aliti) release. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -75 dB. 
unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.255 

EMT 261 
Inputs: One. 

Ore' 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. 
Operational Controls: Gain is O to 12 dB: ratio is 2:1 
to 20:1, release is 0.25 to 10 seconds and automatic : 

.wit( hable expander and limiter in /out. 
Selected Standard Features: Gain meter: o. ,III 
level adjustment from front panel: automat!, 
(lease proportional to loudness. 

I requency Response (input /output): 40 H, to 1 5 

111/. ±0.3 dB. 
Distortion: Less that; 0.05 " ;., auto release. 
S N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -73 dB. 

lasBighted. 
Pro-User Price Range: $1.130 

2665TAP 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. Outputs: 

s: 
Two. 

Delay -based transient limiter with Effects 
T pre-emphasis. s): Dlay- 

D1`Ì11`Ì(, Parameters: I Iltlllll.r; 1 \Il hllllt IIt..r.hoot. 
pre- emphasis without es( es.lsl lifiliting. 
Operational Controls: Input is 2OIii +15dR.output 
is- 2010 +15 dB hard relay bypass: automatic or three 
second release time: compressor in/out ,witch: 
pre -emphasis weighting ir, 'out switch. 
Selected Standard Features: LED indication for limi- 
ter '(tier,, -6 dB nominal levl: adaptive pre- 
emphasis ac tiot:: c hannel c oupling for stereo. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hi to 15 
kit/. +0.3/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: less that; 0.02'.., (or 601i, to 16 kHi. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that -92 dB. 
unweighted +8 dB out. 
Pro -User Pric e Range: $4.565 

For additional information circle #204 

Distortion: II II) lc'.. Olaf. 0.25 
S N Ratio (input output): Bette1 that: --90 dB. 
Pro-User Price Range: $496 

For additional information cir( le #205 
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LT SOUND 
P.O. Box 338 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 
Phone: (404) 493 -1258 

Model NR- 2/ -4/ -8 
Two, tour, and eight, re.pec lively. 

Type(s): Tape noise redo, min: c ompatibl 
din type -I. 

Parameters: 10 dB tape noise reduc mot 
10 dB headroom imptos elite rat. 

Controls: It :di%idu,ll in bypass on ea( 
as well as record and plan c ,libration for 

-10 operation. 
Response ( input/output): 20 Hi to 

+1.5 dB. 
(input /output): 0.078',. THI) at 1 kHi. 

Ratio (input /output): -94 dB%. 1 weighted: 
dynamic range. 
-User Price Range: -2: $249: -4: $475: -8: 5795. 

SL -2 Stereo Limiter 
Type(s): Compressor. limiter: sill de- essil;g 

noise gating c apahihts 
Controls: Threshold: release: de -es. 

expardel threshold. gate releae. output 

h 

+a 

20 
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r 

«) 

20 
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JBL PROFESSIONAL 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 
Northridge, CA 91329 
Phone: (818) 893 -8411 

UM 1178/1176 LN 
Inputs: Two and one, respee Iivels. 
Outputs: As above. 
Effects Type(s): Peak limiters. 
Dynamics Parameters: 4:1 to 20:1. 
Operational Controls: Input: output: atta( k time: 

P release time. ratio 
Selected Standard Features: Co1:ur.uuusly variable 
attack and release time: independent of degree of 
limiting 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hi to 20 
kFli. ±1 d8. 
Distortion: 

(input/output): 
i D less that; 0.5" . 

S/N Ratio Better that; -81 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: 1178: 58%: 1176: $596 

UREI LA -4 
Inputs: Otte. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor, limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: 2:1 to 20:1 compression i.t io. 
Operational Controls: Threshold level: ratio: out- 
put level; meter 1~1. 
Selected Standard Features: RP1S responding: 
standard VU indicator; stereo coupling. 

20 Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hi to 20 
kW. ±0.5dB. 

__ _ --- 
_ 

_ 

Standard Features: limitir:g.de- esst:g.and 
impression car, all he done simulta iteously. Stet 
Indeperdel;t oat king with a push of a switc h. 

Response (input /output): 20 H, to 
li +1.5 dB. 

( input / output): Less that:0.06..1111)a! 
limiting fastest release. 

N Ratio: Renal than -92 IRs. -\ IAeightr,l 

It delivers the punch 
without the bruise. 

When you want to increase sonic punch in produc- 
tion, compressor /limiters are indispensible. Orban's 
412A (Mono) /414A (Dual Channel /Stereo) Compressor/ 
Limiter is uniquely versatile -it can serve as a gentle 
"soft- knee" compressor to smooth out level varia- 
tions, or as a tight peak limiter to protect from 
overload distortion. 

Most importantly, the 412A always delivers its 
punch with finesse. Instead of the usual pumping and 
squashing, what you get is amazingly natural sound: 
the dynamic "feel" of the program material is preserved 
even when substantial gain reduction occurs. Like a true 
champion, the 412A works hard but makes it look easy. 

Whether the application is DJ mike enhancement, 
cart transfers or daily production chores, the 412A is 
a real workhorse. But the best news is that the most 
flexible and natural- sounding compressor /limiter is 
also one of the least expensive. 

Orbai 
Francisco 

Associates 
CA 

Inc -, 
94107 

645 Bryant St. or ban San , 

(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17 -1480 
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Pro -User Price Range: $295 

For additional information circle #206 

MISTUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP 
225 Parkside Drive 

San Fernando, CA 91340 
Phone: (818) 898 -2341 

Model CL -22 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: Oise. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Variable attack 0.002105 mil- 
liseconds at 10 dB: release: 100 to 5 sec olds at S dB. 
Operational Controls: I spand: gain: ratio: attar k 
release: CL threshold pots: DS and CL in-switch with 
n:clicator LLD meter. 
Selected Standard Features: Feed -forward VC A 
design. with a range of -40 dB to +26 dB adjusted 
from 2:1 to 20:1: expansion, from -60 to +200 dB. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
LI Iz. *0.25 dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.05 ".. clout. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that, -94 dBm. ref- 
vi en( e +4 dB w here 0 is 0.775V. 
Pro -User Price Range: $475 

Model NSD 120 
Inputs: Ore. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Attack is less that; 25 
microseconds: adjustable release from 0.03 to 5 

seconds. 
Operational Controls: Release: threshold: attenua- 
tion pots: .11.1s111.11% input keying switch: selectable 
der ay. 
Selected Standard Features: Unity gait; device. 0 to 
SO dB attenuation: set;sitvity is 31 dBm at 0.01- 
second release: I.FD indicator. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 
kHz. t0.5 dB. 
Distortion: THD less that; 0.25"..: rater( output at 

threshold. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 dBm. ref- 
erence +4 dB where 0 is 0.775V. 
Pro -User Price Range: $295 

For additional information circle #207 

RUPERT NEVE, INC. 
Berkshire Industrial Park 

Bethel. CT 06801 
Phone: (203) 744 -6230 

Series 33609 
Inputs: Ot:e or two. 
Outputs: One or Iwo. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: I inviting ratio is 100:1: com- 
ptessiot: ratios is 1.5:1 to 6:1. 
Operational Controls: I nut threshold and tecos- 
ery: limit it; out: last 'low attar k: compressing 
threshold. le( ove 5 an:d ratio: gait, make -up: c om- 
pressior it: /out: bypass in /out: quad stereo link: 
PPM gait; reduction meter(st. 
Selected Standard Features: Stereo and tour- 
( hal.nel ssvitc hable linking: all rotary c untrols ate 
w itches. 

Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. ±0.5 dB. 
Distortion: 0.2".. at 6:1 compression.. 27 dB above 
threshold. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -75 dB at 0 dB 
with 20 de gait; make up. 
Pro -User Price Range: Startit;g from $1.465 

For additional information circle #208 

OMNI CRAFT. INC. 
P.O. Box 1069 

Palatine, IL 60078 
Phone: (800) 562 -5872 

Model GT4A 
Inputs: Four. 
Outputs: Four. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. 
Operational Controls: Threshold: nat.ge: and 
release. 
Selected Standard Features: Key switch for I t Ds. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 0 Hz to 100 

RECORDING STUDIOS AUDIO & VIDEO 
LOWEST PRICES ON 

AMPEX AUDIO & VIDEO TAPE SPECIAL 

Ampex 456 Grand Master 
Studio Mastering Tape 

Metal Reel 97G111 2" $108.65 
Metal Reel 573111 1" 50.17 
Metal Reel 273111 1/2" 28.98 
Metal Reel 17311J 1/4" 16.40 

All AMPEX prices F O B Waco. TX 

All AMPEX Tape Products 

C O D or Company Check 

AMPEX Videocassettes 

kHz. +1/ -0.5 dB. 
Distortion: "Not measurable." 
S 'N Ratio (input /output): As above 
Pro-User Price Range: $395 

Model GTX (D) or (K) 
Inputs: Ore. 
Outputs: One. 
I (feels Type(s): Noise gate. 
Operational Controls: Switchable high- and low - 
pass filters: switc hable "ducking" circuits. 
Selected Standard Features: Dr,sigr rd r, , fir rwo self - 
powered. rat k -frame sires 

Frequency Response (input /output): II) Itz to 100 
kHz. +0.5 dB. 
Distortion: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 0.002 ".. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Less that; -110 dB, refer - 
ence +22dBs. 
Pro -User Price Range: $275 

For additional information circle #209 

ORBAN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
645 Bryant Street 

San Francisco, CA 94107 
Phone: (818) 843 -7567 

Models 412A/414A/422A/424A 
Inputs: Ore. ore. two and two. respectively. 
Outputs: As above. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor, linter. 424A: gated 
c ompressor. limiter de- esser. 
Dynamics Parameters: 35 dB gait: redo( lion.: 424: 25 
dB gait: reduction. 
Operational Controls: Input/output attenuation; 
threshold: attack and release time: compression 
ratio: hard -wire system bypass: 424 has de -esser 
sensitivity. 
Selected Standard Features: Control interaction: 
output adjustments automatic ally a barge to attack 
time: phone jacks and barrier strip. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. ±0.25 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.04 "s. at 100 Hz: 424 and 424A: 
less than 0.03 at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -90 c113. 

typical. 
Pro -User Price Range: 412A: $425: 414A: $799: 
424A: $989: 422A (mono): $629 

For additional information circle #210 

PEARL INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
406 Harding Industrial Drive 

Nashville, TN 37222 -1240 
Phone: (615) 833 -4477 

Model CO -04 
Catalog 
Number 

197 BCA -10 
197 BCA -20 
197 BCA -60 
187 KCA-60 
187 KCA -30 
196 -1630 CA 

CTY. SUGG. 
QTY. LIST (1 Carton) 

10 $26.25 $11.20 
10 30.86 12.60 
10 46.97 18.95 
10 45.29 16.20 
10 3t69 11.50 

5 73.10 43.95 

Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. 
Operational Controls: Attar k: tone: level: sustain. 
Selected Standard Features: Attack and tone 
adjustments. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion: N A. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): N A. 
Pro -User Price Range: $115 

Model SU -19 

Lowest Prices on ALL AMPEX Audio & Video Tape! 

* Video Cassette Duplication 
Stereo Cassette Duplication 

' AMPEX 466 Digital Audio Tape, 1/4 " -1" 
Custom Loading of VHS 1/2" Video Cassettes 
AMPEX 187 & 197 3/4" U -MATIC Videocassettes 

' AMPEX Broadcast Video Tape 1" Helical 
'Custom" Loading of BASF Pure Chrome 

Audio Cassettes 
(Price Example 5M C -30 qt 69¢) 

Limited Time Otter Special Expires 10/31 /BS 

419 
Hix Recording Co.rInc. 

Hix Recording Co.. Inc. 
1611 Herring 
Waco, Texas 76708 
(817) 756 -5303 
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Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. 
Operational Controls: Threshold: decay: gate 
indicator. 
Selected Standard Features: Stereo capable. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion: N /A. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): N /A. 
Pro -User Price Range: $119.50 

For additional information circle #211 

ROCKTRON CORP. 
2146 Avon Industrial Drive 
Auburn Heights, MI 48057 

Phone: (313) 853 -3055 

Model HUSH II /IIB /IIC 
Channels: One; IIC: two. 
Effects Type(s): Single -ended noise reduction 
system. 
Dynamics Parameters: Expander 30 dB; dynamic fil- 
ter 1.5 kHz to 30 kHz. 
Operational Controls: Irt /out switch; line/instru- 
ment switch; expander /threshold control: IIC has 



tast/release switch. 
Selected Standard Features: 30 dB eflecnse cui,e 
eduction program dependent attack release: IIC is 

stereo model. 

Mg: 30 dB expansion: 310 has 25 dB compressiui 
Operational Controls: 300: compression attar k. 
release, limiter threshold. bypass. side chain. in /out 
meter. expander threshold, output gain: 310: input 

I requencs Response (input output): 20 t Iz to 20 
.t ii, .0 /- 0.5dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.5 '... 

s N Ratio (input /output): 100 and 110 dB dynamic 
gain switch, compression, output. output in 'out 

. ,,age, respectivels. 
switch. compression switch. Pro-User Price Range: RX1: $375. -2H: $550 
Selected Standard Features: Logarithmic compres- 
sion, simultaneous peak limiting and 30 dB noise 
reduction, single rack space: 310: 10 LED gain reduc- 

For additional information circle #213 

tionmeter. program dependent ratio. attackrelease. PHOENIX AUDIO LAB, INC. 

(( ¡nj ®rwus>wn 
©OCjJ© 

Ili 

Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 

Distortion: ion:0..11" . maximum. 

P.O. Box 127 

Manchester, CT 06040 

S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than; -115 dB (203) 649-1199 r - ,. 
" " " 

dynamic range: 310: 95 dB dynamic range. 
Pro Price Range: Loft Model 4006 -User 300: $429: 110: $239. 

Effects Type(s): Quad gate, limiter 
frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 Powerplay Deluxe /Basic Dynamics Parameters: Cant reduetior; 30 dß: atte- 
kHz. ±0.5 dß. Inputs: Two. ruat,ur; 27 dB. 

Distortion: THD less that: 0.2"... Outputs: Seven. Operational Controls: Gate: limiter: threshold. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -110 (113 

Effects Type(s): Compressor. EQ. distortion, HUSH attac k /release: input'output impedance. 
(h iamic range. Il, echo, stereo chorus, exciter; Basic features stereo Selected Standard Features:fourindependet:tlimi- 
Pro -User Price Range: II: $200: !Ili: $250: IIC: $330 ambient chorus. ter, with noise gates: feed -forts aid: side -c hatareI 

Operational Controls: Membrane tout h swit( hing: pro( c: front- panel LEI) indicators: balanced 
Model 120A/140A/180A e( ho: regenerate: ambience: chorus: 2. 4. 6 delay inputs and outputs. 

Channels: Four. eight and 16. respectively. tape: exciter: output gain loop. Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Effects Type(s): System One encode /decode noise Selected Standard Features: Program dependent Distortion (input /output): Less than 0.2".. 
reduction. compressor: automatic Hush II, digitally c er;trolled: S/N Ratio: -95 rlBs. A weighted: referent e 0 dB 
Dynamics Parameters: 2:1 compression to 1:2 fully foot switchable. Pro -User Price Range: $602 
expansion. Frequency Response (input /output): N \. Loft Model 410 Operational Controls: Record /playback levels; 
`,r sass switches. 

Distortion: N,' A. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): N /A. Inputs: Two. 

Outputs: Two. .elected Standard Features: Two, four. and eight 
channels (respectively) of simultaneous encode- 
decode: RCA connectors: 40 dB effective noise 

Pro -User Price Range: Deluxe: $1.270: Basic: $699 

RX -1 / -2H 
!Hefts Type(s): Compressor, limiter, expander, 
gate. 

eduction. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 30 Hz to 20 

Inputs: Iwo. 
Outputs: Two. 

Dynamics Parameters: Expander - attenuation: 
ass uch selce table to -3 dB. -15 dB. -40 dB: slope: 

kHz. ±0.5 dB. Effects Type(s): Exciteriimage: 2H features built -ii: 's' lt(h selectable to 1:12. 1:5. 1:20: threshold: -60 
Distortion: THD less than 0.05"... Hush II single- ended noise reduction. dB% to 0 ay; attack time: 5 milliseconds; release 
S/N Ratio (input /output): E IN better that; -95 dß. A Brno: 10 milliseconds to 5 seconds; control input: 

"Compressor soigfrleel. switchable: normal. external "key - 
Pro -User Price Range: 120A: $319; 140A: $545: 
180A: $950 - 

slope: 1:1 to 00:1: threshold: -10 dßv to +10 (113v: : 

attack time: 2 to 200 milliseconds: release time: 5 

millisec ands to 5 seconds. Limiter - attack time: 4 
Model 100 /310 Dynamics Parameters: -2H: 30 dB expansion, dB per millisecond: release time: 2 dB per 

Inputs: One. dynamic filter 1.5 kHz to 30 kHz. milli,eror;d. 
Outputs: One. Operational Controls: Process level: phase mix: Selected Standard Features: Ability to compress. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. peak limiter. single- bypass switches. expand, and limit simultaneously. 
ended noise reduction: and compressor. re- Selected Standard Features: Process level LED Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
spectively. meters: stereo: -2H has 30dB effective noise reduc- Distortion (input /output): Less than 0.03'x:. 
Dynamics Parameters: 25 dß compression and limit- nor( a11r1 prngranrdeper.der;t attar k release S/N Ratio: -92 dB% 4 weighted. 

dynamic 
Range 
Control 
at its best. 

Symetrix 
109 Bell Street 
Seattle, Washington 98121, USA 
Telephone (206) 624 -5012 
Telex 703282 

525 Dual Gated Compressor /Limiter 
Simultaneous compress /limit and expand /gate. 
CL150 Fast RMSrM Compressor /Limiter 
A highly cost -effective single channel automatic gain controller. 
501 Peak -RMS Compressor /Limiter 
Simultaneous peak and RMS detection. An indispensable tool for PA. 

522 Compressor /Limiter /Expander /Gate /Ducker 
Versatile multi- function processing for studio, stage, or production. 
511 Noise Reduction System 
Removes noise from any source, pre- recorded or live, mono or stereo. 

Symetrix products are sold and supported world -wide. When you 
specify Symetrix you specify quality, performance, and reliability. 

For additional information circle #265 
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The Directory 
Pro -User Price Range: $699 

For additional information circle #212 

SCV, INC. 
414 North Sparks Street 

Burbank, CA 91506 
Phone: (818) 843 -7567 

Model NGS -2 
Effects Type(s): Stereo noise gate with frequenty- 
shaped gate trigger. 
Dynamics Parameters: +20 dits: HI and I I gate 
settings. 
Operational Controls: Balanced ced and tra nsformer- 
less balanced out)Ms. 
Selected Standard Features: -990 dRv noise capar ity. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -1 dit. 
Distortion: 0.01"... 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that, -84 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $697 

Model SLR -2 
Effects Type(s): Stereo limiter, compressor, de- esser. 
Dynamics Parameters: 2:1 to 20:1 compression. +20 
dRv input. 
Operational Controls: Ratio: attack: release: and 
bypass. 

Selected Standard Features: LI D fluter reading gait, 
reduction: on output level. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -0.25 dB. 
Distortion: 1 kHz. 10 dBv compression. 0.15",,. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -71 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $695 

For additional information circle #214 

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 
222 Hartley Avenue 

Evanston, IL 60202 -3696 
Phone: (312) 866 -2200 

Model SE -30 
Inputs: Three. 
Outputs: Oct). 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. mixer. 
Dynamics Parameters: N 'A. 
Operational Controls: Response rate: input output 
ontrols: VU /compression: meter: compressor 

defeat: gated hold. 
Selected Standard Features: Ac or internal batteries. 
Frequency Response (input/output): 30 Hz to 20 
k Hz. 
Distortion: THD less that: 0.5 ",.. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Reuter that; -70 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $750 

For additional information circle #215 

SOUND PERFORMANCE LABORATORY 
11 Burlingame Avenue, Suite 5 

Burlingame, CA 94010 
Phone: (415) 344 -8787 

Model USM -4 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: O1;e. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor.limiter. exciter. noise 
gate. 
Dynamics Parameters: Noise gate release time of 6 
milliseconds to 3 seconds: attack from 4 microse- 
conds to 7 milliseconds. 

Operational Controls: 1, arldblu filter ca,uol. high. 
mid and low filter; EXARHY psycho -acoustic pro- 
cessor; noise gate processor; attack; threshold; 
release. 
Selected Standard Features: XLR connectors; LED 
level indic ator. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01'k.. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -93 dB. 
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Pro -User Price Range: $995 
for additional information circle #216 

SPECTRA SONICS 
3750 Airport Road 
Ogden, UT 84403 

Phone: (801) 392 -7531 

Model 610/601 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Compression: ratio of 1.1:1 to 
100:1; attack time is variable 100 nanoseconds to 2 

mit rosecotdsor; limiter: c ompressor is 100 narrnse- 
t owls to 1.2 milliseconds; release ti nie is less that: 90 
nanoseconds ois limter ; compressor is variable from 
50 milliseconds to 10 seconds. 
Selected Standard Features: Two units allow stereo 
oat king: 601 modular plug -in card allows daisy - 
t haining of "unlimited" number. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hi to 20 
kHz, ±0.1 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1 ".., 30 Hz to 20 kHz full 
output. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Retter that; -80 dB, +4 

déni. utsveighted 
Pro -User Price Range: 610: $699; 601: $142 

For additional information circle #217 

SUMMIT AUDIO, INC. 
P.O. Box 1678 

Los Gatos, CA 95031 
(408) 395-2448 

Tube Compressor Limiter 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Vacuum -tube compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: Up to 10 dB gait, reduction. 
Operational Controls: Gain,; gait: reduction: attack - 
release, meter and bypass. 
Selected Standard Features: Stereo linkable. side - 
chair: at r ess. 
Frequency Response (input /output): N /A. 
Distortion (input /output): N /A. 
S/N Ratio: N /A. 
Pro -User Price Range: $1.000 

For additional information circle #218 

SYMETRIX,INC. 
4211 24th Avenue West 

Seattle, WA 98199 
Phone: (206) 282 -2555 

Model CL- 150 /501 
Inputs: Three. 
Outputs: Three. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: 0.4:1 to infinite compression. 
Operational Controls: Threshold: attack; release, 
auto /manual; in /out: stereo slave: output gain:. 
Selected Standard Features: XLR or quarter -inch 
if automatic of manual operation,; side chain 
insertion capability: 501 has peak limiting. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: THD less that; 0.025 ",.. 0 dBm at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -100 dB at 0 
dlim. 1 kHz. 
Pro -User Price Range: 150: 5335: 501: 5425 

Model 525 
Inputs: Three. 
Outputs: Three. 
Effects Type(s): Gated compressor. limiter. 
Dynamics Parameters: 1:1 to 20:1; gated 4:1 
dynamic range. 
Operational Controls: Expander /gate threshold: 
compressor /limtiter threshold and ratio; output gain. 
Selected Standard Features: Simultaneous c ompres- 
sion and gating: two channel or stereo linked 
operation. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: THD less that; 0.25 ".,. 0 dBm at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -100 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $495 

Model 522 
Inputs: Four. 
Outputs: Four. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor. limiter, exparder, 
gate. ducker. 
Dynamics Parameters: 1:1 compression:; 60 dB 
expansion capable. 
Operational Controls: Threshold. attack release: 
range: ratio; c han;el in /out: mode select ; internal- 

external key control; stereo slave select. 
Selected Standard Features: Balanced inputs and 
outputs; stereo or two chanu:el operation. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.03':..0 dBm at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -100 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $595 

Model 511 
Channels: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Noise redut lion unit. 
Dynamics Parameters: 30 dB of noise reduction,. 
Operational Controls: Fxpander threshold; dynamic 
filter threshold; expander in /out; filter in /out: ste- 
reo link switch. 
Selected Standard Features: Choice of blareed XLR 
or unbalanced. quarter -inch inputs and outputs: 
two -channel stereo r apahility. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0/ -1 dB. 
Distortion: THD less that; 0.025 ",,, 0 dBm at 1 kHz. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -100 dB. 
Pro -User Price Range: $575 

Comp 2240 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Compressor and peak limiting. 
Operational Controls: Compression; threshold; 
ratio: attack and release time: limit threshold and 
release: output level. 
Selected Standard Features: Track mode: side chair, 
in 10- segment meter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 30 
kHz. ±0.25 dB. 
Distortion: THD less than 0.01' ;,. +20 dßm. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -85 tiBu. 
Pro -User Price Range: $360 

For additional information circle #219 

U.S. AUDIO, INC. 
U.S Distributor: Valley People, Inc. 

P.O. Box 40878 
Nashville, TN 37204 

Gatex /904 
Inputs: Four and one, respectively. 
Outputs: Four and one, respectively. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. expander: 904 can be 
housed it: dbx F -900 powered frame. 
Dynamics Parameters: Range of attenuation is 0 dB 
to 80 dB; maximum input level before clipping is +24 
dB: maximum output level is +21 dßm (600 ohm or 
greater). 
Operational Controls: Variable threshold, release 
and range controls; mode swite h allows switching of 
the unit in or out of the audio path, or to be ''tri - 

gerred" by an external or "keying" signal: mode 
select switt h places each channel in the noise gating 
mode or 1:2 expan;situ; mode, or 2:3 noise reduc- 
tion: mode. 
Selected Standard Features: Three LED "stop light" 
metering: greet; LED indicated a "full on" or units 
gain condition: yellow LED provides visual italic a- 
tior; of ongoing expansion while red LED shows 
maximum attenuation; as determined by the range 
control. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. t0.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - less that; or equal to0.015 ".. at 
THD at unity gain,; less that; or equal to 0.04"). SMPL I 

IMD at unity gait;. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that; -82 dB. rete - 

etce +4. unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $435; 904: 5250 

For additional information circle #220 

VALLEY PEOPLE, INC. 
P.O. Box 40306 

Nashville, TN 37204 
Phone: (615) 383 -4737 

Model 430 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate, expander. limiter, de- 
esser. ducker (voice -over device). 
Dynamics Parameters: Range of attenuation is 0 dB 
to 60 dB; maximum input level before clipping is +24 
dB: maximum output level is +21 dBm (600 ohm). 
Operational Controls: Variable threshold. release, 
range and output control for each channel: source 
switch determines the source of the signal which is 
fed to the detector: mode switch; detector switch. 
Selected Standard Features: Eight LLD gait; reduc- 
tion meter; clipping warning indicator: external 
input connector; remote meter /control input 
connector. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 



kHz. +0.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - quies(('I t distortion, at +10 
dB: input - less than 0.04 ".. al l kHz THD at unity 
gait.. less than or equal to 0.3 ",,. SMPTE IMD at unity 
gait: (bpi( ally 0.1 ".0. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that -88 dB. refer- 
ence +4. unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $560 

Model 811 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Limiter. compressor. ducker I(ou e- 
over des i( et. 
Dynamics Parameters: Gait; reduction; range is 0 dB 
'o 48 dB: maximum input level before( lipping is +24 
(IB: masnnum output level is +21 dBm (600 ohm). 
Operational Controls: Variable threshold. release, 
' ,t rage /gain, ratio and threshold control: linear - 
logarithmic release shape swift h: mode switch to 
allow switching of the unit in or out to the audio 
path, to be controlled by an external signal appear- 
ing at the side -chair input. 
Selected Standard Features: 13 LEI) gain reduction: 
meter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 10.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - quiescent distortion at -le 
dB; input - less than 0.01 ".. at 1 kHz THD at tiri' 
gait. less than or equal to 0.025 ".,, SMPTE IMl) 
unity gain. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -87 d6. n n 
en( a +4, unssighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $400 

Kepex II 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: One. 
Effects Type(s): Noise gate. expardel. 
Dynamics Parameters: Range of attenuation: is 0 dB 
to 80 dB: maximum input level before clipping is +21 
dB: maximum output level is +21 dBm (600 ohm). 
Operational Controls: Variable threshold. release. 
range, ratio and threshold controls; linear /loga- 
rithmic release shape switch: mode switch allows 
switch of the unit in or out of the audio path, or to be 
"trigger red" by an external or "keying" signal 
appearing at the side chair: -input. 
Selected Standard Features: 13 LID gait; reduction, 
meter. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, 10.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - quiescent distortion, at 
dB: input - less than 0.015 at 1 kHz THD at u' 
gain less that; or equal to 0.05 ".. SMPTF IMD at in 
gain. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better than -87 dR. rate' - 

ence +4, urweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $400 

Model 440 
Inputs: One. 
Outputs: Ore. 
Effects Type(s): Compression. expanded compre, 
,ion, peak limiting. FM limiting. AGC, dynamic sib- 
ilance processing, peak clipping. 
Dynamics Parameters: (,air reduction range (com- 
pressor) is 0 dB to 40 dß: limiter 0 dB to 20 dB: 
maximum input level at 1 kHz is +24 dB halan( 
+21 (WE unbalanced: maximum output level is : 

dBm, +21 dam u;blalan,( ed (600 ohm). 
Operational Controls: Variable threshold, rele.r 
and attack controls: variable expander threshol 
variable limiter /clipper threshold: variable lime, 
release; variable output control. 
Selected Standard Features: FM pre -emphasis. limit - 
s;g, and compression: auto attack and release mode 
tor compressor and expander: AGC mode: peak 
( lipper; linking for two unit operation as either mas- 
ter, slave or stereo coupled configuration: selecta- 
ble VU meter mode for input or output reading; 
hardwire bypass; electronically balanced inputs and 
outputs. 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 10.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - less that; or equal to 0.01'4, at 1 

kHz. THD at unity gain: less that; or equal to 0.025".. 
SMPTF IMD at unity gain. 
S/N Ratio (input /output): Better that: -84 dB, refer- 
ence +4, unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $599 

Model 610 
Inputs: Two. 
Outputs: Two. 
Effects Type(s): Compression expanded compi, 
sion, peak limiting. noise gating, FM pre- emph.' 
limiting, voice -over, expansion. limited expanse( 
Dynamics Parameters: Range of gain: reduction is t. 

dB to 60 dB: maximum input level at *2 at 1 kHz is 
less than or equal to +24.5 dB balanced: maximum 
output level is +24 dam. +21 dam urblalanced (600 
ohm). 

Operational Controls: Variable i ontpressur )'milli 
threshold. satiable compress ,t 'limiter ratio: %ariar- 
ble expardet /noise gate threshold: tait fable targe. 
release anal gain: switch selectable compressor - 

limiter ana( k tinte: sele( table exparsiot: slope. ste- 
reo couple switch: hardwire bypass. 
Selected Standard Features: Auto release mode: 
eight LEI) gait: redo( tier: meter: ele( trnn.ically bal- 
anced 11:puts and outputs: extern:,l n.put t irs:o( - 

tot. peak t(vetsn(tr: «itrectioi; ( ir( mut: threshold. 
ratio. 011111111f uupling c ir( tutti : gant; re«nee ( nm- 
pulation: ( it( ourla 
Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +0.5 dB. 
Distortion: Output - less than 0.01''.. at 1 kHz. THD 
al u1.1 g,iin:lessthat:or equa11o0.2'...SNIPII MID 
at units gas:. 
S/N Ratio (input/output): Better than -87 dB. refer - 
tn( e +4. unweighted. 
Pro -User Price Range: $995 

For additional information circle *220 

YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue 

Buena Park. CA 90620 
Phone: (714) 522 -9011 

Model GCZ020 
Inputs: I our. 
Outputs: I Our. 
Effects Type('.): ( ontpresso'. limite' 
Dynamics Parameters: 1: to u.lu.,rt: 1: 0.2 to 21, 

milliso( osad, ,uta( k: 50 nulh"t un.d to 2 set ur., i 

release. 
Operational Controls: Ispaud(r gam: threshold 
t omlues,inr: ratio: anal k: release: , on11 /11, . 

ir:out. 
Selected Standard Features: 24 dB gait write( tit , 

meter lo' VAC t li,n. t'), dote( tu' loud,: aterro 
dual- nton.0 modes 32 ale 

ss 

Frequency Response (input /output): 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. +2 2 (IR. 
Distortion: I es'- that: 0.03". 
S!N Ratio (input /output): Relief than -87 dlt. 
Pee I seer Price Range: $215 

I or additional information ( ir( le *2i I 

AtLast,a200Witt Coax! 
Everyone knows the benefit of a well 

designed coaxial loudspeaker... a single - 

point sound source. Until now, the most 
popular coaxials presented severe power 
limitations...had to have "trick" cross - 
overs...and needed time compensation. 
Gauss technology has changed all that. 

The new Gauss 3588 is the first 
computer designed coaxial. But, we know 
computers can't hear, so we used a panel 
of "golden ears" at the fall AES to help 
determine the final sound of the loud- 
speaker. This combination of computer 
design and great ears gives you a coax 
with the sound and the power you want! 

With a conservative power rating of 
200 watts RMS, this new Gauss coaxial 
has been tested to 750 watts delivering 
clean sound ...and can "coast" along at 
control room levels still delivering great 
sound. Metric sensitivity is 95dB for the 
low frequency and 109dB HE 

Because of our proprietary design 
parameters. both drivers are virtually in 
the same acoustic plane. eliminating the 

need for costly time compensation net- 
works. For bi -amp operation, you can use 

any standard professional quality 
crossover. 

The unique cosh horn was designed 
using Gauss's exclusive Computer Aided 
Time Spectrometry (CATS') program. 
This design provides an extremely stable 
image ...reduced second harmonic dis- 
tortion ...and virtually no midrange 
shadowing. 

For additional information on the new 
Gauss coaxial loudspeaker, call or write 
Cetec Gauss, 9130 Glenoaks Blvd., 
Sun Valley, CA 91352, (818) 875 -1900 
Or better yet, hear it at a selected 
sound specialist soon. 

Sound Ideas for 
Tomorrow Today! 

October 1985 K -r p 1 tia 



OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

.ICON 22XL 
JiGITAL REVERB 

AND EFFECTS 
PROCESSOR WITH 

LARC REMOTE 
AND SOFTWARE 

UPGRADE 

Reviewed by Bob Hodas 

Lexicon has been manufactur- 
ing digital reverberation sys- 
tems for many years now, and 

has probably placed product in every 
major recording studio in the world. 
The company began with the 224, 
improved on that design with the 
224X, and then brought out a very 
user- friendly control head, the LARC 
(Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Con- 
sole). While it may seem unusual to 
review a unit that has already proved 
to be so popular, Lexicon recently 
introduced a new software upgrade 
with additional reverb and special 
effects programs that will surely be of 
interest to current 224X owners. 

System Configuration 
The 224XL comprises a rack - 

mountable mainframe unit and the 
LARC remote control head, which 
connects to the processor via a 50 -foot 
flexible cable. The mainframe unit is 
fan cooled, and should be kept in as 
cool a spot as possible. Since all con- 
trol information is displayed on the 
LARC, the mainframe can be stored 
almost anywhere in the studio control 
room or live -sound equipment rack. 
The review unit came with the stand- 
ard 50 -foot cable, although runs of up 
to 1,000 feet are possible with an 
optional remote power supply. While I 
didn't verify this with the factory, it 
seemed to me that the mainframe's 
fan was much quieter than on pre- 
vious models. Normally, I would 
move the unit out of the control room 
for mixdown, but this one sat on the 
floor in front of the console and was 
pretty quiet in operation. 

The device is a two- input, four - 
output processor that can be run 
either in a balanced or unbalanced 
configuration. Inputs may be either 
mono or stereo, while the outputs 
operate as mono, stereo, dual- stereo or 
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quad, depending on the program 
selected. Front -panel adjustment pots 
are provided for input and output 
level adjustment, which is a simple 
procedure using one of two delay -line 
diagnostic programs. 

The LARC is a clean, well laid out 
piece of work that is simple to use yet 
delivers quick, powerful control capa- 
bilities into the engineer's hands. 
Since a description of the LARC front 
panel would be wordy and rather bor- 
ing, take a look at Figure 1 for a sim- 
plified description. As can be seen, the 
dedicated sliders and keys allow for 
fast, sure operation, and keys are 
sized to allow easy operation with 
fingers. By using the main and 
parameter display windows, control 
functions can quickly and easily be 
learned without continually referring 
back to the user's manual. With the 
cost of studio time being what it is, not 
to mention shrunken recording bud- 
gets, the LARC can prove to be a 
speedy tool both for a first -time user 
and the experienced pro. All displays 
are quite legible, and programs are 
both named and numbered for easy 
access. Parameter descriptions are 
abbreviated yet logical. 

Reverb and Effects Programs 
Accessing programs via the LARC 

follows a logical path. Programs are 
grouped according to acoustic nature 
in five categories called Banks. Within 
each Bank are stored up to six Pro- 
grams, each of which holds up to eight 
Variations. (See Table 1 for a com- 
plete listing of the 224XL's Hall, 
Room, Plate, Effects and Split Pro- 
grams.) Any of these variations may 
be altered by the operator, simply by 
calling up the different Pages. 
Parameters within each page are 
adjusted using the six control sliders. 
Most Programs have four or five dif- 

ferent Pages (all have at least one), 
and each Page contains up to six 
Parameters. As you can see, not only 
does the 224XL come with 83 factory - 
loaded Programs, but each Program 
has many Variables that can be 
altered to fit the user's particular 
needs. Flexibility is a key word here, 
and the 224XL allows a great deal of 
creative control. 

Personalized program alterations 
may be stored for future use in one of 
36 non -volatile Registers. These 
altered programs may be assigned to 
any of 10 Banks, each of which holds 
up to 10 Registers. Both Banks and 
Registers may be labeled with an 
alphabetic name and, for easy recall, 
each storage location is assigned a 
number that also displays the Pro- 
gram from which it was derived. I 
found the memory storage and label- 
ing process to be easy to learn, and 
quick to implement. The LARC will 
even tell you when the memory Regis- 
ters are full. 

If 36 non -volatile memories aren't 
sufficient, the LARC will download as 
rmany programs as you need onto an 
external cassette deck, which may 
then be used to upload 36 at a time. At 
any one time you can have up to 119 
programs at your fingertips, with 
many more waiting in the wings. 
Tape storage is a relatively simple 
process; Lexicon supplies the neces- 
sary cables so all you need is a good 
quality cassette machine and a good 
audio tape. The LARC inserts a tone 
prior to downloading the Registers, so 
that you can set proper record level to 
ensure a good transfer. LARC will 
also verify that your transfer is good 
or bad by comparing the data recorded 
on tape to that in the Registers. Recall 
from tape to memory can also be 
verified. 

Independent engineers and mixers 
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LEXICON 22XL 
DIGITAL REVERB 

will find tape storage a very attractive 
feature. One has only to carry a 
cassette tape of your favorite Pro- 
grams to a studio equipped with a 
224XL in order to recreate that "sig- 
nature sound." Also, all effects deve- 
loped for an album project, for exam- 
ple, can be easily reproduced in the 
live- concert situation with a very 
short setup time. (I recall watching 
the house -sound mixer for The Police 
painstakingly programing pages of 
data by hand into a 224X at a concert 
in Portland; LARC will make his 
future concerts much simpler!) 

Software Updates 
Lexicon is making a statement with 

its new software package, by re- 
affirming a commitment to improv- 
ing quality and holding a competitive 
place in the market of creative pro- 
gramming. I found several improve- 
ments in this unit that I believe make 
the 224XL distinctly superior to past 
models. The new system handled 
transient material much better than 
did the 224X of my past experiences. I 
was able to input zero to +6 VU in 
most programs without noticeable 
weirdness on the top -end (although it 
is better to play it a little safer with all 
digital devices). This also meant that 
with higher input levels, output levels 
could be brought down much lower 
than previously, resulting in greatly 
reduced output noise and hiss. The 
224XL also handled bass frequencies 
much more naturally, which came in 
handy while doing Pop -Dance mixes 
calling for effects such as placing the 
kick in reverb. Some Programs - 
usually those with exaggerated high - 
end response - still got rather "sizzly" 
on top, but this could be controlled by 
reducing the input level or rolling off 
the high- frequency crossover point. 

MAIN 
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AND 
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CONTROL 
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SLIDER 
DISPLAY -SELECT 

KEYS 

FIGURE 1: LEXICON 224 LARC REMOTE CONTROL 

The manufacturer has also done its 
homework on Programs, and has put 
something for everyone into the 
224XL. The inclusion of 83 factory - 
loaded Programs certainly provides a 
good starting point for program modi- 
fication and, in fact, quite a few of 
them are very attractive as shipped 
by the factory. Lexicon has provided 
many concepts from past models, 
adding to and improving on ones that 
work. Also included are several nice 
programs from the competition, with 
some sonic improvements. I tried to 
take enough time to run through all 
the programs, yet found that some 
attracted more attention than others. 
From a glance at Table 1, it will be 
easy to see how Lexicon groups its 
banks of Programs, a factor that 
makes it easy to quickly find a middle 
ground when searching for a particu- 

lar effect. 

Session Applications 
For this review, I worked with the 

224XL mostly on rock material involv- 
ing instrumentation of sax, drums, 
bass, guitar, synthesizers of many 
varied types, and both male and 
female vocalists. I did not use any real 
string or horn sections which would 
have been nice in evaluating the 
larger halls. 
The sound of the Concert Halls 
were really too big for the test mate- 
rial, but I can give a few impressions. 
Initially, I noticed that the Programs 
tended to load up, just as halls with 
extremely long reverb times tend to 
do. Synthesizers sounded really huge, 
and the Programs were very effective 
when using more reverb than original 
signal. . continued overleaf - 

TABLE 1: LEXICON 224XL SOFTWARE PROGRAMS 

Programs Halls Rooms Plates Effects Splits 

1 Concert Hall 
7 Variations 

Room 
4 Variations 

Plate 
6 Variations 

Chorus & Echo 
4 Variations 

Hall /Hall 
1 Variation 

2 Bright Hall 
5 Variations 

Small Room 
4 Variations 

Small Plate 
6 Variations 

Resonant Chords 
1 Variation 

Plate /Plate 
2 Variations 

3 Dark Hall 
7 Variations 

Chamber 
1 Variation 

Constant Density 
Plate A 

1 Variation 

Multiband Delay 
1 Variation 

Plate /Hall 
1 Variation 

4 Rich Chamber 
8 Variations 

Constant Density 
Plate B 

3 Variations 

Plate /Chorus 
1 Variation 

5 Dark Chamber 
8 Variations 

Rich Plate 
8 Variations 

Rich Split 
1 Variation 

6 Inverse Room 
3 Variations 
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We, the undersigned, ask only 
one thing of apiano. 

L.,,L72; 
Lynnard Iirrn>Ie¡ü 1nhIm I'rclll 

Luciano Pavarotti 

/1., 
John Williams 

qovvvv1/4-t--Yli 
Kunnie M1bah 

Georg Solti 

Jorge Bolet 

Billy Joel 

Aaron Copland 

That it be a Baldwin. 

Iml Baldwin' 
Without equal. 

For additional information circle a268 
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Dual 24 Track 

Live Recording, 
Broadcast, 
Mixdown 

Audio for 
Video & Film 

THE MOBILE RI (()RDING UNIT 

58 Tidbury Drive, Dover, DE 19901 

(302) 697 -6226 

NOISE GATES 
GTX(d) or GTX(K) 

SWITCHABLE 
"DUCKING" 

CIRCUIT 

SW ITCH A B LE 
HI & LO PASS 

FILTERS 
& 

USES PROVEN 
OPTICAL SYSTEM 

& 

RANGE 
CONTROLS 

& 

BALANCED 
INPUTS FOR 
UNIVERSAL 

APPLICATIONS 
& 

RELIABLE 
PRODUCT & LOW 

PRICES 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

OMNI CRAFT INC. 
P.O. Box 1069 
Palatine, IL 60078 
1. 800. 562.5872 
312. 359.9240 

1". 
OMNI CRAFT 
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LEXICON 22XL REVERB 

*The Bright Halls are described as 
similar yet much brighter than the 
Concert Halls. I found this to be true, 
and very nice for creating reverb 
effects. Variation #3 (V3) worked well 
to create a modern drum sound, and 
sounded very crisp and fast with a 
large ambience. V4 had a great low - 
end and good midrange presence that 
sounded really good on synthesized 
cellos. 
'The Dark Halls are designed to 
more realistically portray natural 
halls than the other two programs. 
This is achieved with a more drastic 
high- frequency rolloff, simulating 
natural reverb times. V3 was very 
effective with synthesizers when 
featuring low -end information, or 
creating a dark or ominous mood. V4 
gave a natural, very full sound to 
stacked background vocals. I had 
some problem with V5, which mani- 
fested as a low feedback that built 

slowly even after input was removed - it sounded just like a close miked 
gong. 

All Hall Programs incorporate adjus- 
table pre -echo delays that can add to 
the realism by emulating the slap - 
back we're used to hearing in most 
concert arenas or large halls. 
'Room is similar to the Hall Pro- 
grams in that it uses similar parame- 
ters, yet creates the ambience of a 
smaller space - one feels much more 
of a natural sense of walls and dimen- 
sion with this program. V4 demon- 
strated some interesting vocal pres- 
ence effects and ambience. I also 
found a great kick drum ambience 
when manipulating parameters. 
'Small Room recreates a space 
about 1 /xth the volume of Room. Walls 
feel as though they are much closer, 
and I found many different instru- 
ments and voices to sound quite nice 
with V4. There are definite applica- 
tions in Automatic Dialog Replace- 
ment (ADR) with this Program. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
LEXICON 224XL DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 

Programs: 18 programs, 59 preset variations, expandable through software updates. 
Register storage: 36 nonvolatile registers divided into 10 user -labeled banks with one to 
10 registers per bank. 
Reverberation time: Adjustable in two bands from approximately 0.2 to 70 seconds 
(program-dependent). 
Additional controls: Four mode- select buttons (BANK, PROG, VAR, REG) used with 10 
numeric -select buttons (1 to zero); tape storage and register control buttons (TAPE, STO); 
a page- select button (PAGE); three auxiliary control buttons (MUTE, PARAM, 2nd F); six 
sliders for control of up to 42 parameters per program, with associated display -select 
buttons. 
LARC display: Two lines of 12 alphanumeric LEDs for interactive menu- driven display; 
additional line of 24 alphanumeric LEDs (six groups of four for each slider); dual 16- position 
LED headroom indicator (calibrated -24 to +12 dBm plus overload). 
Mainframe controls: Power and indicator light; system reset; left and right input level 
adjustments; A, B, C, D output level adjustments. 
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 15 kHz, 1.1.5 dB; 20 Hz to 12 kHz, ±0.5 dB. 
Dynamic range: Reuerberant mode: 84 dB typical, 81 dB minimum relative to reference 
level; 20 Hz to 20 kHz noise bandwidth for all reverb times from zero to 10 seconds. 
Nonreuerberant mode: 90 dB typical, 86 dB minimum; 20 Hz to 20 kHz noise bandwidth. 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD and noise): 0.04% typical, 0.07% maximum at refer- 
ence level for all reverberation times between zero and 35 seconds. 
lnterchannel Crosstalk: -55 dB at 1 kHz. 
Inputs: Two, balanced and transformer isolated; impedance: 20 kohm; maximum level 
adjustable: +8 to +18 dBm. 
Outputs: Four, balanced and transformer isolated; impedance: 90 ohm; maximum level 
adjustable: +8 to +18 dBm; power -on muting. 
LARC cable: 50 -foot extra -flexible cable; cables can be linked - up to 1,000 feet possible 
with optional remote power source. 
Power: Mainframe: nominal is 100, 120, 220, 240 VAC ( -10%, +5 %) switch -selectable; 50 to 
60 Hz; 150 watts. LARC: normally powered through 224X mainframe; miniature jack 
accepts optional remote power supply for distances greater than 100 ft -10 to 20 VDC or 
10 to 20 VAC, 6.25 watts. 
Diagnostic programs: Control and display via LARC; automatic at power -up or reset. 
Size: Mainframe: Standard 19 -inch rack mount: 19 by 7 by 15 inches (WxHxD), 
(483x178x381 mm). LARC: 5.9 by 9.5 by 3.2 inches (WxHxD), (150x242x82 mm). 
Weight: Mainframe: 34 pounds (15.5 kg); 40 pounds (19 kg) shipping. LARC: 1.9 pounds 
(0.9 kg); 7 pounds (3.2 kg) shipping. 
Automation interface: Optional RS -232C serial interface. 
Suggested Pro -User Prices: 224X with LARC: $12,500; LARC retrofit kit: $800; V8.1 
software: $95. 

Lexicon Inc. 60 Turner Street Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891 -6790 
ODD 



*Chamber is really a very good Pro- 
gram. My favorite chambers were at 
Wally Heiders in San Francisco (now 
Hyde Street Studios). It is hard to 
build a good acoustic chamber, but 
Lexicon has done a fine job digitally. 
It is a realistic chamber with beautiful 
diffusion. I no longer yearn for 
Heiders! 
Rich Chamber has a very even dif- 
fusion that eliminates the sense of 
walls to a good degree. Dimension 
may be added to the program by using 
the pre -echo delays and, combined 
with a related pre -delay, can make 
some brilliant spaces. Many varia- 
tions were impressive, with V4 being 
a good all- around program. V2 and 
V5 were especially nice for keyboards, 
while V3 worked well for drums. V6 
and V8 emulated a modern gated 
drum reverb, with V8 having a faster 
closing gate. Rich Chamber was one 
of my favorite 224XL Programs. 
'Dark Chamber, like Dark Hall, has 
a sharper high- frequency rolloff to 
more naturally simulate the sound of 
real acoustics. The variations are 
effective, and good acoustic environ- 
ments are a strong point. This will be 
another good Program for film work. 
V1 made a good showing on key- 
boards, while V5 was very nice for 
vocals. I found V7 and V8 to be very 
interesting and created some wild 
metallic rooms with the parameters. 
Inverse Room creates distinctly 
different effects in its three varia- 
tions. V1 is your basic "Phil Collins - 
style" gated- drum /room -mike sound - it is a good sounding program and a 
great deal of tailoring can be accomp- 
lished. The extensive frequency con- 
trol comes in very handy for emulat- 
ing the competition's non -linear 
programs, or for creating extended 
frequency response versions. V2 is a 
backwards reverb with a reversé 
envelope, to give the impression of 
reverb building as opposed to decay- 
ing. I liked this a lot too, and utilized 
the delays to time a snare reverb so 
that it built up when leading into the 
kick -drum attack. V3 is an enhance- 
ment program that is effective for 
adding increased presence to a voice 
without actually adding volume. 
*Plate is a very good representation 
of a true plate reverb. I especially 
liked V5, and found it to be realistic. 
Some variations are much more flexi- 
ble than a real plate though, since you 
can perform frequency tailoring and 
add as many as six pre -echo delays for 
a more acoustic reverb feeling. Diffu- 
sion is also adjustable, and one can 
find just the right density to compli- 
ment different instruments. 
*Small Plate didn't do a lot for me. I 
got kind of a hollow feeling from some 
variations, and I guess it just didn't 
suit my taste. Because my first impres- 

sion was not so strong, I didn't spend 
any time manipulating the Program 
parameters. 
*Constant Density Plate A is an 
original program from the 224. It 
simulates a plate with high initial dif- 
fusion, and maintains that density of 
reflections. This capability differen- 
tiates the Program from normal plates 
in which echo density decreases with 
time. I didn't utilize this program as it 
was not effective with the test 
material. 
*Constant Density Plate B, on the 
other hand, was nice and bright and 
very impressive with a kick drum. I 

used V2 and was happy with the thick 
type of reverb, without getting in the 
way of input material. 

*Rich Plate was another dense, 
"tight" reverb that had many appli- 
cations. V2 and V5 sounded good with 
almost any input material from sax to 
drums to guitar, while V6 was hot for 
drums and, especially, kick. V4 was 
used on vocals, producing a rich, fat, 
bright sound. 

All the Reverb Programs discussed 
so far possess two Parameters that 
are unique to Lexicon. Low Frequency 
Stop Decay and Mid Stop Decay 
proved to be very useful, and really 
improved the quality of the Programs. 
These two adjustment Parameters 
allow you to set the reverb time differ- 
ently in the absence of input than 
when input is present. In this way, 
you have the ability to create long, 

lotT 

Puzzled by Audio /video /MIDI 
Sync Lock? It's SMPL-M 

1 

esterday it took lots of money 
and hassle to implement a truly con- 
temporary Audio for Video Studio. 

You needed a box to lock a Video 

transport to the Audio. And boxes 
to autolocate the Audio and Video 

transports. And a box to lock and 
locate the "virtual" MIDI tracks. 
And more boxes to convert the sync 

your sequencer likes to the kind your 
drum set favors. 

And an Engineering Degree to tie 

it all together and work it, and a very 

friendly banker to help pay for it. 

But, today, Sync Tech's SMPL 
System performs all of these func- 
tions and MORE. In one easy to use, 

low cost package you get a complete 
Audio editing, Video lock -up, 
Instrument syncing system that 

eludes: AIL 

Two machine (Audio or Video) 
Sync Lock 
10 point autolocator for botl- 

transports. 
MIDI Sync /Autolocate 
24, 48, 96 Tick /Beat 
instrument sync 
Automatic Punch In /Out 
DF, NDF, 25 F /S, 24 F/S SMPTE 
Time Code Generator 
8 programmable EVENT gates 
Transport remote controls 

Best of all, the SMPL System .s for 
real - no "gotchas ". Works with 

equipment from every major 
manufacturer from inexpensive 
Portable Studios to 2" transports, 
even consumer quality VCRs. 

For more informatics and the 
name of the nearest dealer whc can 
SMPLifI{your life, call write: 

SYNCHRONOUS TECHNOLOGIES r 
P.O. Box 14467 1020 W. Wilshire Blvd. Okla. City, 
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LEXICON 22XL REVERB 
flowing revert) tails that fill silent 
spaces, while maintaining a short 
revert time during program material 
and thus a high degree of clarity. You 
can achieve the effect by setting the 
Stop Decay Parameters to longer 
times, and working with shorter 

decay -time Parameters. All in all, it's 
very effective and well thought out. 

Another nice touch is that there is a 
gate parameter on most Hall, Room 
and Plate Programs, a feature that 
provides control for creating many 
different gated -reverb Programs. 
Gated reverb is certainly in vogue at 
the present time, and Lexicon is offer- 

ing the engineer many options for its 
use. 

Aside from the varied effects possi- 
ble with the Revert Programs, the 
224XL offers several strictly effect - 
type programs: 
Chorus & Echo can create dou- 
bling, flanging, chorused echo and 
many other special effects. The Pro- 

TABLE 2: EXAMPLE OF CONTROL PAGES AND VARIABLE PARAMETERS FOR RICH CHAMBER 

Variable Parameters and Adjustable Ranges 

Page Sliders: 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 LF Decay 
0.1 to 83 sec* 

Mid Decay 
0.1 to 83 sec' 

Crossover Treble Decay 
170 Hz to 19.0 kHz' 170 Hz to 19.0 kHz* 

Attack 
Zero to 99 

Pre -delay 
Zero to 834 mS 

2 LF Stop Decay 
0.1 to 83 sec' 

Mid Stop Decay 
0.1 to 83 sec' 

Chorus 
Zero to 99 

HF Bandwidth 
170 Hz to 19 kHz* 

Diffusion 
Zero to 99 

Definition 
Zero to 99 

3 Pre -echo Level 1 

L greater than AD 
Zero to 99 

Pre -echo Level2 
R greater than CB 

Zero to 99 

Pre -echo Level3 
R greater than AD 

Zero to 99 

Pre -echo Level4 
L greater than CB 

Zero to 99 

Pre -echo Level5 
L greater than AD 

Zero to 99 

Pre -echo Level 6 
R greater than CB 
Zero to 125 mS 

4 Pre -echo Delay 1 

L greater than AD 
Zero to 125mS 

Pre -echo Delay 2 
R greater than CB 

Zero to 125 mS 

Pre -echo Delay 3 
R greater than AD 
Zero to 125 mS 

Pre -echo Delay 4 
L greater than CB 
Zero to 125 mS 

Pre -echo Delay 5 
L greater than AD 
Zero to 125 ms 

Pre -echo Delay 6 
R greater than CB 

Zero to 125 ms 

5 Size 
8 to 87 meters 

Inactive Reverb Stop Delay 
(Gate) 

Zero to 1.26 seconds 

Inactive Inactive Inactive 

Can also be set to infinite. 

Question: What Makes A $1700 Sub - Woofer So Popular 
Answer: Performance, Quality And Value 

The Eastern Acoustic Works 
BH880, BI1440 & BH800 Bent 
Horns are the only no 
compromise true bass horns on 
the market. Their umatched 
high output, exceptionally 
smooth extended low 
frequency response and 
extreme reliability make them 
the most popular sub -woofers 
for demanding music 
reproduction and special 
effects applications. 

Since the introduction of the 
B11880 in 1978, it has become 
the standard for high quality 
music reproduction systems, 
including Studio 54, The 
Kennedy Space Center, The 
Ripley Music Hall and 
Boston's Kenmore Club. 

When you look at the numbers, 
the BH880 (and its siblings 
BH440, B11800) offer 
unmatched value in comparison 
to vented 18 inch bass 

Performance: 
Mathematically true bent horn 

design permits unmatched output 
capabilities (see charts) 
>00 
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Quality: 
EA W's proprietary high density 

polyurethane foam reinforced 
multi -ply hardwood construction. 

B11880L $1695 
Dual driver 18 inch Forsythe 
bent bass horn sub -woofer 
reproducer with two RCF LAB 
L18/851 440 mm drivers, 38 Hz 
to 150 Hz, 110 dB SPL 1w @ 
1m, 72 x 42 x 36 

BH440L $1195 
Single driver 18 inch Forsythe 
bent bass horn reproducer with 
RCF LAB L18/851 440 mm 
driver, 40 llz to 150 Hz, 108 
dB SPL lw @ lm, 72 x 24 x 26 

BH800L $1050 
Single 18 inch Forsythe bent 
bass horn reproducer with RCF 
LAB L18/851 440 mm driver, 
43 Hz to 400 llz, 107 dB SPL 
¡w @ lm, 60.5 x 29.75 x 29.75 

RCF Laboratory Series drivers with 
poly- laminated cone and suspensions 
for 1000 watts AES power handling 

systems. each driver. 

Forsythe 
Series 
BH880L 
BH440L 
BH800L 
For more information on 
these and other EAW 
professional audio 
products, call or write: 
Eastern Acoustic Works, 
Inc., 59 Fountain St. 
Framingham, MA 01701 
Telephone: (617)620 -1478 

Forsythe Series 
By Eastern Acoustic Works 
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gram generates three voices per input 
channel (six total), and each voice can 
be assigned a separate level, delay, 
feedback amount, and left -to -right 
pan position. A chorus control deter- 
mines the pitch shift for all voices. 
You can make some seriously "mas- 
sive" vocal effects with this program, 
and the potential also exists for guitar 
and keyboards. V4 was quite unusual, 
and created a "mutron- type" effect 
when fed bass guitar. I took three 
tracks of background vocals - each 
with four singers on them - modified 
V1 for full -field panning and depth 
perception using the level and delay 
controls, and came out with a really 
primo sound. 
Resonant Chords is a unique pro- 
gram limited only by the engineer's 
level of weirdness. An input (which 
does not have to be of musical nature) 
excites six voices with control para- 
meters of level, pitch, duration of ring, 
and an overtone lowpass filter. The 
best thing I can say about this Pro- 
gram is to put it up and see what 
appeals to you. It certainly is capable 
of some interesting sounds. 
Multiband Delay is just what you 
would expect. The Program comprises 
six separate delay lines with high -and 
low -pass filters, and full left to right 
panning - I used it for sax with spec- 
tacular results, and created a combi- 

nation of center slapback and left -to- 
right movement with ease. 

I believe the Split Programs to be 
a very strong sales point for the 
224XL. With these five setups you can 
run two completely separate Pro- 
grams, each with mono input and ste- 
reo output. Although control parame- 
ters are not always as extensive as 
those provided for the single Pro- 
grams, having two Programs in place 
of one surely makes up for this minor 
limitation. Splits offered are Hall/ 
Hall (based on Concert Hall V1), 
Plate/ Plate (based on Plate V1), 
Plate/ Hall (as above), Plate /Chorus, 
and Rich Split (based on Rich 
Chamber). 

Due to the many adjustable para- 
meters available, I would like to stress 
the extreme amount of program modi- 
fication that can be performed by the 
user. Table 2 lists the Control Pages 
and Variable Parameters for the Rich 
Chamber program; a glance at this 
chart will better help the reader 
understand the 224XL's versatility. 

Upgrade Flexibility 
Technical engineers will be happy 

to know that Lexicon supports its cus- 
tomers with 14 pages of maintenance 
information in 224XL user's manual, 
including a complete description of 
each module plus charts showing 

module and fuse locations. On power - 
up the 224XL runs a 25- second major 
component test. If errors are found, 
two extensive diagnostic programs - 
one LARC test and one mainframe 
test - can then be run to identify the 
exact problem. 

Lexicon also supports its users with 
update kits, and the 224X was designed 
to allow software changes with ROM 
(read -only memory) circuits. Anyone 
with a 224X can request the updates 
from the factory. In fact, some updates 
are provided free, yet Lexicon says 
that many owners don't register their 
units and so can't be notified when 
updates are available. The LARC 
remote -control head may also be ret- 
rofitted to any 224X for those who 
wish to take advantage of its tape 
storage and superior control features. 

The Lexicon 224XL is the most ver- 
satile digital reverb and special- effects 
processor that I have worked with to 
date. It combines good reverb pro- 
grams with some nice special effects 
in a very user -friendly package. The 
internal programs are easy to operate, 
and the sounds offered cover a lot of 
territory. 

I would like to thank Studio D, Sausalito, 
CA, for donating the session time needed 
to perform this in -use operational eval- 
uation. 

LD Systems provides professional 
sound and lighting sales, services and rentals. 

So do a lot of other companies. 

You may find other companies who offer too - 
of- the -line equipment and similar services. 

But you will find one very important 
difference at LD Systems. Our people - 

knowledgeable, innovative and dedicated. 
Now when you compare LD Systems' product 

range, expert turn -key services and 
enthusiastic professionals with the other 

guys, what will you discove'? 

No comparison. 

c LD SYSTEMS, IN 
467 W 38TH, HOUSTON, TEXAS 77018 
(713) 695 -9400 

Professional Sound and Lighting 
SYSTEMS Sales Services Rentals 

Adams -Smith Klark- Teknik 
Agfa Lexicon 
ARC Littite 
Amek Loft 
Ampex Mann 
Anchor Mogami 
Amnia MRL 
Anvil Nady 

phex Nakamichi 
ART Neumann 
Askiy Neutrik 
Audio -Technics Nortronics 
Aerator* Remark 
AXE Omnicraft 
OBE Omnimoent 
Geyer Orban 
!lamp Otani 
Brooke Proco 
/BAK 

Carver Ramsa 
Cetec -Vega Renken -Heinz 
Clearcom RTS Systems 
Community Rusleag 
Countryman Scotch/3M 
Crest Sennkeiser` 

Crown Seseom 
C Tape Shure 
/by Simon 

'dbx digital Soundcraft 
Beitalab Star Case 
CAW Switchcraft 
Electrovoice TAC 

Eventide Taman' 
Foster TOA 
Guss Turbosound 
GLI Ural 

iCeldllaa Ursa 
NME White 
Interface Whirlwind 

' hie Williams 
Wireworks 
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IN -USE OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

KURZWEIL 250 DIGITAL 
SYNTHESIZER WITH 

50 -kHz SAMPLING AND 
STORAGE OPTIONS 

Reviewed by Bobby Nathan 
Ofall the current sampling - 
technology keyboards, none 
has caused more controversy 

than the Kurzweil 250. When I first 
saw the 250 two years ago during the 
New York AES Convention at the Hil- 
ton Hotel, I was blown away! Not only 
was the demonstration most impres- 
sive, the sound of the 250 was electri- 
fying. The unit shown then was still 
in its early development, and the 
microprocessor had not yet been corn - 
pacted to fit into the keyboard's cas- 
ing as we know it today. During the 
AES booth demonstration, the sounds 
were coming from a mainframe corn - 
puter, which also was handling all of 
the programming. The promise from 
Kurzweil was that all the sounds we 
had heard would be put into a stand- 
alone unit. But, when the 250 was 
again shown at the 1984 New York 
AES as a stand -alone unit, the list 
price had been upped and the design 
changed to incorporate the use of an 
Apple Macintosh computer for sound - 
sample storage, which meant yet 
another additional price increase. 

These changes to the 250 had dis- 
appointed many potential users. When 
the sampling option was finally 
released, again many were disap- 
pointed with the 25 -kHz sampling 
rate, and its resultant limited band- 
width. This R -e /p review was written 
after working with the new 2.2 REV 
operating software and the 2.0 REV 
Digitizer software; I was anything 
but disappointed after hearing the 
250's new sampling quality. 
R -e /p 194 0 October 1985 

To start with, the new sampling 
rate has been increased to 50 kHz, and 
is variable over other different preset 
rates. At a 50 -kHz sample rate, the 
total sampling time is 10 seconds; at 
41 kHz the time is 11 seconds; at 37.5 
kHz it is 13 seconds; at 31.25 kHz it is 
15 seconds; and at 25k it is extended to 
20 seconds. (If you are not unfamiliar 
with sampling bandwidth versus 
sampling time, this is the normal 
trade -off of shorter sampling time for 
higher frequency response.) 

Sampling sounds into the 250 is 
quite easy; the user has the ability to 
divide up the sampling time to multi - 
sample most instrument sounds. There 
are five different sampling types, 
ranging from Quick Take (which 
functions as the name implies), to 
more complex schemes. Quick Take 
has a pre- emphasis equalization curve 
that brightens the sample, while the 
second type of sampling, De- emphasis, 
samples the sound normally. The 
other three types use compression 
(slow, normal or fast decay) to reduce 
digital aliasing and noise. The only 
trade -off of these latter sampling 
types is that they require additional 
processing time, but for a good sample 
it's all worth it. 

The 250 also has another interest- 
ing feature: an automatic split deter - 
minator between two multisamples. 
For instance, if you sample a piano at 
middle -C (as the lower sample), and 
sample again at C one octave above 
middle -C, the microprocessor will 
choose whether the split between the 

two samples should occur on the F or 
F# above middle -C. The auto -split 
function also has an override feature 
that allows you to set the range by 
striking the lower and upper notes. A 
computerized filter- adjust feature is 
also provided that will automatically 
adjust how the filter closes as the 
sample gets transposed during multi- 
sampling. 

If you are unfamiliar with the way 
in which timbre changes as the pitch 
of a sample is transposed, I'll try to 
explain. The phenomenon, which 
occurs in all sampling machines, 
means that if you sample a piano at 
middle -C and transpose it up to G 
above, you will notice its timbre (or 
tone) becoming brighter. For every 
half -step you transpose a sample 
upwards in pitch, the timbre keeps 
getting brighter; as you transpose a 
sample downwards in pitch the tim- 
bre becomes duller. While multisam- 
pling at middle -C and C above, at F# 
(the split point between the two sam- 
ples) you will notice the upper sample 
at F# above middle C is very bright, 
whereas at F the sample is dull. The 
computer within the 250 compensates 
for this effect, and dulls the lower 
sample as it gets transposed upwards 
in pitch. By doing so, it smoothes out 
the keyboard and makes the sound 
seem more even. 

Looping samples on any sampling 
keyboard has never been a favorite 
pastime for me, but nevertheless has 
to be done to make certain samples 
usable. Even though no on- screen 
display is provided on the 250 for 
viewing prime edit points, the unit 
does have another interesting feature 
to improve the sound quality of loops, 
called Crossfade. The crossfade fea- 
ture allows you to fade the end of a 
loop into its start point; you simply 
loop the sample as close as possible 
and then adjust the amount of cross - 
fade. In many cases the crossfade 
seems to remove the annoying glitch 
that occurs during the looping of dif- 
ficult waveforms, such as strings, 
voice and piano samples. 

System Options 
Since the Kurzweil 250, as an 

instrument, is available in several 
different levels, I should stop here and 
describe just what they are. The 
"basic" unit comes with 40 internal 
sounds, including the famous Kurz- 
weil grand piano sound. Also included 
are the other favorites, such as strings 
(fast, slow and bowed), acoustic up- 
right bass, acoustic guitar, and drums. 

The next level of sophistication is to 
add Sound Bloc A, which increases 
the internal sampled library to 125 
sounds. Although many of the new 
sounds are variations of the original 
40, they will be well worth the addi- 



One man's disc weapon is 
another man'- Ting monkey. 

. 
FrankSerafire- Mo:ian P!c:ur_ 
Sound Desigrer Mu;rian 
Credits: Iton StarTtek I 

and II:, Braintsto-rr, 
Ice Pintes 

For the movie Tron, Frank Serafine altered the shriek of a screaming 
monkey to create the unique sound of the disc weapon. In movie 
after movie he's taken sound to the outer limits. By any stretch of 
the imagination, that's the innovative use of technology. 

Nikko Audio has been making substantive contributions to 
technology for 50 years. We were first with MOS FETs, first with 
DC servo -lock. And now, for the first time, Nikko's LABO Series 
cf commercial components. Just like all Nikko components, they're 
built to last. 

As a primary manufacturer with demanding double QC 
aerospace tolerances, it's no wonder Nikko Audio offers a fully 
transferable, unconditional 3 year warranty. 

Nikko Audio and Frank Serafine. Stretching the power of 
technology to the limit ... and beyond. 
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The power of technology. 
5b30 South Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA 90040 

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio Dealers. 
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SUMMARY OF KURZWEIL 
250 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER SPECIFICATIONS 

Keyboard: 88 notes, velocity sensitive. 
Channels: 12 

Dimensions: keyboard 57x27x9 inches (LxWxH); pedal pod 173 /4x11'/ex4' /8 inches. 
Power consumption: AC 110V, 50/60 Hz, 380 W (220V option available). 
MIDI: (In, Out, Thru): 16 channels, user -assignable. Each sequencer track can be assigned 
to a separate MIDI channel. Special MIDI mode slaves one Kurzweil 250 to another. 
Inputs: mike /line input (user -sampling optional); two' /4 -inch, assignable volume -type pedal 
jacks; computer port. 
Stereo audio output levels: balanced XLR -type 600 ohm, 10V p -p nominal; hi- level, 
1/4-inch 600 ohm, 10V p -p nominal; low -level,'' /4 -inch 600 ohm, 1V p -p nominal; Headphone, 
stereo'' /4 -inch, 8 to 600 ohm. 
Dynamic Range: over 90 dB. 
Resident Voices: Concert Grand Piano, Violin Section, Viola Section, Cello Section, 
Bass Section, Plucked Acoustic Bass, Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Tom -tom (two- octave 
chromatic), Hi -hat open, Hi -hat closing, Hi -hat closed, Crash Cymbal, Cowbell, Sand- 
paper, Hammond B -3 Organ (three settings without percussion, one setting with percus- 
sion), Trumpet, Baritone Horn, Valve Trombone, Sine Wave, "Endless Glissando," nylon - 
stringed Acoustic Guitar, Hand Claps, Finger Snaps, Temple Blocks, Grater up, Grater 
down. 
Keyboard Setups: the base unit contains 40 factory -installed keyboard setups, with up to 
40 user -definable keyboard setups available. Factory instruments total 30, with 48 user - 
definable instruments available. 
Programmable Functions: variable 256- segment envelope generator; 87 -way keyboard 
split with up to six instrument layers; 24 LFOs; four wave shapes (ramp up, ramp down, 
square and triangle); continuously variable tremolo /vibrato /amplitude parameters; varia- 
ble brightness levels, including velocity -to- brightness mapping; variable pitch modulation; 
five modes transposition (octave pitch shift, chromatic pitch shift, octave transpose, 
chromatic transpose, timbre shift); stereo chorus parameters, doubling, flanging, echo, full 
chorusing; variable delay time (up to 30 seconds), variable detuning ( +1,200 cents, -6,000 
cents); keyboard dynamics table with 11 different settings available. 
Assignable Controls: two assignable levers, three assignable sliders, two assignable 
on /off foot switches (pod), two assignable external pedal jacks... continued overleaf- 

Optimize 
i,iir::i 

MAGNET /C SCIENCES 

don't compromise: 
If you demand optimum performance from 

your tape recording equipment . 

you need our services! 
JRF maintains a complete lab 
facility insuring precision relap- 
ping and optical alignment of all 
magnetic recording heads and 
assemblies. Worn unservicable 
heads can be restored to origi- 
nal performance specifications. 
24 -hour and special weekend 
service available. 

Broadcasting 
Mastering 

Recording Studios 
Tape Duplicating 

f 

New and reconditioned replacement heads from mono 
to 24 -track ... Many in stock. 

For repair or replacement, we're at your service! 

Call or write. 

JRF /Magnetic Sciences, Inc. -040k 
101 LANDING ROAD, LANDING, NJ 07850 201/398 -7426 
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tional cost. Sound Bloc A also adds 
choirs (men only, men and women, 
and cathedral), woodwinds, orches- 
tral percussion, mallet instruments, 
and electric and slap basses. 

If enhanced sampling capability is 
what you're after, you will need to add 
the Sound Modeling option. The pre- 
vious version provided only 25 -kHz 
sampling; future versions, including 
the 2.0 REV Digitizer software and 
companion PCB reviewed here, pro- 
vides a 50 -kHz sampling frequency. 
The Sound Modeling package, which 
costs $1,995 for the 2.0 REV version 
(and $250 as an update to previous 
owners of 1.0 REV), gives you the abil- 
ity to sample your own sounds into 
the 250; if you then want to save those 
samples to floppy disk, you'll also 
need an Apple Macintosh computer, 
Kurzweil's MacAttach software, and 
connection cable. (While a Mac with 
128 Kbytes of memory works, for 
increased speed a 512 -Kbyte version 
is recommended; in either case a 
second, external disk drive also is 
required to run MacAttach.) Since the 
250 samples sounds into volatile 
memory, upon power down they will 
be lost. If you need the speed of recal- 
ling sound samples from disk, the 
extra cost of a Macintosh computer is 
the only way out. 

The Macintosh computer also allows 
you to store instrument files which, in 
reality, are effects settings. A total of 
125 instrument files are stored in the 
250's internal ROM (read -only 
memory), with provision to add 100 
user -defined instrument file setups. 
The 250 also enables approximately 
40 additional user -defined keyboard 
setups (depending on their complex- 
ity) to be stored internally in RAM 
(random- access memory), in addition 
to the existing 125 setups held in 
ROM. An instrument setup file 
includes envelope parameters, cho- 
rusing type and parameters, vibrato, 
output grouping assignments, and 
modulation parameters. One can have 
preset envelopes that can instantly be 
assigned to any existing sound in the 
250, or to any user sample. (For exam- 
ple, a favorite chorus or vibrato and 
stereo panning can be assigned to any 
sound.) Alternate sustain pedal set- 
tings can also be stored as an instru- 
ment file. 

A good example of how to use an 
instrument file is as follows: start 
with the acoustic piano sound, and 
let's say you'd like the chorusing and 
stereo panning of the stereo vibes 
provided in the 250. You could use the 
stereo vibe's filter, envelope, chorus 
and output grouping settings found in 
instrument file list, capture them into 
what is called the current region (the 
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What you need. 
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AVC has been the place for pros to find 
the right tools -that mean business -for 
over ten years. We don't get it done solely 
on our good looks. 

It tales seeing what you need. And it 
takes looking for -and finding -the gear 
that does it. 

It takes listening to you, hearing what 
you need, and finding that in tools that will 
do the job right, the first time and for a long 
time. From a single patch cord to a turn -key 
recording studio. AVC will he sure you get 
WHAT YOU NEED: THE RIGHT TOOLS. 

"Webe helped other pros just like 
you get it working and keep it 
working profitably for over ten 
years." 

Gary Hedden of ..';11L Ltd. 
worked with AVC to equip 
this state of the art 
Audio! Video Remote Thick 
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How it works. 
I lands on is what it's really all about. 
And we've had our hands on the hest for 
a long time. so we know HOW it works. 
and where it works. 

How to interface it and how to fix it. 
We've helped other pros just like you get 
it working and keep it working profitably 
for over ten years. Not because it's the stuff 
we happen to be able to get a hold of, hut 
because it's the kind of tool we'd buy for 
ourselves. And because we know we'll he 
working with it for years. 

AVC is proud to feature these and over 
200 other fine audiovideo lines: 
Harrison Otani Soundcraft JRL 
Dolby Neumann Lexicon Tascam 
Audio Kinetics Cipher Digital Fostex 
AMS Eventide Time Line talley 
People AKG .-lkai Klark- Teknik 
('REI 
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No. We didn't forget the right price. 
Buy Irom AVC at a price that's 
COMPETITIVE WITH ANYONE'S. And 
we're champs with financing: for 
purchase or lease. 

Jon Bormann. l:P., afinneapulis. and AVC 
Doug Onion. Pres.. Chicago SYSTEMS 

INCORPORATED 
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We're looking. And we see what you need. 
We're listening. And we hear you. 
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DREAMLAND RECORDING STUDIOS 
P.O. BOX 383 

BEARSVILLE, N.Y. 12409 

914 - 338 -7151 

We have the necessary top 
quality hardware: 

Corners, handles, catches, 
aluminum, extrusions, cables, 

connectors, vinyl and speakers. 
Write for free 60 page 

brochure and price -list. 
Please send 2 $ for postage. 

1cc 
FCC -Fittings 

Hawthorne, NJ 07506 
Postbox 356 e 

Phone: 201 423 4405 
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full or partial range on the keyboard), 
and then the grand piano would have 
all those settings. You could also 
simply assign those settings to just 
one note of the piano, or split the key- 
board and copy them to only the upper 
half. 

The 250 also has three banks of 10 
Storage Bins that can be used for stor- 
ing variations of any of the internal 
presets, or for just calling up your 
favorite ones in a studio or live - 
performance situation. The bins are 
stored in non -volatile RAM, and can 
also be saved to floppy disk with the 
Macintosh as a "Keyboard" setup file. 
Each bin has 10 presets; by touching 
any number from 0 thru 9 on the 250's 
numeric keypad, sounds change 
instantly. 

The 250 has Split and Layer func- 
tions that allow you to assign strings 
on the upper portion of the keyboard, 
and piano on the lower. In Layer 
mode the strings can be layered on top 
of the piano across the entire 88 keys, 
or over just the middle section. Two 
different or identical instruments can 

be assigned into a Split or Layer key- 
board, and then assigned to either 
output group A or B. By using the 
separate outputs for group A or B, the 
250 can be routed to separate chan- 
nels of the recording console, and 
then equalized and enhanced sepa- 
rately. 

I found the Timbre Shift function 
very useful for changing the 250's 
preset keyboard sounds. By simply 
hitting Edit and then both Transpose 
buttons, you can down -arrow (scroll) 
through the transpose options and 
choose Timbre Shift. If you take the 
original Kurzweil Grand Piano sound 
and shift its timbre to a setting of "3," 
the result sounds like a Baldwin, 
while at "6" it sounds bright like a 
Yamaha Grand. The timbre shift also 
works great on the brass presets, or on 
any user samples. 

I was also quite amazed at what the 
Instrument Editor can do. The 250 
has a most powerful envelope editor 
that can edit any parameter of the 
envelope's attack, decay and release. 
While working with any these para- 
meters they are displayed numeri- 
cally on the 250's backlit liquid- 

KURZWEIL SPECIFICATIONS... continued - 
Sequencer: 12- track, polyphonic, 7,900 -note storage capability (battery- backed RAM). 
Complete software includes: sequence editing, individual track editing, individual track 
volume control, looping, quantization on playback, individual note editing/insertion, 
variable -rate external synchronization, click -track output, simultaneous access to all on- 
board sounds. 
Sound Modeling Program 
Variable sampling rate (5 to 50 kHz); total sampling time (10 to 100 seconds), depending 
upon sampling rates; compression; adjustable loop decay and release rate; automatic 
natural amplitude envelope extraction and artificial envelope generation; level check 
meter, clip indicator; trimming and looping functions; multiple samples on each key; pitch 
and amplitude adjustment; multiple -and single -key multisampling; internal storage (64 
sounds, eight keyboard setups in volatile, non -battery- backed memory); external storage 
capability on Apple Macintosh diskettes via MacAttachm" software. 
Sound Block A 
Resident sound module containing 15 new voices, plus 84 factory -defined keyboard setups 
using these sounds along and in combination with the 30 resident voices in the base unit. 
New voices include: choir; flute; electric bass (open); electric bass (slap); clarinet; oboe; 
harp arpeggios; harp glissando; marimba; conga (slap); chimes; vibes; timpani. Factory 
keyboard setups include: choir, cathedral choir; harp /slow choir; timpani/ choir; timpani/ 
harp; oboe/chimes; digital chimes; flute; woodwinds & reeds; marimba; conga & marimba; 
vibes; clarinet; clarinet & oboe; electric bass /slap bass; dual electric bass; alien harp; 
piano /flute; guitar & flute; strings & flute; strings & oboe; dual electric bass /rock piano; 
piano & marimba; piano & vibes; rock and roll piano; cow piano; choir & percussion, and 
more. 
MacAttach 
Off-line storage and editing of sound files, keyboard and instrument setups, sequences. 
Apple Macintosh interconnection -cable; (transfer rate: 5,670 cps); 3% -inch hardcase disk. 
Suggested list price: basic K250 $12,970; Sound Modeling Program $1,995; Sequencer 
Memory Expansion (adds 4,600 -note capacity to the base unit's 3,400 -note capacity) $450; 
Sound Block Module A $1,995; MacAttach software and interface $195; stand $195; 
plexiglass music rack $75. 

An Expander system is also available, and comprises a K250 without keyboard unit. 
Three versions can be supplied: a basic system ($9,980); base system plus enhanced 
instrument voices ($11,975); and a base system plus voices, sampling, Sound Modeling and 
Macintosh software ($13,970). 

Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc., 
411 Waveley Oaks Road, Waltham, MA 02154. 

(617) 893 -5900. 



crystal display. During the editing of 
an envelope, the value slider's on /off 
button just has to be activated for you 
to use the slider to adjust each seg- 
ment's values. You can also type in 
numerical values via the keypad. The 
envelope can be adjusted further by 
inserting up to 255 segments. 

To best understand the 250's enve- 
lope, I find it helpful to compare it to 
that of the Yamaha DX -7. Like the 
DX -7, the 250 has a separate cutoff 
level and rate adjust for each seg- 
ment. There are also 12 different low - 
frequency oscillator (LFO) shapes for 
both vibrato and tremolo. When edit- 
ing the chorus options you can choose 
chorus, echo, delay, flanging and full 
chorus effects, and then adjust the 
detune and /or delay amounts. Again, 
they can be typed in or adjusted via 
the front -panel sliders. There is also 
provision to adjust the 250's velocity 
sensing, and the filter for varying 
degrees of brightness. The velocity 
can be set to open the brightness of 
the filter, an effect that is very useful 
on brass and percussive instruments. 

MIDI Control 
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital 

Interface) is well implemented on the 
250. A front -panel switch labelled 
Mode 1 turns the MIDI -control capa- 
bility on and off. By pressing first 
Edit and then the Mode 1 buttons, you 
can down -arrow through the other 
MIDI modes, such as Mono /Poly, 
Cycle Mode, Channel Assign, etc. 
(When used with the recently an- 
nounced Expander System - in es- 
sence a 250 without keyboard unit -, 
the Cycle function enables cycling 
through the 250's 12 voices and the 
Expander's 12 voices for a 24 -voice 
piano). The 250 comes with MIDI -In, 
-Out and -Thru jacks on the rear 
panel. MIDI control works exception- 
ally well, and makes the 250's 88 -note, 
wooden -weighted keyboard ideal as a 
master MIDI controller. Triggering 
the 250 via MIDI input works equally 
as well. For those that don't care for a 
piano -type action, a DX -7 could be 
used as a master keyboard to trigger 
the 250. 

The 250's Sequencer is configured 
as a 12 -track sequencer with a total 
capacity of 8,000 notes of memory, 
each track holding a maximum of 12 
voices. (Since only 12 -voice polyphony 
is provided in the 250, a little careful 
planning is necessary.) The sequencer 
features its built -in mixer, which is 
useful for mixing the level of each 
track, so that the 250 could be 
recorded directly to a digital tape 
machine. The sequencer has a separ- 
ate click output located on the rear 
panel, and can be synchronized to 
external sources such as 96, 64, 48, or 
24 pulses - per -quarter -note clocks. It 

can also generate and retrieve its own 
sync tone to and from tape. All the 
MIDI provisions are available on the 
sequencer, meaning you can assign a 
track to a certain MIDI channel and 
have it play an external MIDI - 
equipped synthesizer. 

One of the unit's nicer features is 
the Loop in Record capability, which 
enables you to pre- determine the 
length of a sequence, and then loop it 
to record like a drum machine. This 
feature is most useful in conjunction 
with the 250's drum samples, or when 
using your own with the sequencer. 
Each track can be quantized individ- 
ually, the quantization being post 
performance. I found the quantiza- 
tion to be excellent, and capable of 
preserving the live feel by moving the 
start time of a note while keeping its 
duration the same -a function called 
"quantizing the event." The quanti- 
zation range was from a half -note all 
the way down to 1/256th of a beat; 
tempo is adjustable from 10 to 600 
beats per minute. Full step editing is 
implemented, making possible step 
recording and erasing. Other modes 
of step editing include individual note 
velocity, pitch correction, and editing 
each beat and fraction thereof for 
each event. 

The 250's sequencer editor can be 
used to go in on any track and modify 

that track's instrument setup file to 
produce great effects. For instance, on 
the piano track you could punch in 
and change the piano's decay enve- 
lope to be very staccato for the desired 
bars, and then punch out. The sustain 
pedal or pitch could also be modified 
at any desired section, or for the whole 
track. With this flexibility you can 
create amazing sequenced perform- 
ances, the simplest of which would be 
a drum sequence for improvising or 
composing. 

Kurzweil has contracted Southworth 
Music Systems, Inc. (creators of Total 
Music, a MIDI recorder software 
package for the Apple Macintosh) to 
write a special version for the Kurz- 
weil 250. The soon- to -be- released 
software package will allow on- screen 
editing of sequences written graphi- 
cally; notes on staves editing; music 
scoring and printing; and the ability 
to read external sync. 

I like the Kurzweil 250 digital syn- 
thesizer. In its fully -blown state, with 
all options and Macintosh computer 
included, the 250 represents a 
medium - priced sampling keyboard 
and a most powerful studio instru- 
ment. It is good to see that the manu- 
facturer has supported the current 
updates, and comforting to know that 
there will future updates as well. 

When Your Reputation Depends On It, 
There's Only One Choice ... . 

Ian Communications - The #1 choice for 
cassette and video duplications. 

From 100 - 100,000 copies, the same 
consistent quality goes into every cassette 
we duplicate. 

And there's more . . . 

With our in house graphics and printing 
capabilities, you can have more than just 
a great sounding cassette, you can have a 

looking cassette too! 

Call us. You should hear what 
you're missing! 

ian Communications Group, Inc. 
I O Upton Drive Wilmington, MA 01887 16I 71 658 -3700 
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SANKEN 
CU -41 
DUAL 

CAPSULE 
STUDIO 

CONDENSER 
MICROPHONE 

Reviewed by 
Lowell Cross 

Professor of Music, 
University of Iowa 

School of Music 

T he most distinctive feature of 
the Sanken CU -41 studio con- 
denser microphone is its use of 

two capsules mounted one above the 
other, whose outputs are combined 
electrically in a cardioid -only config- 
uration. The Japanese manufacturer's 
design premise is an innovative 
approach to the problems and tra- 
deoffs encountered in the choice of 
capsule size. In theory, large - 
diaphragm condenser microphones 
have superior output versus noise 
characteristics, at the expense of 
high -end "colorations" caused by 
frequency -and phase- response aber- 
rations in the region defined by the 
wavelength of sound corresponding 
to the capsule diameter. Smaller cap- 
sules, while allowing these resonan- 
ces to be placed out of the audible 
range, have less output for a given 
sound -pressure level. Greater demands 
are therefore imposed on the system 
electronics for low -noise performance, 
both within and following the micro- 
phone. 

By utilizing the high- output, low - 
noise capabilities of the larger of the 
two diaphragms over most of the audio 
spectrum, and by crossing over to the 
smaller element for the extreme high - 
end, Sanken engineers appear to have 
successfully accomplished their design 
goal. Also, to judge from published 
specifications, calibration curves 
supplied with the microphones, and 
our own listening tests at the Univer- 
sity of Iowa School of Music, the 
R -e /p 200 October 1985 

engineers seem to have dealt with the 
potential problem of response devia- 
tions occurring at the wavelength 
determined by the distance between 
the transducers. 

The CU -41 is an elegant example of 
mechanical craftsmanship. The fin- 
ish of its satin nickel -plated brass 
case and stainless -steel mesh screen 
is directly comparable to that found 
on the well -known German and Aus- 
trian studio microphones. Though 
physically large - 180mm (7.1 inches) 
long by 50mm (2 inches) in diameter - the unit's shape and general ap- 
pearance are aesthetically pleasing. 
The three -pin XLR -type output termi- 
nals are gold plated; standard DIN 45 
596 48 -volt powering is employed. 
Optional accessories include dual 
power supplies, elastic shock mounts 
or conventional stand adapters, and a 
range of cables. The CU -41 spec- 
ification sheet states that cable runs 
as long as 400m (1,200 feet) are possi- 
ble without signal degradation up to 
20 kHz. 

This single- pattern microphone is 
clearly intended for "purist" applica- 
tions. One can appreciate the difficul- 
ties in providing variable patterns 
and capsule attenuator pads in the 
two- element design; the engineers also 
have chosen to dispense with any of 
the low- frequency equalization capa- 
bilities commonly found in competing 
studio microphones equipped with 
directional patterns. 

Given these obvious and deliberate 

restraints, we are left with a first - 
class microphone with excellent sonic 
and dynamic -range characteristics. In 
our most recent evaluation session, 
recorded on May 13, 1985, a stereo 
pair of the Sanken CU -41s was re- 
corded simultaneously along with 
pairs of many fascinating and prized 
"vintage" tube microphones (AKG, 
Neumann, and Schoeps), contempor- 
ary FET models from these same manu- 
facturers, as well as Milab VIP -50 
(FET) and Coles 4038 (ribbon) models. 
A full report on all of these micro- 
phones, old and new, is being pre- 
pared for a future issue of R -e /p; for 
purposes of this present review, the 
CU -41 has been compared directly to 
three of its closest rivals: the AKG 
C414EB /P48, the Milab VIP -50, and 
the Neumann TLM170. 

The recording and listening sessions 
for this report have followed the pro- 
cedures described in the April 1984, 
December 1984, and February 1985 
issues of R -e/ p: the microphones were 
set up as identically as possible in a 
reverberant concert hall; a near -coin- 
cident cardioid technique was used to 
record vocal and piano music in stereo 
(each pair occupying two tracks on a 
24- channel, 15 ips ANT Telcom noise 
reduction master); and the micro- 
phones were directly compared dur- 
ing playback sessions using control 
room monitor loudspeakers and AKG 
K -141 stereo headphones. However, 
two significant changes were made 
over previous evaluation sessions: a 
greater variety of music was recorded 
and subsequently auditioned, and a 
pair of Klein and Hummel 092 moni- 
tor loudspeakers has replaced the pre- 
vious JBL Model 4320s. 

Conditions of temperature, humid- 
ity, and atmospheric pressure in 
Clapp Recital Hall on May 13 of this 
year were well within "normal" lim- 
its: 20 °C (68 °F) ±2 °, 50 to 60% humid- 
ity, and 29.86 inches of barametric 
pressure. Each of the four types of 
microphones required about the same 
amount of pre -amplifier gain on the 
Neve console used throughout the 
sessions: 40 to 45 dB. The C414EB- 
P48, VIP -50, TLM170, and CU -41 
microphones all exhibited extremely 
low noise and wide dynamic -range 
characteristics. 

In addition to the Mozart and Ger- 
shwin songs faithfully performed 
again for us by Carol Meyer, soprano, 
and Patricia Cahalan, pianist, we 
recorded other musical combinations 
and works graciously provided for us 
by faculty and students at The Uni- 
versity of Iowa School of Music: Bee- 
thoven: Sonata No. 9 in A for violin 
and piano ( "Kreutzer "), op. 47; first 
movement, Professors Leopold La- 
Fosse and Kenneth Amada; Bee- 
thoven: Sonata No. 21 in C ( "Wald- 



EASTERN 
ACOUSTIC 
WORKS: 

FIRST PRIZE WINNER 
OF THE JAPAN AUDIO 
CONSULTANT SOCIETY 
COMPETITION 

IT REALLY 

REALLY It works in the industrial 

WORKS! installation in Tokyo -where 
the testing took place that resulted 
in Nippon Onkyoka Kyokai naming 
the EAW -based Unicus System the 
best- performing high -level sound 
system in the world. 

And it works in EAW's new FR 

Series, shown above: FR222, FR102, 

FR253, FR122, FR153. 

The FR Series is our third - 
generation professional full -range 
loudspeaker system. It shares in the 
same advanced technology that 
helped win the international prize. 
And it now brings that technology 

EASTERN 
ACOUSTIC 
WORKS 

59 Fountain Street /Box 111 

Framingham. Massachusetts 07101 
(617) 620 -1478 

within everybody's reach. 
There are important reasons for 

the extraordinary quality of the FR 

Series. There's the crossover, for 
example -the most sophisticated 
you can get in a compact system. It 

comes as close as you can get to 
absolutely flat power response. 

It all began with Kenton Forsythe 
calculating the design parameters 
with mathematical precision -and 
then adjusting them flawlessly in 

extensive and painstaking listening 
evaluations. 

Exact acoustic measurement 
followed -based on a third order 
(18dB per octave) filter that achieves 
precise phase and response 
coherence. Then, special response - 
compensation equalizes the drivers. 

For additional information circle k279 

There's the testing: A random 
sample of every driver production 
run is tested for a full hundred hours. 
Further, each completed system is 

tested individually, as well. So, no 
chances are taken with anything 
going out that isn't up to EAW's full 

quality standards. 
And along with everything else, 

there are the real wood enclosures 
of cabinet -maker quality. We use 
cross -grain,18 -plies -to- the -inch, 
laminated European birch plywood 
that doesn't flex -and stands up even 
under the most rigorous travel 
conditions. 

But the real prize -the one that 
counts most to us -is knowing that 
we've built into our product the kind 
of science and craftsmanship and 
integrity that makes our sound as 
close to perfect as it can sound. 

And at prices that don't come 
close to the quality they buy. 



SUMMARY OF SANKEN CU -41 
STUDIO MICROPHONE SPECIFICATIONS 

Transducer Type: Two -way, condenser capsules. 
Directional Pattern: Cardioid. 
Frequency Response: 20Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB. 
Sensitivity: at 1 kHz for 74 dB SPL, 0.7 mV. 
Nominal Impedance: 150 ohm or less. 
Recommended Load Impedance: 600 ohm or higher. 
Equivalent Noise Level (A weighted RMS, IEC 179): 15 dB or less (0 dB = 0.0002 dynes, /cm2). 
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1 kHz: 134 dB; 1.0% THD at 1 kHz: 140 dB. 
Connector: Gold plated three -pin XLR -type: pin #1 is ground; pin #2 is audio (positive); pin #3 is 
audio. 
Supply Voltage: 48, ±6 V phantom. 
Current Consumption: 4.2 mA. 
Dimensions: 180 mm by 50 mm (7.1x2.0 inches). 
Weight: 582 grams (1.3 pounds). 
Optional Accessories: S -41 shock absorbing stand adaptor for use with floor stand or micro- 
phone boom (recommended for recording low frequencies); AD -41 stand adaptor; P -41 power 
supply; SC -F or SC -M microphone cable assembly in varying lengths of cable. 
Price: Suggested list price is $1,495, complete with S41 Shock Mount. 
Manufacturer: Sanken Microphone Co., Ltd., 2 -8 -8 Ogikubo, Suginami -ku, 
Tokyo 167, Japan. 
Export Agent: Pan Communications, Inc., 5 -72 -6 Asakusa, Taito -Ku, Tokyo 
111, Japan. 03- 871 -1370. 
U.S. Distributors: Martin Audio Video Corp., 423 West 55th Street, New 
York, NY 10019. (212) 541 -5900. 
Studio Supply Co., Inc., 1717 Elm Hill Pike, Suite B -9, Nashville, TN 37210. 
(615) 366 -1890. 
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stein "), op. 53; first movement Prof. 
Amada; and J.S. Rach: "Contrapunc- 
tus IX" from The Art of the Fugue, 
arranged by John Glasel for brass 
quintet Student Ensemble. 

The comments and opinions that 
follow are entirely those of the re- 

viewer, and, since they can never be 
completely avoided, subjective ele- 
ments must he acknowledged in this 
process. (Results of the "ratings" from 
a panel of listeners as they relate to 
these microphones will be included in 
a subsequent report.) The Sanken CU- 

Your Recordings Can Only Sound as Good 
as the Cables Used to Record Them 

Introducing Prolink High Performance 
Studio Cables by Monster Cable: 

Many people in the record- 
ing business used to think 
that cables were just cables. 
And in fact, many of us 
still do. 

A Sound of their Own. 
Many engineers have found 
that the opposite is true. 
They are discovering that 
ordinary cables have "a 
sound of their own" and 
distort music recording 
and reproduction in ways 
that we were never even 
aware of. Critical areas 
such as clarity, depth of 
bass response, quickness 

of transients, and the "nat- 
uralness" and "presence" 
of voices and instruments, 
are all lost through conven- 
tional cables. 

A Monster New Tech- 
nology in Cable Design. 
Monster Cable has shown 
music listeners worldwide 
that the sound of their play- 
back systems could be sig- 
nificantly improved simply 
by changing their cables to 
the Monster. Now you can 
obtain an improvement in 
the sound of both recording 
and playback that will sur- 

prise the most critical and 
skeptical of engineers, sim- 
ply by switching from your 
current connecting cables 
to Prolink by Monster Cable. 

Come Hear the Monster. 
We invite you to hear our 
entire line of microphone, 
speaker, and studio hookup 
cables. Put them through 
your most critical listening 
and durability testing. 
You'll discover just how 
good your recordings can 
really sound. 

"IRINITCR.eMum 
For your free brochure please call or 
write Paul Stubblebine, Professional 
Products Divieion Manager. 
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Monster Cable' Products, Inc. 
101 Townsend, San Francisco CA 94107 
415 777 -13b5 Telex: 470594 MCSYCI 
Available on GSA Contract. 

In Canada contact AKG Philips 
Mr. Orlo Rolrtti 416. 292 -5161 

41 acquitted itself admirably against 
the formidable competition from AKG, 
Milab, and Neumann. With noise and 
dynamic -range specifications ap- 
proaching theoretical limits in all four 
microphones, remaining factors relate 
to cost, versatility, and the elusive 
properties of "sound quality" that 
result from frequency response, phase 
response, pattern integrity, off -axis 
response, etc. Each of the four studio 
microphones exhibits some form of 
individual "coloration," to a greater 
or lesser degree. The eventual selec- 
tion of microphones from this group 
will most likely come down to a deter- 
mination of which quality of "colora- 
tion" can benefit or enhance a partic- 
ular musical situation or acoustical 
environment. 

The CU -41 is just slightly "crisper" 
in the extreme high- frequency region 
than the other three; the contribution 
of the smaller second capsule seems 
evident here. These impressions were 
formed from the reproduced quality of 
vocal sibilants, upper string harmon- 
ics, and the attack transients of the 
nine -foot Steinway piano. Also, the 
CU -41's handling of hall reverbera- 
tion revealed this same "crispness" a 
hit more than the other microphones, 
indicating good off -axis and pattern 
characteristics in the high -end of the 
spectrum. 

On the other hand, its low frequen- 
cies (as heard in certain piano pas- 
sages and from the tuba in the brass 
quintet) are somewhat less "full" than 
those of the Neumann TLM170, for 
example. To continue the comparison 
of the CU -41 to the TLM 170, one could 
say that the latter has a slightly more 
"velvety" quality in the midrange and 



highs. The "crisp" versus "velvety" 
qualities of these two microphones 
was evident while auditioning vocal 
and violin sounds, but the very slight 
differences were subtle indeed. These 
perceptions would seem to tip the 
scales by a very minute amount to the 
TLM170 in the "warmth" department, 
for what that is worth. But, expressed 
in a different way, the TLM170 could 
be characterized as having more low - 
frequency output than the CU -41, with 
a slightly recessed or withdrawn upper - 
midrange response, and perhaps of- 
fering a bit less extended extreme 
high- frequency response. Yet the CU- 
41 and the TLM170 sounded more 
alike than any of the microphones 
reviewed here. 

The AKG C414EB /P48 is a strong 
competitor. Again, the main differen- 
ces between its sound properties and 
those of the CU -41 are found in the 
higher frequency regions. The C414's 
upper- midrange response is more pro- 
nounced than that of the CU -41, while 
its extreme top -end does not appear to 
be as extended. By comparison, the 
C414 has a "confined" or "contained" 
quality. My perception of "contain- 
ment" here is not necessarily a criti- 
cal one - the C414EB /P48 could be a 
good choice for enhancing a given 
recording situation where a "tighter" - 
effect is desired. With its four polar 
patterns (including hypercardioid), 
attenuation and equalization capabil- 
ities, and relatively unobtrusive and 
elegant appearance, the C414EB /P48 
microphone is quite versatile - and 
not nearly so "bright" as many earlier 
AKG models. 

Since the Milab VIP -50 is even more 
expensive than the Sanken, one should 
expect great things from this Swedish 
import. The VIP -50 is a worthy corn - 
petitor in all respects except for three: 
cost, physical appearance, and a 
rather destractingly "bright" sonic 
quality. (I have been assured by the 
importer of Milab microphones that 
our evaluation models were pre-pro- 
duction units of a design that is likely 
to evolve further, but I do feel entitled 
to expect a finish other than black 
crinkle paint and even perhaps a 
pleasing - yet distinctive - shape for 
a microphone as expensive as this 
one.) 

It was difficult to judge just how 
extended the high- frequency response 
of the VIP -50 may actually be, owing 
to the emphasis in the 5 to 10 kHz 
region. I suggest that this "bright" 
characteristic should be brought under 
greater control before full production 
is undertaken. These early examples 
of the VIP -50 simply have too much of 
a "condenser sound" for my liking, 
especially since they are being intro- 
duced at a time when most other 
condenser -microphone manufacturers 

are striving for as uniform frequency 
response as possible. 

In one category, the CU -41 and the 
VIP -50 are directly comparable: they 
are quite expensive (around $1,500 
each). The TLM170 costs about one - 
third less: and two C414s can be 
bought for about the price of one CU- 
41 or VIP -50. As we have noted, the 
Sanken CU -41 has no switchable pat- 
tern, attenuation, or equalization set- 
tings; the other three microphones are 
all very versatile in these categories. 
Like the C414EB /P48, the CU -41 ap- 
parently contains an output trans- 
former, while the VIP -50 and TLM170 
are transformerless. The VIP -50 has 
an additional valuable feature: it may 

be switched between a microphone - 
level or a line -level output circuit, both 
electronically balanced. 

The Sanken CU -41 microphone re- 
presents an uncompromising concept 
based on a single unidirectional pat- 
tern, and therefore it should appeal to 
"purists" and "minimalists" of the 
cardioid persuasion, just as the Bruel 
and Kjaer 4000 (omnidirectional) and 
Schoeps MK41 (hypercardioid) designs 
have attracted their respective loyal 
followings. 

I am indebted to Jan Hebel of Mar- 
tin Audio Video Corporation, in New 
York, for his assistance in arranging 
the loan of the Sanken microphones 
for this evaluation. ENO 

66 If I've learned anything in 

twenty years in this industry, 
its this; In any studio 

installation, quality gear is 

never the whole story. The 

quality of the sound... . 

....thats the bottom line. ii 
Wes Dooley 

Cett 
audio engineering orrocloter 

1029 North Allen Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91104 

(818) 798 -9127 (213) 684 -4461 
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dbx MODEL 166 DUAL -CHANNEL 
DYNAMICS PROCESSOR 

Reviewed by Roman Olearczuk 

The newest addition to the com- 
pany's line of compressors/ 
limiters, the Model 166 Dual 

Channel Dynamics Processor, com- 
bines stereo or dual -mono operation 
with some familiar features, such as 
OverEasy Compression, PeakStop 
Limiting, and Sidechain control, in 
an aesthetically -pleasing and low - 
cost package. In addition, an adjust- 
able Noise Gate has been incorpor- 
ated into each channel as a new 
function. 

This hands -on report discusses the 
operation and usefulness of these fea- 
tures, and hopefully will provide the 
reader with insight towards the bene- 
fits and cost trade -offs designed into 
this device. 

Input /Output Characteristics 
Unfortunately, the Model 166 does 

not provide XLR -type input /output 

terminations. Instead, PCB -mounted, 
three -circuit (or stereo) 1/4-inch phone 
jacks are used, apparently to reduce 
manufacturing costs. Inputs are bal- 
anced electronically, with differential 
amplifiers having an input impe- 
dance of 25 kohms. Outputs are 
unbalanced, and use line amplifiers to 
drive loads greater than 600 ohms. 
(Oddly, neither the unit's specifica- 
tion sheet nor operational manual 
provides a value for actual output 
impedance; both sources only state 
that the output impedance is "low. ") 

Each channel also has a Sidechain 
Input leading to a signal- detector cir- 
cuit for external control of the com- 
pressor and gating. The Sidechain 
Input is unbalanced and has an 
impedance of 6.8 kohms; termination 
here is a two- circuit (or mono) 1/4 -inch 
phone jack. To help avoid any damag- 
ing mistakes in wiring, dbx wisely 

Figure 1: Balanced /unbalanced connection scheme. 
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Figure 2: Model 166 Circuit Diagram Schematic. 
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screened circuit connection symbols 
on the rear panel, next to the audio 
and sidechain jacks, which identify 
the tip, ring and sleeve designations. 

The operational manual provides a 
thorough explanation of balanced 
and unbalanced hookups. For maxi- 
mum hum rejection, dbx recommends 
that the user avoids common ground- 
ing of the Model 166's inputs and out- 
puts. Instead, the manual suggests: 
"The best starting point is to ground 
the shield of the input cable and the 
source device (leaving it unconnected 
to the 166) and to ground the shield of 
the output cable to the ground of the 
166 (leaving it unconnected at the 
receiving device)." For balanced side - 
chain hookups, the company states 
that most balanced sources will work 
properly without having to connect 
the low or minus side of balanced sig- 
nal to the circuit ground (sleeve) of the 
detector circuit. However, it does offer 
one word of caution: "Some sources 
require the dotted connections shown 
(see Figure 1) - ̀transformer -isolated' 
balanced outputs. We recommend 
making this connection only if neces- 
sary for your installation, because 
some active balanced and ground - 
referenced outputs may be damaged 
by doing so." 

The quoted maximum input level to 
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In the early morning hours of Novem- 
ber 15, 1984 tragedy struck the Bethany 
Lutheran Church of Cherry Hills, Colo- 
rado. A faulty electric organ was blamed 
for a multiple alarm fire that claimed 
much of the structure. Thankfully no 
one was injured in the blaze that caused 
over one million dollars in damage. 
In the ensuing clean -up operation a 
Crown amplifier was discovered under 
charred timbers. Owing to the intense 
heat of the fire the chassis had warped 
and the AC cord was a puddle of wire 
and rubber. 

The amplifier found its way to John Sego 
at Listen Up, Inc. of Denver. Armed with 
insatiable curiosity and a knowledge of 
Crown dependability John installed a 
new AC cord and proceeded to verify 
operation on the test bench. The amplifier 
met factory specifications in all functions. 

In the photo above we offer you another 
glowing report of Crown durability. 

For additional information circle #282 

crown® 
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the device is +24 dBm, and the maxi- 
mum output level from the device +21 
dBm. Each channel features a hard- 
wire bypass switch for easy compari- 
son of the processed signal to the orig- 
inal sound. 

Controls Description 
Each channel has the following 

process controls per channel on the 
front panel: Gate Threshold control 
with Off position, and Gate Fast/ 
Slow release rate (labelled Rel Rate) 
switch; Overeasy Compressor Thres- 
hold and Ratio controls; Peakstop 
Level control; Sidechain Monitor 
in /out switch; Output Gain control; 
and a Bypass in /out switch. Indica- 
tors include: Gate On, Gain Reduction 
(via an eight- segment LED display), 
Sidechain Monitor On, and Bypass 
On. A Stereo Couple in /out switch 
enables the controls for channel #1 to 
serve as the master for both sections 
stereo mode; in this situation the 
slave channel #2 controls, except for 
Sidechain Monitor and Bypass, are 
disabled. An LED indicator provides 
visual confirmation of this con- 
figuration. 

The noise gate features two front - 
panel controls: Threshold and Rel 
Rate. Gate Threshold is variable from 
-60 to +10 dBm, and the user can dis- 
able the noise gate by turning this 
control counterclockwise to the Off 
position; an LED lights whenever the 
Peakstop Level control sets an abso- 
lute limit on final output peaks, and is 
user -adjustable from O to +22 dBm. 
The manufacturer recommends that 
the control be set one to two dB below 
the chosen maximum level, to allow 
some headroom for signal "round- 
ing," a process that reduces the 
higher -order harmonics found in conven- 
tional clipper circuits. An intensity - 
calibrated LED glows from dim to 
bright as the output signal further 
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exceeds desired Peakstop Level set- 
tings. 

The Sidechain Monitor switch 
(when enabled) directly connects the 
Sidechain Input to the Audio Out, a 
feature that allows the user to monitor 
the sidechain signal during setup. An 
LED verifies selection of this mode. 
The Bypass switch and confirming 
LED provide a hardware bypass, con- 
necting Audio -In directly to Audio - 
Out. Balanced circuits will follow 
through this switch even in the ab- 
sence of AC power. 

Operational Comments 
The dbx 166 Dual- Channel Dynam- 

ics Processor is packed with a lot of 
features, especially when one realizes 
the recommended retail price is only 
$549. Technology like the OverEasy 
Compressor and PeakStop Limiter, 
originally developed for the dbx Model 
165 models, has been incorporated in 
this efficient and economical pack- 
age. All controls were smooth and 
easy to read, even in a dimly lit studio 
control room. Control voltages, not 
audio signals, pass through these 

SUMMARY OF dbx 166 STEREO DYNAMICS 
PROCESSOR SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
±0.5 dB. 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): 0.1% 
at maximum compression, l kHz at 0 dBm. 
Output Noise: -85 dBv A weighted, 20- 
kHz bandwidth, unity gain ( -87.2 dBm). 
Crosstalk: 70 dB. 
Maximum Input: +24 dBm. 
Maximum Output: +21dBm. 
Input Impedances: 25 kohms differential; 
18.5 kohms unbalanced; detector: 6.8 
kohms, unbalanced. 
Output Impedance: Low, single -ended, 
designed to drive 600 ohms. 

Output Gain: -20 to +20 dB. 
Threshold Range: Compressor: +20 to 
-40 dBm; gate: -10 to -70 dBm; peak stop: 0 
to +22 dBm. 
Release Rates: Compressor: 125 dB per 
second; gate: 10 dB per second slow, 1,000 
dB per second fast. 
Gate Attack Time: 4 milliseconds for 66%. 
Gate Attenuation: 40 dB. 
Power Requirements: 90 to 135 volts 
(117 -V model); 200 to 260 volts (220 -V 
model) 50 to 60 Hz at 15 watts. 
Dimensions: 1% x 19 x 8 inches (H x W x 
D). 

dbx Professional Products Division, 71 Chappel Street, 
Newton, MA 02195. (617) 964 -3210 
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front -panel potentiometers, thereby 
eliminating any potential "noisy pot" 
problems in the future. The unit was 
found to be quiet in operation, and did 
not add any appreciable noise when 
inserted in a console module signal 
path. 

As an application, the Model 166 
was used to compress several mono 
noise gate shuts the signal off. The 
Rel Rate switch provides a fixed 10 dB 
per second release rate in the Slow 
mode, and a fixed 1,000 dB per second 
rate in the Fast mode. The gate attack 
time is internally set to two millise- 
conds for 28 dB signal rise, while the 
gate attenuation is constant at 40 dB. 

The OverEasy compressor section 
is provided with six front -panel con- 
trols: Threshold, Ratio, Output Gain, 
Peakstop Level, Sidechain Monitor, 
and Bypass. The Threshold range is 
adjustable from -40 to +20 dBm, while 
compression Ratio can be varied from 
unity (1:1) to infinity -to -one (output 
then being constant, irrespective of 
input dynamics). Maximum compres- 
sion is greater than 60 dB. Attack and 
release times are program dependent, 
and have been factory set. 

The Output Gain control ranges 
from -20 to +20 dBm and occurs prior 
to the Peakstop Level circuit (see cir- 
cuiting diagram of Figure 2). The 
mixes during audio layback from an 
Ampex ATR -124 to a Sony BVH -1100 
one -inch videotape machine. The 
noise -gate feature worked quite well, 
considering the fact that only the 
threshold level is adjustable and just 
two fixed release rates are available. 
For some reason, a section of new 
Scotch 250 tape (which normally pro- 
vides satisfactory results) developed a 
nagging print- through problem, a 
factor that was very noticeable at the 
start of each mix. The Model 166's 
gate immediately cleaned up this 
objectionable noise, with only a minor 
threshold adjustment. 

The unit's OverEasy Compressor 
section worked just as expected; audi- 
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ble results were just as smooth sound- 
ing as the output from the more 
expensive Model 165A (mono $699; 
stereo $1,398 - Editor). The Gain 
Reduction meter presented a good 
indication of gain- reduction action, 
although it is a poor substitute for the 
accurate three -mode VU meter fea- 
tured on the Model 165A. It takes 
some time to get used to its readings, 
since the eight LED segments are 
arranged in sort of a descending loga- 
rithmic pattern, from 1 dB to 30 dB. 
The same meter also doubles as in 
indicator of noise -gate attenuation. 
Therefore, to properly measure com- 
pressor gain reduction, the noise gate 
must be turned off; otherwise, a com- 
bination reading of gating and com- 
pression is always present. 

Sorely missed are the three -segment 
Threshold LEDs present on both the 
Model 160X and 165A - these useful 
indicators would provide a visual 
representation of the action below 
and above the compression knee. 
(Perhaps they had to be eliminated for 
lack of front -panel space.) 

The Output Gain and Peakstop 
Level controls were quite accurate, 
and performed as expected. The sound 
of the peak limit or clipper circuit was 
free of harshness, and its indicator 
represented the limiting action cor- 
rectly. Setting Peakstop to its maxi- 
mum setting effectively put it out of 
the signal path; the loudest transients 
did not once trigger the limiter on. 

Although the side -chain function 
was not tried, the unit's Operational 
Manual does provide some useful 
application ideas, including de- essing, 
broadcasting, anticipatory compres- 
sion, keyed gating, and selective gat- 
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ing. For de- essing application, the 
manual recommends: "In the absence 
of a de- esser, small amounts of high - 
frequency (6 to 10 kHz) boost in the 
side -chain path frequently will help in 
the processing of vocals that may 
have been brightly equalized before- 
hand, or that may suffer from promi- 
nent sibilance ('ess' sounds)." For 
broadcasting: "A pre -emphasis filter 
network placed in the sidechain of 166 
processing pre- emphasized audio 
permits higher average signal levels 
to be run within the headroom limits 
of the broadcast chain." 

For anticipatory compression 
(shown in Figure 3), the manual 
states: "If you feed the program 
directly into the sidechain and send 
the audio signal through a delay 
before the 166 audio input, the 166 can 
'anticipate' the need for gain change ... Such a special effect sounds sim- 
ilar to the dynamic -envelope inver- 
sion you may be familiar with from 
reverse tape playback." 

For keyed gating (Figure 4): "Con- 
trolling the gating of one signal by 
another permits perfectly in -sync 
playing and overdubbing among indi- 
vidual instruments or precise sonic 

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENTS 
from: Scott Berdell, Director of sales and marketing, Professional Products Division, 

dbx, Inc. 
In the design process for the dbx 166, every effort was made to both maintain the highest 

possible sonic quality with necessary control features, and to offer a very cost -effective tool for 
musicians, sound -reinforcement and recording engineers, and home recordists in a simple, 
easy -to -use package. 

Given the design goals of the 166, the queries raised by the reviewer may be easier to 
understand. The lack of XLR connectors is based on our desire to appeal to the widest possible 
range of users. We employed 1/4-inch "middle ground," since XLR -to -%4 -inch and RCA-to-1/4-inch 
adaptors and cables are readily available. 

The absence of a power switch and the internal fusing are related to our power supply design. 
The 166 is designed to be rack -mounted and connected to the rack's main power strip; since the 
166 does not have a turn -on "thump" or transient, a power switch is not necessary in this case. 

Basically, there are two reasons for fuses: protection of the user (safety); and protection of the 
unit. The power supply of the 166 is designed to absorb very large voltage swings in the main 
supply. The transformer is equipped with a thermal fuse for user safety. One should be looking 
for problems in the power line, not the 166, if the thermal fuse in the transformer blows. 

The absence of metering is due to a simple constraint - lack of space on the front panel. It 
should be noted that the combination of LEDs on the front panel allow for a complete set -up of 
the 166. 

The noted flexing of the top panel is due to the choice of cosmetic construction materials for 
the chassis. The top and bottom are made of vinyl -clad rolled aluminum, and are reasonably 
costly. Since the unit is designed to be rack -mounted, we did not consider extensive use of the 
unit in stacked equipment to be a common application. We therefore felt that the very limited 
flexing was not a major problem in the design of the unit. We will be monitoring this possible use 
closely for future modifications. 

Overall, dbx believes that the design goals for the 166 were successfully achieved to provide 
users with limited budgets a low -cost compressor /limiter in the dbx tradition for sonic 
excellence. DOD 
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augmentation - 'fattening' - of a 
weak solo ... An example of the latter 
would be using the drum signal to key 
an oscillator which is set at an 
appropriate frequency to 'tune' and 
'punch up' the drum sound." 

For selective gating (Figure 5): 
"You can also do frequency- sensitive 
gating [to] tune the response of the 
gating action. If you're gating a kick 
drum, for example, in a track with lots 
of leakage, you can tune in to the fre- 
quency of the kick with an EQ and the 
gate will respond only to the drum." 

In spite of all the favorable features 
included in this compact unit, there 
are some packaging drawbacks. Cur- 
iously, no power on /off switch of indi- 
cator is provided. Perhaps dbx felt 
that since the unit only draws 15 
watts (and post -oil- embargo power is 
again cheap) Model 166 owners 
wouldn't mind a little inconvenience 
for some additional product -cost sav- 
ings. Also, there are no plug -in re- 
placeable fuses (external or internal). 
A close examination of the easily 
accessible circuit board, however, did 
reveal soldered fused resistors lead- 
ing from the +15 VDC power -supply 
rails to the remaining circuitry. Final- 
ly, the top and bottom panels flex eas- 
ily under certain placement pres- 
sures. While for rack -mount applica- 
tions this flexing does not present a 
problem, stacking several external 
devices on top of the Model 166 could 
possibly crush some of the vulnerable 
circuit components mounted inside. 

Summary 
The dbx 166 Dual- Channel Dynam- 

ics Processor offers excellent value for 
the price. Overall the unit performed 
as promised, equaling the perfor- 
mance found in more expensive pro- 
ducts. Hopefully, the manufacturer 
will take into consideration some of 
the criticisms mentioned here when 
they design future new products. The 
provision of phone plugs might 
be all satisfactory for "semi -pro" 
equipment, but XLR -type connectors 
should be offered as an option for pro- 
fessional audio users. Also, the cost of 
a fuse holder and power on /off switch 
would not add much to the bottom 
line, yet the convenience to the new 
user would be greatly increased. 
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New Products 
EMT 252 DIGITAL. REVERBERATION 

SYSTEM AVAILABLE FROM 
GOTHAM AUDIO 

The new system is said to provide very 
natural reverberation through digital pro- 
cessing using high -resolution 16 -bit analog/ 
digital conversions and a 32 -kHz sampling 
frequency. In addition to generating rever- 
beration effects, the unit provides three 
delay-based effects: straight delay, loop echo 
and chorusing effects. 

The reverberation program provides up to 
nine individual reflections before reverberant 
signal, and individually adjustable time and 
amplitude of reflections. Frequency response 
of the system is adjustable in four separate 
hands. Reveberation is generated using the 
entire audio frequency range of the source 
signal, resulting in a very natural sounding 
output. Four reverberation algorithms are 
implemented in the Model 252: a main rever- 
beration program; a reduced bandwidth 
(EMT 250) program; a Doppler- shifted pro- 
gram; and a nonlinear decay program. 

The delay mode provides up to 480 millise- 
conds of delay for three individual taps, plus a 
"cluster tap" of six individual taps in fixed 
relation to one another. Echo mode provides 
four "loops" of up to 440 milliseconds of 
delay, with feedback amplitude adjustable on 
each. The chorus mode provides up to four 

voices from one input source, with control of 
depth and rate of the chorus effect. 
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The processing system is housed ina19- 
inch rack mounting enclosure, with control of 
all functions and display of all settings appear- 
ing on a separate eight- by 12 -inch remote, 
which can be placed up to 300 feet from the 
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processor. 
The remote provides 128 memory presets 

for each of the reverberation and effects pro- 
grams: half are preset at the factory, and half 
programmable by the user. 

Presets are stored in battery- backed 
memory: 16 fixed and 16 user presets for the 
main reverberation program, and eight fixed 
and eight user presets for each of the six 
other reverberation and effects programs. 
Single- button recall of random or sequential 
presets is provided, as well as means to copy 
settings form one preset to another with 
desired modifications. Factory -fixed settings 
can be converted to user -modifiable settings, 
optionally allowing all 128 memory locations 
for user presets. 

The EMT 252 digital reverb system has a 

professional net user price of $16,500. 
GOTHAM AUDIO CORPORATION 

For additional information circle #287 

SYMETRIX MODEL 544 
FOUR -CHANNEL NOISE GATE 

AND EXPANDER 
Designed specifically for profesisonal stu- 

dio and live- performance applications where 
distortion -free gating is mandatory, the 544 is 
said to offer a maximum amount of process- 
ing power. The new unit ecncloses four 
channels in 11; inches of rack space while, at 
the same time, providing a full complement of 
user -variable expander /gate controls includ- 
ing attack time, release time, range /ratio, and 
threshold. 

Each channel can be set to trigger inter -, 
nally, or keyed from external input signals for 
special effects. Gate mode response has 
been optimized for highly transient material 
such as drums and percussion. The down- 
ward expander is described as being excep- 
tionally linear, and doubles as an expander 
and noise reducer. Intelligent automatic time 
control circuitry works in conjunction with 
the manual release time control to eliminate 
low- frequency distortion in both gate and 
expand modes. 

In addition to its variable parameter and 
mode -select controls, each channel provides 
the user with a five -segment LED gain - 
reduction display for visual indication of the 
unit's performance. 

Suggested retail price of the Model 544 is 
$549. 

SYMETRIX 
For additional Information circle #288 

NEW STUDIO DOMINATOR 
THREE -BAND LIMITER 

FROM APHEX 
The Studio DominatorTM is an intelligent 

three -band limiter with a proprietary circuit 
that varies the threshold for limiting, unlike 
traditional "dumb over -threshold" devices. A 
unique Transient Enhancement Circuit is 
said to actually increase the perception of 
transients, while maintaining absolute peak 
limiting. 

Tuneable crossover frequencies, plus high - 
and low- frequency drive controls allow the 



Commitment runs 
deep at QSC. 
We're dedicatee to 
continually improving 
our producs and cur 
company. For us, 
building a better 
product and baking 
it up with top -notch 
customer support is 
the key to success. It's 
as simple as that. The 
QSC linear output 
circuit is one ourcome 
of our commitment to design excellence. Its three -stage 
signal path optimizes the sonic advantages of traditional 
push -pull amplifier circuits. By combining a multiple 
level DC power supply with conventional power 
transformers and rectifiers, we've im?roved on previous 
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compact and reliable, and which delivers unmatched 
audio performance. The diligent research that went 
into our Series Three paid extra dividends in the 
development of our economical Series One amplifiers. 
Both series feature our patented Output Averaging 

circuit protection, dual isolated power supplies, 
calibrated gain controls. premium components 
throughout. and complete rear panel connection facilities 
that include balanced XLR and 1/4" jacks, octal sockets 
for active and passive input modules and a full selection 
of output connectors. Our 
dedication to design excellence 
goes hand -in -hand with our 
commitment to providing full- 
service support on all our products. 
When you put it all together, QSC 
amplifiers reflect the commitment 
to leadership, service and design 
innovation that has guided us since 
we were established in 1968. For more information 
contact: QSC Audio Products, 1926 Placentia Avenue, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627, 
(714) 645 -2540. 
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New Products 
user to create different effects. Limiting can 
be preshaped to match the medium's satura- 
tion characteristics for maximum signal -to- 
noise performance. 

Because of its unique design, the new unit 
is described as being ideal for use in any 
situation where clipping is a problem, such as 
digital audio, disk mastering, video post pro- 
duction, and optical film. According to Mar- 
vin Caesar, Aphex President, the device 
could effectively eliminate watching the clash 
lights when mixing in Dolby Stereo for optical 
release, and will still allow a "transparent 
sound with the perception of natural 
transients." 

Caesar also stated that the Studio Domi- 
nator is the perfect companion to the com- 
pany's Compellor compressor /levelor /lim- 
iter, which maintains steady average level, 
without coloration. The Dominator is a peak 
processor that can be used to achieve differ- 
ent sounds and effects. The combination of 
the two units "provides the ultimate flexibility 
in dynamics control," Caesar offers. 

APHEX SYSTEMS LIMITED 
For additional information circle #292 

MEYER DISTRIBUTING 
JAPANESE ATL STAGE 

MONITORING CONSOLE 
Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. will be dis- 

tributing a mid -sized stage - monitor console 
that is a combined effort of Meyer and its 

Japanese distributor, Acoustic Technical 
Laboratory (ATL). The console will be avail- 
able in limited quantities for users interested 
in high -fidelity stage sound. 

The console configuration is 24 -by -8, with 
an additional four auxiliary mixes. All 12 out- 
puts have large LED metering that may be 
switched to VU or peak- reading. Any of the 
12 mixes may be re- assigned in any order to 
the eight main outputs via a fast electronic 
matrix assignment system. 

iary inputs can be used to route effects to any 
output. 

MEYER SOUNDS LABORATORIES 
For additional information circle #293 

BLACK AUDIO DEVICES 
LAUNCHES MICROPHONE 

STAND REPAIR AND 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Swivel Levers replace the "dumbbells" on 
AKG -type booms. Original parts can be eas- 
ily lost, leaving the boom virtually useless; yet 
factory replacements are virtually impossible 
to find. The Swivel Levers are a precision - 
machined replacement that, according to 
Black Audio, will neither fall off nor bend, like 
the factory parts. 

Each transformerless input channel has 
switchable phantom power, a highpass filter, 
and four -band "true -complimentary" EQ. A 
switching system allows a master fader to 
control the send to the matrix. Insert points 
and direct outs are furnished for each input. 

Monitoring solo points are at input, sum- 
ming, and output stages, and peak indicators 
at each of these stages is said to provide 
distortion -free operation. Talkback can be 
assigned to individual outputs for improved 
musician -mixer communications. Two auxil- 

Thread Strips enable the loose fit to be 
taken out of the threads on mike stands, 
booms, and accessories, and restore a like - 

new snug fit to threads that have become 
loose or stripped from age, long -term use, or 
damage. They come in packages of 12, and 
are available in four precision thicknesses. 

Suggested list price of the Swivel Lever is 

IS YOUR EDUCATION COMPLETE? 
C- --duce (c- diifs), r. To lead sound engineers 
astray from habitual use of microphones, stands 
and isolation booths. To include commitment to 
studio quality sound with maximum separation at a 

cost effective price. To persuade abandonment of 
setting -up problems and clutter in the studio or on 
stage. by attractive thing or quality. 

C-duceable (c- diifsah'I), a. Drums. 
Congas. Bongos. Timbales etc., Acoustic Guitar. 
Mandolin. Lute. Balalaika, Violin, 'Cello. Double 
Bass, Harp, Banjo. Piano. Harpsichord, Celeste. 
Dulcimer. Zither. Speaker Enclosures, Solid 
Electric Guitars et cetera. 

C-ducees (c diÑsi s). Many prominent 
musicians in all aspects of the music industry (i.e. 
jazz, folk, country, classical or rock). As in 
Chick Corea, The Gatlin Brothers, Chrystal 
Gayle, Mahavishnu Orchestra, Toto, Mobile 
Studio, Abbey Road Studio, Sidney Opera 
House, Resorts International, Texas Hall Of 
Fame, Oberlin College of Music, English, Dutch, 
German, Swiss and Danish Radio, B.B.C. T.V., 
et al. 

C- -ducer (c- diifsai). n. Studio quality 
contact microphones. 

P.O. Box 1069. Palatine. IL 60078 C -TAPE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED (800) 562 -5872 or (312) 359 -9240 Telex: 280502 

For additional information circle "290 
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$6.00, and Thread Strips $2.00 per pack. 
BLACK AUDIO DEVICES 

For additional information circle #294 

"HUM- KILLER" FROM HAASE 
NOW AVAILABLE IN U.S. FROM ESL 

Until now, it has been customary to use 
notch filters or equalizers to tackle the annoy- 
ing hum interferences that originate from 
ground loops, defective equipment, light 
dimmers, and the like. However, the use of 
such filters does not reduce the interference 
harmonics, while phase distortion and insuf- 
ficiently narrow bandwidth negatively influ- 
ences the sonic quality. 

The Haase Hum Killer uses very narrow 
bandwidth filters (±3% of center frequency), 
not only for the bass frequencies but up to 
and inclusive of the 13th harmonic. Attenua- 
tion of the fundamental, even and odd fre 
quencies is independently adjustable. The 
stereo unit is available for 60 Hz or 50 Hz 
fundamental frequencies. 

Attentuation ranges are: 40 dB at 50 Hz to 
25 dB at 650 Hz; or 40 dB at 60 Hz to 22 dB at 

780 Hz. Phase shift is quoted to be less than 
10 degrees between channels and frequency 
response throughout the passband ± 1.5 dB, 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

Front -panel functions include linear /filter 

selector (for A/B comparison); mute switch 
for even or odd harmonics filter; and attenua- 
tion controls for F1, F -even, and F -odd. 

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
LABORATORIES INC. 

For additional information circle #295 

RPG DIFFUSOR SYSTEMS 
UNVEIL QRD -734 MODULAR 
ACOUSTICAL DIFFUSORS 

The new low -cost, space - saving model 
measures 235/8 by 47% by 81/4 inches, and 
weighs 30 pounds. The diffusors can be wall - 
mounted in clusters, providing horizontal 
and vertical diffusion, or ceiling- mounted in 
standard suspended grid systems. 

The RPG Diffusor System is a new, for- 
merly unavailable reflection phase grating 
room treatment that is said to enhance the 
acoustics of any critical listening or perform- 
ing environment, by uniformly diffusing 
sound, without absorption or attenuation. 

Each QRD -734 panel diffusor has a sug- 
gested pro -user price of $245; prices for a 

complete control -room installation, requiring 
48 square feet or more, begin at $1,470. 

RPG DIFFUSOR SYSTEMS, INC. 
For additional information circle #296 

SOUND DESIGNER SOFTWARE 
FOR MACINTOSH CONTROL 

OF EMULATOR II SYNTHESIZER 
The computer music system includes an 

interface that allows sampled sounds to be 

transferred between the Apple Macintosh 
and E -mu systems Emulator 11 at 500 kbits per 
second. Sound waveforms are displayed on 

the Mac's high- resolution screen. The soft- 
ware provides extensive sound editing capa- 
bilities, including Macintosh -style "cut -and- 
paste" editing. 

The waveform display can be magnified to 
show extremely fine detail, with editing accu- 
racy to 33 microseconds. Calibration scales 
provide exact readouts of time and amplitude 
values at any location in the waveform, and 
the waveform display can be horizontally and 
vertically scrolled. 
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Sound Designer also includes Fast Fourier 
Transform -based frequency analysis and 
modification of sounds; digital equalization; 
enveloping; digital mixing and digital com- 
pression; as well as a variety of other digital 
waveform processing functions for modifying 
sampled sounds and creating unique sounds. 

Direct digital synthesis (including FM and 
waveshaping) can be performed on the Mac, 
and the resulting sounds transferred to the 
Emulator 11 for playback. 

DIGIDESIGN, INC. 
For additional information circle #297 

is yours with price and performance unequaled 
Selective VU or Peak metering 
8 groups usable as mono /stereo sub groups 
Separate mike /line gain controls 
4 -band semi -parametric EQ 
Optional TT handwired 192 pt patch hay 

$21,500 including pedestal 
24 buss /24 track monitor 
26 I/O modules 
8 dedicated sends and returns 
2 programmable muting groups 

CATCH SIGHT OF A MATCHLESS 
FROM YOUR AMEK DEALER 
AT OUR NEW LOCATION 

619 S. Glenwood Place Burbank, CA 91506 818 -843 -6320 
The company that grows with you 

For additional information circle x291 
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New Products 
NEW MODEL 450 EIGHT - 

INPUT MIXER FROM FOSTEX 
Designed for both multitrack recording 

and sound reinforcement/live recording, the 
Model 450 features eight balanced mike 
inputs, each with phantom powering; in -line 
monitoring (so that tape returns do not 
occupy line inputs); solo on all inputs and four 
program busses; three -band parametric -type 
equalization; a dedicated stereo master bus; 
and accessible patch points on the top panel. 

The eight input channels, each with a 
direct output, feed four main program busses 
which, in turn, are mixed to stereo on the 
master buss. The two auxiliary busses (one 
stereo, the other mono) are independent, 
and may be used in a number of pre -EQ, 
post -fader configurations. The monitor/ 
headphone bus is also independent. 

Suggested retail price of the Model 450 is 
$995. 

FOSTEX CORP. OF AMERICA 
For additional information circle =290 

SANKEN UNVEILS 
FOUR NEW STUDIO 

CONDENSER MICROPHONES 
The CU -31 is 3 low- impedance, cardioid- 

pattern condenser model with a quoted 
dynamic range of 129 dB, frequency 0 Hz to 
18 kHz, and self -noise of 19 dB or less. In 
incorporates a "Push- pull" DC -bias trans- 
ducer element and a titanium membrane 

diaphragm. Quoted sensititity is 0.355 mV /0.1 
Pa, and maximum SPL for 1.0% THD 148dB. 
Supply voltage is 48V- phantom. Dimensions 
are 113mm in length by 20.5mm in diameter. 

CU -32 is a right -angle cardioid model with a 
quoted dynamic range of 129 dB, frequency 
range of 20 Hz, and 19 dB or less self -noise. 
Apart from its length (117mm) and capsule 
orientation, the CU -32 is electrically and per- 
formance identical to the CU -31. 

The CMS -6 MS stereo condenser has a 
quoted dynamic range of 108 dB, frequency 
range 18 kHz, and a 19 dB or less self- noise. 
With the companion CMS -MBB battery PSU 
and switchable matrix, the output can be 
altered from MS to L -R. The mike utilizes 
"push- pull" DC -bias transdensers, and a tita- 
nium membrane diaphragm. Maximum SPL 
for 1.0% THD is a quoted 127 dB, and nomi- 
nal impedance 150 ohms. Dimensions are 
170mm in length by 40.5mm in diameter. 

The CMS -2 is a MS -type, single -point ste- 
reo condenser microphone that has a quoted 
dynamic range of 129 dB, frequency range of 
20 Hz to 18 kHz, and self -noise of 16 dB or 
less. Like other Sanken models, the CMS -2 
utilizes a push -pull DC -Bias condenser ele- 
ment with a titanium membrane diaphragm. 
Dimensions are 176mm in length by 43mm in 
diameter. 
SANKEN MICROPHONE COMPANY 

For additional information cirse #302 

SOUNDCRAFT TV24 BROADCAST 
PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

Scheduled for unveiling to the U.S. market 
at the forthcoming New York AES Conven- 
tion, the TV24 is an "in -line" master record- 
ing console that provides live stereo and 
mono mix with routing to eight stereo audio 
sub -groups, and is intended for TV and video 
production. A completely independent 24- 
track recording and monitoring faci:ity also is 
provided. 

Standard features include fader start on 
every channel; stereo equalizers for the audio 
sub -groups: fast status control that reconfig- 
ures the whole console at the touch of a 
button; and a comprehensive monitoring 
selection. 
SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS, INC. 

For additional information circle #301 

BROOKE SIREN SYSTEMS 
ADDS SOFT LIMITING TO 

DPR402 COMPRESSOR -LIMITER 
The DPR402 normally provides a hard - 

knee compressor and de -esser transfer func- 
tion. To reconfigure the unit for Soft -Knee 
simply requires the addition of a resistor on 
the rear barrier strip This change can be 
made to one or both channels of the DPR402 
independently, and does not affect the unit's 
other functions. Full technical details are 
available by contacting Jim Jacobe:Ii at BSS: 
(516) 249 -3660. 

Suggested retail price En the U.S. for the 
DPR402 is now $1,095. 

BROOKE SIREN SYSTEMS 
For additional information circle #303 

The Card. 

To help you survive the times of grow- 
ing quality dannnds on audio we 
have redesigied ore of our well 
proven aralc3 telccm c4 
compander cards. 
The card wizard applied 
new tricks wi r SMDs 
and no less than 8 VCAs 
for a further redu .lion of 
space recuirements and even 
stronger performance now offering a 
115 dB dynamic range. 
Just take 30 3f tiese to improve your 
sound. 

N1/4. 

Solway Inc.. RD Box X647. 
Hollywood. FL 33C.81 
Phone (305) 962 -8550. Telex 467267 

Your ace 
in play. 

41, 
This ace, ake yoL 3 winner with 

audio on ATRs and VTRs. Check it 
out and challenge any digial 

tape reco.de to outperfcrm 
your aralo3 machine 
equippedwith the tel - 
com c4 compander ace. 

With this cards up yojr 
sleeve, youll beat the pants 

off the competi-ion. There are 
8000 telcom c4 channels already 
playing worldwide. 
Contact us for further iirformatior. 

Come See Us at 
AES Booth 107 & 108 

< 

Iblecommunicatians 

ANT Nachrichtentechnk GmbH 
Lindener Str. 15, D -334.3 Wolfenbittel 
Phone (05331) 83 -0, elex 95651 ant d 
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SUMMIT AUDIO ANNOUNCES 
HIGH- RELIABILITY 990 OP -AMP 

Better heat dissipation is said to be 
achieved with an aluminum radiating surface, 
tapped to accept a standard heat sink or to 
conduct to an outer surface. 

The op -amp comes supplied with gold pins 
in either ±15 or ±24 volt configuration. 

SUMMIT AUDIO 
For additional information circle #304 

NEW PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL 
SAMPLING KEYBOARD 

FROM SEQUENTIAL 
The new eight -voice sampling instrument 

enables the user to sample any sound using 
features that include a variable input -level 
control, complex sample editing (reverse, 
mix, truncate), and automated looping func- 
tions such as computer- assisted zero cross- 
over and zero slope selection, to help find the 
best possible loop points. A built -in 3'2-inch 
disk drive provides for fast and easy storage 
of custom sounds and programs. A large 
selection of pre- recorded sounds are availa- 
ble from the company's library of factory 
disks. 

The Prophet 2000 also features multiple 
wavetables stored in on -board memory for 
building "traditional" synthesizer sounds. 
Such sounds can be played alone, or in con- 
junction with sampled sounds by splitting the 
keyboard or layering sounds on top of each 
other. 

A velocity- sensing, five -octave keyboard is 

said to provide precise control over loudness, 
modulation amount, timbre, sample start 
points and crossfading between two separate 
sounds; its weighted action is described as 
responding positively to every nuance of the 
player's individual technique. The keyboard 
can be split, with different sounds assigned to 
each half, or with multiple sounds layered on 
top of each other. Up to 12 keyboard combi- 
nations can be created, with instant access of 
up to 16 sound variations. The Prophet 2000 
also features pitch and programmable modu- 
lation wheels, as well as arpeggiation capabili- 
ties that include programmable up, down, 
assign, extend, auto -latch, and transpose 
modes. 

MIDI implementation includes full support 
of Modes 1 (poly) and 3 (omni), receivable in 
Mode 4 (mono), Clock In and Out, pitch and 
modulation wheels, main volume, switchable 
MIDI Thru and second MIDI Out, complete 
wavetable access /programming via an ex- 
ternal computer, and the ability to transmit 

and receive sound samples over MIDI. 
The sampling capability is based on 12 -bit 

digital resolution. Samples with a duration of 
16 seconds have a bandwidth of 8 kHz, with 
eight seconds having 15 kHz, and six seconds 
having 20 kHz. The user may sample at rates 
of 15.625 kHz, 31.250 kHz, and 41.667 kHz, 
up to 16. 

SEQUENTIAL 
For additional information circle #305 

DENECKE ANNOUNCES DCODE 
TC -1 TIMECODE READER 

The Dcode" TC -1 is designed as a low - 
cost timecode reader for general film and 
video applications. In film, using timecoded 
film dailies, editors can use the unit to assist 
them in syncing dailies, making high -speed 
searches, logging, and keeping accurate 
time -date records of the actual production. 

The TC -1 reades SMPTE or EBU time- 
:ode from 0.1 to 15 times speed, in both 
forward and reverse, from VTRs, VCRs, film 
editing machines and film synchronizers. 

D LODE .. 
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TC-I 
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For transferring ' /inch tape to mag film, 
the unit reshapes codes for film -to -tape 
transfers, and simultaneously displays code 
while generating 60 Hz sync pulse at 24 and 
30 fps. 

DENECKE, INC. 
For additional information circle 4306 

"PART OF 
THE OVERALL 
DIMENSION OF 
MY COMPACT 
DISC PROJECTS 
HAS BEEN THE 
RESULT OF THE 
AN -2" 

Tom Jung, President 
Producer /Engineer 
Digital Music Products, Inc. 

"Recently, I did a project, 
Music for Christmas by Keith 
Foley, with 9 synthesizers all 
MIDI -interfaced together and 
fed into the console. The 
AN -2 really opened up the 
sound and spread it out ... it 
sounded three dimensional 
and very interesting. Anybody 

that has a synthesizer rack 
should have an AN -2. 

I have also used the AN -2 
on a lot of guitars -makes 
them sound great! Its as 
useful as reverb itself!" 

For the name of your local 
dealer call Studio Technolo- 
gies, Inc. at 312/676 -9177. 

ifs .. I nal8e. - L 
- 

STUDIO 
TECHNOLOGIES 

INC. 
7250 NORTH CICERO AVENUE LINCOLNWOOD. ILLINOIS 60646 
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New Products 
NEW WESTREX FILM 

RECORDER PRODUCTS 
Following Mitsubishi's acquisition of Quad 

Eight /Westrex, the company is focusing on 
the technical marriage of film studios with 
digital technology. The new Westrex ST- 
6000 six -channel film recorder is now capable 
of running in slave mode to an X -800 digital 
32- track. The film recorder can be driven by 
film pulses generated by hardware designed 
to convert timecode to this standard. Such a 
system enables slaving a large number of 
dubbing transports, projectors, and film 
recorders to numerous digital machines, 
allowing for replacement of analog dubbers 
with digital tracks, thus improving the overall 
performance of the standard film chain pres- 
ently in use. 

Currently in development is a new film 
Synchronizer /Master Controller that will 
enable lock -up of film transports requiring 
pulse rates of 2400 Quadriture down - this is 
reported to be the first time that studios will 
not have to worry about conversion -rate 
devices to control the transports of different 
manufacturers. To simplify the marriage of 
the film and digital worlds, the new controller 
will generate timecode from pulse informa- 
tion without having to print it, therefore sav- 
ing the use of an audio track. 

Other features will include RS422 and 
parallel interfaces, keyboard control of time - 
code, preset, reset, and freeze -frame control. 

Autolocator features with Go -To capabilities 
and Return -to -Zero will be standard. 

MITUBISHI PRO -AUDIO GROUP 
For additional information circle #310 

TASCAM STUDIO COMBINED MIXER 
AND EIGHT -TRACK RECORDER 
Comprising and eight -track open -reel 

recorder and an eight -channel fully assigna- 
ble mixer, combined SMPTE /EBU interface, 
and a microprocessor -controlled Load func- 
tion the Studio 8 is said to provide a produc- 
tion system of tremendous power and flexibil- 
ity. Once a seven -inch reel of tape is threaded 
on the unit, the Load function ensures that 
the tape will never run off the reels, no matter 
what transport mode is in use. Thus, the tape 
can be manipulated with cassette -like ease 
while the fidelity and editing flexibility of the 
open -reel is retained. 

SMPTE /EBU synchronizers and con- 
trollers are plug -compatible with an acces- 
sory jack fitted to the Studio 8, making it an 
ideal system to introduce high -quality eight - 
track audio to the sync -video market, at a 
very low cost. Also, composers working in 

the film or video industry, and musicians 
using electronic systems based on MIDI/ 
SMPTE, will also find such a feature essential 
to their work. 

The integral eight -channel mixer features 
eight program busses, and eight -channel 
monitor capability. The mixer also has a bus 
during multitrack work. Any channel of the 
mixer may be recorded on any or all tracks of 
the recorder at any time, through a unique 
combination of Assign and Record Function 
switches. An auxiliary -bus system can be 
used as an additional cue or effects mix, and 
the stereo effects mix system accommodates 
a wide range of signal processors. The mix- 
er's equalizer is a three -band, sweep -type 
parametric system, with range 50 Hz to 15 
kHz. 

Return -To -Zero, Search -To -Cue, and Real - 
Time Counter featured on the section, which 
utilizes three motors with full servo -control. 
The unit's dbx noise- reduction system has a 
separate dbx defeat switch, so that SMPTE/ 
EBU or other timecode can be recorded on 
track #8. Even with timecode on track #8, 
track #7 may be used for audio without bleed 
into the adjacent track. 

Suggested retail price of the Studio 8 is 
$3,495. 

TASCAM 
For additional information circle #311 

US AUDIO UNVEILS 
SINGLE- CHANNEL GATEX 
NOISE -GATE/EXPANDER 

The new single -channel version is designed 
to be housed in and powered by the dbx 

PRESTIGE EQUIPMENT FROM 
A WORLD CLASS SOURCE 

CLASSIC AUDIO CONSOLES 
SSL 4040E. MINT. 

40/32/40. Recall Ready w /Computer _ 

API Demedio. VG. 24/16/24. 550 Eq's __ _ 
API. VG. 28/16/24. 550A. 4 ret w /E0 _ - 
AMEK 3000. EX. 36/32/36. Automated -_ 
Auditrenics 501. G. 

18/16/18. 5534 IC's. Frame. 10 ret _ _ 

Harrison 3232C. EX. 32/32/32. Automated _ 

Harrison MR -2. EX. 48/32/48. Auto _ 
MCI JH 5288. VG. 28/24/28. LM /JH -50 _ 
MCI JH 5360. EX. 36/32/36. LM /JH -50 _ - -_ 
MCI JH 636 VU. EX. 28/24/28. Auto. 28 param. 
Neve 8108. Ex. 48/48/48. Necam I 

Neve 8016. EX. 24/8/16. 4 Rel. 1081 Eq's 30k 
Neve 8038. VG. 36/16/24. Ex Crescent Studio U K 75k 

150k Neve 8038. VG. 36/16/24. 1074 EO. Ex CTS. London 65k 
15k Neve 8068. EX. 32/16/32. 4 Returns. 2 Limiters 70k 

35k Neve 8078. VG. 36/16/24. Necam 2 1081 EO 8 Ret 145k 

55k Quad Eight. VG 36/24/36. Coronado. Auto. Discrete 30k 
Soundcralt 3B. EX. 32/24/24. 8 Returns __ _ _ 23k 
Soundworkshop. EX. 28124/24. 8 Para _ _ _ 15k 
Trident 808. MINT. 32/24/24. 7 Months Old _ -_ 35k 
Trident TSM. EX. 40/24/40. Refurb Ex Vineyard. U K 55k 

TAPE TRANSPORTS 
3M Digital System. 327 4T. Editor _ __ 90k 
3M 79 24T. 24T w/16T Heads. Spare Parts 22k 
Ampex AIR 102. New '," Heads _ _ _ _ _ _ 75k 
Ampex ATA 104 _ 8.5k 
Ampex MM 1200. 16. X -24 Locator _ _ _ 15k 
Ampex MM 1200. New Head 247 All Mods _ 22k 
MCI JH 110 8 27 _ _ _ _ _ 4.2k 
MCI JH 110 B 4T _ _ _ 7k 

MCI JH 16/247. Loc Ill _ _ _ _ _. _ 17k 
MCI JH 114/247. Loc III -_ I7k 
Otani MTR -90 Mark 2. 16T Wired for 24 w /Localor 27k 
Mari MIR-90 Mark 1. 24T w /Remote Loc _ _ _ _ 23k 
Studer A8ORC. 1 -Track _ _ _ 8k 
Studer A80 Mark II. 24T w /Remole. Loc _ _ 15k 
Studer A800 Mk III/24T. Locator. 2 remotes. 1 TLS 4000 461( 

UNIQUE PROCESSING GEAR 
ADA Vocal Stresser x769 -Limit /Expand /Gate /EO 1h 

12k 

35k 

75k 

35k 

65k 
30k 

I50k 

Qr 

7"..:e 
; 
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API 550 EQ. Industry Standard 
BTX Shadow II. Like New 
Dolby M24H _ _ 
Dolby 361. Mint 
EMT 140 ST. Tube Stereo _ _ 
EMT 250 -_- 
Lexicon 224 
Lexicon 224 XL 

Lang PEO -I _ _ 
Lang PEQ-4 _ 

Nam I. 40 Channel Retrofit Neve. Trident. API 
Neve EO 4 Band. 1091 

Neve EQ 3 Band. 1064. 1073 EC _ _ _ 

Q -Lock. Studer. 3M -79. ATR. MMI 200. Sony _ 

Urie 1176 LN _ 

TUBE MICROPHONES 
AKG C -24. EX _ _ 

AKG C -I2. MINT 
AKG C12A. MINT 
Neumann U- 47fet. VG 

Neumann M-49. VG 

Neumann KM-54. VG _ _ _ 

Neumann U -67. VG _ 
Neumann SM-69. VG. Stereo Tube 
Neumann U 87. G _ _ 

Neumann M 250. EX _ 
Neumann KM -254. EX 
Neumann M-269. EX 

Sennheiser 421. NEW _ 

Ask about our Console Rent /Purchase Plan -- 
Looking for something special? Call us! 

450 
4k 

13k 

850 
55k 
18k 

45k 
8 5k 

500 
500 
40k 

1 2k 

750 

95k 
450 

2 2k 

2k 

Ik 
60C 

1 6k 

200 
I 2k 

I 6k 

650 
200 
173 

I 4k 

200 

OCEAN AUDIO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
(213) 454-6043 TELEX (316706) IMC (OCEANAUDIO-US) 

For additional information circle #307 



F 900 powered frame. In its gating mode the 
Model 904 employs program -dependent 
attack to eliminate turn -on "pop," while 
maintaining attack times sufficiently short to 
accommodate all percussion instruments. 
Program -controlled sustain automatically 
lengthens the release time as dictated by pro- 
gram content, thereby reducing distortion 
when using shorter release times. 

The unit offers two expansion modes, and 
features an expanded eight -segment LED 
gain -reduction meter. 

List price of the Gatex Model 904 is $250. 
US AUDIO, INC. 

For additional information circle #312 

GOLD LINE MAD SERIES OF 
MULTI WAY DIRECT BOXES 

Up to four active direct boxes are provided 
in a single- space, AC powered, rack - 
mountable unit, or in single- or two -channel 
combinations. 

The MAD Series is offered in three models: 
MAD -4 comprises has four independent 

active direct boxes, eacF with a 14 -inch input, 
a balanced low- impedance output (male 
XLR), and an unbalanced, actively buffered 
'4 -inch output. Each channel has its own gain 
control for matching of system -signal levels, 
and a ground -life switch. 

imaresvii 

MAD -2 is an active two -channel direct box, 
which is either phantom or 9 -volt battery 
powered. A battery- status LED indicator is 
provided for each channel. 

MAD -1 is a single -channel active direct box 
identical in circuitry and features to the 
MAD -2. 

Suggested retail prices of the MAD-I, -2 

and -3 are $89.95, $174.95 and $349.95, 
respectively. 

GOLD LINE 
For additional information circle #313 

MUSICWORKS UNVEILS MACMIDI 
SERIES OF MIDI -TO- MACINTOSH 

INTERFACES 
Using available music-composition pro- 

grams on the Apple Macintosh, the MacMIDI 
series of interfaces allows Mac -composed 
songs to be played on synthesizers and other 

In Al tests, this tiny condenser microphone 

equals any world -class professional microphone. 

Any size, any price. 

Compare the Isomax II to any other 
microphone. Even though it mea- 
sures only 5/15" x 5/8" and costs just 
$189.95,* it equals any world -class 
microphone in signal purity. 

And Isomax goes where other micro- 
phones cannot: Under guitar strings near 
the bridge, inside drums, inside pianos, 
clipped to horns and woodwinds, taped to 
amplifiers (up to 150 dB sound level!). 
Isomax opens up a whole new world of 
miking techniques - far too many to men- 
tion here. We've prepared information 
sheets on this subject which we will be 
happy to send to you free upon request. 
We'll also send an Isomax brochure with 
complete specifications. 

Call or write today. 

ActLa Sizt- 

w 
* Pro net price for Omnidirectional, Cardoid, 

Hypercardioid, and Bidirectional modes. 

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
417 Stanford Ave., Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 364 -9S89 

SONEX CONTROLS SOUND. 
With its patented anechoic foam wedge, SONEX absorbs and diffuses unwanted sound in 
your studio. And it can effectively replace traditional acoustic materials at a fraction of the 
cost. SONEX blends with almost any pro audio decor ani. looks clean, sharp, professional. 

Check into this attractive alternative for sound control. Call or write us foi all the tacts 

and prices. See Us at AES booth 0119 -121 

SONEX is nlanutactured by Illbntck and distributed 
exclusively to the pro sound industry by Alpha Audio. 

Alpha Audio. 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358 -3852 

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry 

wow wY /10. 
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ct to audio, au 
devices 

mect o, video, 
ment. 
vorking with MIDI- 

-. e, also enables the 
_..eu tor automatically transcrip- 

'II of music played on synthesizers or com- 
posed on the Macintosh into standard music 
notation. 

The series consists of four devices: 
MacMIDI Star can connect a Mac to 16 

MIDI channels on a star network of three 
synthesizers, each of which can connect to 
other synthesizers via MIDI -thru connec- 
tions. Suggested retail price is $79. 

MacMID132 allows one Mac to play up to 32 
independent MIDI channels, which can be 
assigned to an unlimited number of synthes- 
izers or other MIDI devices. MacMIDI 32 also 
allows for input from two MIDI devices into 
the Mac allowing for simultaneous recording 
of two synthesizers or other MIDI devices. 
SRP is $149. 

MacMIDI 32 can be upgraded to a Mac - 
MIDI Sync or MacMIDI SMPTE device by 
plugging in a MacMIDI Sync /Up board, 
priced at $149, or MacMIDI SMPTE /Up 
board, priced at $279. 

MacMID1 Sync includes all MacMIDI's fea- 
tures, plus it allows the Macintosh to syn- 
chronize (in /out) with drum machines, pro- 
fessional FSK studio equipment, and un- 
modified 35mm Kodak Carousel slide pro- 

jectors. MacMIDI Sync is now available, SRP 
is $249. 

MacMIDI SMPTE includes all the features 
of MacMIDI Sync, plus it generates SMPTE 
timecode, allowing a Mac to be connected to 
external recorders for laying down music and 
special effects tracks on videotapes and films. 
SRP is $329. 

MUSICWORKS 
For additional information circle #317 

TAMA UNVEILS NEW INTERFACES 
FOR TECHSTAR 

ELECTRONIC DRUMS 
The TTB1000 Trigger Bank enables any 

Techstar Voice Module to be triggered from 
various sources, such as acoustic drums and 
drum machines. The TSQ1000 is a six - 
channel programmable drum sequencer that 
lets the user create and store drum patterns, 
and play on top of the patterns in real time. 

The TSQ 1000 is compatible with the Tech - 
star TS305, TS306, and TS200 or other voice 
modules, and will control up to six different 

voices. Specification includes: program patt- 
ern of eight Banks by four Patchs to provide 
32 Patterns, one pattern maximum four bars 
program; maximum 64 steps per single patt- 
ern: six channel sequence control: Run /Stop 

A Fond Farewell to the 
X50,000 Razor Blade. 

T >I ime was, you could edit a sym- 
phony for the price of a razor blade. 
Edits sounded great and were 
easy to make. 

Then came digital 
audio, and you could 
still edit a symphony C 
for the price of a Rolls. 
Edits sounded great - and 

L 

is a neat little box that makes 
effortless razor blade style edits 
with inexpensive digital audio 

processors like the Sony F -1, 

required a contraption 
only Rube Goldberg 
could love. 

Until, that is, the EC -1 Digital 
Editing Co- Processor from Electric 
Valve Communications. 

MUTE BYPASS PO II( 
EC. I Digital Editing Caproi c....r 
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501, and 701. 

pensive? Your 
accountant will be 

thrilled. Compli- 
cated? The janitor will 

be using it after the 
engineers go home. 

he EC -1 Digital Editing 
Co- Processor from Electric Valve. 

So you can cut a symphony with- 
out slicing your wallet. 

ELECTRIC VALVE COMMUNICATION CORPORATION 

Suite 604 B - 250 Mercer Street 
New York, N.Y. 10012 (212) 777-0498 

Key, Clear Key, Mode Key (Play /Write), 
LED display (Bank, Patch, Inst), Step Key 
and LED (12/16, 24/32, 36 48. 48/64); Tempo 
control (40 to 300), Trigger output level 
switch (15/5V); and sync connector. 

The TTB1000 triggers any Voice Module 
(rom acoustic drums, drum machine, key- 
board, tape machine, or other audio or 
trigger source. Each channel accepts inputs 
from XLR or phone jack sources, and creates 
a suitable trigger output. Specifications 
include six -channel interface; input sensitiv- 
ity - 50 to +10 dBm, or -20 to +20 dBm; and 
output trigger level 15V to 5 V. 

CHESBRO MUSIC COMPANY 
For additional information circle #318 

GML ANNOUNCES MIX EDITOR 
FOR AUTOMATION USERS 

The principal feature of the new version 3.1 
software is a program, Mix Editor, which 
provides the mixing engineer with the capa- 
bility of manipulating mixes much the same 
as a word processor enables a writer to 
manipulate text. 

It operates by presenting the mixer with a 

short menu from which editing operations 
may be selected. Such operations include: 
Merge: Combine portions of any two mixes. 
Splice: Copy a portion of one mix to a later 
or earlier part of the same mix. (A typical 
application of this would be copying the "per- 
fect mix" for one chorus of a song to the 
second and third choruses, etc.) 
Copy: Copy the data on one channel to any 
other channel. 
Clear: Erase selected data from one or more 
channels. 
*Swap: Swap the data between any two 
channels. (This feature is said to be extremely 
useful in complex mixing sessions where one 
module of the console develops sudden audio 
problems. The swap command allows the 
user to simply move all of the mix data from 
the bad module to any other working, unused 
module.) 
Trim: Add or subtract gain (specified in dB) 
to selected channel faders, for any portion of 
a mix. 
Extract: Extract all desired data from a mix, 
erasing the rest (the inverse operation cf 
"clear "). 
Mix shift: Move the entire mix backwards or 
forwards in time (as related to the SMPTE 
timecode on tape). 
Channel shift: Move the data from one or 
more channels backwards or forwards in 
time. (This feature is said to have been 
requested by a client who frequently mixes 
certain tracks by "riding" the faders while 
listening, and desired a method of correcting 
for the slight time lag caused by mixing "on- 
the -fly" in this manner.) 

All commands (except Mix Shift) operate 
by asking the user to specify parameters of 
edit operations in a simple and logical syntax. 
The parameters are: the list of channels to be 
processed in the edit operation; SMPTE 
timecode numbers representing the portion 
of a mix to be edited; and the automated 
functions to be processed, such as faders, 
mutes (and other switches), or others. 

The Editor also includes a "help" facility, 
whereby the user can hit the Help key at any 
time, and receive concise on- screen informa- 
tion explaining the current operation. 



The update to Version 3.1 is provided free 
of charge to all existing GML installations. 

GEORGE MASSENBURG LABS 
For additional information circle #319 

EMILAR ANNOUNCES MODEL 
EL -15J AND -12J BASS DRIVERS 

The new 15 -inch EL -15J will handle 500 
watts of continuous program material, and 
offers an average sensitivity rating of 104.5 dB 
SPL, 1 watt/ 1 meter over the frequency band 
of 200 to 800 Hz; overall frequency range is 20 
Hz to 2 kHz. 

411111110 
Intended for use in live- performance sound 

reinforcement systems and high -level music 
playback systems, the EL -15J is said to pro- 
vide sound -system designers and users with a 

new standard in quality sound reproduction. 
The new EL -12J 12 -inch driver has a rated 

power capacity of 400 watts continuous pro- 
gram material, and a 100.5 dB SPL average 
sensitivity over the 200 to 800 Hz bandwidth, 
1 watt measured at 1 meter. Usable fre- 
quency range is 20 Hz to 3 kHz. 

EMILAR 
For additional information circle #320 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 3000 SERIES 
AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT 

The 3000 Series consists of two separate 
components: the 3100A generator and the 
3200A analyzer. Both microprocessor -based 
instruments feature front -panel programma- 
bility that allows storage of extensive auto- 
mated test sequences. Both also feature the 
ability to communicate test data through the 
audio line being tested via an exclusive Fre- 
quency Shift Keying (FSK) technique, allow- 
ing unmanned, automated remote trans- 
mission -line testing without the need for 
external computers and modems. 

Test results are achieved in less than 60 
seconds, and may be graphed on a standard 
printer or plotter. If desired, the 3000 Series 
functions may also be controlled via RS -232C 
or GPIB (IEEE -488) communications ports. 

The two -channel, electronically balanced 
and floating 3100A generator outputs sine - 
waves, squarewaves, IMD, toneburst and 
sine -step waveforms. The two -channel com- 
panion 3200A analyzer will measure level, 
noise, frequency, harmonic distortion, inter- 

.., ..._ 
...5me 

of Sound Arts 
University 
Offering 5 wk / 10 wk / 6 month 

RECORDING ENGINEERING 
WORKSHOPS 

For the last nine yr.' The University of Sound Arts 'ins been producing tomorrow's recording 
engineers and video 

We use the finest and the must modern state of the an equipment in the world, thus producing 
engineers that are most effective and current in their approach 
Also available: t yr. program In Audlo-Video Technology 

CALL COLLECT in California 213 -467 -5256 or I- 800 -228 -2095 or write to 
University of Sound Arts. 6363 Sunset BI_ RCA Bldg.. Hollywood. CA 90028 

The Affordable 
Way to 

Eliminate 
Audio System 

and Room Drift 

The GOLDLINE Model 30 
Digital, Real -Time, Spectrum 
Analyzer is the affordable and easy - 
to -use instrument that takes the 
guesswork out of audio system 
calibration including frequency 
response measurement of consoles 
and tape machines, as well as 
monitor system calibration 

Affordable 
at just: $1895.00. Now available with the 
Option 020 Printer Interface Board to provide hard 
copy of all test parameters used during RTA measurements. 
The Model 30 is the ultimate studio and audio system "tweaking machine" 

Full 30 Bands Six Memories Quartz Controlled Switched Capacitive Filtering to Elim nate 

Drift Ruggedized for Road Use Microprocessor Controlled Built -in Pink Noise Source 

"Flat," "A," or "User Defined" Weighted Curves may be employed ROM User Curves Available 

Learn how easy the Model 30 is to use. Return the coupon below. or circle the reader service 

number to receive the Goldline catalog of products. 

GOLD UNE 
P.O. Box 115 West Redding. CT 06896 

(203) 938 -2588 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 
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New Products 
modulatun distortion, phase error, channel 
separation and quantizing noise (digital data). 

Pro -user prices are: 3000A (single main- 
frame); $8,950; 3100A audio generator 
$3,950; and 3200A audio analyzer $5,350. 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
For additional information circle #324 

COMTRAN ANALOG FILTER, 
AMPLIFIER DESIGN PROGRAM 

FROM JENSEN NOW RUNS 
ON HP -300 AND HP -217 

COMPUTERS 
The Software division of Jensen Tran- 

formers has announced that its COMTRAN 
program, which includes advanced AC cir- 

cuit analysis with optimization, group delay, 
time domain and integrated measurement 
capability, has been ported to the Hewlett - 

Packard 300 Series running BASIC 4.0 and to 
the Model 217, and also to other HP 
machines running BASIC 3.01. 

The program, which consists of four 
modules, is intended for circuit modeling with 
desktop computers, and enables an engineer 
to quickly and thoroughly simulate and 
optimize the design of analog circuits. COM- 
TRAN now runs on HP 300, 217, 9836, 9816, 
9920, 9845, and 9020 computers; and it is 
described as being 50 times faster than the 
HP AC Circuits program. 

Features include: optimization of active or 
passive circuits with up to 98 nodes; calcula- 
tion of group delay and relative phase; calcu- 
lation of output waveform given any circuit 
and any input waveform; study of circuit 

SIMPLY THE BEST! 
Simon Systems is setting a new standard of excellence 
in professional audio signal processing equipment. It 
began with the DB -1 A Active Direct Box. Boldly designed 
and independently powered *. the DB -1A delivers 
performance that blows every other DI away. The 
unique design of the DB -1A is based on totally active 
(transformerless) circuit with no insertion loss. And 
with features like line level output, rechargable 
battery capability, and automatic power system 
check circuitry. it's easy to understand why so many 
professionals refer to it as simply the best direct box 
money can buy! 

Then came the CB -4 Headphone Cue Box. With four 
outputs independently controlled by conductive 
plastic stereo power controls, the CB -4 allows up to 

four headphones to be driven from the same amplifier. A 
three position switch selects left mono, right mono. or 
stereo mix. and XLR input /output connectors are provided 
for paralleling additional cue boxes. It's no wonder why 
the CB -4 has become a standard in the industry. 

And the tradition of excellence continues with the RDB -400 
Integrated Direct Box. Based on the same design technique 
which made the DB -1A the premier direct box of the 
industry. the AC powered RDB -400 is four direct boxes in 
one. It can be rack or floor mounted and has countless 
uses. It features a totally transformerless audio circuit 
design. line level output mode with infinitely variable trim, attenuation 
mode with stepped variable trim, input overload LED. speaker level input 
pad. balanced and unbalanced buffered outputs with front and rear XLR 
connectors, ground isolation switch, and a toroidal power transformer 

The RDB -400 is a dream in the control room as well as on stage. Its 
versatility makes it useful as a pre -amp, buffer, line driver, level converter, 
distribution amp. and many other applications. 

So the next time you think signal processing equipment, think like a pro: 
Simon Systems - Simply the Best! 

Thanks for setting the trend: 
PAUL ANKA SHOWGLENN CAMPBELLFLEETWOOD MACKENNY LOGGINSJEAN -LUC PONTY 

JEFF PORCAROREO SPEEDWAGONUNIVERSAL STUOIOSTITO JACKSON 

SSIMON SYSTEMS 

14201 Foothill #29, Sylmar, CA 91342. (818) 362 -4000. 

behavior without building a prototype; com- 
bination of measurements with circuit mod- 
els; and synthesis active filter circuits using 
fewer np amps. 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS, INC. 
For additional information circle #325 

VALLEY PEOPLE MODEL 440 
COMBINED LIMITER, 

COMPRESSOR AND DYNAMIC 
SIBILANCE PROCESSOR 

The Model 440 is a single- channel device 
offering the convenience of a peak limiter, a 

high quality compressor /expander package, 
and a Dynamic Sibilance Processor section, 
each controlling a common VCA. Inter - 

coupling of the control circuitry used for each 
function allows the device to simultaneously 
limit, compress, expand, and eliminate high - 
frequency components in sibilance. 

The unit's compressor control section fea- 
tures continuously adjustable threshold, 
attack time, ratio and release time. In addi- 
tion, an interactive expander control is inte- 
grated with the compressor control circuitry 
to reduce residual noise that otherwise would 
he "pumped up" or accentuated by the corn - 

pression process. Special release coupling is 
said to make the transition from compression 
to expansion imperceptible, thus eliminating 
problems associated with the use of separate 
single- function units. 

The limiter control section exhibits 
extremely fast attack characteristics - 
typically 1 microsecond per dB or less - 
continuously variable threshold, a fixed 60:1 
ratio, and variable release time. 

VALLEY PEOPLE, INC. 
For additional information circle #326 

ALiRATONE RTS -S AND RTS -6 
RACK -MOUNTABLE MONITORS 
Both systems have baffles with compo- 

nents mounted on the center axis, so that 
one unit can he inverted to form a symmetri- 
cal stereo pair. The modified polypropylene 
woofers are shielded to prevent flux leakage 
that might distort the image of an adjacent 
CRT. 

The RT5 -S features a 1,1 -inch wide disper- 
sion, polyamide dome tweeter and a 12 dB 
per octave crossover network. Frequency 
response is a quoted ±3 dB from 70 Hz to 20 
kHz, with power handling of 40 watts RMS. 
Impedance is 6 ohms. The enclosure occu- 
pies 5.25 inches of vertical rack space: width 
is 16.5 inches and depth 8.5 inches. 

The RT6 -S acoustic design is derived from 
the T6 Sub Compact Two -Way monitor, 
with the same one -inch soft -dome tweeter, 12 

or 8 dB per octave crossover network and 
nearly identical Thiele -Small woofer parame- 
ters, except that the magnet structure is 
heavier and shielded against flux leakage. 
Frequency response is a quoted ±2.5 dB from 
60 Hz to 20 kHz, with 50 watts RMS power 
handling. Impedance is 8 ohms, and enclo- 
sure measurements 8.75 by 16.5 by 9.5 inches 
(HxWxD). 

Suggested pro -net pricing is $165 each for 
the RT5 -S, and $180 each for the RT6 -S. 

At RATONE CORPORATION 
For additional information circle #327 



- ADVERTISEMENT - 
LAKE EXPANDS 
CAPABILITIES 

What's new at LAKE? Besides the influx 
of new people ... A host of new computer 
systems. Computers that assist in the de- 
sign, engineering, drafting, and service of 
audio /video systems. One of the most excit- 
ing new computer systems is the audio de- 
partments Tecron TEF System 10. A port- 
able audio spectrum analyzer that can be 
used in the field and the data brought back 
to the office for further analysis. 

LAKE is involved in the design and building 
of television stations, recording studios, 
post production editing systems, and sound 
reinforcement systems worldwide. A com- 
puter system that could quickly analyze the 
acoustic parameters of any space was very 
important to the engineering department. 
They are currently using the TEF 10 to help 
expedite the engineering requirements of 
an expanding customer base. 

An example of its value was recently dis- 
cussed at a meeting I attended. It seems 
that microphones placed at a specific area 
on stage were experiencing excessive feed- 
back. The client had tried a number of cor- 
rective measures to no avail. LAKE's en- 
gineers, using the TEF 10 were able to pin- 
point the problem, something that at first 

LAKE'S audio systems engineers Dennis Smyers (foreground) 
and Steve Blake analyze data on the TEF System 10 

glance seemed insignificant, a steam pipe 
located near the speaker cluster was causing 
a strong reflection into the problem area. 
Covering the pipe with absorbent material, 
eliminated the problem. 

Without a doubt, this type of commit- 
ment on the part of LAKE in R & D, positions 
them as the systems company of choice in 
the audio field. Contact them at (617) 
244 -6881. 

Another In A Series Of Application 
Notes On Sound System Design 

From EAW. 

Subject: The EAW MR 
Series: a complete range of 
mid -bass horns. 

The Eastern Acoustic Works MR 
Series Mid -Bass Horns are the only 
systems to offer increased output 
capabilities without sacnficing 
distortion, coverage or response 
linearity. Since the introduction of 
the MR102 in 1978 it has become 
the standard on six continents for 
high quality music reproduction 
systems. 

Features: 
Flat frequency response +- 2 dB on axis 

over entire operating range (no other 
mid -bass horn comes near). 

Flat power response less than -6 dB 
deviation from on axis response up to 45 
degrees off axis, over the entire operating 
range. 

Complex construction using high 
density polyurathane foam reinforcing 
cross- grain- laminated birch , for absolute 
acoustical integrity and freedom from 
output robbing resonances. 

Kenton Forsythe designed throat 
displacement plug enables unmatched 
accuracy. 

Complete range includes units for the 
following bandwidths: 150 Hz to 1.8k Hz, 
250 to 1.8k Hz, and 275 Hz to 2.2k Hz. 

Each system is complete with specially 
designed mid -bass RCF driver, road 
enclosure, handles, and hardware. 

Lower Midrange 
Reproducers 

Price: 
MR142L $810 
Extended low frequency 
mid -bass system with RCF LAB 
L12 /P1 l W 300mm driver, 150 
Hz to 1.8k Hz, 109 dB SPL lw 
@ Im, 13.5 x 24.6 x 19.75 

M R 102L $665 
High output horn loaded 
mid -bass system with RCF LAB 
L12/P11 W 300mm driver, 250 
Hz to 1.8k Hz, 109 dB SPL 1w 

@ 1m, 18.5 x 29.75 x 24.6 

MR1OILNEW $525 
Extended high frequency 
mid -bass system with RCF 
L10 /750 250mm driver, 275 to 
2.2k Hz, 108 dB SPL 1 w @ 
1m, 13.5 x 24.6 x 19.75 

Forsythe 
Series 
MR142L 
MR 102L 
MR101L 
For more information on 
these and other EAW 
professonal audio 
products, call or write: 
Eastern Acoustic Works, 
Inc., 59 Fountain St. 
Framingham, MA 
01701. Telephone: 
(617) 620-1478 

Forsythe Series 
By Eastern Acoustic Works 
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VERTIGO BURNISHER AND VERTIGO 
INJECTOR RESTORE ORIGINAL 
PERFORMANCE TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 
VERTIGO 14 TRS AND TT BURNISHERS: 

er In rru 'Gama' 

VERTIGO 14 TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
,'Vents 

been r87nvM 

ONLY $29.95 EA. mixe write tor 

dilU,' ' err 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. #116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 

Classifiec 
- RATES $82 Per Column Inch (21/4" X 1 ") - 

One -inch minimum, payable in advance. Four inches 
maximum. Space over four inches will be charged 

for at regular display advertising rates. 

EQUIPMENT for SALE 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Used & New Mixers, Amps. Effects, 
Mics., Etc. YAMAHA, JBL, BGW, SHURE, 
ETC. Low Prices, eg: BGW 750B's, $700. 
Lexicon 224, $4.950. Quantity discounts 
A -1 AUDIO, 6322 DeLongpre Ave., Hol- 
lywood, Calif. 90028. (213) 465 -1101. 

AUTOLOCATORS 
CM50full function microprocessor based 
autolocator and SMPTE reader available 
for 20 different multitracks, typically: 
M79, MM1100, A80. 
You've seen it on the B16 and X801 Call 
us now if your multitrack needs a little 
help finding its way around. Prices 
around $1100. 

Applied Microsystems Ltd., 
(213) 854 -5098. 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
Used equipment for sale 

MICROPHONES 
All Neuman and AKG tube type 
microphones available. 
Also RCA, Schoeps, Sony, etc. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
MCI JH 1 14 16track 
MCI JH 114 24 -track 
3M M79 24 track Scully 280 16 
track 
Many Mono, 2 -track and 4 -track 
recorders available 

RECORDING CONSOLES 
Neve 30/16/16 custom - 1977 
Neve 38 input -1972 
API 20/8 /16 
Trident Series 80 - 1980 
Trident Series 80B as new 
Helios consoles available 

OUTBOARD GEAR 
Too much to list. Call for info. 

WANTED 
Fairchild, Teletronics, Pultech, ITI, 
Sontec, API, Lang, Marantz 
Model 9 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
PO Box 9830 

Berkeley, CA 94709 
Phone: 415-527-1411 

R -c ¡l .:" Outolwr 1985 

FREE 32pg Catalog 8 50 Audio Video Applic. 
PWR SUPP. EO. 

.n una I,. mpi 

IC. 
TRANS. CM. 
TAPE. VIDEO. 
,DIE. OSC 

- n a - o u , . ,2-,n - ,S -in -oul 
a io o.., . TV Audio 8 Recd Prod Consoles 

®OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934 -3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

For additional information circle #332 

FOR SALE 
Ampex MM1000 2" 16 track 

tape recorder. 
S8.000 - OBO 
(213) 684-5005 
(818) 791-4004 

FOR SALE 
MCI JH -532C Console, Plasma Meters, 
Automation. Producers Desk, Center 
Grouping Masters. Reverb Returns with 
EQ. Excellent condition. asking $48.5K. 

Call Alan (312) 822 -9127. 

THE BEST SPECS 
COST LESS. 

s 

Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
± 5 dB 

.Smc to 6 colt KNIS capacity without 
clipping or distortion 

.0$4( THU 
Whirlwind TRSP -I transtOnn r tir signal 
isolation and splitting with unitirnt response 
(single secondary). 

Whirlwind TRSP -2 transformer tir signal 
isolation and splitting with uniform response 
(dual secondary ) 

Whirlwind "[NHL-N1 transformer tir Hi to 
lai signal con crsiuns and signal isolation. 

The best specs in the business... for half 
the price. From The Interface Specialists 

whirlwind 
THE INTERFACE SPECIALISTS 

Whirlwind Music, Inc.. P.O. Box 1075 
Rochester, New York 14603 (7161663-8820 

For additional information circle #330 

IF YOU'RE NOT 

USING IT - - SELL IT ! 

THE 
BERTECH ORGANIZATION 

YOUR NATIONAL 
CLEARINGHOUSE 
FOR FINE USED 
AUDIO & VIDEO 

Our mailers reach 

thousands of professionals every 
month. We'll list your used 

equipment free of charge- -or 
help you find that rare item 

you've been looking for. 

THE 
BERTECH ORGANIZATION 

Distributors, brokers and custom 
fabricators of quality audio and 

video equipment. 

14447 CALIFA STREET 

VAN NUYS, CA 91401 

(818) 909 -0282 

OUTSIDE CA (800) 992 -2272 

THINK BERTECH FIRST ! 



EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Ampex MM1000 16 track recorder $5K; 
Echoplate II 6ft.. $1.5K, 2 Neumann KM 
86 mics, .9K /pair; 2 AKG 451 mics 
.4K /pair; Scamp rack, incl. power supply, 
2 noise gates. 2 limiters. $1K. 

Call 213- 664 -8227 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE - Gocd Cond. 
1 Dolby M24 -H $12K 
3M 79 16 -track head stack $1K 
1 Eventide 1745M, with bitch $2K 
1 Eventide Flanger Best Offer 
2 White 4000 1/3 Octave $1.5K each 
2 3M64 2 -trk SAKI hd stacks .. $.1K ea. 

(213)653 -0240 Scott /Eric. Maks offer. 

FOR SALE: A.P.S.I. 32 x 24 CONSOLE 
Six sends. 4 -band semi -para. EQ; LED 
metering, mic patching. spare modules 
and power supply, patch bay. Very flexi- 
ble and only 3 years old in very good 
cond. Coming out of gold record studio 
for automated board. Affordably priced. 

Call (201) 673 -5680 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
SPHERE ECLIPSE B console: 20- 
channel. 8 with graphic EQ, .n good 
shape. 360 SYSTEM DIGITAL SAMPLE 
KEYBOARD: excellent condition and 
priced to sell. ALLEN & HEATH System 8 

console; 16.8. 
Call Jim R. at (614) 663 -2544 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
ADM 8x3 recording console with 770 
modules, $7,500; ADM 10x4 recording 
console with 770 modules, $9,500; 
Ampex 440(c) 4 -trk. in Ampex console 
with custom remote control, $2,900; 
Ampex 440(a) 2 -trk., $900; (3) Scully 
280 -B -FT heads and motors reconditi- 
oned, $900 each. 

READY TO SELL - MAKE OFFER ", 
CALL TapeMasters, (317) 926 -2025 

EQUIPMENT for RENT 

NEW YORK NASHVILLE 

"The Audio Rental People" 
DIGITAL RECORDERS CONSOLES 

TIMECODE WIRELESS MIKES 
SYNTHESIZERS EFFECTS 

1619 Broadway, NY NY (212) 582 -7360 

EMPLOYMENT 

%!4 @& *s #CÓ[!!11 

IT'S THOSE LITTLE 
THINGS THAT GET YOU! 

It seems like it's always 
something small that gives out 
on you. At a critical moment. 
Sessions come to a halt. Clients 
get angry. All because some 
minor part decidec to let ga. 
Then comes the exciting news: a 
replacement part is impossible to 
find. You have to tuy a new 
piece of equipment or make do 
with the handicapped item. 

BLACK AUDIO DEVICES specializes 
in those little parts that no one 
else cares about. Like 
lockscrews and "dimbells" for 
microphone booms. We are 
dedicated to providing the ittle 
problem solvers that make life 
easier for the engineer and studio 
owner. When you need then - 
NOWT 

BLACK AUDIO DEVICES 
P.O. Box 4573 
Glendale, CA 91202 
(8181507 -8785 

"Because it's the little tAings that count. " 

STUDIO MAINTENANCE TECH 
Needed for Bay Area Service Co 

to repair from system 
to component level 

CALL STAN: (415) 332 -6100 
THE PLANT STUDIOS 

2200 Bridgeway 
Sausalito, CA 94965 

- The Connection - 
for New and Used 

Audio & Video Equipment 
Studer A-800. 24 track $42.5K 
Ampex MM1200, 24 track $22K 
MCI JH- 114,18 track. ALII 8135K 
MCI JH -10. 16 track. ALI. clean $8.5K 
Ampex MM1200 

24T head ass'y. new 85K 
2-MCI JH -110.2 track . 2K ea. 

1-MCI JH -110A. 2 track 
wired for 4 

3M M79. 2 track, excellent cond. 
í3.6K 

í2K 

$14K Auditronics 501.26in, full p'bay 
A & H Syncon B, 20 in., Allison Fadex, 

No Comp $12.5K 
Tangent 3216.24 In, spare m'dule _ $7.5K 
Amok TAC. 16/8/2. Stand & Cover - $3K 

1 - URE1 LA2A, new $1390. 
2 - URE1 LA2A, used $IK ea. 

Pultec EQ P -1. blue $.8K 
Summit Audio Tube leveling Amp, 

in stock $1K 
Dolby 361's, Quantities $1.5K /pair 
JBL 4425. bi- radials, new call 
AKG "The Tube". new call 

... And more List on request. 

Summit Audio, nc. 

P.O. BOX 167s LOS GATOS, CA 9503 
408/395-2448 

P & G FADERS 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

Major manufacturer of audio consoles offers brand 
new P &G faders at tremendous savings due to surplus 
stock situation: 

PGF 3220/C/U 5k Audio 
(U.S. list S45 each) 

PGF 3200 2.7k VCA Track 
(U.S. list $48.00 each) 

PGF 3222/C/U 5k Audio Stereo 
(U.S. list $65.00 each) 

10 Quantity 
Price Each 

$29.00 

$35.00 

$45.00 

Minimum quantity - 10 

100 Quantity 
Price Each 

$24.00 

$29.00 

$39.00 

Call Mike Peters at: (818) 898 -2341 
MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

5 albums of IRO crisp 
stereo sound effects 
grouped by category. 
Under 50 cents a cut. 

Get your free demo of 
Write MA. x, 't's Girard S. 
\linncapoh., \I\ 55.105 

PRODUCTION 

e 
sound P.p 

5 

EfX LIBRARY 
For additional information circle #336 

Studio Forms 
Get box labels, track sheets, invoices, 
etc., printed with your studio's name & 
address! FREE Catalog of specialized 
forms for the recording industry. 

StudloForms, Inc. 
186 Glen Cove Ave, Suite 201/R1 

Glen Cove. NY 11542.516 -671 -1047 

LOOKING FOR THE BEST 
('RF,ATIVE TALENT 
IN PUERTO RICO:' 
They're yours for the cost of 

postage and handling. 
Advertising/Public Relations 
Marketing/Communications 
Graphic Arts /Photography 
Motion Pictures/ TV 
Theater Concert Stage 
Related Crafts and Services 

Send $3 with request on your 
firm's stationery. 

CREATIVE TALENT DIRECTORY OF PUERTO RICO 

F irst Frd,val 0, 1,1 rfic.' vIi 
inturce Pii,',? 

P 
P 00909 

S... As- s s , 

- The R -e /p Library - 
The following technical books are available from R -e /p. To order any titles 
listed here, simply check the appropriate box to the left, complete the coupon 
provided, and send this page (or photocopy), with the correct amount in U.S. 
currency to the address below. Allow six weeks for delivery. 

Handbook of Multichannel Recording 
by F. Alton Everest $14.00 

Master Handbook of Acoustics 
by F. Alton Everest $15.00 

Cl How to build a Small Budget Recording Studio 
by F. Alton Everest $13.50 

The Platinum Rainbow 
by James Riordan and Bob Monaco $11.50 

The Principles of Digital Audio 
by Ken C. Pohlmann $22.50 

Sound Recording 
by John Eargle $26.50 

How to Make and Sell Your Own Record 
by Diane Rappaport $14.50 

Microphones, 2nd Edition 
by Martin Clifford $11.75 

Practical Techniques for the Recording Engineer 
by Sherman Keene $31.75 

The Microphone Handbook 
by John Eargle $33.50 

The Recording Studio Handbook 
by John Woram $41.00 

Building a Recording Studio 
by Jeff Cooper $31.50 

Acoustic Techniques for the Home and Studio 
by F. Alton Everest $17.00 

Modern Recording Techniques 
by Robert Runstein $18.45 

Film Sound Today 
by Larry Blake $10.00 

Name: 

Address. City 

State: Zip: 

Total Amount Enclosed $ 

All prices include postage for mailing in the United States. 
For all orders outside the U.S., including Canada and Mexico, 

please add $5.00 per book for postage. 

Mail completed coupon to: 
R -e /p, P.O. Box 2449, Hollywood, CA 90078. 
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duct. Moderator was Richard Vincent, 
sales engineer, Eastern Region, Elec- 
troSound, Inc., and panel members 
included Joe Ciccone, assistant sales 
manager, King Instrument, Bob 
Coningsby III, sales executive, Apex 
Machine Company, John Arnold, gen- 
eral manager, specialty tape products, 
W.H. Brady Company, and Tim Wilsey, 
sales and marketing, Polymatrix. Cic- 
cone suggested the use of bar -coding for 
cassette identification as a more aes- 
thetic process. When asked what the 
customer looks for when buying pre- 
recorded cassettes, Wilsey replied that 
part of the whole marketing package 
was how good the package looked. He 
called for a "need to work on prettiness 
and not taking anything away from the 
artist; "if the package looks good, it will 
sound good." When the panel was asked 
what changes, if any, would result in 
future cost savings, Coningsby stated 
that Apex was working on a new ultra- 
violet dryer that would increase the 
speed of the printing process and, over 
the long term, cut costs. It was also 
stated that more efficient auto -assembly 
equipment could contribute to a long - 
range savings. 

Mike Jones, audio consultant from 
Mike Jones & Associates, was session 
chairman for day three. The first pres- 
entation, "Elements of a Basic Quality 
Assurance Plan," was given by John 
Matarazzo, national technical manager 
of Agfa -Gevaert. The first panel discus- 
sion, "Recording Standards and Refer- 
ences," was moderated by David Bow- 
man, senior VP of ElectroSound; panel 
members included Daniel Gravereaux, 
associate director, CBS Technology 
Center, Rick Wartzok, audio engineer, 
RCA Records, Jay McKnight, president, 
Magnetic Reference Laboratories, and 
Walter Derendort of BASF. Questions 
were fielded from the audience regard- 
ing current standards. 

"Where's the Gap ? ", the afternoon 
presentation by John French Jr., presi- 
dent of JRF Magnetic Sciences, corn - 
prised a detailed look at the design and 
construction of recording and playback 
heads, and was followed by a panel dis- 
Fussion on achieving high quality from 
them. David Bowman moderated, while 
panel members John French Jr., Gene 
Sakasegawa, president of Saki Magnet- 
ics, and Bob Reiss, VP of technical 
operations at Sprague Magnetics, dis- 
cussed head wear, maintenance, and 
answered a variety of questions from 
the floor. 

All in all, the ElectroSound seminar 
can be considered a huge success, if only 
in providing an excellent forum for all 
parties involved in the duplication pro- 
cess - from producers and artists, to 
tape manufacturers -to come together 
and discuss their mutual requirements 
for high quality pre- recorded cassettes. 

According to David C. Bowman, VP 
of ElectroSound, "we are gratified by 
the enormously positive comments that 
we received during the planning stages. 



From the feedback received during the 
proceedings, the time and effort 
expended was well worth it." The com- 
pany plans to hold a similar meeting 
some time next year; dates and location 
will be published in R -e /p as soon as 
they become available. ENN 

WS 
OPERA THEATER OF ST. LOUIS 
BROADCASTS IN TWO -CHANNEL 
AMBISONIC SURROUND SOUND 

Four operas have been recorded 
Ambisonically by KWMU -FM, the local 
NPR affiliate, for national distribution 
via satellite to the NPR Network through- 
out the U.S. Taped digitally before a live 
audience this past June, the programs 
feature world premiere performances of 
Minoru Miki's Joruri and Stephen Pau- 
lus' The Woodlanders (based on the 
novel by Thomas Hardy), as well as The 
Barber of Seville by Rossini, and 
Mozart's Idomeneo. 

According to production director, 
Barry Huller, "Opera Theatre is very 
creative in the use of their performing 
space with action - not only on the 
stage but also in and around the 
audience. We wanted to recreate that 
same experience for our listeners, and 
Ambisonics is the perfect way to 
achieve this." 

MITSUBISHI X -80 DIGITAL 
TWO- 'l'RA('K NOW AVAILABLE 

FOR RENT FROM 
GERR ELECTRO- ACOUSTICS 
The Canadian head office for Digital 

Entertainment Corporation, the North 
American representative of the Mitsu- 
bishi Pro -Audio Group, has already 
rented the X -80 to several well -known 
Canadian bands, including Rush, Tri- 
umph, Parachute Club, Rational Youth 
and New Regime. Recording studios 
such as Sounds Interchange, Manta, 
Metalworks, McClear Place, ESP, 
Round Sound, Capitol Records and CRS 
Records have also rented the X -80. 

Gerry Eschweiler, sales manager for 
GERR, says: "The Mitsubishi X -80 has 
become an industry standard in the U.S. 
and Europe for the digital mixing of 
master tapes. At GERR, we want to 
make that standard available to the 
Canadian recording industry." 

NEW COLOSSUS FOUR -TRACK 
DIGITAL RECORDER FROM 

BY THE NUMBERS 'l'o BE 
UNVEILED AT NEW YORK AES 
The new recorder is said to incorpo- 

rated a significant development in mul- 
tichannel digital recording technology, 
and which can be implemented at costs 
far less than those associated with pres- 
ent digital standards. By The Numbers 
is a joint venture between Louis Dorren, 
and associates, and Brad Miller. Dorren 
is the inventor of the Dorren/Quadra- 

cast four -channel FM broadcasting stan- 
dard approved by the FCC. Miller is well 
known as a producer of the Mystic 
Moods Orchestra series, and numerous 
environmental recordings for record 
and film. The company has secured the 
services of John Eargle and JME Con- 
sulting Corporation in the areas of 
market planning, development, and 
product licensing. 

The proprietary code developed by 
Dorren will first be embodied in a pro- 
duct, trade -named ColossustM -a por- 
table unit capable of recording four 
channels of 16 -bit audio with band- 
width in excess of 25 kHz. Dorren 
emphasizes that the proprietary PCM 
code makes no use whatever of data 
compression. 

JOINT VENTURE ANNOUNCED 
BY AMEK AND GML 

GM L, Inc. of Los Angeles and AMEK, 
Ltd. of Manchester, England, have 
formed a new corporation to research, 
develop, manufacture and market a 
large architecture, fully automated Vir- 
tual Master Recording and Mixdown 
Console. 

The new company will be incorpo- 
rated in England as AML, Ltd.(AMEK/ 
Massenburg Labs), with design and 
manufacturing responsibilities perform- 
ed in England, and design, program- 
ming and prototyping responsibilities 
performed in Los Angeles. 

.. continued cerieuf -- 

sPARs 

WHAT IS IT? 
The SPARS National Studio Exam is designed to measure your knowledge in every area of studio operation. The exam has been 

developed by industry professionals and educators in cooperation with the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey. 

authors of the well -known Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). 

WHY TAKE ANOTHER TEST? 
The SPARS National Studio Exam will give you a clear picture of your own studio knowledge. What's more, you can elect to have 

your exam subsection scores reported to the professional studio community to affirm your mastery of specific knowledge and 

expertise ... whether you are being considered for employment or advancement, or just want to share that information with 

your current employer. And, if you are applying to schools with an audio engineering program, you can request that your test 

results be sent to them as an aid to appropriate placement in basic or more advanced courses. 

Your subsection scores will give you a diagnostic look at just how you compare with your peers in this fiercely competitive 
industry. In a market flooded with applicants, your results in the new SPARS National Studio Exam may give you just the edge 

you're looking for in advancing your own career. 

SPARS manufacturing members have established scholarships to be awarded to individuals who demonstrate need and who 
demonstrate ability through their score on the SPARS National Studio Exam. Your score report will be totally CONFIDENTIAL, 
released only to those that YOU select. 

WHAT DO I DO? 
Write or call the SPARS National Office and request the SPARS National Studio Exam Information Bulletin. 

SPARS 

P.O. 11333 

Beverly Hills, CA 90213 
(213) 466 -1244 

Contact us soon, the first national administration of the exam is scheduled for Saturday, December 7, 1985 at over 20 locations 

throughout the country. Deadline for registration is November Ist, 1985. 

The SPARS National Studio Exam is sponsored by a grant from the Sony Corporation. 

SPARS 
Society of Professional Audio Recording Studios 

Announces 

The SPARS National Studio Exam 
by Professionals, for Professionals 

-SPARS 
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N CWS 
Introduction for the new console is set 

for the NAB Convention in spring of 
1986. First deliveries are scheduled the 
following month. 

OCEAN AUDIO PLACES 
TWO NEW CONSOLE 
RENTAL PACKAGES; 
ANNOUNCES SALES 

1)ehcrncde tto Recording, Bridgeport, 

CT, has rented with an option to pur- 
chase a 56 -input Neve 8108 console, 
formerly in use at Abbey Road Studios, 
London. The new facility offers both 
scoring and music -recording capabil- 
ities. 

Cougar Run Studio, Incline, NV, a 
resort studio located in the Tahoe basin, 
has rented with the option to purchase a 
4$ -input Neve 8108 with NECAM I 

automation. 
Clinton Recording, New York City, 

has purchased a 40 -input Neve Model 
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8078 with NECAM II, formerly located 
at Studio 301, Sydney, Australia. 

House of Music, Clifton, NJ has pur- 
chase a 40 -input Neve 8078 console for- 
merly as Nova Studio, London. 

Smoketree Ranch, Chatsworth, CA, 
has purchased a 49 -input 8078 formerly 
at Sound Holland. 

London Bridge Studio, Seattle, WA, 
recently took delivery a 32 -input Neve 
8048 formerly at Polygon Studio, France. 

NEW COMPANY FORMED TO 
MARKET DISKMIX 

CONSOLE AUTOMATION 
Michael Tapes, president of Sound 

Workshop Professional Audio Products, 
has announced the formation of Digital 
Creations Corporation (DCC) to develop 
and market computer -based audio - 
production products. DISKMIX (Release 
2.0) is the first such product, being 
introduced at the New York AES Con- 
vention. 

All DCC product will be developed in 
partnership with Paul Galburt, presi- 
dent of SWI Engineering. The Tapes/ 
Galburt team was responsible for devel- 
oping the series of Sound Workshop 
consoles. 

The new release of DISMIX typifies 
the future product direction for Digital 
Creations, Tapes says. A custom - 
designed, "computer -on -a- card" that 
mounts inside of an IBM PC or most 
compatibles, DISKMIX handles only 
system- specific functions such as time - 
code and console communications. the 
more generic user- interface and disk 
processing is handled by the PC and its 
industry- standard operating system. 

Full product information is being 
released at the NY AES, with demos at 
booth #410. Digital Creations Corp. is 
located at 1324 Motor Parkway, Haup- 
pauge, NY. (516) 582 -6229. 

- People on the Move - 
LEE POMERANTZ has been promoted to 

the position of sales manager at SOUND 
WORKSHOP PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
PRODUCTS, INC. Over the past three years 
he has held the positions of quality control/cus- 
tomer service manager, and most recently 
served as technical product manager. Prior to 
joining the company, he was chief engineer at 

The Workshoppe Recording studio, Douglas - 
ton, New York. In addition, MICHAEL 
CUNEO has been promoted to operations 
manager, from his previous position as head of 
material control and purchasing for console 
production. 

JIM RONDINELLI has joined SOUND 
GENESIS, the San Francisco -based pro -audio 
dealer and service center, as sales representa- 
tive for accounts in the corporate studio market. 
He joins the company from the University of 
Iowa, where he was awarded a BA in business 
administration. 

WALTER J. KELLEY has been named vice - 
president of audio /video sales at LAKE SYS- 
TEMS CORPORATION, a builder of audio/ 
video systems based in Newton, MA. Kelley has 

been with the company since 1972, and most 
recently served as audio/ video sales manager. 



Studer 961/962: Small Wonder 
Ifs a wonder how a console so small 
can do so much ... and sound so 
good! 

The Swiss have a special talent 
for making great things small. A case 
in point: the new 961/962 Series 
mixers from Studer. In video editing 
suites, EFP vans, remote recording, 
and radio production, these com- 
pact Studers are setting higher stan- 
dards for quality audio. 

Sonic performance is impec- 
cable throughout, with noise and 
distortion figures well under what 
you'd need for state -of- the -art digi- 
tal recording. By refining and mini- 
aturizing circuits developed for our 
900 Series production consoles, 
Studer engineers have squeezed a 
world -class performance into suit- 
case size. 

The 961/962 Series is fully 
modular, so you can mix- and -match 
modules to meet your require- 
ments. The 961/962 features stereo 
line level input modules with or 

without 3 -band EQ, plus mono mic/ 
line inputs and master module with 
compressor /limiter. Other choices 
include a variety of monitor, talk - 
back, auxiliary, and communica- 
tion functions. The 961 frame 
holds up to 14 modules, 
the 962 accepts up to 20. 

Other new fea- 
tures in the 961/962 
Series include im- 
proved extruded 
guide faders, bal- 
anced insert points, 
FET switching, electronic mut- 
ing, Littlite® socket, and multi - 
frequency oscillator. 

Thanks to its light weight, DC 
converter option, and sturdy trans- 
port cover, you can put a 961/962 
mixer on the job anywhere. And, 
with Studer ruggedness and relia- 
bility, you can be sure the job will 
get done when you get there. 

Packed with performance and 
features, 961/962 consoles will surely 

make a big splash in audio produc- 
tion circles. Small wonder. Call your 
nearest Studer representative for 
more de :ails. 

For additional information circle #338 

With snap -on cover, mixer is road -ready in seconds. 

STUDER 
Studer Revox America, Inc. 

1425 Elm Hill Pike /Nashville, TN 

37210/(615) 254 -5651 

New York (212) 255.4462 Los Angeles (818) 780 -4234 

Chicago (312) 526 -1660 Dallas (214) 943 -2239 

San Francisco (415) 930 -9866 
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prj-vriT 

' The world's f 
unidirectional surface- 

mounted condenser mic. 

Clean and simple. 

No carpet strips or plastic baffles 
needed. Until now , all a surface 
mounted mics have been 
omnidirectional. Trying to add 
directionality has required 
a lot of busy work. The new SM91 brings the big 
advantages of unidirectionality to boundary effect 
microphones by incorporating a condenser cartridge 
with a half -cardioid pattern that isolates the speaker 
from surrounding noises. 

The new smoothie. The sleek SM91 delivers wide - 
band, smooth response throughout the audio spec- 
trum, while greatly reducing the problems of feed- 
back, low- frequency noise and phase cancellation. 
Ideal for instruments or vocals. The SM91 does a 
great job of isolating a vocalist or instrument in 
musical applications. It's also an excellent mic for 

For additional information circle 

meeting and conference rooms. 
And it's the ideal mic for live 
theater. 
A preamp ahead of its time. 
The ultra -low noise preampli- 

fier provides switch -selectable flat or low -cut response, 
excellent signal -to -noise ratio and a high output 
clipping level. A low- frequency cutoff filter mini- 
mizes low -end rumble -especially on large surfaces. 
If you're going omni. Our new SM90 is identical in 
appearance to the SM91 and just as rugged. 
For more information or a demonstration, call or write 
Shure Brothers, Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., SHURE® Evanston, IL 60202. 
(312) 866 -2553. BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS 
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